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PREFACE

This document is a collection of technical reports on research conducted by the

participants in the 2001 NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship Program at Marshall Space

Flight Center (MSFC). This was the thirty-seventh consecutive year the program has been

conducted at MSFC. The 2001 program was administered by the University of Alabama in

Huntsville (UAH), and the University of Alabama (UA)in cooperation vcith MSFC. The

program was operated under the auspices of the American Society ibr Engineering Education

(ASEE) with sponsorship and funding from the Office of External Relations, NASA

Headquarters, Washington, DC. The MSFC program was one of ten such Aeronautics and Space

Research Programs funded by NASA Headquarters in 2001. Similar programs were conducted at

seven other NASA centers. The basic common objectives of the NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty

Fellowship Program are:

a, To further the professional knowledge of qualified engineering and science

faculty members;

b, To stimulate an exchange of ideas between participants and NASA;

c, To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of participants'
institutions; and

d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA centers,

The MSFC Faculty Fellows spent 10 weeks (May 29 through August 3, 2001) working with

NASA scientists and engineers on research of mutual interest to the university faculty member

and the NASA colleague. The editors of this document were responsible lbr selecting

appropriately qualified faculty to address some of the many problems of current interest to

NASA/MSFC. A separate document reports on the administrative aspects of the 2001 program,

This document contains the technical reports on research performed by the individual 2001

participants. The NASA/ASEE program is essentially a two-year program to allow in-depth

research by the university faculty member. In some cases, a lhculty member has developed a

close working relationship with a particular NASA group that has provided funding beyond the

two-year limit. The reports are arranged in alphabetical order.
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lntrodue¢ion

The existing projects designated as SACA (Sample Ampoule Cartridge/Container Assembly)

and QMI (Quench Module Insert) at NASA - MSFC involve development of high-

temperature coating materials. A number of material systems need to be evaluated for this

purpose. The requirement of these coating materials included high emissivity (approaching

unity), sufficient physical strength, appropriate thermal conductivity to dissipate heat, and

above all high temperature (T >_ 20000(2) withstanding capability. Potential materials for

applications considered were non-oxide based materials such as tungsten carbide, tantalum

carbide, compounds of niobium, etc.

Effort wa_s put to find the possibility of using niobium based proprietary material known as

WCI03. There exist some problems of this material to obtain a stable coating. Based on the

inIbrmation available through the SACA Team the possible characterization techniques

utilized were evaluated. It is felt that the electrical aspect of the material system is not
considered.

Usually each material system displays dangling bonds on its abrupt surfaces. These dangling
bonds constitute surface charge density and gives rise to a property of the material that plays

an important role in the adhesive behavior with another material's surface. Therefore, the

surface property is crucial for both the substrate and the coating material, in general,

imraittance spectroscopy (IS) resolves this issue effectively. This is a proven advanced

technique for characterizing a number of heterogeneous polycrystalline material systems [1-

4]. For a non-Newtonian fluid system, when dried, the resulting surface charging issue is well

understood by this technique. The use of this non-destructive tool/technique was

recommended strongly to obtain the behavior and response of the surfaces as well as the

coating materials.

Another aspect of the on-going and future work at NASA - MSFC is associated with the

device systems that are related to heterogeneous hybrid device systems based on single-

crystal and polycrystal materials for space applications. This effort is a gear toward

miniaturization or further integration of the devices with decreased mass possessing identical

existing functional capabilities. Activities in this direction include electrical components such

as solid-state transformers, resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc., and electronic devices such as

high-voltage diodes, transistors, thyristors, varistors, thermisters, etc.

The aforementioned devices are projected with single-crystal substrates on to polycrystal

materials. Such a heterojunction may yield high-voltage handling capability based on the

principles operating in surge protecting varistors [5] and high-temperature thermistors [6]. To

obtain these junction devices vacuum coating unit can serve the purpose. Sintering technology

is not ruled out for obtaining the polycrystalline compound semiconductors. Such materials
can also be used as a substrate. With the utilization of these types of processing conditions

polymer-inorganic based light composite magnetic materials can be evaluated.
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Potential,Solution to the Surface Charging Effect

A simple arrangement for characterization of a coating material is depicted in the Figure 1,

This arrangement provides the effect of the interracial region across the single interface in

conjunction with the single surface characterization. Another simple arrangement is extracted

from the double interface concept shown in Figure 2. There each interracial region across the
single interface can be characterized, In all arrangements utilization of the immittance

spectroscopy is emphasized.

1

(.,)
L

Figure l: Arrangement of Single Surface-Interface Characterization.

I _ Single Interface Characterization (vertical set-up)

2 _ Single Surface Characterization (horizontal set-up)

A _ coating material
B _ substrate

2

E,r ''

3

Figure 1: Arrangement of Double Surface-Interface Characterization.

1 _ Double Interface Characterization (vertical set-up)

2 _ Single Interface Characterization (vertical set-up)

3 -_ Single Interface Characterization (vertical set-up)

A _ first coating material

B -_ first coating material
C _ substrate
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Experimental Approach

A series of experimental outlines have been discussed and documented in the Materials

Processes and Manufacturing facility laboratory. These outlines provide a strong guideline as

how to fabricate a coating or a junction device using either single-crystal or polyerystal

substrates. The properties of the materials to be used for evaporation using a vacuum coating
unit are also emphasized.

The electrical characterization of these coated systems and junction devices will be done

utilizing an Impedance Analyzer having at least a frequency range extending over 6 orders in

magnitude. For example an HP 4192A (or Agilent) Impedance Analyzer having measurement

frequency range 5 Hz through 13 Hz is extremely desirable. The author has experienced with

this instrument and expressed satisfaction in using it for such materials systems [ 1-6].

Recommendation of Procuring Instruments

NASA - MSFC needs to procure an Impedance Analyzer to accomplish the experiments

suggested in this report. For this purpose necessary information on the instrumentation such

as HP 4192A is provided to the NASA colleague as well as to the SACA Team members. In

the near future additional Impedance Analyzer(s) may be needed to expand the frequency

range data so that a broad window of interpretation becomes easy with precision.

Conclusions

The devices and material systems mentioned here are based on both single-crystal and

polycrystal heterojunctions. The use of silicon as a single crystal is not ruled out. However,

single-crystal compound semiconductors and oxide-based polycD'stal compound

semiconductors are highly recommended as these usually have large band gaps. Also such

semiconductors are intrinsically either n- or p-type based on the type of non-stoichiometry. In

this ease additional doping may not be necessary. Usual material handbook will be consulted

to select the materials. For example, ZnO is intrinsically n-type.
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int_uction

Parallel Plate Plastometer (PPP) is a device commonly used for measuring the viscosity

of high polymers at low rates of shear in the range 104 to 109 poises. This device is being

validated for use in measuring the viscosity of liquid glasses at high temperatures having

similar ranges for the viscosity values. PPP instrument consists of two similar parallel

plates, both in the range of I inch in diameter with the upper plate being movable while

the lower one is kept stationary. Load is applied to the upper plate by means of a beam

connected to shaft attached to the upper plate. The viscosity of the fluid is deduced from

measuring the variation of the plate separation, h, as a function of time when a specified
fixed load is applied on the beam. Operating plate speeds measured with the PPP is
usually in the range of 10 .3 cm/s or lower.

The flow field within the PPP can be simulated using the equations of motion of fluid

flow for this configuration. With flow speeds in the range quoted above the flow field

between the two plates is certainly incompressible and laminar. Such flows can be easily

simulated using numerical modeling with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes.
We present below the mathematical model used to simulate this flow field and alto the

solutions obtained for the flow using a commercially available finite element CFD code.

Mathematical Model of the PPP

As pointed out earlier since the flow is laminar and incompressible then the mathematical

model appropriate for such a system comprises of the equations of motion tot

incompressible flow, the Navier-Stokes equations, in this case. These are the
conservation of mass equation

V.v = 0 (1)

and the momentum equations:

p(c9 v/cOt+ v.Vv) = - Vp + pg + rlV _ v (2)

where v is the fluid velocity vector field, p is the fluid density, p is the pressure within the

fluid and r I is the fluid viscosity. The flow fields as well as the pressure within the

samples in PPP apparatus can be resolved by solving these equations subject to the
appropriate boundary conditions.

Due to the circular cylindrical nature of the geometry, of the samples used with the PPP, a

cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z) is the most appropriate tbr use with the present

configuration. Also, since the load is applied in the vertical direction making the upper

plate movement to be also in that direction, axial symmetry can be used without any loss

of generality. Under these conditions, equation (1) for axisymmetric flow in a cylindrical
coordinate system becomes
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I o Ov__:0 (3)
(rye)+ aT.

'6 and vz are the fluid velocity components in the r- and z-directions, respectively. While

the momentum equations for the same geometry will take the following form for the two

velocity components v, and vz

a,, + lP(

(5)

These equations must be solved subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. For

physically accurate simulation of the operation of the PPP the top plate in this model will

be made to move in the axial direction subject to a prescribed applied axial load, Fz

Mathematically, this condition will take the following form:

Fz (r) = x_,_ at z = h (6)

While the no-slip boundary condition should be used at the bottom plate, given by

v, =v_=0at z=O (7)

Also, in order to model the true physics of the problem, the appropriate free surface

conditions must be applied at the circumference of the sample, i.e.,

p_ -p=---
20" Or,
R (8)

where in the above cr is the surface tension and R is the radius of curvature of the axial

free surface, p and po¢ are the pressures in the liquid and the gas, respectively.

The flow field within the sample can be resolved by ,solving equations (3) - (5) together

with the boundary conditions (6) - (8). This system comprises of highly non-linear,

coupled partial differential equations for which an anal)etical solution is impossible and

the only recourse for solving these equations is through numerical approximations, or

Computational Fluid Dynamics. CFD, For this purpose a commercially available CFD
code was utilized. In this case, a Finite Element Method (FEM) software, the FIDAP
code was used.
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Whenusinga packagedCFD code, the first thing to do is to define the geometry of the

configuration as well as the properties of the fluid being investigated. In this case the

specific geometry had to be supplied to the code together with all of the thermodynamic

coefficients appearing in problem (3) - (8). Specifically, the fluid is assumed to be

ZIBLAN in the liquid state and whose properties are: the density, p = 5.0 g/cm 3, the

viscosity, rl = 3 ×I 07 g/cm s, and surface tension 6 = 216 dyne/cm. The initial geometry

of the sample was that of right circular cylinder with a given initial diameter D and initial
height h as shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. Sketch of the geometry used for the numerical simulation model.

The simulation effort was initiated by first using a simple geometry. "me simulation

effort was initiated by first using a simple geometry with a small aspect ratio D/h of the

order of 2,0 inches which the sample height was half its diameter, i.e. h=5.0 cm and

D=I0 em. Normally, samples used by PPP have diameters D of the order of 1.5 cm and

height h of up to 0.4 cm but usually much smaller, making D/h of up 10. However, it is

not advisable to use such high value for the aspect ratio until the code is fully validated.
Note, that the important dimension in the numerical simulation is D/h and neither D nor h

alone. In addition to the geometry being important for the numerical simulation effort

specification of the loading characteristics of the top plate is another important factor.

However, in order to facilitate the validation phase, maother important factor. However,

in order to facilitate the validation of the CFD code, the velocity of motion of the top

plate towards the bottom one was used in place of loading the top plate. In other words,

the boundary condition (6) was replaced fbr this phase of the analysis with the following
boundary condition:

vz = -V, vr = O, at z = h (9)

Figure 2 shows the fluid region variation with time ibr a case in which the top plate

velocity was .01 cm/s, The figure shows the plate separation at t = 10, 50, 100 and 130

!1-4
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Figure 2. The time evolution of fluid geometry from t = 0 to t = 130 seconds.

seconds after the start of the simulation. Figure 3 shows the velocity field vectors at 4
times, while figure 4 shows the shear distribution within the fluid also at

corresponding times of figure 3.
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time = IO0 secorlds

Figure 3. Fluid velocity vector field at 4 time intervals
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Figure 4. Contours of equal shear values at 4 time intervals.
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Introduction

For most breast cancer cases, the genetic causes remain undefined. One such genetic

determinant involves the mutation of the tumor suppressor gene, ataxia telangiectasia (ATM), as

a mechanism of tumor promotion in the breast. The function of the ataxia telangiectasia (AT)

gene involves ceil cycle control, DNA damage recognition, and repair of DNA damage

(Buehholz et al., 1999, Khanna 2000). AT carders comprise up to 1% of the general population

and their identification is of considerable interest in cancer epidemiology and radiation therapy

(Djuzenova et al., 1999). Individuals that are heterozygotes (carriers) of ataxia telangiectasia

(AT) have no clinical expression of AT but may be highly radiosensitive and predisposed to

several forms of cancer. Irradiation of AT heterozygous cells can alter the functionality of the

remaining ATM gene, thus resulting in a ATM protein titer to recognize and repair damaged
DNA.

Ionizing radiation is cytotoxic to cells as a direct consequence of DNA damage (Araujo etal.,
1999). Absorption of radiation by DNA bases can directly result in ionization of the nucleotides.

An indirect effect of ionizing radiation is the reaction with the water molecules immediately

surrounding the DNA, resulting in water radiolysis. The formation of primary free radicals by

water radiolysis introduces oxidative damage to the genetic material. Thus, the damage induced
by ionizing radiation results in free radical formation, double strand breaks, chromosomal

aberrations, mutations, and neoplastic transformation.

During neoplasia, normal cellular development and functionality are significantly altered.

However, current understanding of the initialization of tumor progression remains unclear. In

order understand the mechanism(s) involved, AT heterozygous human mammary epithelial cell

cultures were the selected model because of the noted radiation sensitivity of this cell type.

NASA MSFC is investigating the mechanism(s) by which environmental stressors such as

ionizing radiation can promote cancer in human cells.

This paper describes the study of the markers of cellular changes that are found during the onset

of carcinogenesis. Several of the biological factors are markers of stress response, oncoprotein

expression, and differentiation factors. Oxidative stress response agents such as heat shock

proteins (HSPs) protect cells from oxidative stresses such as ionizing radiation (Back et al.,

2000). The onocoprotein HER-2/neu, a specific breast cancer marker, indicates early onset of

cancer (Gullick, 1990). Additional structural and morphogenetic markers of differentiation were

considered in order to determine initial cellular changes at the initial onset of cancer, As an

additional consideration, all-trans retinoic acid (RA), a differentiation agent, was considered

because of its known role in regulating normal differentiation and inhibiting tumor proliferation

via specific nuclear receptors (Zhou et al., 1997; Mangiarotti et al., 1998; Van heusden et al.,
1998).

This paper discusses study and results of the preliminary analyses of gamma irradiation of AT

heterozygous human breast epithelial cells (WH). Comparisons are also made of the effects

various RA concentrations post-irradiation.
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MethodoloKv

This study focused on identifying cellular changes in WH cell cultures as a result of oxidative

stress resulting from gamma irradiation exposure.

WH cells were grown to confluence at pass 8 in T-25 confluent flasks and irradiated with

varying doses of gamma irradiation, 30 1LAD, 60 RAD, and 90 RAD. A non-irradiated control

was also included of the same sample. Within 2 hours of irradiation, cells from each flask were

seeded into a 96-well plate corresponding to each radiation dose. After adherence for 24 hours

the cells were then treated with varying concentrations of all-trans retinoic acid (RA) at 10-7M,

10-6 M, and 10-5 M, along with untreated controls (Figure 1).

p53 12

DesCK 11

CKI4 10

CK19 9

CKI8 8

H90 7

HT0 15

H25 5

ColIV 4

col VII 3

lgG 2

AL 1

t i

I
A B C D E F

0M 10-7 10-6 10-5 0M 10-7

- FN

EstR

EMA

NC18

N9GC
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G H

10-6 10-5

Figure 1: Template of 96-well plate for a single radiation dose sample.

Once the cells are grown to the appropriate phase of growth, they were fixed with

methanol:acetone (1:1) and stored at -80 C until ready for antibody labeling and immunostaining.

The primary antibodies utilized are indicated in Table 1 and abbreviated in Figure 1.

Immunostaining was accomplished by HR_P-conjugated secondary antibody labeling with Vector

Laboratories ABC kit followed by staining with DAB reagent.
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Table1. PrimaryAntibodiesgroupedby function.
Differentiation

Desmocytokeratin

03esCK)

Cytokeratin

_(CK14)

Cytokeratin

(CKI9)

Cytokeratin

(CK18)
Collagen IV

IV)

'CoIlage'n 'VII

VII)

Oncoproteins

Her'2/neu (NC18Connexin-43
(Corm)

14 Fibronectiil_- '

19 Human Episiafin

(EMA)

18 Laminin (AL)

(Col" E-Cadherin ....

(Ecad)

(Col Estrogen'

Receptor (EstR)

and N9GC)

Stress

Response
HSP 90

Hsp 70 i

Hsp 25

H

P53

Controls'

IgG -negative"

FN - 'positive ....

Results and Discussion

The negative and positive immunostaining controls, IgG and fibronectin (FN) were established
from previous studies in the lab at NASA MSFC. Our results were consistent with these

controls, thus allowing qualitative assessment of the intensity and localization of the

immunostain by DAB. Analysis of control plate, 30 RAD plate, 60 RAD plate, and 90 RAD

plate fixed at early log phase at pass 9 (one passage post-irradiation passage of 8) indicated

significant levels of staining. These specific wells were of cells primarily labeled with

Fibroneetin (FN), Collagen VII (Col VII), Cytokeratin 18 (CK18), and Cytokeratin 14 (CK14),

No significant staining or non-specific staining was noted for the other antibodies/markers. This

observation is especially pertinent for p53, which exhibits an immediate response within minutes

of introduction of oxidative stress. Thus, indication of p53 upregulation is significantly
diminished prior to fixation. The duration and mechanism of the other stress response markers,

oncoproteins and differentiation factors are currently under further obserJation. Several more

generations are needed before an observed effect of DNA damage is apparent through
transformation.

Comparison of the effect of RA concentration on the level of im:munostaining of FN, Col VII,

revealed some concentration dependent changes in the plates of irradiated cells. However, CK14

staining by the non-irradiated controls indicated a RA dose-dependent response while all

radiation experimentals maintained the same level of CK14 immunostaining.

These are preliminary results indicate that the WH cells are differentially derived from luminal

epithelia, as indicated by CK18 staining, and basal cell epithelia, indicated by CK 14 staining.

An abundance of FN is often associated with post-radiation fibrosis, but those levels are not yet
determined in the cultures studied. Long term indicators of DNA damage would be determined

through further observation of continued passage of irradiated cells and controls, flourescent

immunostaining for quantification and localization, and analysis for chromosomal aberrations
and cell cycle via flow cytometry.
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Introduction

Because of its narrow electronic band-gap, HgZnTe solid solutions have been proposed

as effective detectors for infrared radiation [1]. To produce the best single crystals of
these materials for this application, knowledge of the phase diagram that governs the

freezing of the liquid is essential [2]. Besides the phase diagram, however, some

information concerning the thermophysical properties of the melt, such as viscosity.,

density, specific heat, and enthalpy of mixing, can also be useful [3,4]. Of these

thermophysieal properties, the viscosity, is perhaps of the most interest scientifically.

Measurements using the oscillating cup method [5,6] have shown that the isothermal melt

requires tens of hours of equilibration time before a steady value of the viscosity can be

achieved 113].Over this equilibration time, which depends upon temperature, the viscosity,

can increase by as much as a fiactor of two before reaching a steady state. We suggest
that this relaxation phenomenon mac be due to a slight polymerization of Te atoms in the
melt.

The Group VI elements, S and Se, are famous tbr their many allomorphs [7].

Orthorhombic sulfur, which has the formula S_, is the stable form at room temperature.

This allomorph melts at 113"C to form a yellow red liquid 118]. Above 159 "C, the

viscosity of the liquid begins a rapid increase due to the conversion of S_ rings into long

chains, which may contain as many as 100,000 sulfur atoms [9]. Above 200 °C, the

chains begin to break up, however, and the viscosity of sulfur returns to a normal value

[10]. Polymeric selenium can be prepared in a similar fashion, and both polymeric sulfur

and polymeric selenium appear to form chains by a free radical mechanism [18].

By contrast, the viscosity of liquid Te is more like that of normal liquids [11], and the
reality' of polymeric Te in the liquid state has been the subject of some debate. The

existence of a two-fold coordinated chain structure in solid tellurium, on the other hand,

is well documented [ 12]. Noting that the atomic coordination number of a Te atom in the

melt lies between 2 and 3, Cabane and Friedel argued that the chain structure does not

continue into the liquid [I 1]. Tsuzuki et. al., however, have recently studied the structure

of the liquid near the i?eezing point using EXAFS and neutron inelastic scattering and

report evidence for the existence of a two-tbld coordinated chain structure consisting of
long and short covalent bonds [13]. They propose that a strong correlation between

individual chains can account for a coordination number larger than 2. Electronic

structure calculations also support their observations by suggesting that the chain
structure of the solid is preserved upon melting [12, ! 4].

To account for the time dependence of the viscosity in the HgZnTe melt, we propose that

the liquid acts as a solvent that favors the tbrmation of Te atom chains. We suggest that
as the melt is cooled from a high temperature to the temperature for measurement of the

viscosity, a free radical polymerization of Te atoms begins. As is the rule in the case of

polymer solutions, the viscosity increases with the increasing average molecular weight
of the dissolved polymer [ 15].
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Severalmolecular weight averages can be defined in the case of polymer solutions [16].

Colligative property measurements, for example, are sensitive to the number average

molecular weight, while light scattering measurements depend upon the weight average

molecular weight. The viscosity depends upon still another average molecular weight

that is, nevertheless, close in numerical value to the weight average.

To estimate this average molecular weight, we use a simple free radical polymerization

mechanism, including a depolymerization step, to calculate the time dependence to the

concentration of each Te polymer molecular weight fraction. From these molecular

weight fractions, we compute the weight average molecular weight of the distribution.

Using the semi-empirical relation between average molecular weight and viscosity, we

obtain a formula for the time dependence of the viscosity ofthe melt.

Upon examining this formula, we find that the viscosity achieves a steady value when a
balance is achieved between the rate of formation of the chains and the rate of their

depolymerization into species which do not effect the viscosity. This tbrmula is fitted to

the experimental viscosity measurements [3] carried out at temperatures 790 °C and 810

°C, respectively, for the pseudo-binary HgZnTe melt with zinc mole iYaction equal to

0.16. The comparison of the theory with experiment permits both the first order rate
coefficient tbr Te chain depolymerization and the pseudo first order rate coefficient tbr

Te atom chain formation to be evaluated as functions of temperature.

We let 11,, be the Newtonian viscosity of the melt in the absence of Te atom chains. Ifc g

cm -_ of Te polymer are created in the melt, the viscosity, rl, is determined by the semi-

empirical formula

n/no =I+K(M) c (1)

where K is a constant, and "a" is an index that depends upon the shape of the dissolved

macromotecules [15]. The value of "a" varies from 'A for a random coil [15] to 2 for a

rigid rod [17]. For a polymer that is not monodisperse, (M)is the "viscosity average'"

molecular weight [181 defined by

e_

• ,l+a

,)_ C i IVI i

(M) _' = ,_l_, (2)

E C i M i

In Eq.(2), M i and c_ are the molar mass and mass concentration in mol cm '_ of the i-th

molecular weight fraction, respectively.
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The elements, sulfur and selenium, polymerize to form helical chains, a stvacture

intermediate between the random coil and the rigid rod. Without a priori knowledge of
the structure of our proposed tellurium atom chains, we assume for mathematical

convenience that a = 1. Making this assumption and noting that

aO

c = _ciM i (3)

we earl substitute Eq. (2) into Eq.(1) to obtain

at_

q/rio =I+K _c,M_ (4)

Given a kinetic scheme for calculating the time dependence of the {c,}, we can use Eq.

(4) to evaluate the time dependence of the viscosity.

If M_ is the atomic weight of a tellurium, the molar mass of a tellurium j-mer

isMj = jM_. The lowest molecular weight pob_er fraction is the dimer with j = 2;

hence, Eq. (4) becomes

n/qo = 1+ KM_ _-' fC, (t) (5)
j_.2

The next step is to compute c j (t) ms a function of time.

Let symbol, (1), represent a single Te atom, (12) represent a dimer of Te atoms, and (j) aj-

mer. We propose the following simple kinetic scheme fbr the polymerization of
tellurium atoms:

(1) + (1) --+ (2) --_ inactive

(1) + (2) --_ (3) --_ inactive

g g g g

g g g g

g g g g

(1) + (j-l) _ (j) --, inactive

(6)

The second-order rote coefficient tbr the dimerization of two Te atoms is k". Since the

mechanism assumes the stepwise addition of single Te atoms, the rate coefficient for the

formation of each succeeding j-met is also k". Once formed, however, we _sume that

each j-mer can also disappear into a form, which is inactive, so far as the viscosity is

concerned. The first-order rate coefficient for this inactivation is k'. Since the HgZnTe

z.
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melt is a pseudobinary formed from the compounds HgTe and ZnTe [2], inactivation may

result by the pseudo first-order reaction of a Te j-mer with metal atoms to reform the

compounds, or in the case of the higher j-mers, by a first order cyclization reaction to

form Te rings. In any case, the essential role of the inactivation reaction is to prevent

unbounded growth of the average molecular weight. To account for the time dependence

of the viscosity, the average molecular weight should increase with time and approach a

constant value asymptotically.

The concentration of tellurium (50 mole %) in the melt is so high that we can safely

assume that little of the initial Te atom population is depleted as the j-mers :form. For this

reason, we can set c, (t)= c, (0)=constant. According to the kinetic scheme, the rate of

formation of the dimer is thus the constant, F = k'(c, (0)) 2 . The subsequent formation

steps then become pseudo first-order with rate constant k = k'c_ (0). Using this notation,

the rate equations governing the reactions in Eqs.(6) are

dc--L = F - (k+k')c 2
dt

dc_ =k% - (k+k')c_
dt

g g

g g

g g

dci
=kcrl- (k+k')cj

dt

(7)

We can reduce this system of differential equations to a system of algebraic equations by

introducing Lapace transforms.

In the standard fashion [ 19] we define the Laplace transfbrm, b.j (s), of the time function,

c,(t),as

0

Because it is the quenching of the melt that produces the conditions satisfactory, for

polymerization, we can assume that there is no j-mer present initially, and c_ (0)= 0 for

all j > 2. After Laplace transtbrmation, the system of Eqs.(7) becomes
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(s+_)a..(s)=F/s
(_+_.)_(_)---k_ (s)

g g

g g

g g

(s + _,)t}j (s)= kt}j_,t (s)

(9)

where we have defined

_.=k+k' (10)

Eqs.(9) can be solved iterafively to obtain

F

_(s)= s(s+_)
kF

g g

g g

g g

kr:F
as(s)=

s(_+x)"

(11)

Inverting these functions to the time domain [19], we find

k_-_F !d j,,,2-_cj (t) = (j _2)! 1:'_ e ,
jZ2 (12)

For each value of j, the integral in Eq.(12) can be evaluated by parts. The results are

summarized in Appendix A. A few examples of the functions that are obtained have
been plotted in Figure 1.

Closed forms for the functions, cj (t), are not required to evaluate the sum on the right

hand side of Eq.(5), however. After substituting Eqs.(12) into l_kl.(5) and interchanging
the integral and the sum, we obtain

I'1 =I+KF ' 're-_')-'_. L -tkl j''
n,, ,._2(j-2)! '--_' (13)

The sum in Eq.(13) is evaluated in Appendix B. The result is
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t

"-1+ KF j'dx((kz)2 + 5(kx) +4)e '_k'_ (14)
1"1o o

The elementary integral that remains in Eq.(14) can be evaluated by parts to obtain

rl/rl_ = 1 + 13[(_ (2ct + 5)+ 4)- (ct" (k't)2 + a (2or + 5)(k't)+ a(2a + 5)+ 4)e '_k't](15)

where we have set

= / ,(x k k (16)

and

13= FKM_/k' (17)

After defining

Y =2cx2 +5or +4 (18)

Eq.(15) can be cast in the form

(q/q,,- 1)/137 = (1 -e k")- (1/y)(a(2o_ + 5) + a2 (k't))(k't)e -_' (19)

According to Eq.(19), the viscosity relaxes with the specific rate, k', and reaches the

limit rl,, (1 + _3ot)as t approaches infinity.

Discussion

Figures 2 and 3 show Eq.(19) plotted for comparison with the experimental data. In

making this comparison, we began by equating the viscosity of the unpolymerized

melt, rl,,, to the earliest (which was also the lowest) viseosily value in the data set. The

numerical values of et,_,y, and k'then were adjusted so as to obtain the best fit of

Eq.(19) to the time dependence of the data. The values of these parameters plus the

derived parameter, k, are listed in Table 1.

At both temperatures, the fit of Eq.(19) to the data dictated a very small value for oz.

This is because the existing data points form a curve which is everywhere concave down,

whereas Eq. (19) evaluated ibr substantial values of _ is slightly concave up at early

times. Additional early time viscosity data need to be collected to search tbr the presence
of this kind of curvature.

Every molecular weight fraction, cj (t), contributes to the final value of the viscosity.

This tbllows as a consequence of the term, ! - exp(-_, t), which approaches unity at long
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times and which appears in each of Eqs.(A.2) - (A.4). As the time approaches infinity,

dcj / dt goes to zero, and the rate of formation of a j-mer is just balanced by the sum of its

rate of deactivation and its rate ofpol)anerization to form a (i + 1)-mer.

Since k is small, the values of k'and k are nearly the same; hence, according to Eqs.

(A.I)-(A.4), the ratio, cj(t)/c2(t), becomes at long times equal to ct j'2 . Because

ct << 1, the steady state concentration of the j-met relative to that of the dimer decreases
rapidly with j.

According to Table 1, the value of k decreases with increasing temperature. Because k is

only a pseudo first order rate constant, however, it need not increase with increasing

temperature, as otherwise would be expected for the rate constant for an elementary
reaction. Indeed, since k is the product of an elementary rate constant, k", and the Te

atom concentration, c, (0), k can display a negative effective activation energy if c, (0)

decreases for some reason with increasing temperature. This might occur, for example, if
simultaneously with polymerization, Te atoms were also involved in an endothermic

equilibrium with Te atom rings. Ring structures are known, for example, in the case of

sulfur and selenium [7]. Since Te is in Group VI, eight membered :rings would be
favored [20].

By contrast, k' is the rate coefficient for an elementary reaction. If we assume that k'

satisfies the Arrhenius equation, k'= A'exp(-E'RT), we can use the value of the gas

law constant, R, and the two values of k' listed in the table to estimate the activation

energy for destruction of a j-mer. We find E '= 442 kJ/mol. This value is somewhat

larger than the double bond dissociation energy in gaseous Te [21]. Ignoring solvation

effects, our estimate of E' may imply that deactivation step in Eqs. (I) involves breaking
of more than one bond joining Te atoms in the chain.

We note that the rotating cup method is directly sensitive to the kinematic viscosity,

which is the ratio of the Newtonian viscosity to the mass density of the liquid [5, 6]. In
analyzing the data, we have used the ratio of the measured kinematic viscosities to

represent the ratio of the Newtonian viscosities, which is required to evaluate the left

hand side of Eq.(19). In doing so, we are assuming that the density of the melt is
unaffected by the slight polymerization of the Te atoms.

These provisos not withstanding, the viscosity is one of the most sensitive measures of

polymer molecular weight, and its determination is an excepted standard method tbr

following the kinetics of polymerizing systems [22]. Thus a kinetic explanation for the
relaxation of viscosity in HgZnTe is not without plausibility.
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Ai_vendix A

For the first few values of j, the integral in Eq.(12) can be evaluated by parts.
Rre:

_C2 (t) = 1 - e -_;a (a. 1)

F

}_Zc, (t) = (1 -e -x' )-(_.t)e '' (A.2)
kF

zM(t) ' -e-"'
k-'F ='' (A.3)

_4cs(t)k_F=(l_e.x,)_C6(M)2 +l(M)+l)(_,t)e. _ (A.4)

The results

Anpendix B

After expansion of the factor (p + 2) 2 , the integral in Eq.(l 3) becomes

'_ "'""_ (kX)Pp--T--_dx e -_' P2 (k't)p 4E p(k-_)" _, (k_:) _'{'dz eX' _-' (p + 2] 2 ..... + F4 (B.1)

The third sum in Eq.(B.l) can be evaluated by recognizing the series expansion for the

exponential function.

(kz)p=e" (8.2)p_

The second sum in Eq. (B.2) can be evaluated by recognizing the exponential function

and its first derivative, The computation is:

p(kz)p =(kx)_P(kx) p' =(kx) .c_.e" =(kx)e k' (B.3)
_0 p! .o,, p. _(kT)

Finally the first sum in Eq.(B.3) can be evaluated by recognizing the exponential function

and its first two derivatives. The computation is:
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poO P!
p(p-1)(kx) p p(kT) p

,,_o P{ ""pooP!

--e k,+ (k-c)_e k_
= (k'c)20(kx)2 O(kx)

= '+(k,)e

(B.4)

After substitution of Eqs.(B.2) -(B.3) into Eq.(B. 1), we obtain the final result,

Id x e '_.' _.(p + 2) z (kx)pp! = Idx ((k't')2 + 5(kz) + 4)e 'r'
0 p_O 0

(B.5)

where we have used ), = k + k'.
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Table 1. Parametervaluesresultingfrom fitting Eq. (19) to HgZnTe viscosity data as

shown in Figures 2 and 3. The value of k was calculated using Eq. (16). The Zn

mole fraction in the pseudo-binary melt was 0.16.

T(K)

1063 i.6

1083 (_-4)(10-_0.58"2)] k(lff_h_")4.60.73
2.9

7.3
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Introduction

Science concerns itself with the discovery of basic principles, laws, and relationships. On the

other hand, engineering deals with the practical application of science to develop useful artifacts.

Software engineering attempts to combine sound engineering principles of analysis, design,
management, testing with scientific concepts of computing in the production of reliable and cost-
effective computer software [ 1].

The process of software development involves elements of great complexity, depending the

project's size, purpose, and the number of people involved in development. According to Grady

Booch, a noted author in the area of object-oriented development, software complexity is an

essential property. He states that, the complexity is due to the problem domain, the difficulty of

managing the development process and the problem of characterizing the behavior of a system.

Generally, these complexities could be inescapable. This is mainly due to conflicting

requirements, performance issues, cost and survivability and reliability, which will finally affect

the outcome of the project in question [2]. Examples of such complex systems are the

requirements for an electronic system of a multi-engine aircraft, a cellular phone switching
system or an autonomous robot.

Booch further states that, during development, planned or not, large software systems tend to

evolve over time, a condition that is often labeled as software maintenance. To be more precise,

it is maintenance when we correct errors; it is evolution when we respond to changing
requirements; it is preservation when we continue to use extraordinary means to keep an ancient

and decaying piece of software in operation. Unfortunately, reality suggests that an inordinate

percentage of software development resources are spent on software preservation.

Software developers have always followed certain methods of devising solutions to problems.

For a long time, a popular approach that has been used from the early days of computing was

top-down design. Recently, Object-Oriented Design (POD) has become the approach of choice

by many software developers [1]. Whatever approach or method of design has been taken, the

major concern is on the software quality. Today, quality is measured by readability, robustness,

verifiability, validity, simplicity, modifiability, reusability, compatibility, efficiency, and ease of

use, portability, and integrity. A maximum efficiency may be required in some applications
dealing with real-time systems that are mission critical.
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Purpose:

To explore the use of advanced computer technologies with an emphasis on object-oriented
design to be applied in the development of a software for a rocket engine to improve vehicle

safety and reliability. The actual focus is on phase 1 ofthis project, smart start sequence module

(Appendix 2).

Objectives:

1. To use current sound software engineering practices, object-orientation

2. To improve on software development time, maintenance, execution and management
3. I"o provide an alternate design choice for control, implementation, and performance

Requirements:

In order to implement the above stated objectives, the fbllowing

understanding were required.

I. Rocket engine propulsion system

2. Software engineering for embedded flight software system

3. Object-oriented technology and design

knowledge areas or

Methodology:

In order to meet the above stated objectives the following methods were employed:
l*

2.

3.

4.

.

6.

7.

Reviewed existing literature on rocket engine propulsion system

Researched Object Oriented Technology (OOT)

Researched current Object-Oriented (OOD) tools for best software engineering practice

Analyzed the schematic engine diagram and developed requirements database, i.e.,

terminology to be applied to the design (Appendix 1)

Determined the method and the Modeling Language to be used for design

Applied the selected design tool to rocket engine smart start sequence model

Surveyed current MSFC's software development practices (Appendix 3)

Why Object-Oriented Technolo_' (OOT)?

Before the advent of object-oriented technology, there were various ways of software
development approaches, fi'om no method to some kind of methods that have not satisfied the

needs of development. As time goes on, each of the methods were gradually improved to provide

better technologies. Currently, OOT has become the choice of software development mainly for

larger systems. Older methods are still in use by many.

In the 1960s's there was no development methods. Developers built small and relatively simpler

applications and using simpler programming languages such as Assembly, FORTRAN or

COBOL based on their individual creativity. This led to what is known as spaghetti code and

GOTO statements that were difficult to maintain. In the 1970"s, some developers came up with

methods of development that used functions as a building block. That was accepted as a much
better way, especially for modular programming in addition to structured analysis and design.

However, this method provided no data management capacity. Though structure analysis and

design was successfully applied, it led to larger maintenance and continuous change. In some
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casesrebuildingtheapplicationswasnecessary.This problemcreateda needfor other software
development methods [4].

In the 1980's, Peter Chert the developer of entity-relationship diagram and Ed Codd the designer

of relational database responded to the need. They introduced a new way of developing software

based on an entity as a building block. This discovery gave a new methodology, especially in
data modeling for business applications. However, this method did not satisfy system

requirements related to functions as well as capturing dynamic behavior of systems. It also
lacked exception handling mechanism and declarative semantics or rules. As a result of these

gradual development, the object-oriented method came into existence.

According to Lee (2001), the object-oriented technology is the only method that provides

software developers with a method that supports all views of a system. With this method,

developers are able to manage the complexities inherent in software development. OOT views,

the application as a dynamic network ofcollaborating objects [7] which helps developers to view

the problem in more meaningful manner. Overall, one can manage more aspects of the problem
domain and can produce more flexible and maintainable software, which was difficult to do in
previous methods.

Object-Oriented Proc,rammin_, Languages (OOPL)

There are a variety of languages including Simula-67, SmallTalk, Eiffel, Ada, Object-Pascal and

C++. However, based on the definition of object-orientation, special OOT classification has been

assigned like, object-based, class-based, object-oriented, advanced and leading-edge

programming languages. Based on this classification, Ada is an object-based language, which
means it uses encapsulation and objects, but does not support a class mechanism, inheritance
relationships, dynamic behavior and rules.

Grady Booch defined object-oriented programming (OOP) as a method of implementation in

which programs are organized as a cooperative collection of objects, each of which represents an

instance of some class, and whose classes are all members of a hierarchy of classes united via

inheritance relationships [2]. There are three important parts of the above definition:

• OOP uses objects, not algorithms as its building block

,_ Each object is an instance of a class

,, The classes are related to one another through inheritance

Under this definition, only Smalitalk, Object Pascal, C+÷ and Eiffel are object-oriented, tte said

that a program may appear OO, but if any of the above elements are missing, it is not.

All object-oriented languages are known to be descended from Simula, which was derived from

Algol, a procedural language. Originally, this language was a used in modeling industrial and

scientific applications. This introduced an approach to software design based on modeling the

direct representation of real world objects in a program [6]. Since then, the above listed languages

were introduced as part the object oriented technology.

The C++ programming language was designed to build on the strength of C that it can support data

abstraction. Its object-oriented characteristics was taken from Simula and Smalltalk [10]. Due to

this, C++ was categorized as a hybrid OOL, while Smalltalk and Eiffel are recognized pure OOLs.
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Theargumentis that,in apureOO, thepowerof OOT is not compromised and the programmer

has only to master a single paradigm.

According Hares et. al (1994), once the concept of object-oriented development is understood, any

general programming language may be used as an object-oriented language, with a varying degree

of success [5]. But, he admits that, where there is no built-in language support, it is very difficult.

However, Grady Booch, does not accept such a compromise and says, " ...one can fake OOP in a

non-OOP languages such as Pascal, COBOL or Assembly, but it is horribly magainly to do so".

Also, Bjarne Strottstrup, the designer of C++ supports Booch's idea by saying, "if the term
'object-oriented language means anything, it must mean a language that has the mechanism that

supports the object-oriented style of programming. A language does not support a technique if it

takes exceptional effort or skill to write such programs".

Languages
Procedure oriented

Object-oriented

Logic oriented

Style

Algorithms

Classes and objects

Goals, often expressed in

predicate calculus

Applications Examples

Best suited for designing

computation-intensive

operations
Best suited to the broadest

set of applications

Rule-oriented If-then rules Best for designing

knowledge base

Constraint-oriented lnvariant relationships

Table 1: Five main kinds of programming styles

Based on table 1, Grady Booch concluded that the object model has proven to be a unifying concept,

not only in programming, but also in the design of user interfaces, databases, and even computer

architectures [2]. Overall, Object oriented analysis and design is an evolutionary development, not a

revolutionary one. It builds upon the proven programming practices of the past than breaking away
from it.

Why C++

C++ has all the O0 features and a resemblance to the C programming language which makes it

easily adoptable by many. According to Seed [10], the author of an OOP in C++, major features C++
include:

• A superset of the C language

• Strong type checking than C

• Support for data abstraction and O0 programming

• Classes and abstract classes that encapsulate data and functions which ot_rate on a class'

data defining a given structure and behavior

• Inheritance and multiple inheritance, enabling the creation of hierarchies of classes
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• Supportfor run-time polymorphism via virtual functions, allowing a class in an arbitrary
inheritance hierarchy to redefine its parent's member functions

• Overloading. Overloading functions and member functions allow a function with the same

ruune but with a different member type of arguments, or both, and return type

• Support for the creation of parameterized types, generics or templates and generic functions

• Exception handling or error handling techniques

• Run-time type information (RTTI) to obtain run-time identification of types and expressions
• Namespaees to solve the problem of a single global namespace or scope

Object Management Group

The Object Management Group (OMG) is the leading worldwide organization dedicated to

producing a framework and specifications for commercially available object environments. It is

dedicated to maximize the portability, reusability, and interoperability of software I11]. Within the

OMG, the Object Analysis and Design Special Interest Group is created with a mission to advance

the technology and create awareness of object analysis and design as well as encourage the

development of applications that exploit the Object Management Architecture. This group surveyed

the available methods that were used in object analysis and design and came up with the methods

listed in table 2. According to this group, each style of programming has it own conceptual framework.

Each style requires a mindset, a different way of thinking about the problem it has to handle. For all things
object-oriented, the conceptual framework is the object model. There are four _ elements of the object
model:

• Abstraction

• Encapsulation

• Modularity
• Hierarchy
• And there are three minor elements which are:

• Typing

° Concurrency
• Persistence

Grady Booch states that, "'one may program in a language such as Smalltalk, Object-Pascal, C++,
Eiffel, or Ad_ but the design is going to smell like a FORTRAN, Pascal, or C. However, without a

conceptual framework, one may have missed out or otherwise abused the expressive power of the

object-oriented language he is using for implementation. More importantly, the complexity of the
problem at hand is no likely to have been mastered."

Short name Method name Supp!!er
Booch Booth Method of Object-Oriented Rational
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CCM

Coad, Yourdon,
and Nicola

Demeter

Analysis and Design

Class-Centered Modeling
OOA, OOD, OOP

Demeter

Fresco

Fusion

GraharrdSOMA

IE\O
MTD

OBA

Objectory
OGROUP

OOIE

OORAM

OSMOSYS

Rumbaugh
SE/OT

Shlaer/Mellor

SSADM

Wirfs-Brock

Z++

Fresco

Fusion

Semantic Object Modeling Approach

Information Engineering with Objects

Marketing to Design
Object Behavior Analysis

Objectory
_ROUP

Object-Oriented Information

Engineering

Object Oriented Role Analysis

and Modeling
OSMOSYS

Object-Oriented Modeling and

Systems Engineering for

Object Technology

Object-Oriented Systems Analysis
SSADM

Responsibifity-Driven Design
Z++ Method

i i iiiii ii

Object Analysis and Design methods, Andrew T. F, Huff, 199,1.

CASEIOde Consulting

Object International, Inc.

Northeastern University,
Boston

Object Engineering
H_lett-Pael,,ard

BIS Information Sys.
Texas Instruments

ICL

ParcPlace Systems

Objective Systems SF AB
Olivetti

James Martin and Co.,

lntellieorp
TASKON A/S

Winter Partners

Rumbaugh, GE.
LBMS

Project Technology, Inc,
CCTA

R. Wi_s-Broek

Lloyds Register

Table 2: Object Analysis and Design Methods

OOD and Unified Modeling Languaee (UML)

Object-oriented design is a method of design encompassing the process of object oriented

decomposition and a notation for depicting both logical and physical as well as static and

dynamic models of a system under design. There are two parts of the above definition:

1. OOD leads to object-oriented decomposition, logical breakdown

2. Uses different notations to express different models of the logical (classes & Objects)

and physical design of the system (module & process architecture).

The support for object-oriented decomposition is what makes OOD quite different from

structured design. The former uses classes and object abstractions to logically structure systems,

while the later uses algorithmic abstractions. Object-oriented Analysis (OOA) is a method of

analysis that examines requirements from the perspective of classes and objects found in the

vocabulary of the problem domain. The products of object-oriented analysis serve as a model

from which we may start an object-oriented design. The products of object-oriented design can

be used as a blueprint for completely implementing a system using object-oriented programming
methods [2].

The OO modeling languages listed in table 2 appeared between mid 1970s and 1980s as

methodologies, This gave large-scale developers to experiment with the various methods
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developing complex systems. Soon, many discovered the strength and weakness of each

methodology. Among these the most notable methods were, Booth's method, Jacobson's OOSE

(OO Software Engineering) and Rumbaugh's OMT (object-modeling technology). Booch's

method was found to be expressive during design and construction phase, OOSE provided an

excellent support to capture requirements and high level design while OMT was found to be

useful for analysis and data-intensive information system [9]. Finally, Booch, Rumbaugh and

Jacobson agreed to merge their methods to form the Unified Modeling Language. For this

reason, they are known as the three amigos, in the OO world.

Since the mid i990s the UML has emerged as the industry standard for modeling [11] and is
being used in the development of a variety of software systems. More recently the OMG has

promoted the development of model driven architectures that use UML to specify enterprise

applications throughout the software litecycle. Large corporations such as McDonald Douglas,

Intergraph and others use UML in visualizing, speeifying and documenting the artifacts of their

software intensive systems, covering from the conceptual stage to final development [9]. Overall,

the final goal of the UML is established to be:

,, To model systems, from system to executables using OOT

* To address the issue of scale inherent in complex, mission critical systems

- To create modeling language usable both by humans and machines

UML uses the following types of diagrams to describe the strategic and tactical analysis in

design decisions that must be made when creating an object-oriented system.

A Class Diagram: shows a set of classes, interfaces and collaborations and their relationships

these are the most common diagram used in OO systems.

A Use Case Diagram: shows a set of use case and actors (a special kind of class) and their

relationships. Use case diagrams address the static view of the system. As well as in organizing

and modeling the behavior of a system.

Sequence and Collaboration Diagrams: are kind of interaction diagrams. An interaction

diagram shows between object relationships and the messages that may be dispatched among the

objects.

State Transition Diagram: shows a state machine, consisting of state transitions, events and
activities.

An Activity diagram: is a special kind of diagram that shows the flow of activities within a

system. They are especially important in modeling the function of a system and emphasize the

flow of control among objects.

A component Diagram: shows the organizations and dependencies among a set of components.

This also addresses the static implementation view of a system.
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A Deployment Diagram: shows the run-time processing nodes and the components that live on

them. Deployment diagrams are related to component diagrams. The node typically encloses
one or more components.

Deliverables: Results

Based on the process of OOA and OOD discussed in the previous sections and the application of

UML the following results were presented as partial deliverables of the project, These include:

the requirements analysis text for the smart sequence module of MC-1 engine, a class diagram

(figure 1), a use case diagram (figure 2), a component diagram (figure 3) and a reverse

engineered class diagram from C++ code (figure 4) and a C++ code of the engine class diagram

(figure 5). As part of documenting the design process, a variety of reports were generated

indifferent of formats as shown in figures 5 through 7. The rest of the UML diagrams such as,

sequence, activity, state transition diagrams could not be completed due to time constraint.

Requirements analysis text
A. Initiate LOX Flow to TCA

1. Open Main Oxidizer Valve (MOV)

2. Are the MOV Switches disqualified?

a. lfyes then continue to wait 0.5 seconds then continue to Open MFVP

b. If no then start 0.5 second timer then continue to has timer expired'?
la) if Yes then continue to MFPV

lb) if No then does switches indicate valve is open
2a) If yes then continue to MFPV

2b) If no then return to timer step (a)
B. Initiate Spin-Start

1) Open Main Fuel Purge Valve (MFPV) / Open SV09
2) Begin 1.0 timer

3) Has Timer Expired

a) if yes then Proceed to shut down

b) if no then Is Fuel Purge pr above min, Is GG Pc Above min, and is Fuel Pump Ds
Pr above rain?

la) Ifyes then continue to Open IFV

l b) If no then return to timer step (2)

C, Initiate Triethenal aluminum and Triethenal boron flow to TCA

1) Open Ignition Fuel Valve (IFV)
2) Begin .5 second timer

a) If timer expires then proceed to shut down

b) If timer does not expire then is MCC Pc above Min

l a) lfyes then continue to fire igniter

I b) If no then return to timer step (2)

D. First Initiate fuel Flow To TCA

1) Open the Main Fuel Valve (MFV)

2) Then Begin .5 second Timer
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E_

F.

G.

n.

3)

a) If Timer expires Proceed to Shut Down (S/D)
b) If Timer does not Expire Proceed with MCC PC

Is Main Combustion Chamber (MCC) and Pressure Chamber (PC) above Min?

a) If yes, continue to close Oxidizer Bleed Valve (OBV)
b) If no, go back to step 2 (.5 second Timer).

Terminate LOX Bleed

I) Close OBV

2) Are OBV Switches Disqualified
a) If yes wait .1 sec and continue to Initiate Fuel Flow to GG

b) If No then begin .1 sec timer

la) Has timer expired?

2a) If yes then continue to Initiate Fuel Flow to GG

2b) If no, do switches indicate valve is closed?

3a) If yes then continue to to Initiate Fuel Flow to GG

3b) If no return to step la (has timer expired).

Initiate fuel Flow to Gas Generator (GG)

I) Open Gas Generator Fuel Valve (GGFV)
2) Begin 0.2 Timer

a) lftimer expires then proceed to Shut Down

b) If timer Doesn't expire then continue to GGFV
3) Is GGFV Ds Pr above Min?

a) if yes then continue to open MOV valve.

b) If no return to timer step (2)

Initiate LOX Flow to GG / Terminate Spin-Start Flow

1) Fire Igniter/Close GLPV,MFPV, and SV09

Verify Ramp to M/S
1) Wait .2 seconds

2) Begin ramp0 up timer (1.1)

3) Has timer expired

a) if yes then initiate M/S Phase
b) if No then is GG Pc below min and is MCC Pc below Min

l a) If yes then initiate Shut down,

lb) If no then return to timer step (3)

f
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FigureI: Usecase Diagram
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Figure 3: Component Diagram

Figure 4: Reverse Engineered Class Diagram from C++ Source Code
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Figure 5: C++ Source Code Generated From Class Diagram
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Figure 7: Consistency Check Report

Current Practices at MSF C

A survey was conducted to determine the current software development practice of the Flight

Software Group of Edl3, ED14 and ED19 of the MSFC. Out of a total of 44 survey

questionnaire distributed, only 22 were completed and returned (Appendix 3). The survey data

was analyzed using SPSS, the Statistical packages for social Sciences.

According to this survey, 56.5% of the respondents were software designers and developers,

26.1% testers and 17.1% other professionals. When they were asked the type of programming

language they use, 65.2% said C, 4.3% C++ and 12.9% of them a combination of Ada, C, and

C++ (Table 3). Among these respondents, about 78.3% of them indicated that their group
practices software design, but none indicated knowledge of neither UML nor have training in it

(Table 4). Though UML is not adopted, 56.5 indicated the use of other design tools, but not

GDPro or Rational Rose which are specific design tools for object-oriented development,

generating C++ or Java source code to be used to produce the final executable or application.

Responsibility Language Practiced
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Software Design &

Development

Software Testing

Other

Total

C C++

10

66.7

3

2O.O

2

13.3

is
65.20/0 1

"1 .....

100.0

1

C & Ada

C++

1

50

1 1

50.0 100.0

4.3%

Java

1

100.

0

2 1 1

8.6% 4.3% 4.3

Comb Total
ined

1 13
"4

100.0 56.5%

2 6

26.1%

4

17.4%

3 23

12.9% 100%

Table 3: Language Practice by Professional Responsibility

Design
Practices

Design

UML

Tools

GDPro

Other

UML

Training
NO

Applied
No

No answer

Benefit

No

No answer

Professional Responsibili_

Design & I Testing
Development [

Yes I S0- --_'Yes No

69.2 23.1 t83.3
%

1 12

7.7 92.3

%

2

15.4

5

38.5

2

33.3%

Other

Yes

4

100

I

i

I

I

i

.._H I

TOTAL

No

18

78.3

4 1

100.0 4.3

13

56.5%

23

I00.0

9

39.1

14

60.9

4

17.4

19

82.6
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oMo ] 31Yes

No

6

I00.0

_I 400"0

3 03.0) t

Table 4: Design Practice by Professional Responsibility

Recommendations

The survey indicated that only 4.3% of the respondents use pure an OO such as C++, while

12.9% use combinations. There are a number of advantages in adopting the OOT such as,

reduced maintenance and complexity, object reuse, timeliness, improved quality and reliability

of software developed. According to this survey, the C programming language being the

predominantly used language, transition to C++ should not be very dimcuity.

With a move to C++, it is advisable to use UML in requirements analysis, design and all phases

of development of complex soltware systems that are developed in house. The Rational suite [8],

which includes all the needed tools, every aspect of development is available in house, but

limited to one user on a laptop. Probably, upgrading this product to a multi user version may

serve the needs of development teams. GDPro, a multi-user system from Embarcadero

Technology may serve the same purpose for the fraction of the upgrade price for Rational suite.

Transition to programming languages that fully support OOT seem to be more useful for MSFC

with the purchase of a UML application that the whole team can access from a central server is

invaluable investment for the success of software developed in house,

Summary. & Conelusign

Object-Oriented technology is the best approach today for the development of complex systems.

Since its inception, developers have tried to reap its benefits as well as build upon it tbr further

improvement. As a result, not only powerful OO languages such as C++ have been developed,
but also an expressive modeling language like the UML, that is useful from inception to final

development stage of complex systems. Its ability to re-engineer existing codes into UML and

generate source code and database from design has made it a preferred choice in the software
industry.
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APpendix i:MC-I Engine Schematic Diagram
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Appendix 2: Smart Start Sequence Model of MC-1 Engine
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Aimeadi_ 3; Survey Questionnaire

'I. My professionalresponsibilityis

a. Software design& development [ ]

b. SoRware requirement& analysis [ ]

c. Software system integration [ ]

d. Soflwarctesting [ ]

e. Other (S_ify)

2. The programming language I or my group use is

a. ADA [ ]

b. C [ ]
c. C++ []
d. Java [ ]

i i ii ii

[ ]

e. Other (Specify) [ ]

3. My group or department practicessoftwaredesignas partofthesoftwaredevelopment

process

a. Yes [ ]

b. No [ ]

4. If answered yes, the software design tool I or my group use is
a. Rational Rose [ ]

b. GDPro [ ]

c. Other (Specify) [ ]

5. Do you or your group use UML, the Unified Modeling Language for software design?
a. Yes [ ]

b. No []

c. Other (Specify) [ ]
6. Are you trained with UML?

a. Yes [ ]
b. No [ ]

7. If yes, have you applied it since the training?
a. Yes [ ]

b. No [ ]

8. If yes, have you seen any' benefit from using it?

a. Yes [ ]

b. No [ ]

9, Are you familiar with the Object Management Group?
a. Yes [ ]

b. No [ ]

10. My Group code at MSFC is and Team Name
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Introduction

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, in collaboration with the Air Force Re,arch

Laboratory/Directed Energy Directorate, is considering a series of experiments to demonstrate

small object tracking capability. One such experiment involves a micro-satellite, about 25 cm in

diameter, which will be deployed from a Space Shuttle Hitchhiker canister or from an Air Force

vehicle. The High Performance CO2 Ladar Surveillance Sensor (HI-CLASS) and the Advanced

Electro-Optics System (AEOS) will be used to detect the micro-sateUite.

The goal of this paper is to determine the number of times per day that a micro-satellite orbiting

at a known altitude and inclination will be visible to the laser radar, and the length of time that

the micro-satellite will be visible on each pass.

Methodoloev

Initially, we assume that the micro-satellite is released at time to directly over the laser radar and

continues on the ascending portion of its orbit. As the micro-satellite continues in its orbit, the

laser radar moves eastward, rotating through 360 ° every 24 hours (see Figure 1). The beam of

the laser radar illuminates a conical region extending from the surface of the earth into space

(Figure 2). The "target region" is the intersection of this cone with a sphere, centered at the

center of the earth, at the altitude h of the orbit.

//"

/
J

t /

Target _ \ 1

region /

Figure I: Orbit of micro-satellite and path of laser Figure 2: Target Region

Let )_ = latitude of the laser radar, i = inclination of the orbit. To illustrate our results, we will

use a typical Shuttle orbit with a 51.6 ° inclination and roughly circular 400 km orbit. For L, we

use 21 o N, the latitude of the HICLASS/AEOS system.
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For an object in circular orbit, velocity is given by v =_ where G = universal

gravitational constant, M = mass of earth, GM = 398601.2 km3/s 2, and r = radius of orbit = radius

of earth + altitude of orbit = (6378+ h) km. The period of the orbit is 2tr r/v = 2x(-ffr)_ / C,fG-_'_M.

For an object at 400 km, the orbital period is 1.542625 hrs and velocity is 7.668643 knv's.

To calculate the size of the target region, we determine its central angle and arc length (see
Figure 2).

x = 6378eos115 ° +4(6378eos115") _ -63782 + (6378+h) 2 (t)

O=sin_"([_ ;xsinll5 °)
y= _/x 2 +h _"_ 2xheos65 ° • s = (6378 + h)O (2)

Note that 0 is half the central angle, and that y can be used as an approximation for s. For an

altitude of 400 km and 65 ° zenith angle of the laser radar, 0 = 6A7".

Next we determine the times when the micro-satellite will cross 21 N ° latitude. A successful

intercept will occur if the laser is within _+6.47 ° or 180 ° + 6.47 ° from its initial position at time to.

The micro-satellite will cross 21 ° N latitude on the ascending portion of its orbit every 1.542625

hrs, i.e., every period. To calculate the time from to when it c:ros_s 21 ° N latitude on the

descending portion of its orbit, we first determine the angle _ in the plane of the orbit, with

vertex at the center of the earth, between the points of intersection of the orbit with the latitude
circle of the laser radar (see Figure 3).

i= 30 ° i= 51.6 ° i = 90 °

Figure 3: Angle _ for several values of orbital inclination

A formula for d?can be written as:

_, sml )
(3)
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For an orbital inclination i of 51.6 °, _ = 125.5764 °. Therefore the micro-satellite crosses 21 ° N

latitude after 1 period x ¢/360 °, or about 0.538104 hrs. It will cross 21" N latitude every i period
thereafter.

To determine the angle through which the laser radar has moved by the times at which the micro-

satellite crosses 21 ° N, we multiply these times by the rotational rate of the laser radar, 15 ° per

hour. Taking these angles modulo 360 ° gives the angle from the initial position of the laser
radar. We test these values against the radius of the cone of illumination of the laser radar to

determine whether or not a successful intercept has occurred.

When a success is found, Figure 4 is used to determine the distance the micro-satellite moves

while in the target region.

Figure 4: Distance across target region

The total distance across the disk is given by:

a + b = 2x](rO'cos/)" - (rO') 2 + s _

where 0' is the angle between the initial position and current position of the laser radar.

The time the micro-satellite is visible to the laser radar is then (a+b)/v.

Results and Discussion

(4)

For a 400 km orbit, it was found that the micro-satellite will be visible to the laser radar 34 times

in the first 30 days after release, or an average of 1.13 times per day. The average time that the

micro-satellite will be visible on any given pass is 177.7 s, and the maximum time for 1 pass is
199.8 s. Table I gives a comparison of these results |br orbital altitudes ranging from 200 km to
600 km.
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Table1:Comparisonof Results for Various Altitudes

Altitude(km) No. of intercepts Average time per Max time per
in 30 days intercept(s) intercept(s)

200 19 90.8 103.5
300 25 134.9 152,3
400 34 177.7 199.8
500 40 218.0 246,3
600 49 260,7 291,9

Conclusions
J

The results of this preliminary study indicate that a micro-_tellite in LEO will be visible to the

HICLASS/AEOS laser radar approximately once per day, for an average of several minutes per

pass. Further research needs to be performed to extend these conclusions to arbitrary release

time and position of the micro-satellite.
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Overview

The 1238 Thermal Vacuum Bakeout

Chamber (Fig. 1) is used to test materials to

determine if they meet space program

contamination requirements. The system

was previously manual in its operation, in

that there was no supervisory control

system and therefore, no means for

automated operation. Marshall Space Flight

Center (MSFC) requested that its operation

be automated. The subsequent process
implemented involved a hybrid scenario

that included existing hardware, a

distributed input and output (I/0) system

and a graphical user interface (GUI).

Principle, of Operation
Fig. 1. 1238 Chamber

The 1238 Thermal Vacuum Bakeout Chamber is a thermal vacuum chamber with specialized

hardware to enable the measurement of contamination. An optical witness sample (OWS), is
placed near a Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal Microbalance (TQCM). The OWS is a mirror that

collects contamination during the process and its change in refleetivity is ultimately measured.
The TQCM uses two quartz crystals, and measures the difference in resonate frequency relative

to the amount of contaminants deposited on the crystal exposed to the chamber. The more

contaminants that are present within the chamber, the lower the fiequency of the oscillation of

the TQCM crystal. Therefore, by using the difference of the two frequencies, a higher frequency

output versus time occurs per the relationship dHz/dt. (ref. 6) When the
change of frequency varies one hertz within 36 hours, the OWS is

chilled to a desired setpoint and held in the chilled state within a vacuum

for a 24-hour period. Once the 24-hour period has elapsed, the chamber

is returned to within 5°C of room temperature, and power is terminated

before repressurization. The chamber is restored to atmospheric pressure

via the introduction of filtered air, missile-grade air, or gaseous nitrogen.

Fig. 2. Control Rack

The system has six thermocouples located within the interior of the

chamber that measure the temperature of the deck and the sample. Two

thermocouple pressure gauges are used to measure rough chamber

pressure and turbo pump backpressure. The cooling system consists of a

liquid cooler used to control the temperature of the OWS and the quartz

crystal housing. The roughing pump provides vacuum tbr the chamber
down to 500 millitorr, and a turbo pump provides secondary pumping

down to 10-6 tOrT. (ref, 2) A control rack (Fig. 2), located next to the

chamber, houses the controller for the pressure gauges, the TQCM

controller, and a computer that provides the system GUI.
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Distributed 1 / 0  

In distributed 110 systems, processing i'or control applications is distsibntcd throttghout thc IIO 
configuration, rather them consolidated in a central CPIJ. OAen, several processors in parillel 
perfom1 local logic processing and a central controller provides coordination among the varjous 
processors. XI0 interfaces are placed near the actual devices and connected over a bus structure. 
(ref' 1) 

The control hardware and software used to i~nplen~cnt distributed IIO fix the 1238 chamber 
included ITieldI'oint and I,ookout, both products of National Instrun~ents. One option within the 
selected platform was the use oi' Object Linking and XZmbedding (OLE) for I'rocess Cotitrol 
(OPC), an industry standard connectivity interface that is based 013 Distributed Component 
Object Model (DCOM). Thc OI'C specification is a niln-proprietary technical specification that 
defines a set of standard interfaces. The application ctf the OI'C standard interface niakos 
possibfe the interoperdbiiity betwccn different automation devices, platitfbrrns. and systems, 
busincssloffice applications, as well as niulti-vendor networking. jrcf. 5) 

"OPC pron~ises what, up to now, has been virtually unachievable - to provide multi-vendor plug- 
and-play components that manufacturing customers and systenl integrators can easily integrate 
into cntefprisc-wide automation and business systems." (ref, 3) Overall, 0I3C removes barriers 
between traditionally proprietary systems. By providing a standard interface to the OPC1CC)M 
ob%jccts, OPC client applications arc allowed to cxchalgc data and control commands in a gcneric 
way, (ref. 3) 

Chamber Automation 

Previously, all 1238 chamber operations other than the 'I'QCM process wcre manual. 
implementation of an automated control system tvas initiated to improve the operation of the 
chamber and to incrcasc the dependability, accuracy, and repeatability of results. The 
implemex~tation of a control system afforded the ability to automate standard opcrdting 
procedures. 

FieldI'oint distributed 110 n~udules were installed in addition to a dedicated computer and the 
Fieldpoint and Lookout software. The TQCM iiardware and softwarc wcre also upgrrtdcd. Other 
hardware changes were implenicnted to accommodatc the new control system, such as the 
addition of automated valves. 

, -  
I o enable accurate cor~trctl over the tctvtpcrature of' iniiared qua st'^, heating latnps used h r  heating 
and circulation bath temperatures, I'roportional Integral Derivative (I'ID) fiinctions available 
within the sofiware wcrc utili~ed. ?'he Pin algorithm used may be statcd as 

where K is proportional gain, e is thc crror, and 'I' and t are time. Note that thc integral aid 
derivative components of thc ccluaticin arc affectcd by thc proportional pain. Valucs ultirnatcly 
used li)r this algorithm wcre dcrivccf li-0171 heating and cooling systerns chnractcrimkiori tests, as 
well as other required parlimetcrs, 



All operable devices were made to bc individually cuntrollable by the uscr ihrougtl the (;IJI. An 
automated sequence was then created that assured a rigid scyuential procedure when activated. 
included in the automated sequence were system initialization, obtaining rough and f=iigh 
vacuum, activating and controlling the temperature of'the heating lamps and circitlation baths for 
the OWS and TQCM heat sink structure, controlied repressurization, and other Sutictions. 

The GUI provides a means of allowing thc operator to fully control and observe system 
functions. The 1,ookoui GUI interface developed (Fig. 3) provides fbr full manual or automated 
control and the ability to monitor all measured variables and ad-just system parameters. The 
automated sequence includes operator notification and interaction throughout the process. 
Access to automatic data logging features has also been nladc availahlc through the GUI, 

Fig, 3. 1,ookout Graphical llser IntcrFdce 

Conclusions 

1)istrihutcd I/O typically provides fi2r low wiring costs :~nd slitall phqsical space rcquircmcnls. as 
well as promising casier installatiorl, setup, ;ind progr~in.iming f'or the average user. lielevant to  
this application. wiring costs anci space reqrtiremcntn ucrc not an issue. As l'ar as casc ol' 
installation and setup. somc aspccts (.ti' the 14ciclf%oint/I,ooko~tt S C ~ L I ~  wvrc ~1s~r-1i-iur~dly. 
ilowevcr, many of'thc details of setup and configuration were not included i t 1  any rlocumcntation 
providcct with the relatecl products, nor w r c  they nvailable via thc Inten-tet. 



Whenattempting to program Lookout to develop the GUI, similar problems were encountered.

Many industry standard intuitive approaches to programming standard functions were either

labeled unconventionally, difficult to implement, or simply not available. In an attempt to cater

to the lay user, programming that is usually mundane was made difficult. To exacerbate the

situation, few example applications were available for examination and/or comparison. The

manufacturer claims "National Instruments Lookout, the easiest to use HMI/SCADA software on

the market, is a Web-enabled software system that delivers unparalleled power and ease of use

for demanding manufacturing and process control applications.". In attempting to oversimplify

the software, they accomplished making it difficult (in the sense that it is unconventional) to use.
Therefore, this outstanding claim is suspect in its validity.

The OPC capability of the system proved to be desirable. Traditionally, each software or

application developer was required to write a custom interface, or server/driver, to exchange data

with hardware field devices. OPC can be created once and then easily reused by other control

applications regardless of other proprietary differences. By utilizing the OPC features of
FieldPoint and Lookout, the system is ready to be networked, if so desired,

After implementing the distributed 1/O control system and customizing the GUI for desired

operation, the operation of the 1238 Chamber was greatly enhanced. Not only are simple

operations such as valve and pump control automatically actuated, but all device actuation is

performed precisely the same way, under the exact same conditions every time. A complete

display of all process variables (such as temperature, pressure, time, etc.) is provided for the

benefit of the user. Also, continuous or on-demand data logging can be achieved at the user's

discretion. Initial tests indicate that the 1238 Chamber should now provide greater reliability and

ease of operation for future contamination testing for Marshall Space Flight Center.
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Introduction

This project investigated the feasibility of using fluorescence spectroscopy to determine viscosity

of polymer/monomer in support of Tran._ient lnterfacial Phenomena in Miscible Polymer

Systems (T1PMPS). TIPMPS - P.I. Dr. John Pojman of the University of Southern Mississippi --

will attempt to measure gradient induced flow at a miscible interface during and/or after in-flight

polymerization of dodecyl acrylate (lauryl acrylate). Concentration and temperature gradients

will be intentionally introduced during polymerization and the resultant fluid flow determined by

Particle Ima_ng Velocimetry (PIV). This report describes an investigation of the feasibility of

using fluorescence of a probe molecule to monitor viscosity and/or concentration during and

after polymerization. The probe used was pyrene which has been shown to be sensitive to its
local environment in methyl methacrylate.I

Exveriment

An imaging spectrometer equipped with an imaging CCD array (Acton Research 300i) was used

to monitor fluorescence from a molecular probe in dodecyl acrylate and poly(dodecyl acrylate)

during UV irradiation at 365nm. Illumination at 365nm was provided by an EFOS Lite, light

guide, appropriate filters and collimation optics. Note that use of the filter supplied by EFOS

alone is not sufficient since its transmission overlaps the pyrene emission. A Schott UG-I 1 filter

was added to the illumination optics to cleanly separate the UV excitation light from the pyrene

fluorescence. Spectra are corrected for grating and CCD efficiencies. A power meter (Ophir

Nova) was used both to monitor source power as well absorption by the monomer and polymer.

Molecular pyrene emission and pyrene excimer emission were monitored over the wavelength

range from 350 nm to 750nm (or subregion thereof). Fluorescence spectra were obtained and

ratio of molecular-to-excimer emission of pyrene was determined as a function of (1) polymer

concentration and (2) temperature from 30°C to =100°C. Heating was accomplished with a

circulating heating bath in conjunction with constant temperature quartz fluorometer cuvettes

(NSG Precision Cells, Type 54FL Water Jacketed Cell). Silicone oil was used instead of water
as the thermal transfer fluid. Measurements showed that the silicone oil did not absorb at the

365 nm excitation wavelength nor does it fluoresce. It's only effect seems to be a positive one in

that it provides a degree of index matching and actually increases the light through the cell.

Differing concentrations were produced by elevated-temperature mixing of polymer and

monomer using a magnetic stirring hotplate.

Results

Room temperature fluorescence spectra of dodecyl acrylate and poly(dodecyl acrylate) are

shown in figure 1. Both spectra exhibit essentially three features:

1. A broad pyrene excimer fluorescence centered somewhere between 450nm and 500rim.

This fluorescence appears more as a tail in the polymer emission.
2. Molcecular pyene emission at about 392 nm. Other pyrene lines are in the vicinity and

may or may not be resolved.

3. UV light from the EFOS lamp at 365nm.
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Figure l: Fluorescence of Dedecyl Acrylate and Poly(Dodecyl Acrylate) containing 10 a

mole/liter of pyrene. Excitation at 365 nm. The structure near and past 700 nm is second order

reflection from the grating.

Clearly the monomer emission is less intense as a whole. Further, the excimer emission is more

clearly pronounced in the monomer data. It is not completely clear if this is excimer emission or

a background fluorescence from another source such as the inhibitor or initiator.

Emission spectra were obtained as a function of temperature from room temperature to about

100°C for 365 nm irradiation of monomer, 25% polymer, 50% polymer, 75% polymer and 100%

polymer. A much more pronounced decrease in fluorescence as with increasing temperature is
evident. Similar data were obtained for other concentrations, Since we had observed a dose-

dependence to the emission, the excitation source was shuttered off between observations -

except for the monomer where the irradiation was continuous. The lamp itself was not turned off

m maintain a more stable output. The data obtained were used to study the ratio of molecular to

excimer fluorescence as well as the pyrene molecular fluorescence alone.

As mentioned in the introduction, previous work in methyl methacylate and poly(methyl

methacrylate)' has shown that the ration of pyrene to excimer emission is sensitive to the "local

viscosity ''1 of the pyrene. Ratios of molecular to excimer pyrene fluorescence were obtained for

pyrene in dodecyl acrylate and poly(dodecyl acrylate). While the ratio data (not shown) are

somewhat preliminary, initial indications are that the ratio technique would not be an appropriate

monitor of polymerization of dodecyl acrylate. These may be due to background fluorescence

due to the inhibitor or initiator. However, the fluorescence intensity of pyrene molecular

emission by itself shows significant promise of being a monitor of polymerization, Figure 2

shows a plot of fluorescence intensity from various concentrations of poly(dodecyl acrylate)
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Figure 2: Tem PTerature and concentration dependence of 393 nm emission during 365 nm
excitation of 10" mole/liter of pyrene in dodecyi acrylate and poly(dodecyl acrylate). The

curves through the data points are exponential fits.

containing lff 7 mole/liter of pyrene. Provided the temperature is known separately, indications

are that the pyrene emission at 393 nm would be an indication of degree of polymerization at any

temperature. All data shown excel_t for the monomer were obtained at an exciatation power
density of approximately 3mW/cm'. Temperature was monitored by the digital readout on the

silicone bath. A check at high temperature showed the sample to be about 12 ° C lower in

temperature; hence, 10% horizontal error bars to the left are used for the temperature. Correction

still remains to be made for difference in intensity due to the Beer's law absorption of the 365

nm light across the cell. However, preliminary indications are that this does not significantly
alter the trends. The spectrometer slit was generally viewing the center of the cell. Note the

similarity in the argument to the exponential fits for the 25%, 50%, and 75% data. The polymer
also fits the same trend if only the first five data points are used. This needs to be checked

further. It certainly seems that a characteristic exponential behavior is of the intensity is
indicated with differing amplitudes for different concentrations.

While results to date are quite encouraging, certainly significant issues remain. Significant

power is absorbed from the 365 nm excitation source in passing through the polymer. Far less
power is absorbed in the monomer. Such a correspondingly large absorption coefficient in the

polymer would lead to a concentration gradient during polymerization. The source of this large
absorption coefficient is most likely the initiator or the inhibitor. Another concern is that 365nm

irradiation exciting fluorescence can cause additional polymerization. Consequently, use of 365

nm light to excite the pyrene fluorescent probe may also lead to a gradient. Fortunately, the

pyrene probe fluorescence is very efficient so it may be possible to keep light levels sufficiently
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low as not to affect the experiment. Also, the use of other fluorescent probes that respond to a

different excitation wavelength than that used for the polymerization might be useful.

Conclusion

Early results indicate that the ratio of pyrene to excimer fluorescence emission for a pyrene

probe in dodcyl acrylate and poly(dodecyl acrylate) may be inadequate as a monitor of polymer

concentration (i.e. conversion) during and following polymerization. However, the simpler task
of monitoring the pyrene emission is showing great promise that it could serve as such a monitor

of concentration during polymerization. Some issues that remain include (1) the large absorption

coefficient for the pyrenated polymer at 365nm likely due to too much initiator or initiator, (2)

refinement of the temperature monitoring and other details, (3) determination if another probe

would be more appropriate, (4) calibration for other molecular weights, and (5) clarifying that
excimer emission is being observed and separating excimer emission from other fluorescence.
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Introduction

One of the significant challenges in developing a momentum-exchange/electrodynamic reboost

tether system is in the analysis and design of the capture device and its effects on the overall

dynamics of the system. The goal of this work is to develop appropriate tether momentum

exchange models that can simulate and evaluate the requirements of such a system, and be used

to create specifications on the design of a capture device. This report briefly describes dynamic

model development, simulation of the momentum exchange process, evaluation of dynamic

effects of errors in the momentum exchange process, and the development of guidelines in
selecting dynamic properties in the design of a capture device.

Tether Momentum Exchange Model Development

The dynamics of a flexible tether in space flight are evaluated using a finite element model

formulation of the continuous flexible system. This dynamic model will provide a time response

of the flexible system throughout the momentum exchange process. This dynamic model departs
from many of the current lumped-mass or beaded models proposed. These models have been

shown to be generally accurate in tether flight simulation, and may have advantages in modeling
tether deployment and retrieval. However, the continuous, flexible nature of the tether system

and the ability to refine element types to accurately retlect the various components of the

momentum exchange system make a finite element formulation a significant and robust
modeling approach for the MX process.

In the finite element model, the continuous tether system is modeled as a collection of elements,

each of which represent discrete components of the tether, as shown in Fig. i. Then,
approximate solutions to the governing PDE are made for each element with consistent and

continuous boundary conditions applied. The designer can select the degree of complexity on

approximate solutions for each element, with higher order shape functions providing more
accurate solutions.

Ballast elcm_ent

,/_-,7 Ilast -

- - _. __lLher elements

Capture device

Figure I: Tether and FEM schematic

As shown in Fig. 1, the tether system can include tether elements, ballast elements, and capture

elements. Models for each of these elements are constructed, and then a composite model of the

system is formed through appropriate combination of the individual elements, including local

element transformations and nodal connectivity to result in a system model as:

Mi_+ C_+ K(x - xr_ m) = F Eq. 1

where x is the vector of nodal positions, (x - xrigia) a vector of nodal displacements (displacement

from rigid body motion), M, C, and K the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices, and F
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the force vector. Matrices M, C, and K are of size (n d x n d) where n is the number of nodes

and d the number of degrees of freedom for each node. These matrices are composed as

appropriate combinations of elemental mass, damping and stiffness matrices for each individual

elements, with appropriate coordinate transformations provided. Eq. 1 then provides a second

order differential equation in the nodal positions of the tether system, and as such can be solved

to determine nodal positions in time. From these nodal solutions and the element shape matrices,

the total time response of the flexible tether system can be examined in time using appropriate

adaptive time step integration routines. The remainder of this report describes the results from

the analysis of the momentum exchange process, with the goal of creating guidelines for capture

device development and providing requirements on tether flight accuracy,

Ana_sis of Tether Capture and Release of Payload:

[./sing the FEA tether model derived above, the capture process is modeled as follows. The
tether simulation is started and proceeds for a period of time sufficient to allow initial condition

transients to die out. Similarly, the payload is released and simulated in its proper orbit, Initial
conditions of both the tether and payload are selected to result in a rendezvous precise in space

and time. The momentum process begins when the payload enters the capture region of the

tether and continues through the carry and release process. For the general case, the capture
occurs when the tether is at perigee and the tether is aligned with the local vertical, the capture

end pointing toward earth. The tether than carries the payload through a predetermined angle

(e.g., 135 deg.) and releases the payload, with both the payload and tether assuming a new

trajectory. The simulation process records the data from the tether model including tether

tension, rotation rate, center of mass, and velocity. These results provide essential information in

predicting momentum exchange performance under ideal conditions, setting the bounds on

required tether propagation accuracy, and in providing design guidelines for design of the

capture device. Results from analysis in each of these areas follow. These results are based on

tether and payload sizes published by Hoyt, 2000, as shown in Table 1.

Table h Tether and Payload Parameters
Constants

_ Mass(kg)
Ballast Mass (kg),

Tear' Length (m/ z '..........
Cross Sect Area

Orbit Radius (m]

Time for one orbit(s)

3,986E+14
1000

Tether Facility Orbit

250
11000 SMA
80000 e

1.9635E,-05
970

6694275,739
7716.44186

5450_876936

Time for one orbit

Perigee Ve}ocity

¢oof tether fac. (radts)

6,785 136,00
14,823,136.00

11_176,35 - ..........
10.s04.1_.0o .......

0,371987172
8977.690593
4109,444293
-0,013881192

Results b_om an Error-Free Momentum Exchange Simulation
The first momentum exchange analysis will demonstrate simulation of tether and payload

rendezvous, capture, carry and release, under ideal conditions. Herc. ideal conditions imply that

there is no error in position or velocity of either the tether or payload. At the point of

rendezvous, both the capture device and payload have the same position and velocity. The tether

produces and instantaneous application of acceleration on the payload in the direction of the

tether, resulting in increase in tether tension with much smaller effects on transverse vibrations.
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The results from this ideal capture are shown in figs. 2-3, giving the time history of the tether

tension and showing the shift in tether center of mass orbits.

i

,_, i_

i .................... /i,iii

Figure 2: Tether tension during error-free MX Figure 3: Change in Tether center of mass during

From the error free momentum exchange case several results are noted. First, general effects on

the tether orbit correspond to those published in the current literature (Hoyt, 2000, Bang,barn et

al, 1998). However, the tether orbit is also affected by elastic material change during the capture

and release process. The tension undergoes a significant increase during both capture and

release. Finally, the tether rotation rate is largely unchanged during this error-free capture, again

matching the results shown in current literature.

Ana!vsis Of Error Effects on Momentum Exchange
An analysis is conducted using the momentum exchange simulation tool to investigate the effects

of various errors during the rendezvous process. The results of this analysis will be used to

provide requirements on tether and payload state accuracy, using both current and future

predicted state of the are materials. Figs 4-5 below demonstrate the effects of velocity error in

the payload or tether rotation rate, and angular position error of the tether leading or Txailing
nadir. In each case, tether tension as a function of the error is demonstrated.

ii

J

|

I

I ,
I

Figure 4: Tether Tension Vs. Velocity Error Figure 5: Tether Tension Vs. Angular Error
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From this error analysis, the effects of each type of error are clearly demonstrated. An increase

in each type of error results in an increase in the detrimental dynamic effects on the tether, even

causing the tether simulation to go unstable. From this analysis, criteria on the accuracy required

for both the tether and the payload are identified at the point at which the tether exceeds its

maximum tensile strength or goes unstable.

Design Guidelines for a Capture Mechanism

A final dynarnie analysis is performed to create a design guide for the parameters governing the

capture mechanism dynamics. In particular, the overall capture mechanism mass, stiffness and
damping properties are considered, with results showing their effects on tether tension. The goal

is to design the capture mechanism to minimize the dynamic effects on the overall tether while

providing for efficient and effective momentum exchange. The analysis is performed with

results shown in Figs. 6-7. Figure 6 demonstrates the relation between capture device stiffness
and maximum tether tension under ideal momentum exchange, while fig. 7 shows the effects of

damping in the capture device.

...... i ....... ......... .............

g i

..... +.............i- i......

row+c+

...... + i ! +.........

+ +

Figure 6: Tether Tension Vs. Capture Stiffness Figure 7: Tether Tension Vs. of Capture Damping

Summary

The momentum exchange process has been modeled using a FEA approach, with the basic

processes verified against current literature. This report presents an analysis of the dynamic

effects of error as well as guidelines for the design of a specific capture mechanism. Based on

these dynamic considerations, targets on capture mechanism parameters are a low stiffness and a

higher viscous damping.
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Introduction

There is growing interest in extending organometaUic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) to

III-V materials that exhibit large thermal decomposition at their optimum growth temperature,

such as indium nitride 2. The group III nitrides are candidate materials for light-emitting diodes

and semiconductor lasers operating into the blue and ultraviolet regions _. To overcome

decomposition of the deposited compound, the reaction must be conducted at high pressures,

which causes problems of uniformity. Microgravity may provide the venue for maintaining
conditions of laminar flow under high pressure 3.

Since the selection of optimized parameters becomes crucial when performing experiments in
microgravity, efforts are presently geared to the development of computational OMCVD models

that will couple the reactor fluid dynamics with its chemical kinetics 6'7. In the present study, we
developed a method to calculate reaction rate constants for the homolytic dissociation of III-V

compounds for modeling OMCVD. The method is validated by comparing calculations with
experimental reaction rate constants.

Method

According to transition state theory, a unimolecular rate constant ku_,imay be defined by:

[A] [1]
1+ k ,p

where k_ is the value of the rate constant at high pressures and kz is a bimolecular rate constant,

first order in pressure. The calculation of Lo for homolytic dissociation is based on the RRKM_4

theory (equation 2). The method assumes the existence of a critical configuration A #.

h QuM exp koT = L exp ka T . [2]

L is the degeneracy of the re_etion path; ka, Boltzmann constant; T, temperature in Kelvin; h,

Plank constant; E, the electronic energies; Q, the molecular partition function; and G, the Gibbs
free energy, defined as E - kB TIn Q.

The kl value was estimated in two ways. In the L-H approach 9'_3, k_ is based on collision theory

(see equation 3). In the Troe approach _6,kl is based on the RRKM theory (see equation 4).

k, _, "k-_ ksT

, 1 (E" - ZPE")- (E TM - ZPE t_)_F,F "" ""
k's = z_ p --exp,Qv kBT j_ ..hrrotrratmt [4]

where z_ and z't are collision parameters; s, internal degrees of freedom of the reactant; the F

terms, correction factors for temperature, anharmonicity, molecular and internal rotations; p,

harmonic oscillator density of states, Q,,, vibrational partition function; and ZPE, zero-point

energy corrections.
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Thetotalpartition function Q is assumed to be the product of electronic, vibrational, rotational,

internal rotational and U'anslational contributions. Two modes of calculations were performed:

Mode V, eliminated the vibrational contribution along the reaction path associated with the bond

dissociation; and Mode T, eliminated the translational contribution along the reaction path. For

Mode V, the vibrational partition function for the critical configuration involved one less

vibrational mode than the partition fuaction for the unperturbed molecule. For Mode T, the

vibrational corresponding to the bond that breaks was treated similarly as the other vibrational

modes that become annihilated, but the translational partition function of the critical

configuration included the contribution from just two directions. Since the translational partition

function is the only partition function that depends on pressure, and one of the translational

modes did not cancel out, k_ for Mode T was never pressure independent. A real-gas correction

was incorporated, using a compressibility factor obtained from a virial correction.

The critical configuration corresponds to the maximum point of the Gibbs free energy change. A

novel procedure for selecting the critical configuration was developed. The terms for the Gibbs

free energy calculations were obtained from statistical thermodynamic calculations on the

unperturbed molecule and dissociated products, and classically derived electronic energies and
vibrational frequencies on intermediate structures, as follows:

E'=E oM+Er, 1-exp-nv0UMf2Bl (R1-Ro OM) [5]
_,EDJ

' Mexp -nvo M[zr'| (R'-Ro [6]
v_ = kED)

where ED is the dissociation energy, It, the reduced mass between the products, v vibrational

frequencies, R bond distances, UM the unperturbed molecule, 1 the intermediate structure, 0

properties of the bond that dissociates.

Results and discussion

The method was validated by comparing the calculations with experimental data on the rate

constants for methyl dissociation of three metal-alkyl compounds [AI(CH3)j, Ga(CH3)3,

In(CH3)3] and for hydrogen dissociation of three group V hydrides [NH3, PH3, ASH3]. These

calculations were compared with the corresponding experimentally obtained rate constants.

Table 1 compares the k_i values predicted in this paper with published values, as a fraction of

the former over the latter. These fractions are calculated at the lower and higher ends of the

temperature range. The factors shown in the table should be evaluated against the uncertainty of

the experimental measurements. For example, Jacko and Price it reports the value for a methyl

dissociation from Ga(CH3)3 with uncertainties that result in factors as large as 1,585 and as small

as 1,244.

In all cases, the predicted Lo were larger than the reported values. Except for the ideal-gas

calculations of the group V trihydrides, Mode T calculations were considerably smaller than

Mode V calculations, as much as 185 times. Thus, the predicted k_ values from Mode T were
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closertothepublishedvalues.For theGroup Illmolecules,theTree approach and theideal-gas

approxh'nafiongave betteragreements with experimentalresults,but the othertreatmentsalso

gave reasonable values. Within thisgroup, In and Al reactionsgave the bestresults.The

requirement for realgas approximation isvery noticeablefor the Group V molecules,which

have high criticalpressures.Within Mode T, the fourcombinationsof L-H/Tree approach,and

ideal/realgas approximation,gave reasonalygood agreement with experimentalvaluesfor the

Group V molecules. In summary, theresultsof Mode T calculations,withrealgas correctionfor

Group V molecules,sccm invery good agreementwith experimentalvalues.

Reliable values of reaction rate constants for the homolytic dissociation of a methyl group in

trimethyl-group III compounds and of a hydrogen atom in group-V hydrides were obtained using

a semiclassieal approach based on statistical thermodynamics data obtained from quantum

mechanical calculations, and on the RRKM theory. Comparison between calculations involving

elimination of a vibration mode or a translation mode along the reaction pathway showed that the

latter consistently gave the best values when compared to experimental data. Inclusion of real-

gas effects were extremely necessary for predicting reaction rates for a hydrogen dissociation of

group V trihydrides.
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Table 1: Comparison between experimental and predicted reaction rate constant

at low and high temperature (LT and HT, respectively).

kealc keadc

at LT _ at HT
Reaction; k c_p k e_p T range Ref.

Approach Mode V Mode T Mode V Mode T (K)

In(CH_)a-_In(CH3)2+CH_ 550-650 12 & 15

L-H; ideal 67 7 188 17

L-H;real 66 20 184 45

Troe; ideal 195 13 170 6

Troe; real 163 12 165 20

Ga(CH_)j---_a(CH3)2+CH_ 750-850 11 & 15

L-H; ideal 1,900 142 2,900 166

L-H; real 1,900 199 2,800 224

Troe; ideal 1,200 52 192 8

Troe; real 1,200 307 194 204

AI(CH3)3.-_AI(CH3)_+CH3 850-950 5

L-H; ideal 172 14 252 ! 8

L-H; real 212 30 309 39

Troe; ideal 128 8 25 1

Troe; real 122 30 25 23

AsH_ _ AsH2 + H 850-950 5

L-H; ideal 2,000 1 x 10 s 1,600 9 x 104

L-H; real 2,000 13 1,600 t 1

Troe; ideal 1,500 7 x 10a 1,300 5 x 10 a

Troe; real 1,500 14 1,300 12

PH3 --_ PH2 + H 850-950 5

L-H; ideal 3,300 1 x l0 s 2,700 1 x l0 s

L-H; real 3,000 21 2,400 17

Troe; ideal 2,100 2 x l0 s 1,700 1 x 10 _

Tree; real 2,100 22 1,700 18

NIt3 --_ Nttz + H 2,350-2,450 10

L-H; ideal 1,300 1 x 104 1,200 1 x 104

L-H; real t ,300 7 1,200 7

Troe; ideal 1,100 1 x 104 1,000 1 x 104

Troe; real t,100 7 1,000 6
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Introduction

Sensors are a mission critical element in many NASA programs and require some very
unique properties such as small size, low power, high reliability, low weight. :'_ [_w cost

sensors offer the possibility of technology transfer to the public domain for commercial

applications One sensor application that is important to many NASA programs is the

ability to point at a radiation source, such as the sun. Such sensors may be an integral pall

of the guidance and control systems in space platforms and in remote exploratory
vehicles. A sensor or sensor system that "points" al a radiation source is called naturally

a" pointer". A sensor which points at the sun is called a sun pointer. Sun/solar pointing

is also important tbr ground-based systems such as solar arrays. These systems are not

required to be small and light weight. However, if a sensor with a sun pointing capability

was develo_d that is very small, rugged, lightweight and at the same time low cost, it

certainly could be used in existing and perhaps many new ground based applications,

The objective of the VCELL research is to develop a new and very unique silicon based

directionally sensitive radiation sensor which c_m be fabricated using conventional

monolithic IC technologies and which will meet the above requirements. The proposed

sensor is a novel silicon chip that is direc, tionally sensitive to incident radiation, providing

azimuth and elevation intbrmation on the incident radiation. The resulting sensor chip

will be appropriate for :integration into a silicon IC or uset'ul in a hybrid structure to be

interfaced with a standard IEEE 1451 bus interface IC to create an Intelligent Sensor,

It is presently estimated that it will require about three man-years of eflbrt to complete

the VCELL research and development. This includes the optical, electrical, mechanical

and silicon fabrication and testing as well as co:mputer simulations and theoretical

analysis and m_eling including ,s "te, tmg in simulated space environments.

This report summarizx',s the sensor research completed this summer as part of the Summer

Faculty Fellowship Program. The primary effort was focused on activity necessary to

fabricate prototype sensor.

Fabrication activities included the design and development of a sensor fabrication

process, the development of deposition and diffusion processes using the Themlco

furnaces and solid sources, the development of preferential silicon etching pr¢_esses,

ordering necessary process supplies and chemicals, fabrication and tooling of necessary

hardware items to support the required silicon process equipment in place in bldg. 4487

and bldg. 7804.

Fabrication Activity and Results

The process to design the VCELL structure followed fi'om theol 3' and simulations

accomplished by Dr. Cook previously (unpublished). The theory and simulations result

in a process sequence requiring five photolithl_graphic masks as shown in Figure t. The

CAD design was accomplished using GenCadd 6.1.5, The results of the CAD layout of
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theVCELL testIC chipareshownin Figure2. in Figure2. all five photomasklayersare
shown.

Mask#1- BoronDiffusion
Mask#2 - SiliconEtch
Mask#3- PhosphorusDiffusion
Mask#4 - ContactEtch
Mask#5 - MetallizationPatternEtch

FigureI - TheVCELL Pr¢_essbyPhotolithographicMaskLayer

.i

r

4-

+

Figure #2 - The VCEI.L Test Chip CAD Layout

Tile VCELL test chip is 6.6 mm by 7.1 mm and requires a 28 pin package. The test chip

contains three VCELL detectors, two of which arc ofthogonal, providing the required X

and Y axis int_,rmation to compute the azimuth and elevation of incoming radiation. The

third VCELL dctcctor is parallcl and identical to the first. The lest chip also includes

devices to monitor the silicon wafer processing.
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All photolithographic processing was accomplished in the Joint AMCOM/NASA

Integrated Devices Laboratory lc_ated in Building 7804, Chemical prtx:essing, doping

and diffusions and elching was done in the NASA/ MSFC silicon wafer doping and
diftuskin tab located in Building 4487 MSFC.

Conclusions

Significant progress has been made toward the completion and testing of the first VCELL

test chip. With the first topological/CAD designs complete and working

photolithographic masks available, l_lbrication including process development was

accomplished thixmgh mask level #2, including the silicon preferential etching process.

A photograph of an "i:n process" VCELL chip is shown in Figure #3. This photograph
shows the surlhce topology for a wal_r processed th:rough mask level #2.

l::igurc #3 -The V(. EL.L I e, t Chip (showing chip proccs, cd throuzh mask #2)
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INTRODUCTION

The improvement in weld quality by the friction stir welding (FSW) process invented by TWI of

Cambridge, England, patented in 1991, has prompted investigation of this process for advanced

structural materials including Al metal matrix composite (AI-MMC) materials. Such materials

can have high specific stiffness and other potential beneficial properties for the extreme
environments in space. Developments of discontinuous reinforced A1-MMCs have found

potential space applications and future for such applications is quite promising. The space

industry has recognized advantages of the FSW process over conventional welding processes

such as, the absence of a melt zone, reduced distortion, elimination of the need for shielding

gases, and ease of automation. The process has been well proven for aluminum alloys, and work

is being carried out for ferrous materials, magnesium alloys and copper alloys. Development

work in the FSW welding process for joining of AI-MMCs is relatively recent and some of this

and related work can be found in referenced research publications. [ 1-6]. NASA engineers have

undertaken to spear head this research development work for FSW process investigation of AI-

MMCs. Some of the reported related work [71]has pointed out the difficulty in fusion welding of

particulate reinforced MMCs where liquid Al will react with SiC to precipitate aluminum carbide

(Al4C_). Advantages of no such reaction and no need for joint preparation for the FSW process

is anticipated in the welding of AI-MMCs. The FSW process has been best described as a

combination of extrusion and forging of metals. This is carried out as the pin tool rotates and is

slowly plunged :into the bond line of the joint as the pin tool's shoulder is in intimate contact with

the work piece. The material is friction-stirred into a quality weld.

AI-MMCs, 4 in x 12 in plates of 0.25 in. (6.35mm) thickness, procured from MMCC, Inc. were

butt welded using FSW process at MSFC NASA using prior set of operating conditions. Details

of welding history, pin tool performance and weld quality were investigated. The MMC weld

plates included MMC plates with 40 voI. % and 55 vol. % SiC, (17 g+ 3 g), 3 DP+ sintered + a

0.25 in. layer of ceramic edge of 5%, 20% and 30% A1203 saffil edges that were friction stir

welded. Two friction stir weld pin tools of Fen'o-Tic and Stellite composition and selected

designs were investigated. Weld quality was evaluated using radiography and standard

metallography techniques. Mechanical behavior of these plate materials upon friction stir

welding of these plates is to be analyzed with increasing volume fraction of ceramic particles in
the composites. Pin tool wear is reviewed and recommendations for further work are included.

Such studies are essential if AI-MMCs are to find their wide spread use in space applications.

The FSW processes are seen to give best results with stellite pin tools in the present experimental

work. Ferro-Tic tool shoulders are seen to exhibit fracture easily due to its low ductility during

installation. In general, Ferro-Tic material appeared more brittle than Stellite. 55 vol.% SiC plate

could not be welded with either Ferro-Tic or Stellite pin tools, There were some defects found in

radiography that were generated in wel&s. However more investigation of this with

metallography or structure correlation is needed on the cause of the defects. Based on the study,

for comparison of pin tool wear behavior and performance, it is recommended that analyses be

made with other monolithic Ferro-Tic pin tools, and these be related to Stellite pin tools and T

15 similar pin tools designs. Long welds are to be also analyzed in the continuation of the study.
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Another aspect in the fabrication of the MMCs centered around the use of the laser engineered 
net shaping (LENS) processing of selectcd Narloy-Z composites. Such an approrich has been 
earlier studied for Fabrication of 316 stainless steels, and Inconel 718 MMCs. Research in this 
processing technique promises to yield results foi. applications such as for next generation opticat 
systems and other space applications. In the present study, attempts were made to fabricate 
straight cylindrical specimens using LENS process of Narloy-Z and Narloy-Z with 20 vol.% 

MMCs using the direct metal deposition Optamec LENS-750 system. Experiments have 
yielded some success in fabrication of Ntzrloy-Z, However, Narloy-Z composite fabrication has 
not been possible due to bead like structure and agglomeration of specimens. This could be due 
to difficulty of process conditions, power requirements, and or need for coating of Af203 
particles or better mixing process conditions. This preliminary experience is similar with that in 
case of Incolonel 718 composites, which has earlier shown particulate segregation and porosity 
in the structures, More work is needed to accon~plish conlposite deposition and contrcd of 
structure. This is highly recomn~ended as the 3 16 stainless steel LENS deposited materials have 
shown definite improvement in their properties in addition to the possible economic advantages 
of the process. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Five categories of the selected AI-MMCs, 4 in x 12 in plates of 0.25 in. (6.35mrnf thickness with 
40 vol. % SiC and 55 vol. % Sic, (17p-i-3p ), 3DP-tsintered + 0.25 in. layer with ceramic edge of 
5%. 20% and 30% A1203 saffil edges were friction stir welded. All welds were single pass butt 
welded in conlparative similar conditions as previottsly used for counterpart materials. Tool 
designs used earlier for Ferro-Tic and Stellite pin tools were utilized in this study as shown in 
Fig.2. Earlier studies had shown high wear of H-13 pin tools. which were not used in this study. 
The FSW process was perfornxd using the MSFC vertical weld tcrol friction stir weld system in 
the Prcrductivity Enhancement Complex as shown in Fig. I ,  The weided panels were 
~sdiogmphed and examined and rhc section including thc weld regions and related weid zones 
were then cut at selected locations for macroscopic and microscopic analyses and the second 
long edges were again weided, Details of wefding history, pin tool performance and weld quality 
investigated in this study are reposted separately in a tabular form. The second welds were 
eamzrked for weld properties evaluation at room temperature and cryogenic temperature and for 
detern~ining joint efficiency, Tool wear was quantified using micrometer, and profile 
rneasurenlen ts. 

Fig. 1 Photograph showing FSW in action. Fig. 2 Pin tool design of Fcucs-Tic and Steilite Pint;. 
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The typical empirical weld pardn1etcr.s used in this FSW study are based on prior similar studies 
as shown in Table I .  

The typical empirical LENS processing conditions utilized in this study for Optclrncc system are 
as shown in Table 2 
Table?. LENS Nmoloy-Z Processing Conditions 
Laser Power (A) I Head Speed (infmin) 1 Feeder Speed (rpm) 1 Step Layer Thickness (in.) 
35-45 130-50 1 60-70 10.01 
The Narloy-Z powder used was with Ag 3.0 wt%, Zr 0.5 wt%, Balance Cu. The Narloy-2; 
powder wa\ mixed with 20 vol. %I Alz03 in a laboratory rotary mixer. The LENS deposition was 
crirricd out in the Optomec system under argon atmosphere using selected processing conditions. 
The material specimen microstructures were examinecl in longitudinal and transverse sections. 
More work js recommended in the developnlent of the Narloy-Z composites. 

KI<SCIL.TS AND DISCIJSSION 

Five categories of Al-MNC functionally graded materials (FGMs) with 5%, 20%. 30% 
s a i l  edges, and without saffil edges with 40% and 55% SiC were welded for their FSW 
feasibility. Two pin tools were used for comparison purposes. The weld panels were 
photographed after the FSW weld process and evaluated by radiography, Large optical 
macroscans were then made of the weld regions of selected weld category specinlens to cover 
the general overall regions in the FSWs. A representative view of welds in category1 and 
categorv 3 ~nateriafs is shown iil Fie, 3. 

Fig. 3 FSW Welds in category 1 and category 3 materisis. 
The FSW weids showed a typical weld metal and stir. zone structure as evidcnccd by the typical 
onion type stnicture in thc center, enclosed by surrounding HAZ, and the unaffected parent metal 
structure., The cornpnsitc base plate with saffil edges show in the weld structures the gradient and 
interactions of' the Al201 and the SiC particulates in category 1-3 materials, and the variation of 
SIC particulates in the inaterials with out the saffil edges. FSW microstructures of typical 
catcgory 3 and category 4 nmteriafs are shown in Fig. 4, In this, the Al1O3 parti~les appear as 
lighter elongated particles and the SiC as the angular, darker particulates. Thc microharclncs\ 
iiiira for this typical category I material gave values of about 140-150 VHN for the parent metal 



and in transition range about 69.4 VWN and in the weld region about 87.5 VWN. Similar trend in 
variation was seen in category 2 material. However, the values are not uniform and depend upon 
the indentor location whether on the A1203 particles or on the Sic, Much more data will be 
needed for a detailed analysis for each condition of the FSW welds, 

Fig. 4 FSW weld microstructure of category 3 and category 4 materials. 
FSW in the welding panels of welding of FCM Al-MMCs categories 1-3 materials using Ferro- 
Tic and Stetlite pins has been accomplished in some cases with tack of consolidation and 
possible worn1 holes. Quality improvements are possible with control and modification of weld 
parameters based on experience and lots of data generated by this study. In some cases, flash has 
been accumulated possibly due to too hot a weld. In some cases, material push through problems 
are seen at the back side due to weld plates mismatch and soft saffil constituents being plastically 
pushed out. In case of use with Ferro-Tic pin tools, more push through is observed. Fiat Fer1.o- 
Tic pins pt+ovide deeper penetration compared to the use of Stellite pin tools. Continuing 
mechanical property evaluations are to be carried out and the work is in progress. Higher spindle 
speed and lower travel speed should provide higher weld temperatures in operation, and further 
parameter control and using load control or position control during the FSW process based on 
these s~udies should help in further formulation of FSW operating conditions. Category 4 and 5 
AI-MMCs without the saf.%l1 edges at present time appear to be difficult to weld which is due to 
40% and 55 vol.% of S i c  in the MMCs. Such high cortcentrations make the material difficult to 
weld. The welded plate specimens and dl data are available for fine tuning of weld conditions 
and further research in this direction. The pin tool history has indicated that Ferro-Tic toctls 
provided weld lengths of about 1 1.5 inches, and about 21.5 inches weld lengths, and that the 
Stellite pin tool provided a weld length of about 54 inches in our evaluations, Relatively, Stclfite 
pin tools appear to be more durable in the FSW welding process. Pin material properties and 
design both of' course would be affecling their performance. The continuation of the FSW study 
will look into monolithic tool design and it is recoinmended to sfuciy the Ferrct-Tic, Stellite and ?' 
15 tool material pin tools for comparative study along with the study of long 4 feet welds of Ai- 
MMCs. 

The LENS process has provided some success in the deposition of Naslny-Z. The microslrucaure 
indicated some porcxity, kind more work is needed. Analysis of previous work has indicated 
similar difficulties with Inconel 7 18 and Inconel 7 18 MMCs with 20%) AI?Q?. However, in the 
trials with Narioy-Z, a  ample about 2 !4 inch long witfi rough surface has been currently 
deposited. However, rhere is difficulty in the processing due to high reflcctiviry and low 
irbsorption in case of these materials. A n~acrogarpfi of rhe longiittdinal section nf the LENS cast 
Nnrlay-Z speein~cn and a micrograph of the cross sectictn near the top edge of the specimen is 



shown in Fig. 5. Results indicate segregation and lack of co~lsolidation or porosity in the 
structure. More work is recon~mended. 

Fig. 5 LENS Narloy-Z lo~~gitudinal macroseerion and a transverse microscction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The FSW and LENS processes have becn evaluated and investigated in this research. Problems 
encountered have been discussed, The processes hold special promise to applications for MMC 
materials, The work has yielded progress and is to be continued in relation to the results and 
reconlmendations of this work. 

The author expresses his appreciatioi~ and thanks to Dr. Sandeep Shah and Dr. Biliyar N. Bhat, 
MSFG Research Colleagues for their support and encouragement during this research. Thanks 
arc also expressed to several associated personnel; Mr. Robert Carter for FSW work and to Mr. 
Ken Cooper and Mr. Robert Minor for LENS processing, Mr. Jeff Ding for FSW test planning, 
Mr, Jonathan Ixe for discussions related to prior FSW work, Mr, Pat Safvriil and Mr. Robert 
Bond for FSW specimens and test planning, md to Mr. Steve Cato, Mr. Greg Stecle and Mr. 
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'Tile AmiyNASA Virtual lnnovaticrns 1,aboratory ('4MV11,) at Marshall Space 1:light Center 
providcs an environment whcre erzginecrs and other personnel can investigate rtcl~el applications 
of computer sinlalation and Vinual Reality (VR) technologies, Among the many hardware and 
software resources in ANVII, arc several high-perhnnance Silicon Graphics computer systems 
and a number of co~nrtlerciat software packages, such as Divisiorl MocklJp by I'art\rnctric 
Technology Corporation (PTC') and Jack by llnigraphics Solutions, Inc. 'f'hese hardware and 
software platforms arc used in conjunction with various VR peripheral I/(> devices, CAI) 
models, ctc. to supporl tile objectives of the MSFC Engineering Systen-is I>cpartment/Systenis 
Engineering Support Group (E1142) hy studying engineering dcsigns, chieily from the standpoint 
of human fkctors and ergonomics. 

One of' the more timc-consuming tasks f'teing ANVII, persnnncl involvcs the testing and 
evaluation of peripheral 110 devices and the integration of new devices with existiilg harciware 
and software platfiwms. Another important challenge is the development of' innovative uscr 
interfaces to allow efficient, intuitive interaction between simulation users and the virtual 
environments they arc itlvestigating. As part of his Summer Faculty i;ellclwship, the author was 
tasked with verifying the operation of' some rcccntly acqtlircd peripheral interface devices and 
developing new, easy-to-use intcrfhces that could he useci with existing VR hardware and 
sof'twre to better support ANVII, projects. 

Ascension Motionstar Testing, lnte~ration and Troutrlcshootiny: 

One of'the most usefill human n-iotion tracking devices in ANVII, is thc MotionStar six-degree-of- 
fkedo~n spatial tracking system by Ascension Technology Corporatian (see I;igure I ) .  Nascd on 
the DC' magnetic field technology used in the original llock of Birds trackcr. thc h4otianS;;tar is able 
to track the position and orientation in space of a large number of' sensors simultaneously. Son~e 
software packages. such as Jack, have a built-in interface to thc Flock of'Birds/MotionStitr trackers, 
while others, such as Division MocktJp, allow the end user to create soiiwnrc: drivers for use with 
this and other devices. 

Figure 1 : Ascension MationStar spatial tracker. 

rluring the previous sun-in-icr's fetlo\vship period, thc author Jcvelopcd and tcstcd a sofi-ware ciriwr 
that allowcd ANVII,'s I\/folioriStar systern with six sensors to bu iiscci as :in input device wit11 
Division Mockllp 0.0.3. Jack 3.3's Flock of i3irds!Motioi1St~ir support was ttscd uith tile k4r)tion 
Capt~ire 'I'oolkit to  cvalutttc uhc~le-body human tnotion capture (sce 1:igurc 2) usirtg a Scnialc 
subject. Whilc son-iewhat realistic motion capturc: was possible with sensors on thc head, torso, 



hands, anel ket  only, it was concli~deii that at least four additional sensors werc rieedcd to attach to 
thc kiices and elbo~vs. Iiy measuring the positiclri and orier~tation of these joints instcad of 
allowing them to be estiniatted by the sufiware, motion capture of'sufficicnt accuracy for ANVII, 
projects tnfould he possiblc. 

Figure 2: Motion capture in Jack using MotionStas. 

During the internelling year. ANVII, was able to acquire four additional sensors and sensor 
i~iterfaee cards fbr the MotionStar. O t ~ c  of the autl~or's first tasks was to itistall atld test the new 
hardware in  the systrni. Due to hardware and soft~tare problems, this rcquil+eci more tinle than 
had been anti c i  patod, Once all programming issues had been izddrcssed, intermittent hardware 
prttblenis remained. Eventually, these problenis werc traced to a single sensor interface card, 
which had to he returned to thc inanufacturer for rcplaccmcnt. Aficr the replacenlent hardware 
was received, the con~plete Motiu~zStar systcni was tested and four~d to be fii11y operationaf. 

'The additional sensors purchased h r  the MoticmStar systcni prcrnipted the author to develop an 
enhanced version of the software driver developed lirr Division MucklJp during tlie previous 
summer. 'Ihe origiiial version could only work with the existing six sensors and cnmmu~iication 
speed was limited to 38,400 baud due to thc cnvimnmcnt it1 which the code tvas c<)mpilcci. l'lic 
ncw version allows the user to specif) any number of'sensors (up to 29) cotnmunicating via any 
desired serial ports at any baud rate supported by the Silicon Graphics liost machine, 

Perhaps the   no st important potential use fbr the MotionStar tracking systeni, as tkr as ANVIL, 
objectives are concerned, is in conjunction with hutnan fhctors/ergonc~nlics software packages 
such as Jack. In palzicular, there is oAen a necd to position and/or move simulated human 
figures in the vinuai world in ways which miniic as closely as possible the postures and motions 
of human subjects in the real world. 'l'raditional computer input deviccs such as keyboards and 
mice arc not well suited to this task: the process can he time-consuming a t~d the siniulated 
actions ofien appear artificial. Onc way to iniprsve this situation is to use a "human figitre input 
device" such as the Monkey 2 (niadc by Digital Image Ilosign, Inc.) to pose the sin~ulated Sigure. 
'I'his device, however, is very expensive and must be pcrscd and moved by hand: i t  does not 
provide real-time perfbrniance or capture actual human tilotion. I:ortunatcly, those arc areas in 
which the MotictnStar cxcels; so perhaps the best way to "puppet" virtual humans is to use it  to 
track and capturc the movements of'a real hiim:tn ilscr. M'ith this in mind, the author tcsteci the 
ten-sensor MotionStar systeni \\ith Jack 2.3's I:lock of I3irds tracking tnodule aid fctund it to 
operate reliably, IJnlix-tunatcly. thc tcmporury license obtaincd thc prcvious summer fix thc Jack 
Motion Capture 'I'ooIkit, arl add-on feattire which had proven csscntlal Ii)r motion capture stiidics 
using Jack, hacl expired and the author was unable to iiirthcr evaluatc the systcni by peribrming 
t~ioiion capture using human sub.jccts during tfnc tcr~n of his kitowship. 



Besides the obvious, nearly constant use of the visual sense to interact with one's surroundings, 
perhaps the most important interFdce between a person and the real or virtual world is the use of' 
one's hands to interact with objects. A number of devices have been developed ro allow users tro 
manually manipulate items in virtual environment simulations. Most of these desiccs have lake11 
the form of gloves (for exatttple the VPL DataGlove and the Virtual 'I'cchnologies CyberGlovc) 
which sense the degrcc of bcnding of the user's fingers, allowing the con~pilter to recognize 
certain meaningf~il gestures made by the user. This usually requires that thc glovc(s) bc 
calibrated to the geometry of cach diffcrcnt user's hand, Clther devices, such as the Pinch gloves 
made by Fakespace Labs (see Figure 3): detect only cotltacts (touches) between fingers. This 
approach avoids the need for time-consuming calibration at the cxpensc oi' linliting the types of 
gestures that can be distinguished, l'he position and oricntation oi'the hands, which is nnrmally 
tracked using a 611OT: system such as the Motionstar or I'olhcmus 1:astnlk. n-iay or may not be 
part of the definition of the various 5 ";stures. * ' 

The versatility and case of use of the I:akcspacc Pinch gloves, plus the ability (not shared by 
ANVIf,'s other glove systems) to use both hinds sin~ultancously, mnkcs thcm a very desirable 
user interface device for a number of prcj.jccts, fiowever. few oi'the sofiware platfbrms used in 
ANVIL come with support for the Pirtch glovcs, and where they are supported, the gestures 
recognized and functions supported are not ~tecessarily those desired. Far example, thc Pinch 
driver supplied with Division MocklJp treats the Pinch glove set as  a single device rather than as 
one device connected to each hand. making sctmc types of i~lteractions impossible. Thus, the 
author was tasked with writing new input device dr i~crs  to better support the usc of' the Pinch 
gloves. A module was developed fbr use with IJivisiotl MocklJp that allows thc user to rnakc 
twclvc dif'l'erent gestures, each assignable to a diffkrent action in the virtual tl*orld, $ki th  each 
hand. (Some of the gestures involve using both hands, but all involve the use of' the thumb 
and/or index finger of one hand and riot the other, a11cj so are defined as being dominated by that 
hand,) 'I'hc ability to make a large nutnbcr oi' gestures wit11 ctlch fialld allows the user to grasp 
and nlarlipulate objects cvith either or both hands and also issue a variety of cornn~ancis to the 
program without llavirlg to remove the gloves or usc the keyboard or mousc. 

Anothcr intporta~lt task itt 3 real or sirtutti envirortmcnt is navigation. In ordcr to t c ~ c h  zincljor 
pick ilp ob.jects, onc n-iust bc able to niove to  the physical ~iclnit3 of' thosc ot?jccts. I'osifi~tl 
trackers such as thc f:astrak or MotionStar can rcadilj be used lo track thc position oi'the hnnd(s) 
rciativc to the body, but there is still the nced to bc tlblc to niate the body as a ivl~oic within the 



virtual world, the din~ensio~is of'whictl may be considerably greater than the ratlge nf'thc position 
tracker. Most softwae packages allow the user's body posi~io~l to be "flotvn'%by using keyboard 
or mouse commands, hut this is awkward and detracts fionim thc "inimmersive" rxperience desired 
for the user. One often-used alternative is the use of a joystick-type control(s) for navigation; 
however, this con~plicates the user interi'ace and may (unless separate joysticks arc used) 
introduce coupling between translational and rotational movements. '1'0 avoid these problems, it 
was desired to develop a glove-based interface that would allow fbr navigation as well as objcct 
interaction. 

At the suggestion of his NASA colleague, the autllor developed a sofiivnrc driver for a unique 
navigation and interaction device dubbed the "f'inchigator" wl~ ic l~  uses the Fakespace Pinch 
gloves to perform thc combined functions of grasping or "pir~ching" otjccts and navigating 
through the virtual world (as well as issuing other commands to the software). This input device 
driver was evaluated in conjunction with it model of the Interi~ational Space Station that had been 
irnported from CAD drawings (see 1:igurc 4). 

Using the clligator" to explore a rnodel of the Intel ntational Space Station. 

Object selection using the I'inchigator is done in the sanie tnanner as with the basic I'inch glove 
driver, hy mancuvcring either virtual hand to be iii contact with a17 (hjcct and making a pinching 
gesture with the thumb touching the indes tlngcr. Navigation is acconiplislied using a different 
gesture: thumb touching both the indm and middle fingers of' the same hand, Any time this 
gesture is being made with one hand, movements of'that hatid in  the X, y. and/or z directions are 
mapped to corresponding moven~ents of' the user's virtual brrdy. giving the trser the illusion of 
pulling or pushing himself through space. When the navigation gcsturc is niade with both hands 
at the same time, relative tnotions c~f'the hands arc mapped to yaw, pitch, and/or roll rotations of' 
the virtual body, producing a "steering" effect. 'I'hus, the user can navigate freely in three 
dimensions without using any other input devices or cver having to rernove the gloves. 
Additional gestures arc defined which increase or dccrcasc the sensitivity of the navigational 
controls (allowing movements to be better scaled to the size and proximity of' objccts iri rlie 
virtual world) and which issuc othur conlmands dciirimcci h]' thc 1)ivision MocklJp sofi~varc 
package. A nutimlber of' users, both VR-expcrie~iced and no\ices. have tried tllis interficc and 
fburtd i t  tct be easy to tisc and intuiti\>c i n  "la3c1," 



As part of the 2001 Srtnimer I:aculty Fellowship Program, the autt~or was ablc to install. 
configure, and tri>i~blesiloot additional sensors ordered for the Motionstar tracki~~g systcnl tct 

support hunlarl motion capture and other VR tracking needs. Due to tlir lack nf a licunsa: h r  a 
particular software n~odule (Jack's Motion Capture 'I'oolkit) motion capture with these additional 
sensors could not be tested, but the hardware: and dher needed soft~ware arc in place to allow 
rnotion capture as soon as the requisite Iicerlse is obtained, Permanent liccnsi~tg of-the Motion 
Capture Toolkit is recon~l~lended as a significant impt-uxrcment over using keyboard and mause 
cornn~ands to position virtual human figures and as a less expensive alternative to the purckasc 
of a human figure input device such as a Monkey 2. 

Another major activity supported by the author's i.'cllowship was the devcloptnent 01- softu.arc 
drivers to support the use 01' Fakespacc Pinch gloves for interaction with virtual objects and 
navigation through the virtual world. The Pinch glove driver ailows the user in make up to 
twelve different gestures with cach hand, where each can bc assigned tit a different action. 'i'kc 
'Tinchigator" driver combines the ability to make a pinching (grasping) gcsturc to select objects, 
three other gestures that may be mapped to desircd softwarc comtnands, and another tlavigational 
gesture that can be used to translate or rotate the user's body in the sin~utatcd 
environmcnt. Six additional gestures arc supported for var+ying the sensitivity of the translation 
and orientation commands. This softwme module ailows the Pinch gloves to function as a very . , natural and intuitive interface between the user and the VR simulation. 1 he siiccessfi~l 
integratiot~ of all of these devices and drivers has added significartt capability to the ANVIL 
laboratosy at MSFC and should significantly enhance the ability of ANVII. personr~el tct develop 
and use VR simulations in support of departmental objectives. 
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Introduction

In response to the unrelenting call in both public and private sectors fora to reduce the high cost
associated with space transportation, many innovative partially or fully RLV designs (X-34-37)

were initiated, This call is directed at all levels of space missions including scientific, military,

and commercial and all aspects of the missions such as nonrecurring development, manufacture,

launch, and operations (Wertz, 2000). According to Wertz (2000), tbr over thirty years, the cost

of space access have remained exceedingly high. For example, London (1996, 1994), Wertz

(1996), and Hammond (1999) have discussed in details the reasons for the skyrocket launch
costs,

The consensus in the popular press is that to decrease the current astronomical cost of access to

space, more safer, reliable, and economically viable SGRLVs must be developed. This current

skyrocket cost of space launch poses a major constraint to broadening and expanding U.S

economic activities into LEO, As a result, affecting global competitiveness of US CST industry,

Foreign firms control greater share of the launch market once dominated by U.S. For example,

in the mid 1980s U.S service providers had approximately 100% of the commercial space

launch market revenues, but today U.S has less than 50% of that market (Graham, 2001)•
Further, because of the growth potential in the international launch market, countries such as

Brazil, India, Japan, and Israel are gearing up to enter the global launch market with their own

commercial space launch vehicles. Considering this fact, NASA and U.S. space launch industry
cannot aflbrd to lag behind. Therefore developing SGRLVs will immeasurably improve the U.S'

space transportation capabilities by helping the U.S. to regain the global commercial space

markets while supporting the transportation capabilities of NASA's space missions,

Because space represents an important commercial frontier for U,S. to explore and exploit for
economic, political, social, and security purposes it, has become more crucial than ever before to

change the era of discovery, and exploration of near space into an era of economic exploitation in
the 21 _ century (Richardson, 1991). The economic eflbct of a reliable, robust, and the future

competitive edge of the U.S space launch industry cannot be overstated. The /hll economic

potential of this new frontier can be achieved by developing economically viable RLVs. To

address this concern, NASA's Marshall Flight Center through its space launch initiative (SLI) is

taking the lead responsibility to develop the SGRLV that is billed fbr flight in 2010 In addition,

high rates of launch traffic that will result from SGRLVs will lead to filrther major reductions in

the cost of space transportation and the expansion of human activities to LEO (Collins and

Ashford, 1986). Overall, developing the SGRLVs will provide an aflbrdable commercial space

transportation that will assure the competitiveness of the U.S commercial space transportation
industry in the 21 _tcentury.

The difficulty commercial space launch systems are lacing is obtaining financing needed in the

capital markets because of the dollar amounts and the risk involved (Scottoline and Coleman,

1999). Access to key financial markets is necessary" for commercial space ventures. However,

public sector programs in the form of tax incentives and credits, as well as loan guarantees are
not yet available. The purpose of this paper is to stimulate discussion and assess the critical

success factors germane for RLVs development and U.S. global competitiveness,
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Critical Success Factors for SGRLVs and U.S. Competitiveness

Developing a business climate that encourages and supports private sector investment in the next

generation space transportation systems development cannot be overemphasized. Some of the

critical success factors that can have significant impact on SGRLV development and recapturing

U.S. competitiveness in the global launch market include government incentive schemes and the

proposed U,S. Space Development Bank (USSDB).

_overnment Incentive Schemes

There is much that U.S. government can do to stimulate private sector investment in developing

SGRLVs. There is a need for the government to stimulate domestic private investment with

specific guidelines aimed toward economic goals. The government may expect investors to

create local employment, stimulate growth and development of local industry as a requirement

for certain concessions. Thus, the intent of some assistance from the government is to encourage
investment by helping to minimize and shit_ some of the risks that are known to be associated

with space activities. Incentive schemes government can use to promote investment in SGRLVs
include fiscal, financial, and nonfinancial incentives.

Fiscal btcentives: Represent specific tax measures designed to serve as an attraction to the

domestic investor. These tax measures typically consist of special depreciation allowances, tax

credits or rebates, special deductions for capital expenditures, tax holiday or zero gee-zero tax,

and other reductions of the tax burden on the investor (Shaw, Hamaker, and Prince 1998,

Sponable, 2000). Tax holiday that can be offered to investors can take a form of a reduction in

normal corporate taxes or their elimination. This reduction can be for a specified period of time,

which is estimated as the average time needed to establish efficient and competitive operations.

Also, a tax reduction or relief can help in further development of space launch programs.

Financial htcentives: Granting of private investors financial incentives if they are willing to

invest in the space program This incentive can be in the form of loans, loan guarantees, among

others. It can also offer low-interest loans and grant loans to firms wishing to increase their
investments in space programs. It may also guarantee the loans that a firm takes from financial
institutions.

Not#nancial htcentives: The government can offer nonfinancial incentives such as advance

purchase agreements, cooperative R&D, indemnification, policy stability, regulator 5,

streamlining, and predictable certification to investors (Sponable, 2000).

_osed USSDB

An alternative solution to the shortfall of venture capital for RLV industry is supporting and

creating the proposed USSDB. Such a bank can bridge the shortfall in venture capital while at

the same time allowing the market to select winners and losers (Matuta, 200).
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lmolications and Conclus!ons

For many years, space community has been calling ibr much better and cheaper access to LEO,

thus suggesting more reliable: and economically viable space transportation launch vehicles. The

RLV technology program is driven by the need to lower the cost of access to space in order to

encourage the creation and delivery of new space activities that will eventually improve US

economic competitiveness. Although it is widely believe in the space launch community that

RLVs are the future access to space, a purely private enterprise will not be able to develop and

operate such a system with only private funds through conventional investment rules (Kaplan,
1999). Therefore, some form of government support is necessary to create and achieve a

successfial RLV program.

The fundamental benefit of RLVs is that they cannot be discarded every time they are used.
Thus, amortizing the cost over multiple flights. Reducing theJaunch cost to a factor of 5 to 10

near term can result to an increase in the market size, thus leading to lower costs of space access

in the offing. The effect of this action wilt encourage an increase in demand and in turn offer the

opportunity for RLVs to become economically viable (Wertz, 200). The development of SGRLV

would enable US. space launch industry to I) become less dependent on the federal government

for its continued survival and profitability and 2) partially rely on commercial industry to

maintain its technical experience base in essential areas (Hammond, 1999). Also, Safer, more

reliable and affordable access to space will enable the realization of new markets including space

tourism, space business parks, pharmaceuticals and materials R&D labs, space manufacturing,

sub-orbital fast-package delivery, solar space power, satellite internet content delivery, state or

commercially-owned spaceports, among others. Therefore, to secure the future existence of the

space industry and new entrepreneurial know-how in the high tech industry, U. S must be the first

to the launch market with SGRLVs that is significantly safer, reliable, and cheaper than the

current manned first RLV systems.

The U.S commercial launch industry is under constant pressure of being dwarfed or even

eliminated by foreign competition. Without an appropriate cost-cutting innovativeness by the

government and industry in this endeavor, future commercial space boosters may be made in

foreign countries. U.S. space launch manufacturers seeking low-cost space access could be held

captive to foreign launch providers. Also, if the U.S. commercial space launch industry continues

to erode, the government may face difficulties in placing future government payloads into orbit.

This could eventually force the government to either subsidize the U.S. launch industry, or to

rely on foreign government launch payloads, including those critical to U.S. national security.

.Also, failure of the U.S. commercial launch industry would mean loss of a national technical and

defense base, millions of dollars in commercial revenue, and numerous jobs (London, 1996) It is

therefore important that government and industry invest in this nation's future by working

together to drastically curtail the cost of space launch by developing SGRLVs
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Introduction

For businesses and organizations to remain competitive today they must have processes

and systems in place that will allow them to first identify customer needs and then develop

products/processes that will meet or exceed the customers needs and expectations. Customer
needs, once identified, are normally stated as requirements. Designers can then develop

products/processes that will meet these requirements. Several functions, such as quality

management and systems engineering management are used to assist product development

teams in the development process. Both functions exist in all organizations and both have a

similar objective, which is to ensure that developed processes will meet customer requirements.

Are efforts in these organizations being duplicated? Are both functions needed by

organizations? What are the similarities and differences between the functions listed above?

ISO 9000 is an international standard of goods and services. It sets broad requirements

for the assurance of quality and for management's involvement. It requires organizations to

document the processes and to follow these documented processes. ISO 9000 gives customers

assurance that the suppliers have control of the process for product development.

Systems engineering can broadly be defined as a discipline that seeks to ensure that all

requirements for a system are satisfied throughout the life of the system by preserving their

interrelationship. The key activities of systems engineering include requirements analysis,

functional analysis/allocation, design synthesis and verification, and system analysis and

control (Blanchard, B. S., 1998). The systems engineering process, when followed properly,

will lead to higher quality products, lower cost products, and shorter development cycles

(Martin, 2000). The System Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SE-CMM) will allow

companies to measure their system engineering capability and continuously improve those

capabilities.

ISO 9000 and SE-CMM seem to have a similar objective, which is to document the

organization's processes and certify to potential customers the capability of a supplier to

control the processes that determine the quality of the product or services being produced. The

remaining sections of this report examine the differences and similarities between ISO 9000

and SE-CMM and makes recommendations for implementation.

ISO 9001:

NASA is ISO 9001 certified, which :includes a quality systems model for quality

assurance in design, development, production, installation, and servicing (Goetseh and Davis,

2000). This certification helps NASA achieve its policy, which is "to provide quality products
and services to our customers". This policy states that NASA is committed to pursuing

excellence and continuous improvement, maintaining high quality, safety, and reliability

standards, and retaining high-quality employees. The ISO 9001 documentation sets the

standards and guidelines for NASA to have an effective quality system.
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Under ISO 9000 each employee should:

• Know MFSC's Quality Policy,

• Know their job responsibilities.

• Know where quality policies and procedures are located,
• Know where work instructions are located,

• Know how to handle nonconforming products and services.

• Know their job qualifications.

• Understand the overall quality system.

Unfortunately, ISO 9001 set the minimum requirements necessary for an effective quality

system. It is left up to the organization to define their quality system and determine how they

want to do business. Some organizations view quality system registration as a requirement to

do business, not an opportunity to improve their processes. As a result organizations are

mislead to only target minimum requirements. The correct approach is for these organizations

to use ISO certification as an opportunity to document and improve their processes. To really

benefit ti'om ISO certification, organizations must be aggressive. They must identifi¢ the most
effective way for them to do business.

Systems Engineering Capabili_ Maturi W Model

The SE-CMM describes the essential elements of an organization's systems engineering

process that must exist to ensure good systems engineering. It also provides a reference for

comparing actual systems engineering practices against the essential elements of systems

engineering. The process areas are show in the following table.

PA01 Analyze Candidate PA08 Ensure Quality PAl8 Coordinate with Suppliers
Solutions

PA02 Deriveand Allocate PA09 Manage PAl3 Define Organization's SE

Requirements Configurations Process

PA03 Evolve System PAl0 Manage Risk PAl4 Improve Organization's SE
Architecture Process

"' I

PA04 Integrate Disciplines PAl 1 Monitor mad Control PAl5 Manage Product Line
Technical Risk Evolution
IIIII i i

PA05 Integrate System PAl2 Plan Technical PAl6 Manage SE Support
Effort Environment

PA06 Understand Customer PAl 7 Provide Ongoing

Needs and Knowledge and Skills

Expectations _...............
PA07'' !Verify and Validate

System .....

Table 1. Process areas for systems engineering capability maturity model.
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The SE-CMM has a continuous improvement loop built in. Each organization is
certified based on a scale of 0 to 5. The objective is to reach level 5. A model is shown below.

Notice that an organization that is level 5 eea'tified is continuously improving its processes and
has a repeatable product development system.

Cal_bil_ Levels _ken from ISO
SPICE model v1,0

Capability levels provide logical
and structured methodology for
improving how work is performed 111

IV

0

Figure 1. Level of systems engineering maturity.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Both ISO 9000 and the SE-CMM have a similar objective, which is to standardize the

product development process, This allows organizations to control the process that is used to

develop systems and products. Quality problems can usually be traced back to problems with

the process that was used in development. Organizations must determine which system to
implement when there are no contractual requirements.

ISO 9000 establishes the minimum requirements for a quality system. Thus, unless an

organization is aggressive in implementing lSO 9000 and go above and beyond the minimum

requirements, they will see little improvement from its implementation. SE-CMM is a more

detailed system that guides the organization through the essential elements of a product
development system. It also has a built in continuous improvement element.

MSFC already has ISO 9001 certification. By comparing the two systems, ISO 9001
misses more of the key elements of SE-CMM, than SE-CMM misses of ISO 9001. This would

suggest that organizations should seek to implement a SE-CMM, rather than ISO 9001.

However, organizations with ISO 9001 would meet the requirements for SE-CMM level 1.
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it is recommendedthat MSFC combinethe SE-CMMand ISO 9001efforts at the
Center.Takethespirit of bothandroll it into theISO9001certification. Or,buildoffthe ISO
9001documentationto implementa SE-CMM. Two systemswould be counterproductive.
Folding both under one umbrellawould increasethe chancesof improving the product
developingprocess.Theultimategoalof bothis tomaketheproductdevelopmentprocessone
of highquality thatis better,faster,andcheaper.Thisgoalshouldbeacatalystin determining
whichsystemisbetterforNASA.
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Introduction

The ion figuring system at the Marshall Space Flight Center has been successfully used

for at least three previous investigations into the ion milling of metals. The research was

directed toward improving the surface quality of X-ray directing optics. These studies

were performed on surfaces that were already hand polished to an excellent surface

quality and were intended to remove the residual unwanted figure left by those

techniques. The ion milling was typically carried out on test surfaces or mandrels that

were several centimeters in width and length. The good thermal conductivity of the metal

samples allowed the ion beam to be directed onto the sample for an indefinite period of

time. This is not true of sapphire or most electrical insulators and problems have arisen in

recent attempts to ion mill thin samples of sapphire. The failure and fracture of the

material was likely due to thermal stresses and the relatively low thermal conductivity of

sapphire (compared to most metals). These assumed ,stresses actually provided the key as

to how they might be monitored. A thermal gradient in the sapphire sample will induce

an effective index of refraction change and because of the shape constraint and the crystal

structure and simple thermal expansion, this index change will be nonunitbrm across the

sample. In all but simple cubic crystal structures, this leads to a spatially nonuniform

optical retardance induced on any polarized optical beam traversing the sample, and it is

this retardance that can be monitored using standard polarimetric procedures.

Stress Induced Birefringence

The term birefringence refers to the existence of two indices of'refraction within one

material. This is simple to understand with a non-cubic crystal structure. The atomic

threes that hold the crystal together are proportional to the distance between the atoms or

ions and in a non-cubic material these distances are different in orthogonal directions.
Thus the threes present are different. This leads to a difference in the electrical

conductivity in the two directions (a difti_rence in dielectric constant) that is proportional

to the index of refraction of the material. An even simpler explanation involves the
proportionality of the index of refraction to density as in the Lorentz- Lorenz model [1].

The density of atoms or ions is different in orthogonal directions in the simple non cubic

material model. If the index of refraction is different in orthogonal directions then that

means that the speed of light in the material is different depending on which direction it is

traveling. The birefringence is thus defined as the dii_[_:rence in these indices of

refraction. The index of refraction is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum

to the speed of light in the material. This number is ordinarily purely real and greater than

one for common optical materials. Polarized light has a definite orientation of its electric

field vector and for illustration purposes assume that the light is linearly polarized, q_ais

means that the electric field vector does not rotate as the field progresses in space. The

magnitude of the electric field vector does of course change in space and time as a simple

sinusoid. The electric field vector as any other vector can be decomposed into

components in a suitable basis. For a suitably chosen direction of the electric field vector

this means that the components will have values in the two index of ret_ction directions.

This means that one component of the vector will travel ihster than the other, leading to a

phase difference in the two components. The exiting beam will no longer be a simple
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linearly poiarizcd iieid and will behave very dilkrently when ana1y~c.d b j  a simplc 
polnrizcr. The pttasc rciardance is thc product of' thu magnitiidc of the wavc vectrw, thc 
thicktxess clfti.ic material, and tite difference i t t  the i~irlices of rcliaciion. 

In more realistic tliatcrials the explanation is rnuch nlore ciiiZictrlt but thc obscrvcd effect 
is very similar. Suppose now tliat stress is applied to the motcrial. On a microscopic scale 
this means that the atoms or ions ltave been forced closer together in some regions and 

, ?  scparatcd more in others. i his cffkct causes the same chalxgcs tci the indcx of scfkaction as 
described with tfie simple non-cubic model just discussed. 'l'hc incident linearly polarizccl 
light cxperiettccs many different indices of refraction thus leading to a nontinifosl~~ 
rctardaitce over the sample which can be observed using a polarizer. 'l'hese stresses are 
always present in any real material hut it is thc change in these strcsscs that are of' 
cutxccrn. Additional strcsscs a n  be induced by many mcthnds but it is the strcsscs 
inducer1 by thc thcrnlal transport uf'encrgy from the ion source that arc oi'interest in this 
investigation. 

Expcritnental Arran~ement 

l'he cxpcrimental arrangeinent employed as much of the existing equipment as possible. 
This included the Kauiinan type ion sourcc (3 cm.) and thc vacuum chamber equipped 
with two glass witldow ports 121. 'l'hese ports proved invaluable in introdticing the 
I-Ielium Neon laser beam to  probe the transparent sample. A sketch of the optical system 
is shown in Figure I .  Tlxe laser bear11 was expclxtdcd and collirnatcd using a tnicmscopc 
objective and pinhole arrangement. 'I'he beam was then cxpandcd using a sitnple 
spherical lens to a diameter nf about 1.5 cnt. 'I'hc hcnnt was then directed hy a mirror 
through a linear polarizor and finally into ttic vacuum chamber through one of' the 
windo\vs. The beam illen passed through the sample that was hcld \vitltoilr stress in a 
metal mount. A mirror then directcd the beam through the exit glass port and tltrough a 
seconci polari~cr and to the cccf camera. Various filters were uscci to control the intensity 
detected by the camera to avoid saturation. 



Figure 1:  Sketch of' optical system 

A photograph of the chamhcr containing the ion sotircc is shown in li:igure 2. 'I'hc sourcc 
of the ions is argon gas. 'l'hc cncrgy ofthe ion beam is about 1000cv. 'I'he ions pass near a 
charge-i~eutralizing filarnent as they lcavc the source to avoid charging the target 
material. 'fhc entire ion system is n co~nrnercially tivailable unit froill lon'1'ecl-i ['IM]. 'lhc 
starting paranletcrs fbr the ion soiircc were: discharge voltage 55 volts, discharge current 
.88amps, beam voltage 1000 volts. beam current 60 mA, acceleration voltage 200 volts, 
and accelcration current I tnA. All of' these parameters arc variable and control the 
intensity of' the beam and its shape. Other researchers have determined that these settings 
will produce a reasonably Gaussian beam at a distance of?-3 inches iiczm the st~r~rcc 131. 

Figure 2: Chamber containing ion source 

Experimental liesults 

The initial experiments werc pcrhrtncd with glass microscope slides as tllc target. 
Previous attempts by others demonstrated the dificulty in  ion millir~g sapphire. so i t  was 
decidcd to begin with a less expcnsivc transparent optical material to gain expcriencc and 
to determine if the stress induccd birefringetlcc could bc observeit at all, 'IThu stidus werc 
typical microscopc covcr glasses and 1 nznl thick. 'l'hc poln~.izers \veer c~ricnted such that 
a minimum amount of' laser light reached the camera. 'l'hc source itself' is an iritcnsc 
source of white light diic to the rtei~tralir/ing fili~nzcnt so a red filter Mas cmploycd to 
insure that thc carncra would ortlj cletcct thc red laser light. li'thc ion bombardment oi'thc 
glass slide did ir~deed heat it, then thc thermally induced strcsscs sliould cause thc 
bircfi.ingence of the slidu to change and some oi'thc laser light \vould pass through the 
analyzer polarizes. l:ig~~res 3a--3c shotv the images capturocf by the citmerri as the ictn 
beat12 was tur~lcd on fix about 30 seconds. I t  is possible to scc the rl~ctal mount 11c)lcling 
llzc slide in Ihc pictures. 'I'hc canlcrtl is actuallj 1i)cused o n  the planc of'rhc slidc using a 
bit of tapc placcct on thc slictc t~eli)re t\zc espcrirncrtt t~egirts. 'I 11c red light scen in illc first 
figure is from the Iascr and represents the leakage light that \\as i~ot hlockcd by the 



analyzer polarizcr. In 17igure 3b the beam has becn on for about 15 scconds and it is 
obvious that more of the tight is passing througi~ the analyzer, L% h id1  indicates that thc 
slrcsses induced in the slide arc indeed changing thc birefringence of  the glass, 1:igurc 3c 
was taken at 30 seconds exposure and shows even morc light passing through the 
analyzer, 'The beam was tlien tilrricd off' and the fitial two f ig~rcs S ~ O L ' V  the saniple 
cooling down and eventually returning to the original state after about 2 minutes, This 
series of experiments demonstrated the certtral objective of the initial part of the rcsearcli. 
The ion bemi dici induce stresses in the material that cotlld be liionitored usiiig polarized 
light 8s the probe, The goal then is iu ilsc this fact to monitor tlie stress in sapphire sct that 
ion milling cotrid procced without fracturing the sample. 

Figure 3a-3c: Itnagcs taken hy canicra as ion bean1 kvas turned or1 for 30 scconds 

. . 
I he glass sanlples werc also a~lalyzed after the cxpcrinicnt to dcterinitic il-any ion tnilling 
of the surfi~ce had occurred during the experimetit. 'I'hcse obscrvatio~xs werc dotic usiiig n 
standard microscope and an intcrkrornetcr. Figure 4 is an interii.mgran-1 of thc 
micrc~scopc slide. One half of'thc slide fc)r this cspcrimcnt was cttvcroci with aliltninuni 
ibil as a refkrencc. 'I'hc interfcrogram clearly shows whcrc the slide was cotjercd. Figure 
5 is a profile of tho surFacc taken tvitl.1 the WYKO and shows clcar evidencc that about 
onc-half' wave of' surl'ace has becn rctnovcd. 'I'hc total titnc of the cxpos~~rc M'~S iibt~tit 4 
minutes. 

, . I he next step was to replace the glass plate with ii vet-) th in  (0.25 ntm) sappliire sample. 
'I'he samjrlc ivas mot~ntetl in a spcci:tIlj prcpareci holctcr that nllo\\'cd only hall' ol' the 
sample t o  be exposeti to the ion bcan~. I'hc holcicr \\as aliuntinunl. tllc ha1S-1nash 1v3s steel 
aiid the sappliire was held in the mount without prcssurc. Figure 6 sho~vs that ion tnilling 



01' thc surfiicc was successful and that about 140 nanometers oi'matcriai was remo\~ed. 
The sample showed no cracking and could have hcen exposed longer, ?'he total exposurc 
was approximaicly 3 minutes, wlxicll was comprised of two 90 sccc~r~cl exposures. 

urc 4: Intcrfcrogrczm of ion ntillcd microscc slide 

li'igurc 5: S~irfiice profile of io11 nlilled microscope slicie 
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Figure 6: Surface profile of ion milled thin Sapphire sample

Conclusions

The goals of this preliminary research were to determine if ion milling of transparent

optical materials could be done, and to determine if the thermal energy produced by the

ion milling process was sufficient to produce stress induced birefringenee. This optically

measurable effect would then be used as a monitor of the sample. Early experiments with

glass showed this to be the case and that the amount of birefringence induced was easily

observed using a standard eed camera. The same procedure was then employed for a thin

Sapphire sample. The stresses produced less optical phase retardance, as expected, due to

the extreme thinness of the single sample examined, however the increase in transmission

through the analyzer was still easily observed. The sample was also in reasonably good

thermal contact with the metal mount. Ion milling was effective for both type samples

examined in this research, without causing either to crack, Surface scans of both type

samples showed that ion milling can be an effective method for removing small amounts

of material without serious damage.
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Introduction - MTF

Magnetized target fusion (MTF) is under consideration as a means of building a low mass, high

specific impulse, and high thrust propulsion system for interplanetary travel. This unique

combination is the result of the generation of a high temperature plasma by the nuclear fusion

process. This plasma can then be deflected by magnetic fields to provide thrust. Fusion is

initiated by a small fraction of the energy generated in the magnetic coils due to the plasma's

compression of the magnetic field. The power gain from a fusion reaction is such that
inefficiencies due to thermal neutrons and coil losses can be overcome. Since tt/e fusion reaction

products are directly used for propulsion and the power to initiate the reaction is directly

obtained from the thrust generation, no massive power supply for energy conversion is required.

The result should be a low engine mass, high specific impul_ and high thrust system. The key is

to successfully initiate fusion as a proof-of-principle for this application.

Currently MSFC is implementing MTF proof-of-principle experiments. This involves many

technical details and ancillary investigations. Of these, selected pertinent issues include the

properties, orientation and timing of the plasma guns and the convergence and interface

development of the "pusher" plasma. Computer simulations of the target plasma's behavior

under compression and the convergence and mixing of the gun plasma are under investigation.
This work is to fbcus on the gun characterization and development as it relates to plasma

initiation and repeatability.

Trigatron and Plasma Gun Initiation

The basic plasma gun is a cylindrically symmetric coaxial line. An inner conductor is charged

positive by _veral kilovolts with respect to the outer conductor. The space between is filled

with gas at 10 m_illitorr of pressure or gas is puffed in via the gas puffing valves. Trigatrons are

fired generating significant local ionization initiating a vacuum arc breakdown [4,5] at the breech

of the gun between the two coaxial components. The resulting high current flow through a low

inductance circuit produces a strong magnetic field circulating around the central anode. The

resulting Lorentz Force on the arc region produces acceleration down the tube towards the gun
muzzle, Rapid heating of the ion and neutral population ahead of the plasma produces a

hypersonic shock wave out the gun. This wave collects and pushes the background gas out: the

muzzle. The basic gun configuration has been tested and verified as a precursor to a twelve gun

MTF configuration test.

A significant factor in tile performance of the twelve-gun configuration is the consistency and

reliability of tile arc initiation in the breech of the plasma gun. Variable delays in plasma

formation in the gun breech could result in timing problerrhs in the twelve-gun configuration. In

particular the firing jitter [3] of a plasma gun needs, at a minimum, to be known and repeatable,

Further the maximum tolerable timing errors in the arrival of a sector's pusher plasma may

require that the jitter be reduced. In turn, the plasma formation time in the gun breech needs to

be controlled and is heavily dependent on behavior of the plasma initiating triggers (trigatrons).

Both the gun and trigatron behavior depend in turn on the driver circuit and electronics. The

driver circuit and breech plasma interact heavily with device rise time and plasma formation
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delay drlrni~iatcd by the iotztl stray irtdi~ctance including circuit its well us plasma isiternal 
iticfuctancc, In  an iclcrtiizcd configuration, plttnncd circuit inductancc skaoulcl tioininatc the 
rcsjclual cjrcuit incluctancc and plastna inductallce thcrehy creating a cotlsistctlt pliisrna initintion 
sequence and low jit ter. 111 particul;tr dcpcntience on p1:isma inductance 1 11 slioulcl bc ~tvolded 
htcausc of its dcl~cndrnce o n  ~ninority gas constitucnls, cathocle surf'ttcc ti~orphology, ctc:. 
Varialion in these puranietcrs koni gtin to giin coulcl rcsult in excessive variation in tlic gun-to- 
gun firing elclays - cielays 11tu~ it would be ciifficult to repcat due to variation it1 gtrn histories. 

To investigate this, an experiment is planned iis u series o f  phases cicsig11ed to i~olilte do~llinant 
ct'f'ects within the gun. Phase one will conccr1tratc on the repeatability of the hycirogcn thyratson 
based trigatron pi~lse generator and trigatron. Phase two will coticcnfrate on the delays 
itssociatcd with the plastrtrt f'or~ntttion in the main gap of  the g ~ n .  K7r this reporting pcriotl, phase 
one was co~nplcted alztl the apparatus for phase two constructect. Ttrc data generated t i~r  phase 
one is too vr'tiurninous to be reposted under this forinat and will be publishecl ciscwhcre. 
Anticipated phusc two ciatu will also bc rcpcrrlcd itndcr other cover. A description o f  t i ~ c  
appararus, a sun-iplc of' tlic result s and implications arc detailed below, 

Phase I Appari-itus 

Tile pliasc one cxpcrimcntal appart~tus is shown in figurc one. A vucuum systcrn demonstrating 
a base pressure of 8x10'" 'I'oi.r was constructed Si-om a Ttrrbomolecular pump with the usual 
gauges, fixtures and valves. An experimental apparatus was built on top of this as sttowr't in 
figtlre one. A three inch acrylic spacer was plriccd between two 304 stainless plates. Though 
optical paths are asailable fbr laser interfesontcter nlcasarement of' the ion density. Additional 
optical access is ttvailable for determination of' rcmpcratrlre, tinic imagery ;tnd spcctroscojy. A 
Inscr intcsf'c~-c~nletcr 121 was prtrtially cortstructccf biit wits not corx~plctcd whcn data rccosding 
requisenienks tieli~yed its progress. Gas fceti and vucuiint ports were installed and covered with 
stainless steel mesh to block stray tlischarge patlis. A leak valve / pt+cssttrc rcguiator hascd 
helium flow syste111 was irnplcrncntcd. A sli~nciarci h/lTF trigntror~ was installed in the upper fllatc 
in tlie srtrnc manncr as thc actttrtl gut~s. ,411 e1cctric;tl interface &)I* the trigatron was ciesigned with 
il ntcasured indiictancc of 9 nMy. Unshicfded trigatron wires exhibit an induct~lncc of' 500 nf  Iy. 
Tllc trigatla11 alone is upproximatcly 20 nHy. 

'The phase I upparatus uses extensive low inductance RF shiclcling jA ]  resulting in a device 
cnnstrirctetl fbrm the ~ i i i ~ ~ e  nialel-iill its the rtctutil gun hut with the total inductance reciuceci t o  250 
nWy and thc RE' shielding iniproved by tilore than 40 dB. All o f  the upj~aratus was cxtensrvefy 
shidded Ssont RF ;tnd g~-oi~nti I~)OJJ intcrfcrenc~ 171, The viic/Ittlli ;tppar;it~is anti siippo~.liilg 
instnlinentatio~i is conttlinecl in point grountlcti aluminum boxes. Tcktroiiix digital storagc 
oscifloscopes (Mocicl 'TDS3052) arc ilsed for prittiary Itatit collection iind arc shicldccl by floating 
alunlinurn enclosures. All itistri~rucntation and vacuutn systcrrt cr)mponcnts itre isolrited from 
buiiding power Ity battery powered UPS. Isrelinlinary charactcrizatitrn of' tlic vacuum system 
established a procedure fix citntrolling tlic chamber pressilre to k0.1 mTol'r prccisions ut 10 
niT'orr. Prcssurc accuracy is approximately +_ 0.2 niTctrr. Non-hcfiurn partial pressure should 
1-w lcss tt'ian I part per ihousand. 



Fig. 1 : Phase onc experimcnfai appnnitlts 

Results and Discussion 

Variotis data sets wcrc ttikcn with the phase 1 apparatus. 'l'llcse resillts will be rcportcd undel- 
other cover, As an exwi~plc t3f'thc resiilts, ccrnsjrfer figures two and three below. 'These are plots 
versus rime of the Trigaton voltage and current. Thcsc curvcs were obtained fi-om u modified 
Pcarson Coil and Northstar 10,000: I voltage prohc. Of irlterest here are the delay titiles from a 
fibcr optical tirnil~g mark cfcsignutcd time zero. The curves helow were signal prctccssccl and 
converted througtl MatttCAfI, These programs wcrc written fhr this ef'fc)st to rcmr>vc rill detected 
signals abovc the rlppcr cutof'i' frcqucncics t ~ f  the probes and some ciigitiil artifacts associated 
with the SG Siu'scc oscilloscopes used to record the data. 
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Fig. 3: Voltage versus time in a trigatron

Conclusion s and Subsequent Work

Several conclusions can be drawn from. the results to date. (1) Repeatable and accurate voltage

and current measurements can be made despite the operating environment. Improvements in

Pierson coil shielding and low inductance current path control has substantially reduced sensor

noise. (2) The discharge performance changes when background pressure is at least three orders

of magnitude below run pressure. Discharge emission is consistent with highly energetic helium

and breakdown voltage is consistent with pure helium. (3) Long path breakdown occurs at this

pressure regime. This is verified by stored images demonstrating initial breakdown at distances

equivalent to the trigatron to far side inner wall of the outer gun sleeve. The voltage breakdown

performance is also comparable to the plasma gun history. (4)Breakdown trigatron pulser and

trigatron performance is repeatable and consistent. Detailed support for each claim is available

upon request.

A phase two apparatus was constraacted and is shown diagrammatically in figure tbur. This is the

same basic apparatus as phase one with the addition of an intermediate grid element one inch
below the upper plate. This grid is constructed of 304 SS plate and is connected to a capacitor

charged to the anode voltage in the original gun. The intention is to simulate the environment at

the gun breech and determine the breakdown characteristics, delays and jitter. The external

capacitor is connected by a low inductance technique to simulate gun anode behavior for at least

the first fi'action of a microsecond. The grid is placed at the same distance as the gun anode from

the trigatron and contains 144 holes. Initially the holes will not be obscured to allow discharge

penetration to simulate the trigatron plasma's ability to access the longer distances to the far side

of the gun coaxial geometry. Though this is not exactly the same geometry as the gun breech it
approximates its distance, pressure, transparency and gas environment. The geometry difference

is incorporated to allow optical diagnostics of the apparatus.
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Introduction

The analysis of transient data of the type found in vibrating mechanical systems has been

greatly improved through the use of modem techniques such as Fourier analysis. This is

especially true when considered in conjunction with the development of the so-called

Fast Fourier Transform algorithm by Cooley and the tremendous strides :in computational

power of the last several decades. The usefulness of the discrete Fourier Transform is its

ability to transform sampled data from the "time-domain" to the "frequency domain,"

thereby allowing the analyst to decompose a signal into its frequency content,

More recent developments have led to the wavelet transform. The strength of wavelet

analysis is its ability to maintain both time and frequency intbrmation, thus making it an
attractive candidate for the analysis of non-stationary signals. This report is an overview

of wavelet theory and the potential use of the wavelet transform as an alternative to

Fourier analysis in modal identification.

Fourier Transform

Figure 1 show two input signals and their corresponding frequency response functions

(FRI:s) that result from the Fourier analysis of each signal. The input signal, shown in

figure la, is a stationary signal composed of two lightly damped sine waves that are both

present from t=O to t=3.12 seconds. As can be seen from the corresponding FRF (shown

in the lower part of figure 1(a) the frequency of each sine wave is revealed to be 80 hz

and 128 ihz respectively.

Figure l(b) also contains the 80 hz and 128 hz fi'equency components as shown in the

accompanying FRF. However, it is non-stationary since the signal changes abruptly from

a pure 80 hz signal to a pure 128 hz signal at time, t=1.515 seconds

18¢

(b) Non-Stationary Signal

Figure 1, Two Example Signals with 80hz and 128 hz Signal Content

As can be seen in Figure l(b), while the two frequencies can be identified from the FRF,

the only indication that there is also a time-dependency present in the data is the apparent

"noise" that shows up in the trace.

+

.+_.
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Wavelet Transform

During the late 80's and early 90's, research began to develop methods of preserving the

time dimension of a signal. Among the methods that were developed was the wavelet
transform. The wavelet transform is similar to the Fourier transform in that it is the

superposition of an infinite series of basis functions. However, unlike Fourier

transforms, the wavelet basis functions are of varying dilation (scale) and translation

defined by Chui [1] to be

f(t) = %.,V'j,,(t) (1)

where _,k is the wavelet function and the wavelet coefficients, c/__ , are

c ,.k = If(t)_ _,k(t)dt . (2)

Using Daubechies' [2] notation, we can define the wavelet function to be:

¢t,._(l)=a 2¢t(a-Jt-kr) fora> 1 (3)

where "_represents the sample time interval and the indices./and k represent the dilation

and translation increments respectively. Note that the CWT is continuous in the sense

that the dilation of the basis wavelet may be continuously variable.

Choosing a = 2 (i.e. a dyadic scale), leads to an efficient implementation algorithm called

the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) which results in the corresponding wavelet series

f(t) = + %. t-,) (4)
.t_O k,_0

In this form, it is said that the transform consists of the summation over./"levels," where

1

each level contains 2 wavelets spaced 2-7 apart [4,5]. Furthermore, the DWT can be

shown to be equivalent to multi-resolution analysis using quadrature mirror filtering

resulting in a DWT algorithm that is considerably faster than the CWT in an economy of

operations reminiscent of Cooley's FFT.

Wavelets Al_l_iications

Although wavelet analysis is relatively new, it has already tbund commercial application.

One of the most successful applications of wavelet analysis is in the area of image

processing. A significant amount of data compression can be achieved by using a two-

dimensional DWT as a filter to preserve only the minimum amount of details necessary
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to reconstructan image. A secondarea where waveletanalysishas gained some
popularity is in the areaof "health monitoring" of machinery. Since the wavelet
transformpreservesthe temporaldimensionof the signal, it is possibleto identify
atypicaltransienteventsthatareprecursorsof impending mechanical failure. Other areas

of industrial use, such as acoustics, have begun to capitalize on the strengths of wavelet
analysis also.

Example CW Signal Decomposition

An undamped version of the example signal of figure 1 was analyzed using a complex

Morlett wavelet transform subroutine that was written this summer using MATLAB ®.

The resulting data is plotted in terms of time, frequency, and magnitude in Figure 2
below.

Figure 2, Complex Morlett Wavelet Transform

This illustrates one of the more important characteristics of wavelet transforms. That is,

high frequency components have poor frequency resolution and good time resolution,

while low frequency components have good frequency resolution and poor time
resolution.

Example DWT Signal Decomposition using the Wavelet Toolbox

In i 996, MathWorks, Inc introduced a "Wavelet Toolbox" for their MATLAB _ software.

Although the current version of this toolbox is not written with complex signal analysis in

mind, it is still an instructive tool tbr demonstrating the use of the wavelet in the field of

health monitoring. Here the chosen example signal is the one used by Kimble [3]. This

signal consists of one pure 80 b_z signal, one 128 hz signal with a 10 hz amplitude

modulation, and two Gaussian spikes that represent anomalies that might occur in a piece

of rotating equipment. The resulting FRF using Fourier analysis is shown in Figure 3.

Note that Fourier analysis divides the 128 hz signal into two peaks spaced at :t:10 hz on
either side of the center frequency and there is no indication of the Gaussian spikes.

When the same input signal is subjected to a 10 level DWT analysis using a 4 coefficient

Daubechies wavelet, the Gaussian spikes are clearly visible in levels 3 through 7.
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(a) Input Signal (b) Fourier Transform (c) Discrete Wavelet Transform
Figure 3, Input Signal, Fourier Transform, and 10 level DB4 DWT

,Future Research

Although wavelets have not found wide commercial application in the field of modal

analysis, there is still a considerable amount of interest among researchers in this new

tool. In particular, there has been some promising work in areas such as wavelet-based

FRFs, IRFs, and system identification [6], as well as the development of wavelet-based

tools for characterizing the inherent non-linearity of a system [7].
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Introduction 

I)uc to strong potential applications and more demanding lequircments imposed upon thin-film 
structures for* space deployable, tl~cre has been increasing research rind dcvcloprncnt activities 
during recent ycars in the field of vibration analysis of thcsc typcs of structures. Moreover, 
interests in cniploying these structural components I-tnve receivcd renewed emphasis in  secent 
years with~n NASA and the Air Force. This is due to their inherent Iight~veigtit, low packaging 
and Irtitnch volurnc, and relative sirnplrciry of deployment. Among the potential mission 
concepts for which these structural elements are included, one can mention solar sails, space 
solar power generation systems, solar thermal propulsion vehicles, large space tclcscopes, and 
inflarahle corn~~~unication antennas. 

This papcr presents at~alytical procedurcs to dcter.rninc vibmtion a114 physical charactcl-istics oi' 
thin film lcnses with circular and elliptical shapes membranes considered in design of a solar 
concentrator. In gcneral, three methods arc used to obtain approximate solutions of Helmholtz 
boundary valuc problems. One nlcthod requires that solution satisfy the diffe~cntial equation 
cxactly ancl the boundary condition approximately. Another method dcrnarlds a solution that 
stltisfies thc bound~wy conditions exactly and the governing equatictns approximately. The third 
method sees rt, solution that satisfies both the governing equation and boundary conditions 
approxin~ately. Extensive rcviews of vibrations of membrane and plates are provided by t,cissa 
(1965) and Mazutndar (1082). Figure 1 illustrates a solar concentmtot- assembly in a test facility 
with lens and thin-film struts, 

Figure I .  The thin-film lens of the Shooting Star Project 



,Vibrations Analysis of Circular Thin-Film Clamped Lens

Free vibration of a thin film circular lens made of CP1 supported by an aluminum ring is

considered. Two different analytical models based on pre-strained membrane and plate theory

are developed and the results are compared with experimental modal analysis. Comparing the

results of experiment and membrane theory provides estimation for the pre-strain in the film.

CP1 material and physical properties are: Film Thickness of 0.0005 in, Film Diameter of 17.5 in,
Mass density of 0.0001341 lb s2/in 4 , Poisson's ratio of 0.34, and modulus of elasticity of

300000 psi. The mathematical model for transverse free vibration of the membrane as shown by

Soedel (1993) can be represented by the following Helmholtz equation.

V:w-Ph =o (1)
N

Where p is the mass density, h is the film thickness, and N is the radial uniform boundary tension

per unit length. Assuming harmonic vibration, the modal displacement function in polar
coordinate can be written as:

w. ( r,O,t ) = W. ( r) cos n(O -ct)e _'_' (2)

The solutions to W,,(r) for each value of the integer n are two linearly independent solutions of

Bessel's equation. However, since W,, is always a finite value for r _< 0 and is zero at the

boundary of r =a, therefore the frequency equation can be given by

Jo (Xa) = 0 (3)

where _" = phm=
N

The above equation is the frequency equation and has infinite number of roots for each value of

n. few of these roots are listed in the Table I. The natural frequencies of the membrane are

given by

03 = (Aa) ,[A (4)

Table I. Values for (_a)m_

m

.....

1

2

3

n

0 1

2.404 5.520
3.832 7.016

8.4i75.135

6.379 9.760

2 3

8.654 11.792

10'173 13.323

11.620 i41796'"

13.017 16.224

Table II. Experimental Modal Information

Frequency - Hz Loss factor
53.3 1.680-002

185.9 .....1.298e-002

356.0 0.072e-002

Integers m and n represent number of nodal circles and nodal diameter for each mode

respectively. Radial Tension force along a unit length of the membrane in terms of uniform pre-

strain can be presented by the following equation N = Eheo/(1-v). Where _ is the value of

radial pre-strain. Considering that zeros of the first Bessel functions for non-negative orders are

always real, it can be concluded that for linear viscoelastic material the modal loss factor for

each mode is the same as the material loss factor. Computed natural frequencies for first sixteen

modes for different values of strains are computed and are presented in Figure 2. The results

illustrate as the pre- strain increases natural frequencies for all modes increase too. Theses

results are compared with those obtained from Finite Element analysis for the fundamental
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modes. The comparison establishes an excellent agreement between analytical and Finite
Element results,

Figure 2. Natural frequencies versus pre-strain Figure 3. Experimental receptance response

Experimental Modal Analysis for a Circular Membrane

Experimental modal analysis was also conducted on CPI membranes with the same geometry

and properties. The tests were performed using miniature impulse hammer for excitation while

laser vibrometer was used to measure the response of the membrane. Frequency responses for

excitation and response measurement at center and half way along the radius were determined.

For the case of driving and measuring points to be at the center, the receptance versus

frequencies is plotted in Figure 3. Using Half power point technique natural frequencies and
modal loss factors for the three major peaks shown in figure 3 are tabulated in Table IL Natural

frequencies for fifteen different modes for several pre-strain values were computed and were

compared with those obtained experimental with measured point being halfway along the radius.

Figure 4 shows that the comparison established good agreement between analytical results for

pre-strain of 0.0004 and the experimental data. This comparison can be used to estimate the

amount of pre-strain and consequently the radial tension per unit length of the circular
membrane,

Figure 4. Natural frequencies for different pre-strains
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Free Vibration of Clamped Thin Film Elliptical Membrane

Free vibration of a thin film elliptical n XXI-4 _ade of CPI supported at its boundary is
considered. An analytical model is developed and a solution based on Mathieu functions in

elliptical coordinate is provided, in the analysis following material properties for CP1 material

are assumed. Film Thickness of t = 0.0005 in, Film major diameter of a = 226 in, Film minor

diameter b= 164.08 in, Mass density of p = 0.0001341 lb s2/in 4, Poisson's ratio of v = 0.34,

Modulus of elasticity of E = 300000 psi. The mathematical model for transverse free vibration of

the membrane can be represented by the following Helmholtz equation

V:w- P-- h =o (5)
N

Where p is the mass density, h is the film thickness, and N is the radial uniform boundary tension

per unit length. Assuming harmonic vibration, the modal displacement function in polar
coordinate can be written as:

w(x, y,t) =W (x, y)e _ (6)

transforming from Cartesian to elliptical coordinates on may write:

x+i y = h cosh (4 +i rl) (7)

Transforming the Laplacian operator from Cartesian to the elliptical coordinate after extensive

simplifications the equation of motion will be simplified by introducing a separable solution of

W(_, _)= W(() _2(71) in elliptical coordinate. Further simplification results in getting two
ordinary differential equations called Mathieu and modified Mathieu equations (McLachlan
(1947)).

d20
• d2_ (a-2k: cosh 2()IF = 0

__ . a-Z:cos 20) =0 and

After satisfying all the required boundary conditions, solution of w((, r/) which closely satisfy
the above conditions is:

w(_,_l)=_ C_Ce_(_,q)c%(ll,q)cos((oj + Y)+ _ SmSe,(_,q)se,(n,q)cos(_,,t + g) (9)

Where 6_,,S_,y_,and_',, are arbitrary constant determined from the initial conditions,

w_and_,, are natural frequencies of the mth mode. Each individual solution in the above

equation for m = 0, 1, 2 .... corresponds to a different modes of vibration. Where, q has its
appropriate value. Considering the above conditions we must have

Ce_((o,q)=O form=O,1,2 .... and Se_((o,q)=O form=l,2 .... (10)

The value of _ is fixed, so we need those positive values of q, say q,,:,_,_,, for which for which

the above two functions vanish. These may be regarded as the positive parametric zeros of the

functions. There is an infinity of zeros for each m. Hence for Cem if r = p, there are (p-I)nodal
ellipses within the clamping rings, and likewise for Sen_, but their location differ. Natural

frequencies are related toq,,:,_',,:. For O<q, l<m, the functions cem (_l,q), sena (_,q) have

zeros in rl. Hence w vanishes also if r I satisfies the respective equations
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ce_,(rl,q,., ) = Oand sem(rl,_,.r) =0 (12)

Now cem(rl, qm.r) and sem(r/,_'_,,r ) each have m zeros in 0 < 11 < _, so for a given m each

function rise to m nodal hyperbolas. Therefore, these roots define a series of confocal nodal

hyperbolas. In this analysis, approximate functions for Computation of Cem, Sere, cem, and sere

given by McLachlan (1954) are adopted, Of course, the accuracy of the numerical values of

natural frequencies is entirely depends on the accuracy of these functions. For the given

elliptical membrane with major and minor diameters of 226 in and 164.08 in respectively we

have h = 155.41 in and the eccentricity of the ellipse is e = h/a = 0.6877. since cosh (_0) =

l/e, therefore is _o = 0.9203. first roots of Cem (_0 ,q)=0 and Sere (_o ,q)=0 for m = 0, 1, and 2

are computed to be

q01 = 0.9967, q_ = 2.0506, qll = is complex, q2t= 3.2729, and q21= 3.9323

Considering pre-strain of E o --0.03% value of pre-tension force per length of membrane will be
calculated to be N = 0.06818 lb/in.

Using equation (11) estimated natural frequencies in Hz for the elliptical membrane are obtained
to be:

fo_ = 4.1238, f, = 5.9150, _1 = 7.044, f2_ = 7,4728, and _, = 8.1911

Conclusion

The following conclusions are drawn from the present study:

1. Analytical models for solutions of linear free vibrations of circular and elliptical

membranes are developed.

2. The solutions provide the natural frequencies and mode shapes for these clamped

membranes. Excellent comparison, between the analytical and experimental results,

concludes that the linear model is adequate for the required analysis.

3. Analysis has demonstrated that experimental results for natural frequencies can be used
to determine the radial tension force within the membrane.

4. Pre-stress due to the tension in the membrane has a marked effect on the flexural

vibrations of both types of membranes.
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Introduction

The International Space Station (ISS) is presently being assembled in low-earth orbit

(LEO) [5] operating high voltage solar arrays (-160 V max, -140 V typical with respect to

the ambient atmosphere). At the station's present altitude, there exists substantial ambient

plasma that can interact with the solar arrays. The biasing of an object to an electric

potential immersed in plasma creates a plasma "sheath" or non-equilibrium plasma

around the object to mask out the electric fields [2]. A positively biased object cart

collect electrons from the plasma sheath and the sheath will draw a current from the

surrounding plasma. This parasitic current can enter the solar cells and effectively "short

out" the potential across the cells, reducing the power that can be generated by the panels.

Predictions of collected current based on previous high voltage experiments (SAMPIE,

PASP+) were on the order of amperes of current. However, present measurements of

parasitic current are on the order of several milliamperes, and the current collection

mainly occurs during an "eclipse exit" event, i.e., when the space station comes out of

darkness. This collection also has a time scale, r_ 1000 s, that is much slower than any

known plasma interaction time scales. The reason for the discrepancy between

predictions and present electron collection is not understood and is under investigation by

the PCU "Tiger" team. This paper will examine the potential structure within and around

the solar arrays, and the possible causes and reasons for the electron collection of the

array.

Solar Array Description

Figurel: ISS Solar Array.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the ISS high voltage solar arrays. It consists of two blankets

suspended on wire to a support structure mounted on a gambol to rotate the array so the

solar radiation illuminates the array perpendicular to the array surface. Each blanket has
41 solar cell strings attached parallel to side power conduits. Each string consists of 400

solar cells arranged in series illustrated in Figure 2. Each gray solar cell in the diagram is

an 8.0 cm by 8.0 em square of 8 mil thick silicon (bulk resistivity p= 4.13x10 _ _/m,

dielectric constant 1<= 11.7). When illuminated, each solar cell has a work function

potential of 0.40 volts with a resistance of-1312 ffL Therefore, each string will

contribute 122 mA at 160 Volts, and each wing will contribute 1.6 kW of power.

The individual solar cells are attached to a flexible Kapton sheet (K= 3.9) and protected

by cerium-doped cover glass (K:= 7,0) that extends over the cell edges. The cross-section

view of the solar cell placement is shown in Figure 3. There is a 39 mil gap (1 mil =
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Figure2: ISS Solar Cell String Arrangement.

2.54x10 "5 m) separating the solar cells, and the attachment of the cells to the glass and

Kapton uses different silicone adhesives (_:= 2.7 and 2.5, respectively). The gap and
other side of this structure is immersed in plasma of electron density, ne= lxl012

eleetrons/m 3, and electron temperature, Te= 0.1 eV.

-,_ 32 mil

39 mil

Cell

1 rail thick Kapton
1 mil thick Adhesive (DC 93-500)

1 mil thick Adhesive (CV2-1147)
5 mil thick Cover Glass

Figure 3: Solar Cell Cross-section Emphasizing gap geometry.

Potential Field Modeling

Mapping the electric potential structure in the gap and vicinity will allow calculations of

collected electron current. It is extremely difficult to calculate Poisson's equation,

V 2¢_= p/¢0, in the presence of dielectric materials. The dielectric surfaces will affect the

field structure of the gap, and involves coupled partial differential equations. The surt_ace

boundary conditions at the plasma will try to charge to the plasma floating potential, _b;,

i.e., the potential at which an object would collect as many ions as electrons and have no

net current to the surface. Fighting this effect is another named "snap-over," and this

occurs due to secondary electron emission due to energetic electrons impacting a surface
and liberating more electrons than entering the surface. If these electrons do not return to

the surface, the surface will acquire a more positive charge. Also current conduction

along the surface can also occur, so the plasma surface charging evolves in time as well

as spatially varying.

Instead of solving the differential equations as continuous functions, the approximate,

steady-state solution at discrete points can be found by using an initial solution guess at

each point and "relaxing" these solutions until it approaches the true solution [1]. The

relaxation method linearizes the partial derivatives in the equations to numerical

approximations of adjacent solutions. Solving these linearized equations produces an
iterative form,

¢.+,(x,y)= _k.(x + A,Y)+O.(x- A,Y)+qkn(x,y + A)+ (k.(x,y- A)- p.(x,Y) A2/'_o
4 , (1)
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which converges toward the exact solution asymptotically. The mesh grid step size for
this model, _ 0.5 rail, is identical for both the vortical and horizontal directions.

The boundary conditions for a horizontal surface is a combination of the discontinuity of

the perpendicular displacement field, h,(I) 2 -fg_)=crt,_, and parallel electric field

continuity, h×(/_ 2 -E_)=0 (assuming no surface currents) for linear isotropic

homogeneous dielectrics, /3 = _cc0/_ [3]. Linearizing the equations and solving for the

potential on the surface yields,

2 + tcG,y*_) + x(_,.y-a)

and there is a similar equation for vertical surfaces.

As shown on Figure 3, there are 7 surfaces in the grid exposed to the plasma: (1) the

cover plate top, (2) the cover plate side, (3) the cover plate bottom, (4) the adhesive

"creep," (5) The solar cell side, (6) the treated silicone on the gap bottom, and (7) the

solar array bottom. For surfaces (1), (6), and (7), they have an almost clear path to

plasma and should charge close to #, so these surfaces were held at this potential.

Surface (5) was held at cell potential, Vc= 140 V, to maximize the field for electron

collection. Surfaces (2), (3), and (4) were allowed to relax to solution values, and all

interior surfaces relax utilizing equation (2) with crf,,_ = O.

One caveat of this method is that the linearization process does not converge with the

nonlinear response of the plasma charge density. Therefore, the gap solution is

calculated with p = 0. This is a first approximation and worse case to maximize the

positive potential in the gap. Another caveat of the relaxation method is the solution

convergence criterion. The iterative loop was performed until the difference in

successive iterations produced a maximum change in the mesh of less that 0.01 V. This

is a very small number, and required over one thousand iterations to converge, but with

electron temperatures mad space potentials on the order of 0,1 V, the seemingly small

value is acceptable.

The modeling code was written in Mathematica 4.0 [6] using an augmented relaxation

algorithm. The grid size was determined by the floating potential sheath calculation [2]

to be 128 by 1300 in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The edge boundary

conditions on the horizontal edge are set to the sheath potential, Vs= -Te/2, and the

vertical edge is set by reflexive condition, _(x - A,y)= #(x + A,y), and this is placed into

equations (1) and (2).

Modeling Results

Preliminary modeling results from Figure 4 show that the potential at the gap entrance is

substantially lower than the cell voltage. The potential "saddle" at the gap entrance is

between 10-20 V depending on Vc and the potential on surface (7). This shows the entire

ceil potential doesn't leak out of the gap and attract a large amount of current. The
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ballooning of the potential as it expands out of the gap enhances the current collection by

focussing electrons entering the sheath into the gap.

Further developments are planned to enhance the modeling approach with a linearized
plasma "Poisson solver" kernel, time dependent evolution of the surface charge density,

and numerical floating potential calculation due to the object moving through the plasma

[4]. -- _ ..

I
I
I
I
I
3

20 V

Figure 4: Gap Potential Relaxation Result.
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Introduction

The purpose of my research was to investigate the policies, processes, procedures and timelines

for the higher education programs at Marshall Space Flight Center. The three higher education

programs that comprised this research included: the Graduate Student Researchers Program

(GSRP), the National Research Council_esident Research Associateships Program

(NRC/RRA) and the Summer Faculty Fellowship Program (SFFP). The GSRP award

fellowships each year to promising U.S. graduate students whose research interest coincides with

NASA's mission. Fellowsl-fips are awarded for one year and are renewable for up to three years

to competitively selected students. Each year, the award provides students the opportunity to

spend a period in residence at a NASA center using that installation's unique facilities. This

program is renewable for three years, students must reapply. The National Research Council

conducts the Resident Research Associateships Program (NRC/RRA), a national competition to

identify outstanding recent postdoctoral scientists and engineers and experience senior scientists

and engineers, for tenure as guest researchers at NASA centers. The Resident Research

Associateship Program provides an opportunity for recipients of doctoral degrees to concentrate

their research in association with NASA personnel, often as a culmination to formal career

preparation. The program also affords established scientists and engineers an opportunity for

research without any interruptions and distracting assignments generated from permanent career

positions. All opportunities for research at NASA Centers are open to citizens of the U.S. and to

legal permanent residents. The Summer Faculty Fellowship Program (SFFP) is conducted each

summer. NASA awards research fellowships to university faculty through the NASA/American

Society for Engineering Education. The program is designed to promote an exchange of ideas

between university faculties, NASA scientists and engineers. Selected participants in fields of

science, engineering, math, and other disciplines spend approximately 10 weeks working with

their professional peers on research projects at NASA facilities. Workshops and seminars further

enrich the experience. This program is only for U.S. citizens.

The Education Programs Department is part of a policy that involves the educational community
and support endeavors designed to inspire students, create learning opportunities, and enlighten

inquisitive minds. These efforts are directed toward ensuring the continued availability of

scientists/engineers and the preservation of our leadership in aerospace science and technology.

The Education Program Department consist of five teams-the Education Alliances, Higher

Education, Pre-College, Educational Technology and the Office of Manager teams. The

Educational Alliances team is responsible for using NASA's unique assets to support all types of

learning by collaborating with non-profit educational organizations and business partners. The

Educational Technology team is responsible for design, development, implementation and

evaluation of products and services that employ technology to enhance the educational process

for formal and informal education and lifelong learning. The Precollege Education team is

responsible for supporting K-12 teachers and engaging students through the use of NASA's

inspiring missions, unique facilities, and specialized workforce. The Higher Education team is

responsible for involving the higher education community in NASA research and technology

activities. Its mission, from a programs perspective, is to support America's faculty and to
inspire domestic students through experiences, internships and exposure to NASA's mission in

science, mathematics, engineering, and technology. This is accomplished by serving as a

learning laboratory for experiments with new approaches and practices :in the design and delivery
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of both formal and informal learning initiatives. The Higher Education program wants to create

learning opportunities, enlighten, inspire inquisitive minds and enhance the communication

capabilities of the educational community.

This research project is a road map to help review, evaluate current programs, leverage

resources, provide unique incentives and evaluate for quality, impact and effectiveness. Efforts

must be exhausted to update and discontinue old processes and focus current services to meeting
the stakeholder's needs. Do we value our customers? If so, we must embrace meaningful

change, learn from successes and mistakes. Challenging and competitive goals must be set. We

need to properly plan, fund and staff the program and communicate our intentions clear and

concise. A streamline process and procedure must also be developed to function at a higher level

for the higher education program with synergy from other programs. This research is designed to

focus on the deadline, the process needed to work with our customers (participants, universities,

mentors and our directorates/offices). Each program must be individually examined and a

determination made in relationship to how we can improve service to customers in a timely
manner. Inquiries, from inside and outside customers, must be addressed and efforts exhausted to

meet projected deadlines and goals.

Research Approach

The research approach selected for this project required an investigation into existing policies,

processes, procedures and timelines. Programs and related benefits were thoroughly examined to

determine quality of operation. Next, problems that may hinder and/or hamper growth were

explored. These restraints dictated a strategy that would lead to successful programming.

Microsoft Project was used to examine tasks related to existing programs and those been

considered for implementation. My research indicated that personnel awareness is vital for

successful program operation, transition and the timeline required to meet and/or exceed
customer's needs. If Higher Education is to become a more effective communicator of

benefactor needs its staff must monitor tasks, examine policies and interact with targeted
organizations and groups. Higher Education could also better communicate needs of mentors,

departments and directorates by not breaking the connection of communication. This is

accomplished by constant interaction with program coordinators. This effort will increase the

possibility of higher-order program function and increase the likelihood of success. Sure, the

programs are functioning but improvement is needed if continued progress and productivity is to
be realized.

Results and Discussion

The three Higher Education Programs, GSRP, NRC/RRA and SFFP that comprised my research

have been in operation for a plethora of years at the Marshall Space Flight Center. Processes
have been altered and/or changed but the basic fiber remains intact, A one-year examination of

program operatiort/s and associated tasks revealed the following: GSRP possesses more than 600

tasks, NRC-more than 600 tasks and SFFP-more than 70 tasks. These tasks serve as the major

connection responsible for effective program operation. Some key milestones for these programs

are the GSRP- the application process, closeouts, EDCATS and the GSRP Research Booklet.

For the NRC/RRA, its milestones are funding process, new NRC, the NRC research booklet and
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the October, February and June reviews. The SFFP milestones are funding, final report,

application process, Education Point-of Contact for each Directorate and Tasks Descriptions.

These milestones are key to the success of the program. These milestones, if objectives are met,

will produce successful program performance.

My research dictated the need for an Education Point-Of-Contact for each Directorate. Within

the Higher Education spectrum, this key ingredient is needed to better communicate with our

internal customers. If we have an Education Point-Of-Contact from each directorate, then we

can com_aunieate our needs, policies, processes and timelines so both can meet the common and

agreed upon goals of the programs. For example, if we have the same point-contact for each

directorate for each higher education program, they can better understand the Education

Programs Department functions and better communicate needs and expectations outlined by
mentors/advisors. First, the University Affairs Officer needs to meet with each directorate/office

to secure an Education Point-of-Contact to represent the directorate/office on behalf of the entire

Education Program Department. This is key so we can continue the communication link that is

needed in a plethora of areas. Each partner involved in an endeavor would be allowed to

represent his/her area of expertise and share vital information necessary for successful

completion of a project. We will also have the opportunity to partner more with other programs

mad explore additional areas of interest within education. A two-way linkage of communication

is desperately needed! Monthly meetings with advisors/mentors are necessary for the purpose of

recruitment and briefing efforts related to revised programs. This communication linkage fosters

an environment that is responsive to timelines and the understanding of successful program

operation, a possible reality that could also reduce the amount of paperwork generated by
projects. After the directorates/offices have selected the Education Point-of-Contact, timelines,

processes and program procedures, information can be relayed from management to the labs, and
advisors/mentors.

Another Element of all higher education processes is EDCATS - the evaluation tools for all

education programs. Sure, participant completion of necessary paperwork is vital but effort must

also be exhausted to analyze data necessary to improve and promote customer feedback.

Probably, no the most important issue for the existence of the entire program is funding. After

the funding is secured, it must be appropriated in a timely manner. This is essential if program

function and goal achievement is a priority. The next key issue revolves around task/research

descriptions for higher education programs. Each program has a requirement that dictates

task/research descriptions that participants are required to implement. This process promotes a

year round link of communication and discussion of tasks, I staunchly recommend the

development of a database that host tasks/research descriptions for all programs. The database

would also serve as the collection-point for all necessary additions/changes to the research task
and program descriptions. This strategic information collection method would also serve as a

reference tool for the publication of manuals, booklets and websites. In addition, Higher

Education would set a timeline for updates and additions to be complete each year, for higher

education programs. It would also be essential that all programs have the same deadlines for
entry into the research tasks description.

/
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Another recommendation that would better serve focused efforts would be the selection of

coordinators for each higher education program currently in operation at Marshall Space Flight

Center. This personnel implementation would increase the program operation and performance.

The delegation of tasks would also increase the ability to monitor the need for program shifts and

or modifications. Whenever personnel are strained, the customers experience a lack of continuity

in our efforts to deliver a message/s; this creates problems that are internally induced but
preventable.

Another recommendation would result in an adopted team approach to recruiting during program

promotion efforts. Whenever one Education Department program is promoted, all programs

should be promoted, especially higher education! This method of outreach offers and exposes

the customer to a variety of related programs. Whenever organizations recruit, a conscious effort

must be made by higher education to promote its programs because it has limited funds budgeted

for travel. We must network with Human Resources, Minority University and Co-op Programs

when they recruit. We must ask for their support through the distribution of higher education

brochures and announcements. Cross training is also needed among members of the higher

education team; each individual must know what their co-workers program/s entails. This effort

will result in a more productive and viable communication with customers. They will also sense

and appreciate the balance of understanding among team members.

Again, communication links among team members, department, and directorates/office must

continue to improve. The programs must be promoted and advertised in a manner that sends a

message of clarity to our customers. We must never waver in our efforts to meet timelines and

understand processes that promote a productive level of effectiveness. Yes, I am confident that if

we understand, communicate and implement our tasks, all program processes and procedures

will adhere to established deadlines. Finally, if the concept ofteam is enforced each

coordinator/manager will develop processes for successful and productive implementation.
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A Proposal for Developing a Workforce,Development Pipeline within MSFC

Through science, technology, mathematics, and engineering, our nation continues to lead

the world in the development and utilization of new technologies. Whether related to our

health, to the environment, or to our production of material goods, science, mathematics,

engineering, and technology are integral and essential parts of daily life lbr virtually

everyone in the United States and around the globe. However, the understanding of

science, mathematics, engineering, and technology by most Americans is inadequate for
full participation in this increasingly technological world. This reflects the level of

education in these areas most Americans have received. To have a competent worklbrce

for the future, we must assist education in developing students for future jobs.

Marshall Space Flight Center is in a unique position to provide pro-active support in the

area of workforce development. The world's latest technological revolution, of which we

have only seen the beginning, is different than any of the past. Prior technological
revolutions had a characteristic gradual onset. Our most recent transfbrmation of

comparable magnitude was the Industrial Revolution. In that transformational era, the

education of the workforce had time to adjust to the new demands of an industrial

society. The current revolution outpaces our capacity to implement change and our
educational institutions struggle to prepare for this reformation.

Research shows that the number of highly trained scientist and engineers has continued a

steady decline during the 1990's. Furthermore, at the high school level, almost 40% of

the total high school graduates are seeking technical skills in preparation of entering the

workforce directly. The decrease of students in technology and science programs, along
with the lack of viable vocational programs, haunts educators and businesses alike.

However, MSFC has the opportunity to become a leading edge model of workforce

development by offering a unified program of apprenticeships, workshops, and

educational initiatives. These programs will be designed to encourage young people of
all backgrounds to pursue the fields of technology and science, to assist research

opportunities, and to support teachers in the systemic changes that they are facing. The
emphasis of our program based on grade levels will be:

Elementary Level ..................... Exposure to the workforce
Middle School ........................... Examine the work force

High School and beyond ............ Instruct the workforce

It is proposed that MSFC create a well-integrated Workforce Development Pipeline
Program. The program will act to integrate the many and varied programs offered across

MSFC directorates and offices. It will offer a clear path of programs for students
throughout middle school, high school, technical training, and college and universities.

The end result would consist of technicians, bachelors degrees, masters degrees, and
PhDs in science and engineering fields entering the nation's workforce, with a locus on

NASA's future personnel needs.
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Never before in our nation's history have our youth been in such great need of vision for

the future. Our country is in need of being able to produce a well-trained workforce.

NASA is capable of assisting in both areas. Our workforce development program will

work with students and educators to support our nation's future employees. Educator and

author T. O. Davenport, in his book, Human Capital. points out that it is "of extreme

importance to get the students out of the classroom and into the field to deal with

problems. They will make mistakes, but they will learn faster and better than they would

in the classroom." Davenport's words strike a familiar note from the apprenticeship

days. By working alongside a professional, the apprentice learned the skills by attaching

meaning to observation, emulating the work, and applying any lessons presented formally

or informally. This is one of the best ways to deliver the tacit knowledge that NASA and

other employers seek.

Goals of the MSFC Workforce Development Program

To increase the exposure for young people in

engineering, starting at the middle school level

preparation programs.

the areas of science and

with educational/workforce

• To prepare students for initial and continued employment in technology related
careers and to assist students in making educational and career decisions

* To assist students in developing decision-making, communication, problem-

solving, leadership, and citizenship skills

• To ensure that NASA has access to a highly skilled and creative workforce for the

21 st century

* To strengthen NASA's commitment to educational excellence and university
research

To assist colleges and universities in the critical need to increase the nation's

undergraduate and graduate science, engineering, mathematics, and technology

graduates, especially among under represented groups.

*, To provide developmental programs for educators and to help bridge the gap

between working engineers and scientist and educators in the MSFC region.

Workforce development Vision and,Design

NASA has a long tradition of supporting education. In a recent 'article in Ad Astra, a

publication for the National Space Society, Dr. George O'Neal stated that of all of the

programs at NASA, the education programs stand out as examples of excellence.

However, the education, workforce preparation, and economic development structures

that have served in the past are in need of change. A system that develops students to the
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highestpossiblelevelsof knowledgeandskill necessaryto excel in the workplace must

be implemented. This should be the vision of this program.

The development of the workforce development pipeline will be addressed in two areas.

First will be the short-term proposals addressing what can be done at this current time to

strengthen the impact of students entering the science and technology fields. In addition,

long-term programs must address the longer process of preparing students from an early

age to the period that they make successful employees.

Curriculum will also follow guidelines developed by federal and state government.

Existing courses that are used within the workforce development pipeline program should

include the following workforce development strategies.

• Hands-on approaches

• Cooperative learning

• Inquiry method of learning

• Integration of academic skills

• Development of communication and presentation skills

Commonalities among all course offerings within the workforee development program
should include:

• Development of critical and creative thinking

• Improvement of communication skills

• Enhancement of problem solving skills

• Development of better leadership/citizenship skills

• Provision of information regarding career information and planning

• Provision of examples representing the impact of technology on the student's
future

Each activity experienced by the student should act as a building block to assist him in

the selection of other programs offered as well as the development of an individual career

development plan.

Proof of Need

In 1998 there were 1,184,406 students receiving a B.S. degree in the United States. Five

percent of that figure majored in engineering. Less than one percent of the total majored

in Aerospace engineering. The numbers will have an impact on the future pool of

employees for NASA.

In the entire state of Alabama, during the school term of 1999, there were 661 electric'd,

civil, and mechanical engineer graduates. During the month of May 2001, there were

over 250 job openings for electrical, civil and mechanical engineers by companies listed
on Monster.com for the Huntsville area,
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TheUniversityof TennesseegoverningboardisconsideringclosingtheirSpaceInstitute
in Tullahoma,Tennesseedueto theimpactof low enrolment.In 1980,therewereover
1100studentsin undergraduateandgraduatestudiesat theschool.Today,thereareless
than200studentsenrolledin regularschoolprograms.

Findingsfrom the Third InternationalMathematicsandScienceStudy (TIMSS)(1994-
1996)showedthat studentsfrom the United Statesexcel in their early educational
experiencein science. U.S. fourth gradersscoredsecondin the 26 countriesbeing
assessedwith only Koreascoringhigher. However.by thetwelfth grade,U.S.students
couldonly outperformstudentsfrom 2 countries. Scoresfrom themath section of the
assessment are almost identical.

These facts can support the assertion that efforts by the education community in the past

10-20 years in the area of science and engineering have not yielded a positive outcome.

There is additional proof that the method that we use to educate our young people in the
area of engineering and technology is not working.

In the book, How PeopleLearn, by John Bransford and Ann Brown, the authors state that

students must be engaged at an early age in knowledge centered or hands-on centered

learning. Any efforts beyond middle school years will have a lesser effect in producing
long-term impact on student outcomes in regard to careers.

In the following reports: From Analysis to Action: Undergraduate Education in Science,

Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology (1996a) and Shaping the Future: New

Expectations for Education in Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology

from the National Science Foundation Advisory Committee, point to the need for

change. The authors highlight the need for restructuring the current program of courses

and programs. They propose that immediate attention must be given to the areas of
science/technology education. They feel the current method of education in the area of

science and engineering is failing to provide the needed workforce :for the 21 _Icentury.

The Boyer Commission's report entitled Reinventing Undergraduate Education: A

Blueprint for America's Research Universities (1998) states that education should provide

diverse opportunities for all students to study science, mathematics, engineering, and

technology as practiced by scientists and engineers as early in their academic careers as
possible.

During the period of 1992-1998. there has been a general decline in graduate students
enrolled in the areas of science and engineering. There is a severe decline in the area of

mathematics, mechanical, aerospace, and petroleum engineering. The low enrolments in
these areas will take considerable effort to reverse.
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Percent of change in the number of graduate students in Science and Engineering

(Table 1)

% Change

Field 1993 i1994 , .... 1997 !1g 8 ....
Overall Total 4.30,635' 435,869 431,233 422,533 415,2_58 4'071656 i404,903 -5.96%

Sciences, Total 312632 319,035 318,.2..40 1315;360 .312,069 306,586 304,934 -2A6%

Physical 35,348 35,318 34,449 33,388 32,324 3,LQ78 _,571 q3.51%

Earth 15,333 15,731 15,968 15,722 15,185 14,565 !14259

Computer 36,325 36,213 34,158 33,458 34,626 35,991 38,027

Mathematical 20,355 20,000 19,5.79 18,509 .1..8.;015 16;729 116.;..488 -19.00%

Agricultural 111,841 11,988 .. 12,273 12,450 12,009 1..1.....;.89311,877 ....

Biological !54,180 56,458 58,152 58,775 58,170 57,140 57,124 ......

Psychology 53.;484 .......54,557 54,554 i53,641 53,122 53_,126 52,577 -t.70%
Social

Engineering, Total
Chemical

Civil

Electrical

Industrial/manufacturing

Mechanical

Metallurgical

Aerospace

Biomedical

Petroleum

Other

118,003

7,397 7,516 7,608

19,572 19,583 19,925

36,428 35,.2.90 33,020

13,525 13,..596 !3,661

18,637 .. 18,477. 17,761

5,5..12 5,363 ..... 5,191

4,036 3,940 . 3,715

2,537 2,6 5,, 2,750
737 725 524

Source:DirectorateforSocial.Behavioral,and Economic Sciences,Naf,mal

107,173

7,424 7,373

19,218 18,528

30,721 29,702

13,143 12,399

16,36,3 .! 5,509
4,920 4,713

3,343 3,208
2,732 _,732

610 562

9,025
Science Foundationt/I 1/'{)1

7,247.

17,156 16,481

30,548 ......31,129

11,736 10,995

15,045. 14;696

4;...649.... 4,644 .....

3,083 3,137 .

2_847 I 2,905 ......

561 ;71

-15,28%

7,,060 -4.56%
-1579%

-14.55%

-1871%

-2t.15%

-15.75%

-22.27%

14.51%

-22.52%

-13.87%
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Duringthepast decade, enrollment of minorities has shown an overall increase. Much of

this credit can be giving to the actions taken as recommended by The Task Force on

Women, Minorities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology in 1989. This

report, commissioned by the U.S. Congress, shows that change can take place within the

educational community.

Graduate enrollment in science and engineering, by citizenship and race/ethnicity:

(Table 2)

_!.tizonship and Race/Ethnic 1992

Total ........... _30,635

'_I'..S.citizens' 321,171

B!ack 15,445

American Indian/Alaskan Native 1,243

Asian/Pacific Islander 21,751

Hispanic 12_246

White, non-Hispanic 253,425

Other or Unknown 17,061

% Change
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1992-89

435,869 1,233422,533415,25 407,6, 404,903L  
33o,146329 o7 323,993317,101 302,675 89O/o
17,116 17,610 118,282 !19_._. 19,346 19,654 25.26%

1,309 1,382 1,516 !,538 1_600 1,607 28.72%

24,059 26,475 25,904 25,928 26,007 26,709 19.57%

13,381 13_277 14,111 14,568 _14,980 15A76 22.33%

256,840 255,701 245,893 238,062 228,018 220.689-10.03%

17_443 14,628 18,287 17,937 18,714 18_7.40 9.69%

102,028-9_57%Non-U.S. citizens 109,464.105,721 102,16098,540 98,157 98,991
Source:Directoratefor'Social,Behavioral,and EconomicSciences,NalionaJScienceFoundationIll 1/01
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By reviewingthe following data representingBachelor'sdegreesconferredby degree-
grantinginstitutionsby discipline,one cansee the trendsin the areaof scienceand
technology.
(Table 3) Number of Bachelor's degre given b major

Discipline division 1970-71 1980-81

Total 839,730 935;..1...40..

Agriculture

Architecture

_irea, ethnic studies

Biological ,sciences
Business

Communications

Communications tech
, ,,,,,

Computer sciences
Education

Engineering

E'ngin'_ring-relaied

12,672, ...

5,570

2,582

35,743

14,729

2,388

176,307

44,898

5,148 .....

64,342

20,536

25,226

11,167

_chnologies

Englishlanguage

Foreignlanguages

Hea!thprofessions
Homeeconomics

I ' ' ' '"'

il_aw and leg.al studies 545

rLiberala.s andscienoes,7,481

!Library sctence ...... !,013 .....

Mathematics 24,937

Interdisciplinary studies 5,286

Parks and recreation 1,62 !

P.13i!osgphy and religion 8,146

Physical sciences 21,412

 S holom'
Public administration

R.O.T.C. and m!!.itan]

Social sciences

Theological studies

Visual and performing
arts

Not classif'i'ed by" field of

!38,187

5,466.
357

:155,324

3,744

30,394

study 0

21,886
9 455

2887 ........

43,216

196,983

29,428 ,
1,854

15,121

108,074

63_287

11,713
J....

32,2.54

11,273

33,649

t8,370

776

21,643

1990-9'i

9,781

4,884

39,53 0

249,311

5i ,650

!,123

110,807

61._531..

17,119

51,841

13,133.
59,070

14,892,

1,758

30,526

1,164,792

21,431

8,352

5_786 ....

6o,9_
227,102

47,320
883

24,098

105,509

52,114

15,323
5o,69,,8,
13,952
B4,o3,6
15,803

....!,184,406

23,284
', 7,652 '

6_153 .......

...65,868

233,119

,,, ,,,

49 385

729

,,59,9,,!,,o

14,o0o
_,9,708

'"!i"4+451
84,379

..17,296

2,o62.....
33,997

....2,o17
33,Z£2

;375

11,433

12,848

5,729

6,776

23,952

41,0.68 .....

16,707
42

100,513

0

% of ........

Change

41.05%

83.74% ....
37.38%

13&30%
84.28%

103.19%
.... ,,,,,, ,,,,

52.51%
j,,,,,,

1024.46%
,,,,,,,

-39,90%

33.44%

i171.95%

-22.74%

58 73

13,1_ ...... !,,2,328
26,515 26,163

i3,983 16,i i',.....
7,388 8,207

19,647 !9,4.1.6 ..

i3,2m ' ;,a,972.....
19,849 20,4.08
7 3

126,479 125,040

4,813 ............5,35.8 ..... 5,903 .

42,186 .... 49,296 52,077

13,258 !!,756 ......... !.,373

-29.63%

234.49%

54.88%

343.82%

-92.79%+90

15,,31o -5o.56%
17,561 .........

16,344

58,,655
14,350 ....
183

125,.!07 ........

316.21%

935.23%
&75%

,9.32%

_3.71% ...........
273.36%

,99.16%

-19.50%

57.67%

71.34%

Source: U.S. [_partn_tntof Education. National Center for Education Statislics, HigherF..ducalionGenera}lnformati_mSurvey
{HEGIS).'+Degreesand (3_herFormalAwardsConferred" sur,,,eys,and IntegratedPostsecondaryEthicationIDataSystem (IPEDS)

+-+_

-++=
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Much of this mandate for change must be focused on students long before they arrive at

college. Students at the high school level must be aware of the impact of decisions early

in their education regarding career choices. An effort to reach students early will result in

more students viewing science and technology careers as exciting and enjoyable. To

often, students are being taught by teachers who have little or no background in these

areas, causing the students to choose other paths. In addition, students have very few
opportunities to view professionals in their work environment.

During the years 1994-96, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) expanded
its role in collecting international data by serving as the national research center for the

International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement Reading

Literacy Study. NCES has provided funding for international research studies comparing
mathematics and science education. One of those studies w_ts the Third International

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). TIMSS was the largest, most comprehensive

comparative study of education that has ever been undertaken, testing a half million

students. The study was designed to focus on students at different stages in school:

midway through elementary school (3rd or 4th grade in most countries), midway through

lower secondary school (7th or 8th grade in most countries), and at the end of upper
secondary school. Their findings were released in 1998. This study was a call to arms for

many groups and is used as one of the major data points in the effort to develop better
school to work programs and to evaluate the manner in which science and math are

integrated into the school curriculum.

In the 1994-96 TIMSS assessment in mathematics, U.S. 4th-graders scored above the

international average of the 26 countries that participated. Fourth-graders performed
below students in 7 countries, not significantly different from students in 6 countries, and

above students in 12 countries. U.S. 4th-graders scored below Japan, not significantly
different from Canada, and above England. U.S. 8th-graders scored below the

international average of the 41 countries that were tested. In mathematics, U.S. 8th-

graders scored below their counterparts in 20 countries, including top performer

Singapore, but not significantly different from England and Germany. U.S. 12th-graders
performed below the international average, and among the lowest of the 21 T1MSS

countries on the assessment of mathematics general knowledge. U.S. students were

outperformed by those in 14 countries, outperformed students in 2 countries, and were
not significantly different from those in 4 countries.

U.S. 4th-graders performed above the international average of the 26 countries assessing
fourth grade students in science. Only Korea scored above the U.S., with U.S. 4th-graders

outperforrning 19 other countries, including England and Canada. The remaining
countries' scores, including Japan's, were not significantly different from those of U.S.
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fourth grade students. U.S. 8th-graders compared more favorably with other countries in

science than in mathematics, scoring above the international average of 41 countries. U.S.

8th grade students scored below their peers in nine countries, not significantly different

from 16 countries, including Canada, England, and Germany, and outperformed students

in 15 nations. U.S. 12th-graders performed below the international average and among

the lowest scoring of the 21 TIMSS countries on the assessment of general science

knowledge. U.S. students were outperformed by students in 11 countries, outperformed

students in 2 countries, and did not score significantly different from students in 7
countries.

Table 5

Average fourth grade science scores ,bYcontent

Overall

Country

Korea

U_ed S_s ......
_ustralia

,JaPan

Netherlands

Canada

Czech Republic

England

Ireland

Austria

New Zealand

SIovenia

Norway
Scotland

Singapore

Israel

Hong Kong

Hungary

Thailand

Iceland

Latvia

Greece

Cyprus

Portugal

/ran, Islamic Republic
Kuwait

areas

science Earth Life Physical
scores _cience science science

74

56

70

57

64

65

63

72

61

66

61

62

S4

76

7t
72

73

73

68

71

6t 30

66 _2

60 57 66
I

6464

80

BO

i64

60

58

58

51

81

82

48

55

57

57

62

62

49

55

56

68

i66

72

68

67

65

70

61

88

52

60

60

175

63

70

65

61

62

80

57

54

57

61

55

57

64

55

60

59

46

52

54

54 52 61 49

51 48 55 5O

60 54 49

44

45

50

38

36

_0

39

40

37

Ranking

1

6

7

_10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

,19

2O

21

22

23

24

25

26

, ,, ,, ,

SOLIrCt_; _rd International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS)
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(Table6)
Average eighth grad ,e,,,,,s,cie,ncescores by content areas

.... Average _ercent correct bY,,c°nt ent area

Overall

science Earth Life ph,ys!cs Chemistry

Country scores science science Ranking'

1 2 3 4 5 5

International average 56 55 59 55 51

!Slovenia

Australia

Singapore 70 69

Japan 55 67

Korea 56 65

Czech Republic ............. $4 64

Netherlands 62 63

Austria $1 62

England ..... 61 ......62
3elgium 30 61

Stovak ,Republic 59 61

61162

60

Bulgaria 62

Hungary 61

Canada 59

58Hong Kong

New Zealand 58

Switzerland 56

58

57

Germany
Israel

Norway 58

Russian Federation 58

Scotland 55

Sweden 59

Ireland 58

158

65 72

51 71

53 70

53 69

51 67

32 65

!59 64

62 64

60 60

64 65

57 63

58 64

60 65

58 62

54 B1

56 30

58 59

57 33

55 _1

81 61

58 62

52 57

i62 63

61 60

63

57 58

63 3

6O 4

52 5

58 5

55 7

51 8

57 9

56

60 54

60 65

80

59

60

52

58 55

58 53

!58

57

57

57

56

56

56

5O

54

53

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

_>1

57 49

57 57

57 51 122

56 23

54 24

53 25

55Spain 51

France 54 55 56 54 47

Thailand 57 56 66 54 43

Denmark 51 49 56 53 41

Greece 52 49 54 ,53 51

Ice!and 52 .... 50 .....t,58 53 42
Latvia 50 48 53 51 48

Lithuania 49 46

Romania 50 49

52 51 48

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
r

3455 49 46
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Iran' Islamic Republic

Portugal

Cyprus

Kuwait

Colombia

South Africa

47 52 135....... 5

50

46

43

37

26

49
53 48

49 46

45 43
, , aJ,,,

44 37

27 27

50 50 36
,,,,,,

47 45 37

43 40 38

32

26

39

27

39

40

Source: Third International Mathen_ties and Science Study (TIMSS)

(Table 7)

Average science scores, at the end ol

Country

Sweden

Netherlands

Japan

Singapore
tceland

Norway ,,,

3anada

New Zealand

Australia
t

,Switzerland

Austria

Slovenia

Denmark

Germany

Czech Republic

France

Russian Federation
.......... ,,,,,

Italy .....

Hungary .......
Lithuania

secondary school

............. Average score in science

IllU I II .....

Overall

559
Illll

558
. J ............

556

554

549
H J .........................

544
Illlll I Ill

532

529
I ..... I I I

527

523

52O

[5117

509

497

487

487

481

480

475

471

470

Cyprus ....... 448 .........
South Africa 349

Source: Third International Mathematics aM Science Study (TIMSS)
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Challenges to be addressed by the Workforce Development Pipeline Program

Placing students in the pipeline

Students and parents alike must be informed of the pipeline program and must be able to

understand it purpose. This will be done via a web site with information regarding all of
the programs and how they interact with each other.

Expand workforce opportunities by partnering with outside organi_ations
It is impossible for MSFC/NASA to stand alone in this endeavor. Part of the

administrative directive of this program will be to partner with other organizations that
have the same concerns of developing tomorrow's workforce.

Using technoloev to foster communication between programs

It is important that information from one program is available to other programs. Based

on research and interviews with management and staff at MSFC, it is apparent that there
is very little information passed from one program to another. This information could be

used to better recruit and inform students from one program to the next.

Brideimt the gap benx'een education and the worLforce

Teachers have a lot to learn from scientists and engineers; and scientists and engineers, if
they are to be really helpful, have a lot to learn from teachers. But teachers, scientists and

engineers come from two divergent cultures. This divergence can inhibit the initiation of

contacts between teachers and professionals. Teachers often have poor communications

media available to them and are often intimidated by scientists/engineers, so that teacher-
initiated contacts are rare. And scientists/engineers, who live in a different world in

which education is a minor concern, are unlikely to have initiating ideas or other

motivations to support the work of teachers. This situation also inhibits on-going

communication, both psychologically and technologically, and that can undermine long-
term relationships.

Evaluation of prograrns

Within many education programs offered by NASA, the number of people involved is of

major emphasis and is used for the primary basis tor evaluating the effectiveness of a

program. However, for programs within the Workforce development pipeline, the goal

for effective outcomes will be aimed at producing a deep impact on a smaller number of
students, New methods, based on student knowledge outcomes should be devised to

document the value and impact of the program. To scientists/engineers, the measures of

success of a project are usually the discoveries, publications, grants and prizes that arise

from the work. To educators, the objective measures of success are far less clear, so

program assessments need to be undertaken by an outside assessment team with

knowledge of evaluating educational programs.

Training Of scientists/enghzeers

Scientists/engineers know a great deal about their subject matter, but often little about

education and the education culture in general. All participants need meaningful and
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usefultrainingbeforeparticipatingwithinaprogram.How muchtrainingwill dependon
theprojectinwhichtheywill beinvolved.

Training, of Teachers

Making an effort to reach students without reaching teachers is only marginally effective.

Programs must involve teachers in developing excitement for the sciences and
technologies.

Implementation

This paper will present a formalized method of how educators and students can

matriculate and be supported within the MSFC workforce development pipeline to

provide better educational opportunities and employee base for the future. A special

emphasis must be placed on how this program would be advertised as a whole, appearing

as a seamless entity to the public. This pipeline should not be directorate or department

centric, even though components may lie within various directorates/departments. Initial

implementation would utilize existing programs and be integrated into a larger program

to contain a complete set of workforce development program elements. The study will

also consider partnering with existing organizations that are active in the development of

workforce programs.

Implementation Step 1

A road map for the MSFC workforce development pipeline:

Review of Current Programs

There should be a review of current MSFC programs that would determine which will be

included in the workforce development pipeline program. Guidelines that each program
should follow are:

• Programs should be work-site based, or hands-on in school based.

* Programs should be based upon the apprentice method of training and education.

• Each program should involve the integration of science, math, and technology.

• Programs should help develop teamwork skills.

* Each program should help students develop problem-solving skills in a hands-on
environment.

• Students should be allowed to develop creative ways of solving problems.

* Programs should develop presentation and communication skills.
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Point o["Contact

MSFC will need to develop a POC position for the workforce development pipeline

program. This person will supervise the development of the needed web presence. In

addition, this position will work to design the data tools to create a system to allow data

from different programs to be shared. As the program grows, partnering with other

agencies will become increasingly important.

The POC will take the current offering at MSFC and develop a sequence of workforce

development programs that will integrate unique NASA experiences into these programs.

To be able to supply students and parents alike with the needed data, an information

system will be put into place. Individuals should be able to quickly understand what

programs are available to them and how programs flow into e_ch other

Web Presence

To the public, NASA/MSFC should present a uniform and concise view of all of the

programs that are involved in the workforce development. Currently, all of the programs
that fall under this "virtual umbrella" are listed on several websites at Marshall. There

must be a web site representing the workforce development pipeline that will provide

comprehensive and easily understood information and be presented in such a manner that

it is easy to make informed choices among programs.

Web Content

Web Content, Level 1:

To make the offering of the workforce development pipeline easier to understand,
consider the difficulties encountered each fall by colleges, Students enter school and

with little hands-on direction are able to navigate the series of classes offered by the

college to obtain a degree. Much of this content is delivered in the format of a college

catalog. A web site should be created that would follow the same concept. It will ask an

individual for their grade level and then bring up the page that would have appropriate

programs data. Each program should be hyperlinked to learn more information. Within

the content of each program, it should list the skill set that will be taught. Also, each

program should reference other programs that are similar nature but in the next higher

educational level. A check box should be provided to have information about any

program be emailed to the student. Each page regarding a program should be clear about

for whom the program is intended and the skills and educational goals that will be met by

participating in this program. The web page should also ask if the person would like to

be emailed information about other programs that would match that particular grade
level.

Web Content, Level 2:
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After the developmentof the initial web page, the following additionsshouldbe
considered.Onewouldbeaworkforcejob profile for selectedjobs atMSFC. A newjob
wouldbehighlightedeachmonthtalkingabouttheskills andeducationrequirementsfor
thisposition. Anothersectioncould be the "ask anemployee"section,This couldbe
treatedlike anoff-line chat. Within thissection,informationcouldbegivenaboutwhois
goingto bethetargetof thequestionsandquestionscouldbecollected,selected,andthen
answeredat a designateddate. This wouldbedoneapproximatelybi-monthly, Oneof
the_ons to go to suchtroubleis to encouragemembersof theeducationalcommunity
to visitingtheworkforcedevelopmentpageoften. Theworkforcedevelopmentpipeline
shouldbe able to impactour educationalcommunitythroughoutthe yearby keeping
youngpeopleexposedtoworkforcepossibilities.

In addition,thereshouldbeacheckfor studentswho havealreadyparticipatedwithinone
of thepipelineprograms.The webpageshouldthenqueryin whichprogramtheyhave
alreadyparticipatedandsuggestanotherprogrambasedoneducationallevel.

Within thecontentof eachprogramdescription,thereshouldbe.linksto otherprograms
within the sameeducationallevel andprogramsthat i_rerelatedat the nexteducational
level. No matterwhich pageis beingviewedon theweb site,it shouldincludea clear
view of thecurrenteducationallevel tbr which it is intended, a listing of what programs

are offered at this level, and a listing of other programs available after participation.

ln[ormation flow between progrcm_s

At the most basic level, a program should be able to take information from a previous

program and utilize the data. This information should be available to help support the

flow of students within programs. During one interview with a manager, the difficulty of

recruiting minority co-op students was noted. An example of this data passing would be

intbrmation from SHARP being passed on to the co-op officer at the university level.

This could be done with the existing data tools at MSFC. The EDCATS database could

be use to support this endeavor with minor modifications. Output from EDCATS may be

easily copied via Microsoft Explorer into an appropriate Microsoft Access database.

Some of the difficulty with the passing of data is ba_ed on the culture of the programs.

Many are treated as an end to themselves. However, it is important for all programs to
see themselves as one piece of a large puzzle to provide future worktorce needs. Once

the data is available and some reporting tools are used to make it easy to generate reports,

management will find it easy to integrate the data from all the programs. The Education

Programs Department has laid initial groundwork with other programs by collaborating

with other CaER and EOO programs toward a comprehensive summer student seminar
series.

Skill / Education assessment for general positions at MSFC

One of the steps involved in almost every workforce development program is to define

skills/goals needed for employment in an organization. This process also helps in

determining some of the curriculum in the programs offered to young people. This

process will give the students a clear set of goals to pursue.
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In addition,a skill profile of entry-level applicants should be developed. Each

directorate should select a small number of generic positions that will be filled in the

future with current students. Documentation should be completed with a list of the skills

needed by a future employee, the education level that must be obtained, and a list of the

skills that can be introduced or acquired within our workforce development pipeline

programs. These positions should be wide ranging in education levels and skills needed.

This process is needed to assure that programs are meeting the needs of workplace. In

addition, this process will help students learn about what skills are expected within jobs
at the center. The data could also be published for school professionals on the web site.

School faculty members can use documents like this to help students set personal goals.

Within some programs, it will be necessary to revamp or revise the content to match a
skills needed database.

Deveh)p a worklbrce development pipeline program CD fi_r the middle school and ear!),
high school

Research shows that the greatest impact on the future career path of students must be

addressed at the middle school level. To assist in exposing middle grade students to the

career paths supported in the workforce development pipeline program, a CD for school

distribution should be created. The content should be an opening with a menu of the
different careers that one could select. Each career choice should be linked to

information about the career and then video (stored on the CD) that would interview an

actual employee and show footage of some of the activities of that position. Also, it

should have Internet links to the worktorce development pipeline page.

Outside entities involved in workForce development pipelb_e

At the end of step two, the POC should have linkages and collaborations from outside
organizations.

Audit b_, outside review committee to examine the Pipeline program_

An outside team of experts needs to conduct an educational review of the activities from

step 1. This will help direct the effort of new projects and assist in the improvement of
current programs.

Develot_ment of the Von Braun Scholars program
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With the implementation of the workforce development pipeline, to better serve students

and to further the impact on students entering science and technology fields, the Von

Braun Scholars School will be created. This is a program that selects the best and

brightest in science, technology, and engineering.

Development of MSFC Star teacher program

Research shows that it is _ts important to develop programs for teachers as it is for

students in the areas of science and technology, The current NASA teacher programs

need to be reviewed by a team of MSFC personnel and educators to determine if they are
as efficient as NASA wants them to be at instructing teachers. All programs offered

should be developed with the goal of integrating the support of workforee skills of
students,

The teacher programs should be divided into three types. Type 1 and 2 programs would

be longer and more inclusive programs and would only be offered during the summer.

Type 3 programs would be shorter in nature,

T_1_e 1 Teacher program (Middle school- High school)

Teachers will be involved in an immersion class in an area of MSFC expertise,. The

objective of each class should be how to teach a science or engineering topic. The Star

teacher program should work to involve teachers with intense hands-on lessons that

would inspire the teachers to return the information to the classroom. The program

would be offered during the summer and begin with a general meeting on a Sunday night

and finish at the end of the day on Thursday.

T2pe 2 Teacher program (Elementary - Middle School)

Teachers involved in this program should see more of a broad spectrum of what NASA

has to offer. Classes should revolve around a theme, but time will be given to view a

wide variety of NASA educational materials. Themes should change during the year to

reflect current happenings or NASA interest.

Type 3 Teacher wort_shops

After meetings with members of ED, TD and SD directorates and meeting with the

Assistant to the Director for Space Optics, it is apparent that each of the different

directorates has a desire to showcase their knowledge and expertise to the educational

community. With some teamwork from the education programs office, many are ready

to conduct short sessions. These sessions could cover topics ranging from Microgravity

to the Science of Optics. In an effort to reach a new audience, it is suggested that a

different approach be taken on offering these classes to educators. Research from the

education department at Tennessee Tech suggest that teachers are more receptive and

retain more information by participating in short immersion classes. It is suggested that a

series of classes be offered from Friday evenings through Sunday. These classes should

be designed so they can be carried off site and conducted at schools in our six state
service area.
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Development o["a plan to implement the Workforce Pipeline program to all NASA centers

After the implementation of the Workforce Pipeline program at MSFC, it should be
offered to all NASA Centers.

Lon2 Range Planning

Development of the TOS program (Tracking of Students)

The TOS system should be developed to create a record of students that have participated
in the program. This record should reflect student information and the content of the

program, Think of this as a transcript that the student could request. Much of the

needed data is already in edcats. This will also present the opportunity to better

standardize what is asked in EDCATS between the different programs. In addition, it

would also be a way lor the other programs in other CaER organizations to input their
data on activities.
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Introduction

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified view of the conditions ahead of a macroscopic crack front in a

ferritic steel containing different size inclusions. Void growth occurs over a relatively narrow

band of thie_ess D [1]. Material outside this region experiences negligible void growth. This

layer of damaged material ahead of the growing crack defines the process zone for ductile

fracture. Within a finite element framework, a single layer of uniform, fixed-sized cells, having

total thickness D, along the crack plane exemplify this scheme into a computational model
(Figure 2).

The computation model consists of a cavity with initial volume specified by the fraction f0,

i.e. the void volume relative to the cell volume. Thus, cell size D and initial porosity f0 defines

the key parameters in this model. The choice of cell size requires:

1) D must be representative of the large inclusion spacing

2) Predicted R-curves scale almost proportionally with D for fixed f0

3) mapping of one finite element per cell must provide adequate resolution of the stress-

strain fields in the active layer and the adjacent material

For the ferritic steels studied thus far [3] with this model, calibrated cell sizes range from 50-200

_tm with f0 in the 0,0001 -0.004 range. This range of values for D and f0 satisfies issues (1) and

(31).

This Computation model employ the Gurson and Tvergaard constitutive model for porous

plastic materials to describe the progressive damage of cells due to the growth of pre-existing

voids. The model derives from a rigid-plastic limit analysis of a solid having a volume fraction

(f) of voids approximated by a homogenous spherical body containing a spherical void. The

yield surface and flow potential, g, is given by

(1)

Where oe denotes the mises equivalent (macroscopic) stress, om is the macroscopic mean stress,
o denotes the flow stress for the matrix material of the cell and f is the current void fraction.

Factors, ql, q_ and q3, introduced by Tvergaard improve the model predictions.
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Notch Tensile Specimen

Figure 3 shows the notch tensile specimen. This is 0.312" diameter specimen with 0.008 in.

radius in the notch region. The middle part of the specimen is made of AI 4043 Weld and the rest

is A1 2195. Fracture Surface of tensile-test revealed that: Ductile Fracture occurred by

microvoid initiation, growth and coalescence. Figure 4 shows a small region in the high

triaxility region of AI 4043 weld notch specimen tested at RT illustrates the distribution of

various sizes of pores that develop during deformation.

Finite Element Model

The model was created using Patran. The 3-D analysis was performed by WARP-3D, a 3-D

Dynamic Nonlinear Fracture Analysis code developed by the University of Illinois. Figure 5

shows the Axi-symmetric finite element model constructed for 3-D analyses of the specimen.

Symmetry conditions enable analyses using one-half, 3-D model. The 3-D model has

approximately 2320 elements and 3736 nodes. The model is set up with Gurson elements for the

lower row of 0.001 in. size elements. The transformation matrix is for a 1-degree rotation about

the axis of revolution. This was accomplished by sweeping the a 2-D model of 4-node elements
in Patran about the Y-axis.

F:r. Fit4d t_dm9

Figure 1: Mierostrueture for Ferritic Steels

Figure 2: Computational Cell Model
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Conclusions

This study describes a 3-D computational framework to model stable extension of a

macroscopic crack under mode I conditions in ductile metals. Material separation occurs through

a local fracture mechanism based on the growth and coalescence of microvoids dispersed in the
material. The Gurson-Tvergaard plasticity model for void materials describes the eventual loss of

material stress capacity under sustained loading. Fixed-sized computational cell dements

defined on a thin layer adjacent to the crack plane provide an implicit length scale for continuum

damage model. Outside this layer, the material remains undamaged by void growth, consistent

with metallurgical observations. The key micro-mechanics parameters are D, the thickness of

cell layer, and f0, the initial cell porosity.
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Introduction

Crack and dislocation propagations are two major mechanisms of failure in metals and

their alloys. Understanding these two mechanisms of failures is important :in the development of
new materials with high strength and toughness. The macroscopic properties of materials can

often be determined through the underlying microscopic processes. In particular, this could

become clear when we realize that in a brittle crack propagation it is the bonds between atoms

that are broken. It is therefore clear that a complete understanding of properties of crack near

the crack tip is directly linked to a detailed understanding of materials from an atomistic

standpoint. On the other hand, regions far away from the crack are not atomically very important

[1,2]. Finite element technique has provided valuable information about properties of the crack,

specially, further away from the crack. Despite advantages of atomistic computer simulation, it

has only received attention in the last decade or so. This is in part due to the fact that this type of

simulation is compulationally intensive. With the advent of more advanced computers and more

optimized codes it is now possible to track the dynamics of crack propagation from an atomistic

standpoint.

The main objective of this paper is to determine mechanisms of crack propagation in a

nickel single crystal. Motivation for selecting nickel as a case study is because we believe that its

physical properties are verb' close to that of nickel-base supper alloy. We are directed in

identifying some generic trends that would lead a single crystalline material to failure. We
believe that the results obtained here would be of interest to the experimentalists in guiding them

to a more optimized experimental strategy. The dynamic crack propagation experiments are very

difficult to do. We are partially motivated to fill the gap by generating the simulation results in

lieu of the experimental ones for the cases where experiment can not be done or when the data is
not available.

Methodology

The atomistic simulation technique that is employed in this study is based on the classical

molecular dynamics (MD) method. Input to any MD simulation is a lattice file which contains
positions and velocities of all the atoms in the system. In the MD simulation, Newton's equations

of motion are integrated to determine the phase space trajectories of all atoms in the system

using a force function which is derived from an interatomic potential Epot.The Newton second

law when applied to atom i has the ibllowing form,

m dv d:r, (la)
._ = rn,a, = '-dr- = m, dr---T-,

f= -- ,c3Em' (lb)
&,

where E_,t is calculated from the EAM technique [3]. Numerical solution of equation 1 for all
the atoms in the system would lead to 3N values tbr the positions and 3N values for the

velocities of all N atoms at each time step dt. In order to calculate riO) and v_(t) as a/'unction of
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t=n*dt, where n is the number of time steps, one requires 3N values for the initial positions ri(O)

and 3N values for the initial velocities vi(0) of all the particles in the system at time zero. For the

initial positions of the atoms we considered their values from their ideal fcc single crystalline

sites. To each atom in the system, we just assigned zero initial velocity.

The main equations of the EAM technique is summarized below,

1
E, = F,(p,) + _)"_Aoo (_j), (2a)

-- 1 _tl

= , (2b)
t

where Ei is the energy of atom i, p_ is the electronic charge density at site i, Fi is the embedding

energy of atom i, and q_ijis the pair potential function between atoms i and j, Pl is approximated
as the superposition of atomic charge densities of atoms neighbor to atom I at the location of

atom i. The EAM functions employed here are the one that were recently developed by Mishin

et.al, 14]. The Mishin EAM functions ofNi, Al, and NiAI alloy are superior to the previous EAM

functions for those materials due to the fact that they are fitted to the more richer data base using

a new fitting scheme. In fact, the reliability of any MD results is directly related to the reliability

of the interatomic potential that is employed by it. For the present application, it is critical that

the potential reproduces the elastic constants as well as surface energies accurately.

Critical values of energy density G and applied stress-intensity K are calculated using the
following formulas[5],

1
G = _ E 'W t: z, (3a)

2

= _-E "_j-_.-, (3b)K

where lbr a plane strain the Young modulus E=E/(1-v2), _cis the tensile strain in mode I, and

dimension W is shown on the strip geometry in figure !. For an anisotropic material E and v are

obtained from the elastic constants through the following relations [6],

h=2"C44-+CI2-C44, E=Cl2-(1/5)h,/a=C44-(1/5)h, v=E/(2(E+g)). (4)

w
>
x

Figure 1. Schematic of the sample with crack
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Results and Discussion

In order to check the reliability of the EAM potential of nickel employed here, elastic

constants Cth CI2, Co, bulk modulus B, lattice constant a, cohesive energy Ec, and surface

energies Y110, Yl00, yll_are calculated and compared with their corresponding experimental

values.Some of our calculated values are as follows; Ci l=247Gpa, C j2= 148Gpa, C44=125Gpa,

B=181Gpa, cohesive energy Ec=4.45eV, and lattice constant a0=3.52A. All the quantities

calculated here are exactly equal to their corresponding experimental values except for the

surface energies. U nfo_u_ately, accurate experimental values of the surface energies 711o, Y,_,

YllJ are not reported in the literature. Most of the currently available experimental values of the
surface energies are averages over various faces of the single crystal. From the theoretical studies

it is predicted that Yl_0> y,0o > 7111. This trend is corroborated by the potential employed here.

All of our MD runs were performed at a constant temperature ofT=0.001 K and all the

samples were roughly of size 50xl 3x120 A 3 (about 8000 atoms), and periodic along the thin axis

(y-axis). In the table below, critical values of Gc,Kc, and _:cfor the crack to propagate, twice the
surface energy of the crack 27, and failure mode of the material are summarized.

TABLE I. Critical energy density Go, critical applied stress-intensity K¢, critical strain c_,twice

the surface energy 2y, and failure modes for the crack propagation of different crack systems [6].

Crack systems Gc (.I/m 2) K<-(MPax/m) e_ 2y(J/m 2) failure mode

(001)[100] 6.74 9.24 0.095 3.76 Stable regime: opening on (100)

(100)[01 I] 6.05 8.75 0.090 3.76 Stable regime: opening on (100)

(1 i 0)[110] (a) 5.46 0.798 0.082 4.10 Stable regime: opening on (i 10)

(1 i 0)[110] (b) 7.55 0. 978 0.070 4.10 Stable regime: opening on (1 1 0)

(111)[211] <5 <0.6 0.04 3.26 Emitting an edge partial dislocation

(111)[101] <5 <0.6 0.04 3.26 Emitting an edge partial dislocation

(a), (b). Calculations in parts (b) and (a) are similar except that in part (b) value of W is twice as
the one in part (a) This was done to check the convergence of G and K formulas with the size of
the system.
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Summary and Future Extension

Our results can be summarized as follows:

(1) Crystallographic surfaces of a crack as well as direction of propagation of a crack are two

very important factors that will dictate the thilure mechanism of a material.

(2) The data presented in Table I show that among the crack systems studied here three are
brittle and two are ductile

(3) Crack propagation in mode I does not follow G or K criteria.

(4) Values of G and K depend on the size of the sample and to reduce or eliminate this size

effect the sample size should be increased to have about 80000 atoms.

Possible future extension of this project:

(1) Extending this work to larger systems

(21) Extending this work to include a mixed mode (1 and 1I).

(3) Extending this work to higher temperatures.

(4) Extending this work to Ni3AI alloy.

(5) Calculate critical values of G and K for the propagation of dislocation.

(6) Calculate the velocity of a crack as a function of time and G.
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Introduction

Investigation of astronomical objects and tracking of man-made space objects lead to generation of

huge amount of information for optical processing. Traditional big-size optical elements (such as

optical telescopes) have a tendency for increasing aperture size in order to improve sensitivity, This

tendency leads to increasing of weight and costs of optical systems and stimulate search for the new,

more adequate technologies.

One approach to meet these demands is based on developing of holographic optical elements using

new polymeric materials. We have investigated possibility to use new material PQ-PMMA

(phenantrenequinone-doped PMMA) for fabrication of highly selective optical filters and fast spatial-

temporal light modulators. This material was originally developed in Russia [1] and later was tested in

CaiTech [2] as a candidate material tbr an optical storage. Our theoretical investigation predict

possibility of realization of fast spatial and temporal light modulation, using volume reflection-type

spectral filter. We have developed also model of holographic-grating recording in PQ-PMMA material,

based on diffusional amplification. This mechanism of recording allow to receive high diffraction

efficiency during recording of reflection-type volume holographic grating (holographic mirror).

We also investigated recording of dynamic gratings in the photorefractive crystals LiNbO3 (LN) for

space-based spectroscopy and for adaptive correction of aberrations in the telescope's mirrors. We

have showTn, that specific 'photogalvanic' mechanism of holographic grating recording in LN allow to

realize recording of blazed gratings for volume and surface gratings. Possible applications of dynamic

gratings in LN for amplification of images, transmitted through an imaging fiber guide was also
demonstrated.

Holo2raphic Recordin_ i,n P0!ymeric Materials with Diffusional Amplification

.... -...

/

Thick holographic gratings combine high diffraction efficiency with high spectral selectivity and may

be used for optical filtering, date transmission and storage. Important applications are in solar

astronomy, optical communications (as satellite detection and ranging [1]), Raman Spectroscopy for

detection of small concentration of heavy metal [1 ], for wavelength division multiplexing [2].

Recently it was suggested to use volume reflection grating tbr the new type of all-optical time-space

modulator with fast response [3,4]. Recording of the efficient volume reflection holographic grating in

real-time media (like traditional photopolymers) is hindered by the constant phase-shift of interference

pattern during recording caused by self-diffraction [4]. To overcome this fundamental problem, new

materials with diffusional enhancement were suggested [5]. In these materials during the hologram

recording two out-of-phase gratings are formed. Initial diffraction efficiency is small, so selfdiffraction
effect does not spoil recording process. Post expose annealing at moderate temperature (T ~ 500 C)

leads to the diffusional enhancement of the recorded grating. We will discuss the model of diffusional

enhancement, suggested in [5] for different modes of recording:

1) fast recording with post expose annealing;

2) slow recording (with simultaneous annealing, real-time gratings).
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We considerphotochemicalreactionsin the material,containinginitial productwith concentrationA
durin_ the formation of molecules with concentration B:

no
A _ B

Later molecules B are chemically connected to the polymer micromolecules with reaction constant K

leading to creation of immobilized molecules C with the rate

- KB (1)c_
During the photochemical reactions refi'active index n will be changed

n = no + aAA +_ZBB+ otc, C (2)

At the initial stage, during recording, refractive index changes zXn=n(t)-n(t = 0) are due to

difference of polarisabilities crA and a B. In practically important special case (realized in

polymethyl methacrylate with phenantrenequinone PQ=PMMA) _ZA and oq_ are equal, but have

different signs:

a A + a B _ 0 (3)

it means, that during illumination of such material with spatially modulated intensity

I= I0(1 +mcosqx) (4)

Two holographic gratings of refractive index modulation are tbrmed, which compensate each other.

Two of components A and B are mobile, and are diffusing in space, tending to homogeneous
distribution. Phenanthrene chromophores chemically attached to I: macromolecules are practically

immobilized. After diffusion at elevated temperature (annealing)final modulation of refractive index

will be due to the spatial modulation of concentration of the chromophores F. Complementary gratings

of A and B components will be washed out by diffusion. For detailed description of holographic

recording, we will consider system of equations, modeling photoinduced reactions and diffusion.

Basic Model

Basic equations, describing rate of concentration changes due to photoexcitation, photochemical
reaction and diffusion vdil be:

¢
-slA + DA c_a5--- 7

- = +oB---=-=- xB

_=KB
c_

(5)
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here s is cross-section of photon absorption, K is the rate constant of photochemical reaction, D/_t_ are

diffusion coefficient for A and B components.

For harmonic intensity modulation, given by (4) we may expect also harmonic solution for the

concentrations for small modulation ratio m< 1. Note, that for general case, for high contrast (m __ 1)

we can get additional spatial harmonics of concentration as follows from (5).

Solution for a small contrast { m<l)

For a small modulation ratio (re<l) we will seek the solution of Eq. (5) in the ibrm

,4 = A 0 + A1cos kx (6)

For A and other concentration (B and C) considering that AI<< Ao. We will get from Eq.(4) for the

amplitudes Ai, Bl, C_

= -(slo + q2DA)A1 - s11AO
c_

=-(K+q2On)_ +sfiAo +s10_ (7)
c_

here h -- mlo

Gratine recordine

For the spatially averaged components of concentration A0, B0, Co we have

v_

=-slo_ - KBO (8)

=
t,_t

that directly gives solution:

A0 = .40(O)e-slo t

" A0_0),_l0 (-.%_ -Kt)130 = r,.qj(O)e-Kt + -e (9)
(K-slo)

e Kt)}CO = Co(O ) + Bo(O)( l_e_Kt)+ KA,o(O)sl 0 {(,1-e -slOt (1 - - "
(K - _to) Slo K
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It can be checked, that conservation law for total concentration hold (for A0+B0 +Co = A0(0) + B0(0)

+Co(0). In the steady-state A_)(_) = Bt(_) = 0; C0(_): Ao(0) + B0(0) + C0(0), For the initial

homogeneous distribution and Ao(0) = Co(0) = 0 we will get

s_Ao(O) (1 - e - DAq2t )e -slOt
A 1 =- DAq2

D_q2 (e-slot e-(K+DBq2)t
t_ - K + DBq 2 - +

.3 to (O)
+

DAq 2 (K + (D B -DA)q 2 -sl0

AO0 (1- e-(slo 
C1- K + DBq 2-sl 0 slo

(e-( DAq 2 +slo)t _ e-(K + DBq 2 )t )

(1 - e -(K +DBq2)t

K + DBq2 )")+

-( K + Dbcl2 )t .
S21IIoAo(O) {i -e -(DAq2 +slO)t (1-e .5.)}

DAq2(K +(DB' DA)q2-slo) (DAq 2 +slo) K + DBq"

(10)

On the initial stage of recording (in the approximation linear on t, case considered by A.Veniaminov

et al[5])

for Bo(0) = C()(0) = 0

A o = Ao(0)(1-Slot); At =-slltAo(0)

Bo = Ao(0)slot; B/ = slltAo(0)

C o = 0 C 1 = 0

or

A(t) = Ao(0)[I - slot(l + mcosqx)] = C- C_)(1 + mcosqx)

B(t) = C°(l +mcosqx); CI ) _Ao(0)sIot

in Veniaminov' s notation C -_ A o (0)

In the steady-state (t --) _)

Ao = Bo = 0

Ai=Bi =0

11KA 9 (0 _2 DA

Cll°° - 10(K + DBq 2 )(sl 0 + q2 DA )

(ll)

(12)

For the large steady-state modulation of C we need:
1) large diffusion coefficient D^ (DAq z >> Io)

2) large holographic grating vector q (small period)
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3)
4)

small diffusion coefficient DB (DBq 2 << K)

large K ( rate of phototransformation).

Diffusional enhancement of gratin_

Kinetic of holographic grating enhancement during annealing in the dark is described by equations:

= -DAq2AI
c_

c_
(l 3)

with obvious solution
9

A I = A 1(O)e- DAq-t

2

N = BI(O.)e-(K+Dsq )

-( K + DB..2"t
C 1 = KBI(O)(1-e ,1 ) )+CI(O )

and amplitude of the refractive index grating

(14)

n 1 = CtAA ! + aBt _ + otcC 1

Comparing refractive index changes from initial value (tbr sl0t, qal)A.Bt <<! )

n I (t --_ O) _ A1(a B - CtA) = SllAo(O)l(ct B - OtA) (15)

with the value after annealing (from Eq. (14) t ---_oo

nl(t---_ oo) =_a C KBI(0) 9
K+ DBq-

we can find coefficient ofdiffusionai enhancement:

(16)

nl (t _ oo) _ Ka¢',,,' ( 17)
nl(t -.+ O) (ct B - CtA)(K + DBq 2 )

obtained by A,Veniaminov et al in [5]. in the case, when steady-state is reached under constant
illumination (recording and annealing are simultaneous) , the modulation of rel?active index (using

Eqs. (12) and (2) will be:
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nl (_,10)= aC'

_±
m-

to

mKAo(O)DAq 2

(K + DBq2)(slo + DAq 2)
(18)

We may compare now amplitudes of refractive index modulation for two cases:

a)

b)

when initial recording was interrupted at the time slot, Da.uq2t << I and sample was annealed

(t--+_); n (_); (fast recording)

when recording and annealing were simultaneously, nj (,_, Io) (real-time grating)

n l (_, i0 ) = mAoq 2 DA q2 19A

nl (m) /31(O)(sl 0 + q2 DA ) - iost(sio + q2 DA )

We can see, that in the second case (fbr annealing during recording) amplitude may be further
enhanced especially for grating with small periods (when q D^>>SI0 ).

Hoio_rat_hic filter for,spatial - temporal light modulator

We have tested the holographic filter based on recording of reflection volume gratings tor modulation
&light [3,41. For convenience, we summarize mail theoretical results following [3,4].

Initial coupled-wave equations tbr the anlplitude of incident Cl and diffracted waves C2 will be for

reflection geomet_,

±
t_'l, 2

c_ = i?0(]'2 + i7(_ (1 9)

here yo =koAno is coupling coefficient due to change of the average of refractive index An, k0 is the

wave number. In the similar wave ? _- k0An, where An is the amplitude of refractive index grating. For

"f >-_'0 solution of Eq, (19) gives for diffraction efficiency

2 y2 tanh2 gl

'l=lq(°)l - r0 tanh2 gl+g2
(20)

here g--- ( _ 2 )1/2T" -Y 0 , ! is the grating thickness. For the large changes in homogeneous average

refractive index An0 (when T0 > Y) instead of (201) we get

9
y- sin 2 _l

q = (21
Y0 sin 21g_1+ _cos2 _ l
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Forarelativelysmalldiffractionefficiencyri - 0.21 ( for yl =0.5 and Y0=0), changes in Y0 from 0 to _'0

=y give diffraction efficiency TI - 0.20. In this case of small dit_action efficiency rI , relative changes

is Ari/ri = 5%. For larger ri ( rl0 ~ 0.58 for yi =1, and Y0=0), changes in Y0 from 0 to Y0= y results is rl

= 0.5, that means for relative changes Arl/ri0 = 14%. For the same case (yl = 1) changing in Y0 to 2y

gives ri---0.245, that gives Arl/rl0 = 50%. We may conclude that holographic filter with high

diffraction efficiency are preferential for SLM. For large change of average refraction index (when

y0>>3 ,) diffraction et_ciency becomes oscillating (Eq.20), as illustrated by Fig. 1. On fig. 1 we show

spatial modulation observed in Bragg reflected HeNe 0 _= 633m-n) laser beam with simultaneous

illumination by tbcused Ar-laser beam (_.= 514 nm, P=200mW)

Figure 1. Spatial Modulation By Holographic Filter (left and right pictures were made with time delay
of 2 min).

Holoaraphic Blazed Gratings in LiNbO3

Now it is renewed interest to the nonsymmetrical (blazed gratings) tbr applications in space-based

spectroscopy and tbr optical correction of the telescope's mirrors aberrations, lYaditional methods of

blazed-gratings formation require special gray-scale masks, or need time-consuming processing with
particle beams or mechanical ruling,

We have suggested and tested new method of blazed grating tbmaation, that is based on nonlinearity of

mechanism of holographic recording in LN crystal. This nonlinearity is due to photogalvanic (or
photovoltaic) effect, that is main mechanism of recording in the Fe-doped crystals of LN. In this

crystal holographic grating recording is due to the photoinduced grating of electric field, formed by

photo-excitation of Fe-impurity and redistribution of the photoexcited charge carriers by diffusion,

drift and photogaivanic current. Photoinduced electric field mimic light interference pattern and create

refractive index grating via linear electro-optic effect. Our theoretical estimations and preliminary

experimental results, show. feasibility of this new holographic method of blazed grating lbrmation in
Fe-doped crystals of LiNbO3.
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Conclusions

We have described theoretical model tbr the diffusional enhanced recording of holograms in the

materials with photochemical reactions. As example, we consider perspective novel polymer material
with phenantrenequinone (PQ). Good results were reported in [1] for polymethyl metact3,1ate

(PMMA) with PQ dissolved in it. Both transmission and reflection diffraction gratings were recorded
in this material [1], that were tested as narrow-band holographic filters. We suggest new application

of reflection-type holographic filters as a basic element tbr all-optical light modulators with a fast

response. Second mode of diffraction "slow recording" with simultaneous annealing may give larger

efficiency for holographic grating. It may be applied for the recording of transmission type gratings.
Note, that for recording of reflection gratings with high efficiency, real-time effects (selfdiffraction)

may prevent effective recording in the second mode of recording. To avoid destructive influence of
selfdiffraction, recording in real-time mode should be done in transmission geometry. Recorded

holographic filter may be used in reflection geometD" for longer wavelength, provided Bragg-
conditions are satisfied.

The volume holographic gratings in polymer materials are promising candidates tbr spectrally selective

optical elements, dense data storage, optical communication, and spectral selective imaging. Recently

new application of volume reflection-type grating for fast all-optical temporal/spatial light modulators
was suggested.

Spatial modulation of diffracted red beam by green laser was demonstrated. We also suggest and

analyze theoretical model for material with dif_sional amplification for different modes of recording:

1)
2)

Fast recording with following annealing;

Slow recording (real-time grating).

We also have tested feasibility of holographic approach for the blazed grating formation in LN-
crystals, using nonlinearity of recording mechanisms due to photogalvanic response.

Preliminary results with imaging fiber guide demonstrate possibility of image enhancements by

dynamic holographic gratings in LN crystals.
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Introduction

Young computer graphics enthusiasts today might think they are pioneers of new technology. On
the contrary--computer graphics experimentation began in the 1940s. A rich and eventful

history exists in a short time frame of six decades. The first graphics software was developed as
"a tool for scientists and engineers in government and corporate research centers such as Bell

Labs and Boeing."[4] Computer graphics software today includes anything t_om vector-based

page layout packages to extremely sophisticated three-dimensional design and animation

software and everything in-between. The realm of this summer faculty fellowship project

rcquired three-dimensional (3Dl digital capabilities. Therelbre, the remainder of the paper will
locus only on this facet of the graphics industry.

What is three-dimensional digital animation? Some define animation as the art in movement,

while others call it t.he illusion of movement [3]. It is both: animation is art and it is definitely an

illusion, 3D animators create the illusion of movement with digital objects and many images- or

frames- played in sequence. Any of these objects can literally be tumbled around in space to
reveal every side and detail. A digital "camera" can even be created and moved around the

objects. This capability is extremely helpful in any training environment. 3D visualization helps

the audience to better understand the subject matter by giving them a sense of size, perspective
and placement of obiects,

Much of the public today may only see 3D digital imagery used in the entertainment industry for
films or gaming. However. digital animation is a critical support structure, or backbone, to a

wide variety of fields. Some other fields that depend on some form of digital vistml support for
survival include web design, advertising, product design, medical education and architectural

visualization. The world of science, forerumler of computer graphics, continues to utilize this
technology in many aspects of research and education.

What could all of these varied fields have in common? Why do they all rely on 3D digital
technology'? The answer is visual communication. A message is always being delivcred_and a

visual presentation is the tool with which to deliver it. The message being conveyed might be

anything from the lit_ and process of a certain star, the latest surgical technique or simply
unadulterated entertainment. This message can be communicated to students, scientists, families,

the general public-to anyone, Careful attention must bc paid to the intended audicncc. Once

the exact target audience determined, the level at which contenl must be delivered is designed.

The audience lor this project is multi-tiered. The first and most important level is the Propulsion
Rese;u'ch Center. ]'hey must _ satisfied and enthusiastic about the animations and believe that

they will help in their eftorts to educate and gain support. When approved by the PRC, other

possible audiences for the animations are NASA Headquarters, other scientists, the general
public, or students in a classroom, Due to the wide rangc of audience members, thc animations

must be designed to appeal to all levels of interest and knowledge.
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Resources

This project required the use of many software tools. The main software chosen tor the project

was Aliaslwavefront Maya. This is a high-end 3D design and animation software used

throughout the scientific and entertainment community. All modeling, lighting and animation

were completed with Maya. Most textures were created in Adobe Photoshop and the remaining

with Maya's procedural texturing. All post-production wa_,, completed in either Adobe Premiere

or After Eft_cts. This is the final step where animation, transitions, text, etc. are compiled into

one file that can be viewed through a media player on the computer or transferred to videotape or
CD.

Conclusion

".,.The tools and techniques of three-dimensional computer imaging and animation are more

than just a new bag of tricks. They have the power...to communicate, inspire and move the

minds of [_ople." [2] Through these animations, it is the intent of the author to help the

Propulsion Research Center educate and inspire the public about the vast possibilities of space

exploration using Fission Electric Propulsion systems.
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Background

At the end of World War II Duane Deming, an internationally known economist enunciated what

later came to be called "Total Quality Management" (TQM). The basic thrust of this economic

theory called for companies and governments to identify their customers and to do whatever was

necessary to meet their demands and to keep them satisfied. It also called for companies to
compete internally. That is, they were to build products that competed with their own so that

they were always improving. Unfortunately most U.S. corporations failed to heed this advice.

Consequently, the Japanese who actively sought Deming's advice and instituted it in their

corporate planning, built an economy that outstripped that of the U.S, tbr the next three to four

decades. Only after U.S. corporations reorganized and fashioned joint ventures which

incorporated the tenets of TQM with their Japanese competito_ did the)' start to catch up.

Other institutions such as the U.S. government and its agencies and schools thce the same

problem. While the power of the U.S. government is in no danger of being usurped, its agencies
and schools face real problems which can be traced back to not heeding Deming's advice. For

example, the public schools axe facing real pressure from private schools and home school

families because they are not meeting the needs of the general public, Likewise, NASA and

other government agencies find themselves shortchanged in funding because they have tailed to

convince the general public that their missions are important. In an attempt to convince the
general public that its science mission is both interesting and important, in 1998 the Science

Directorate at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)instituted a new outreach effort

using the internet to reach the general public as well as the students. They have called it
"Science@NASA,

History

In 1995 NASA's MSFC strayed from tradition by inviting several protizssors from the University

of Florida's School of Journalism to become part of their Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
(SFFP). One, Dr. Debbie Triese, was assigned to analyze how the Science Directorate could

better communicate the excitement of its discoveries to the public. Among other things she

suggested that they form a collaborative weekly meeting which they called the "Science

Communications Roundtable" and that they institute an aggressive marketing effort using the

Internet. Dr. John Horack retained Dr. Tony Phillips, a brilliant young astrophysicist and writer,
of Bishop Webworks to help improve the content of their science website. The science

communications effort was called Science@NASA and the URL of the website became

scienee.nasa.gov. Beginning in 1998 Dr. Phillips applied a novel technique which he called

"Search Engineering" to the website. As a consequence, the traffic to the site increased about
one hundred fold during 1998 and 1999 and, at the end of 1999. the website was awarded a
"Webby Award" as the best science site on the internet worldwide.

After an internal reorgani2_ation at MSFC in early 2000 Mr. Ron Koczor became the

director of the Science@NASA effort. He increased the number of stories being published each

week on the science.nasa.gov website and broadened its appeal by increasing the emphasis on

other websites in the Science@NASA family: thursdaysclassroom.com, spaceweather.com,
lil_off.msfc.nasa.gov, ciencia.nasa.gov, and kids.msfc.nasa.gov. The Thm'sday's Classroom site

includes lesson plans crafted around the science of the latest stories on the home page; the Space

Weather page is an up-to-date compilation of activity in the interplanetary medium, on the sun,
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theaurorae,magneticstorms,etc; Liftoff is a page for students of high school age, Ciencia is a

Spanish language site and NASA Kids is an entertaining page for students in the grade range K-

8. The popularity of the suite of websites continues to increase and has attracted the attention of

administrators at NASA Headquarters, In fact nearly half of the stories produced on the

Science@NASA website are featured on the NASA Headquarters home page, nasa.gov. At the

end of the year 2000 the website, seienee.nasa.gov again received international acclaim, winning

the "Pireili Award". The figure below supplied by Patrick Meyer at the MSFC shows the traffic

to the primary site(s) as a function of time. The two spikes in November 1998 and again in

November 1999 correspond to particularly active Leonid meteor showers. A major Leonid

shower is anticipated again in November, 2001.

30,000,000

SS + SNG

25,000,000

20,000,000

15,000,000
Q Bishop

• Space Science

El Science

10,000,000

5.000,000

A hit is the download of a file and not an individual visitor. A given page may have as many as
10 files on it.

Current Features and Programs

When he took over management of the website, Mr. Koczor not only increased the number of

active websites, he also introduced a number of new features on the primary science.nasa.gov

site. As it now stands one can search the archive of approximately 400 stories from the home

page. Also featured on the home page one can: subscribe to an email list v_hich alerts you to the

release of new stories and news events; link to Ciencia(q_NASA, a Spanish version of
Science(q)!NASA; subscribe to AvantGo, a specially edited version for wireless connections such
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the PalmPilot; downloadpartsof the website onto your own home page; and link to the other

webpages for kids, teachers and adults. Once you have linked to a story you will find links m: a

streaming audio version of the story tbr those who are either sight impaired or who do not know

how to read, an invitation to send the story to a friend by typing in their emaii address, and
Thursday's Classroom.

1_hursday's Classroom, now called Thursday's Classroom Comer, is featured with each story

rather than once every several weeks as it had been earlier this year. While it currently doesn't

contain the large number of lesson plans that the older, less frequent episodes did, the content is

related to truly current events and has attracted even more interest. For the younger students

there are reading exercises written for the second through fourth graders and for the fifth through

eighth graders. Duane Itilton also prepares coloring exercises that are featured tbr the younger

students in each episode.

The Liftoff site t;eatures stories that have been written tbr students of high school age. Not all of

the Science@NASA stories are featured. About two to three stories per month are rewritten for

the Lifloff site. Also on the Lifloff site one will find a wealth of background information that

high school students can use for reference in writing term papers. A particularly popular aspect

of the Liftoff site is the link to tracking information in which the student types in his/her zip code

to learn when and where to look to see the International Space Station.

The Space Weather site tracks phenomena occurring on the Sun, in the interplanetary medium

and the Earth's magnetosphere. Subscribers are alerted to changes in the smlspot number, the

solar wind velocity, solar flares and eruptions, comets, meteors, asteroids and the aurorae.

TraMc to this site is currently quite high as the Sun is near sunspot maximum.

The NASA Kids site is tailored for the entertainmem and education of pre-high school students.

it contains a rewrite of some of the Science@NASA stories and interesting background
information and projects and games for the younger children. Parents al_ find this site

interesting. It attracts a lot of traffic as it has a hot link from the NASA Headquarters home

page.

Sugeestions for Future Features on Science,S, NASA

Past experience has shown the "Science Communications" effort started by Dr. Debbie Treise

and continued by Mr. Ron Koczor to be immensely successful. However, even though it has

garnered support from NASA Headquarters. it is still relatively unknown - even at the MSFC.

In no particular order I list below some suggestions to enlarge its scope:

1. Continue efforts to activate the "Telescope Farm". Dr. Phillips is currently working to

put small hut powerful telescopes on-line for use by lntemet users. It should be activate_d

as soon as possible.

2. Add the feature '+NASA Mysteries". 1 have developed a side-bar feature for the website

which challenges the reader to identify a NASA-related photo, movie, audio file, etc. I

give hints and multiple choice questions on two levels of difficulty to help them find the
answer.
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3. Re-institute "Search Engineering". Early growah in the traffic to Science@NASA was

due, in some part, to the application of a search engine sensitive redirection process called

"Search Engineering. It should be reapplied as soon as possible.

4. Expand Ciencia@NASA. Ever), effort should be expended to acquire funding tbr

Cieneia@NASA as the Spanish language website is truly unique and has a large and
interested following.

5. Create TV Quality Program Segments. Jean Miehclle Cousteau (Jacque Cousteau's son)

recently challenged us to create high quality program segments for use on television. He

volunteered to help. We could use people like Bill Nye "'the Science Guy", Walter

Cronkite et al. Successfully launching any such initiative would necessarily :require a
substantial amount of extra funding, hopefully from NASA HQ.

6. Expand its Outreach to Other MSFC Directorates. Science@NASA already produces

stories for other directorates but they should increase their funding support. 1 have met

with the Space Transportation Directorate's Dr. Row Rogacki, Mr. Steve Rodgers, and Ms.

Rose Allen in an effort to get them to fund Science@NASA.

7. Expand its Outreach to Other NASA Centers. Science@NASA already produces stories

covering efforts at other NASA Centers, ! believe that we can expand our funding by

continuing Mr. Koczor's efforts at NASA Headquarters. As Science@NASA increases in

popularity with Headquarters and with the general public, ! believe other centers, especially
JPL, will want to join its effort.

My Other Summer Duties

I worked with Dr. George Khazanov, a plasma physicist in the National Space Science and
Technology Center (NSSTC), to improve and update his website. I wish to thank him for his

support this summer, t also gave a series of lectures explaining the Science@NASA website to

about 120 secondary school teachers who attended a UAH summer workshop.
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Introduction 
Inflated cylinctrical struts consiructcct ut' kapton polytnmide tiint and rlgidi~cd with foam have 
considerable practical rtlrlslication and potential for use ;is corisponu"~ of inflatable cctnccntrator 
assemblies, antenna structures and space power systems. Because of their tniportance, it is of 
great interest to characterize the ciynamic behavior of these cor~lpone~lts and siructures both 
b, 

experinlentally and analytically. I t  is vcry helpfitl to take a building-block approach to modeling 
and understarldirlg inflatable ;~ssemblies by first investigating in ctetail the hckc~vior of tkc 
conlpotlents such as the struts. 'The foatn n~aterial ~ised for rigidization of siich cyliriders has 
varying moriulus, which is a function of different fi~ctors, such as density of the foam. 'I'lius, the 
primary rilotivation of thc tests and analytical  nodel ling efforts was to determine and understand 
the response of foam-rigidized cylisiiiers for tliffercnt densities, sizes, and constrt~etiotl methods. 

111 recent years, inflatable struct~trcs havc been the subject of renewed interest fbr spacc 
applicatiol~s such as communications antennae, solar thermal propulsion, and space solar power. 
A major advarltagc of using inflatable structures in space is that they are extremely lightweight, 
This makes inilatablcs a perfect match for solar tficrmal propulsion because of the low thrust 
lcvcls available. An obvious second advantage is on-orbit deployability and subseqiie~it space 
savings in launch configuration. A recent technology demonstrator flight for inflatablc structures 
was the Inflatable Antenna Experinlent (IAE) that was cleploycci on orbit from the Shuttle 
Orbiter, Although difficulty was encountered in the inRationldcploymellt phase, the flight was 
siiccessful overall and pravicled victluable experience in the use of s~leh stri~ctures (Ref 1). 

The Solar Orbital Transfer Vehicle (SOTV) is planned technology demonstrator flight fbr solar 
tilermat propulsioi~. The basic concept behind solar thermal propulsiorl is to utilize sunlight or 
solar energy as a means of heating a \v,vorking fluid {propellant) to provide thrust at increased 
specific impulse. Expanding the heated propellant tlirough a nozzle produces thrust. No 
con~bustion occurs, and thu thrust level IS low. For this reason, solar thcrnmal propulsive systeniis 
arc tnainly applicrtble for orbital transfer vehicles. 

,~Itiothcr technology derllonstration prrqrarn i'nr solar tiicrmal propulsion is t l~c  Solar Thcr~nal 
Upper Stage (S'I'CJS). 'I'he engine system envislorleci for the STliS IS designcd to utilize 
12 ydrogen prctpclltlnt to produce a thrust lcvel of about 2 lbf'. 'I'ivo inilaiablc parabolic collectors 



coiild bc used that woulci be rotatctl anti gtr~~baled fbr fixi~sing sunlight into an absorber cavity 
(Fig. 1).  7'iic coliectnrs ~s~ould he inflated rrftcr separation of thc tipper stagc fiom the launch 
vehiclc, 

In Fig. 2, the ctttartcr scalc foam rigidizcd inflatable solar concentrator finite eler~~cnt model 
(FEM) is sl~o\vn that consists of a torus assembly supported by three struts. This cortccntrator is 
constructed of Kaptotl polyinlidc fiIm, with epoxy as the primary adhesive fos,joints. In practical 
applications, the fres~lcl lens of such a concciltrator assembly would focus sunlight into a 
collector near thc fixed ends of tllc struts, f olar energy stored in the collector could be t~tilized 
to heat a propella1 ~t as described areviousiv. 

Figure 2, Quarter scale FEN of Inflatable solar concentrator 

It can be seen from figure 2 that inflatable cylindrical struts and toms arc critical components of 
structural assemblies. In view of this importar~ce, structural dynamic and static behaviors of 
typical rigidized polyirnide struts are investigated in this paper. The paper will focus on the 
finite element models that were used to illode1 the behavior of the cornplcte solar collector 
structure, and the results that they provided, as compared to test data. 

Description of Problems 

Rigiriizcd Foum Sri*trf.s 
One problem that became apparent at a very early stage was trying to eill~er determine the 
properties of the foam, or trying to find properties for the foam. The problcn~ with trying to find 
properties for this foa111 was that it has very low-density. Properties for higllly dense foam were 
available but not suitable thr the foarn that was used to rigidizc our strttts. Finally, afier some 
research, it was fotind that 111ost of the foam properties could bc detern~ined. i f '  the cornposition 
of the foam was know, and it's density (lief 2). Thc biggest piece of information that came out of 
this was that the elastic modulus followed the followit~g cc~ua t io~~ ,  for low-density foam (below 
4 Lb per cu ft). E-573.511 I I S O X  
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After this piece of infurn~ation was cictcrmined, thc nlocieiil-ig could bcgin, and there wcrc many 
different strtirs that whcre modeled. Onc cxa~nple of'a strut modeled was a 6" ciiat-iluter, 6' long 
foam filictl sin~t. 'I"hc ha111 cicnsily of this strut was 2 Ib/liA3. Based on this and the abtwc 
equation, this gave us a modulus valiic of 1273 psi, and we had a Poisson's ratio of (1.10. 

Another type of strut that was consiciered was annular fitam filled tube, The reason for going this 
route, was siinple, less weight, without hurting the aver all strength of the structure to any great 
degree, because of the fact titat very little strength is needed ro support these structures in a zero 
gravity cnviron~~~ent. The particular strut that was rnodeled had the following properties, Iengtft 
= 12", outside diaineter = 3.5". inside diattleter = 3", moduliis = 1273 psi, density of 2 IbiftA3, 
and a Poisson's ratio = 0.30. 

fium jillecl q z i ~ r f ~ ~ r  S C L J ~ L ~  Sht~ofing Stfur 
The next approach was to try and get a handle, on whether or not the properties of the foam wc 
were using in the rnodels really correlated with true results. No results could be fbund at the 
time, all this modeling began, but results for the quarter scale Shooting Star strticture was at 
hand. So a FEM of the Shooting Star was constructed. The basic model had three struts of 1" 
diameter, and a length of 28", and these conrlected to a torus cortstrtlcted of 1.5.j diameter ham 
filled material, at 20" outside diatneter. The three struts conrlected together at the top to a plate 
6" X 6" X 1" (refer to figure 2). 

Modclirrg r~fl2e~1io.vr?xcnf 
Along with taking a look at the dynamics of the structures after they had already been inflated 
and rigidized, an effort was made to n~odel thc inflation process of these structures. The real 
effort was to see if this process could bc modeled, and what it took to do such a model, The 
original process was to go ahead and "draw" the structures, in their deflated fon-tl. 'This ended up 
being an extremely difficult task, The first inflation model created (Fig 3) was a 2-Fold model, 
which was created by drawing an end cylindrical stnlt that flatterled down to a fold after 3 inches 
then was folded back and forth on itself 10 times. This modeled during the inflation process 
showed how unstable the type of packaging was, so a new style of folding was created, This 
consisted of corlstructing the model of a strut, compacted down along the ii,xial direction. The 
model in figure 3 shows a strut of 30 inches long and with a 3" diarneter compressed dowit to 4". 

Fig 3. Z-folded Strut and Accordion folderl stnit. 



Results

Rigidized k)yam Struts

The result obtained for the rigidized struts will be compared to the results of current ongoing

modal testing of struts, when the tests are complete.

Foam filled quarter scale Shooting Star

The results from a modal test of a quarter scale Shooting Star structure were compared to the

FEM that was created, with very promising results. Table 1 shows the comparison of modal

frequency from the test, with the results of the FEM model. Looking at the table it would seem

like the results were almost dead on, but the most important detail is that the actual mode shapes

were not compared, with the exception of the mode referred to as the flapping mode. Actual

mode shapes where not available, and the only comparison that could be done was a comparison

of mode shapes via a verbal description of what the test data were. But based on those

descriptions the feeling is the model did a very good job of predicting the results. It's hoped that

this data can be compared in a more analytical fashion at a later date. So with this it was assumed

that the properties based on the findings in reference 2 where in fact a good way to come up with

properties for this low-density foam.

ii iiiii

Test data FEM data Notes

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

0.28 0.27

1.92 2.1024

4.24 : : 4.0066 Flapping mode
6.86 6.2109

13.34 121i 75

Modeling of Deployment

The deployment modeling of the struts, at this time, did not lead to a lot of data to compare to

existing results, but instead was an exercise to see if this process could indeed be done. Some of
the things that were found was that by drawing the structure as it exists, in it's final inflated state,

and then deflating the model and "folding" it, proved to be an easier way to deploy more

complex structures. This approach required more computer time, to do the actual deflation

process, but required a lot less cad time to draw, as compared to trying to draw the objects in an

already deflated state. Other things learned were, what the ballpark of flow rates were, required

to do the actual inflation, without actually popping the structure. As mentioned previously the Z-
fold (unless under very low inflation rate) caused the struts to swing wildly until full inflation

was achieved. When it came down to it just understanding the process required to make these

simulation work, so that once the real tests are done and test articles are ready, a comparison

could be done. Once the process is verified to actual small-scale prototypes, the process can

simulate large structures that would be impractical or impossible to do on earth.
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!,nt duction

Design of missions beyond our solar system presents many challenges. Here, we consider

certain aspects of the solar-sail launched interstellar probe (ISP), a spacecraft slated for

launch in the 2010 time period that is planned to reach the heliopause, at 200

Astronomical Units (AU) from the Sun after a flight of about 20-years duration.

The baseline mission under consideration by NASA / JPL (Liewer et al. and Mewaldt

and Liewer [ 5,8]) has a sail radius of 200 m, a science payload of 25 kg, a spaeecra_

areal mass thickness of about 2 grams per square meter and is accelerated out of the solar

system at about 14 AU per year after performing a perihelion pass of about 0.25 AU. In

current plans, the sail is to be dropped near Jupiter's orbit (5.2 AU from the Sun) on the

outbound trajectory leg.

One aspect of this study is application of a realistic model of sail thermo-optics to sail

kinematics that includes diffuse / specular reflectance and sail roughness. The effects of

solar-wind degradation of sail material, based on recent measurements at the NASA /

MSFC Space Environment Facility were incorporated in the kinematical model.

The interstellar-trajectory and kinematics model utilized was that of Dr. Giovanni

Vulpetti [10]. After setting initial and final conditions for the spacecraft, trajectory was

optimized using the provision of variable sail aspect angle. One initial conclusion of

Vutpetti is the realization that there are two launch windows per year to achieve any

selected interstellar cruise trajectory. One, the posigrade approach, has the sail aspect

angle adjusted so that the sail's orbital energy increases and the sail's apogee approaches

the orbit of Mars. Then, the aspect angle is altered and the sail "'falls" towards its close

perihelion. In the second retrograde approach, the sail reverses direction of the angular-

momentum vector (H) at or near aphelion and then fails towards perihelion.

The second phase of the study included consideration of rainbow holography as a

medium for a message plaque that would be carried aboard the ISP in the spirit of the

message plaques aboard Pioneer 10 /11 and Voyager 1 /2. A prototype holographic

message plaque was designed and created by artist C Bangs with the assistance of Ana

Maria Nieholson and Dan Schweitzer of the Center for Holographic Arts in Long Island

City, NY. The piece was fi'arned by Simon Liu Inc. of Brooklyn, NY.

Concurrent to the creation of the prototype message plaque, we explored the potential of

this medium to transmit large amounts of visual information to any extraterrestrial

civilization that might detect and intercept ISP. It was also necessary to investigate

possible degradation of holograms by the space environment. Assisting the author and C

Bangs in this part of the effort were Pace University student Ryan Haggerly and the

MSFC Space Environment team headed by Dr. David Edwarda and including Whitney
Hubbs of MSFC and Tesia Stanaland of the University of Louisiana. We developed a

new way of characterizing the optical quality of holograms and confirmed the

conclusions of Golden et aL, Hotaling et ai, and McKay and White [2, 3, 7] that

holograms do not degrade rapidly in the space environment.
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Advantages of Not Dropping the ISP Sail at Jupiter (5.2 AU)

Begin with Eq. (4.26) of Matloff [6]. Simplify this approximation by assuming that the

pre-perihelion trajectory is parabolic and recalling that solar-system escape or parabolic
velocity is much smaller than perihelion velocity (Vi,,). Then incorporate Eq. (4.27) of

Matloff [6] to obtain the fractional velocity loss, K, if sail is droplxxt at 5.2 AU rather
than retained to infinity (inf.):

K = ( V1 ....,.f- Vl 5 2a.) / Vi inr = [( rlsai, -1)/( Tlsail)] V 2 para.s.2a. / (2Vi.it : ). (l)

where VLinr = interstellar cruise velocity if sail is dropped at infinity, Vi,s.2_ = interstellar

cruise velocity if sail is dropped at Jupiter's solar orbit (5.2 AU), Vp_j2a, = solar-

system escape velocity at 5.2 AU, and rlsaii = saiicrafi lightnes number. Saileraft lightness

number, the ratio of solar radiation-pressure force to gravitational force on the saileraft,

can be approximated using Eq. (4.19) of Matloff [6]: rl_,il =0.000787(1 +REFsai0 /as/c,

where REFsail = sail reflectivity and o'a_ = sailcrafl areal mass thickness in MKS units.

Figure 1 presents parametric solutions of velocity loss factor K as a function of sailcrafl
lightness number and perihelion distance. Note that K increases for low-mass missions

and high perihelion distances. Giovanni Vulpetti, using the software described below,

has also found a kinematical advantage to retaining the sail beyond Jupiter.

0.03

K 0.02

0.01

sail = 3

2.5

2.0

1.5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

perihelion distance, AU

Fig. 1. Fractional Velocity Loss K as a function of perihelion and lightness number

There are non-propulsive sail applications that could be performed if the sail is retained.

A properly shaped sail could function as an antenna. A more exciting application would

be to form an electric circuit around the (disc) sail's outer edge, which would allow the
sail to function as a magnetometer during the interstellar cruise.
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Results of Traiectory Modelin_

A total of 10 scenarios were investigated using the pre-perihelion trajectory optimization
program. These are presented as Table 1.

Table 1. ISP Trajectory Scenarios, from G. Vulpetti's Computer Code

25 kg science payload, root-mean square Aluminum/Chromium sail roughness = 20 nm

Scenario#

InDuts."

Total s/c mass

s/c areal mass thickness

sail radius, meters

sail degradation status

Outp,,uts :

Aphelion, AU

Aphelion time, yr
Perihelion, AU

Peri. Velocity, AU/yr

Perihelion time, yr

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

250 kg 250 kg 350 k_ 220 kg 210 k_
2gram /mete_ l gm/m" 2.2gm/m 2 2.1 gm/m"

200 200 200 200 334 334 178 178 178 178

on off off on off on off on off on

1.826

0.723

0.240

14.60

1.404

Max. Peri. Sail Temp.,K 587 450 471 578 458 547

Time to 200 AU, yr 16.61 16.54 10.20 10.20 8.99 9.03

Interstellar vel, AU/yr 13.13 13.17 20.79 20.79 23.57 23.46

1.809 1.116 1.159 1.099 1.099 2.13 2.64 1.94 2.12

0.716 0.274 0.259 0.201 0.200 0.931 1.283 0.806 0.922

0.242 0.200 0.201 0.203 0.202 0.175 0.261 0.204 0.248

14.67 18.61 18.58 19.03 19.17 17.16 13.41 15.89 14.18

1.384 0.581 0.583 0.496 0.496 1.776 2.470 1.543 1.773

530 574 490 584

15.70 20.57 16.67 18.10

14.34 11.02 1320 12.23

Notes: Solar wind sail degradation on means total solar wind fluence after 1 yr of 2 XlO-4

Gwatts/m 2, 7 X 10 -4 Gwatts/m 2 after two years. Maximum degradation after about 1.7 yr.

All cases presented are for an H-reversal trajectory, launch in Oct. 2011. Direct

(posigrade) launch also possible in June 2011. Maximum perihelion temperature is a

function of time near perihelion, trajectory profile, and sailcrafi attitude. Maximum

permissible sail temperature for an A1/Cr sail is about 600 K, 60% of AI melting

temperature. Sail is dropped at heliopause bow shock (about 200 AU).

Scenarios 7--10: hyperbolic excess at Earth/moon departure is about 1 km/sec. For other

_enarios, it is 50-70 m/see. The reason tbr 4 scenarios (1-4) at 2 gm/m 2 is the number

of parameters optimized. Scenarios 1 & 2 are closest to JPL interstellar sailcraft.

Sail-reflectance degradation by the solar wind increases absorbation. Aphelion time and

distance are increased by sail degradation. Perihelion distance is increased and perihelion

velocity is decreased. Both perihelion time and maximum sail temperature at perihelion

are increased by solar-wind sail degradation. As a consequence of lower sail reflectivity,

solar-wind sail degradation decreases interstellar cruise velocity and increases the time
required to reach 200 "AU. These effects become noticeable for the more massive

missions, where spacecraft areal mass thickness exceeds 2 grmhn 2. For scenarios 1-6, the

Earth-departure hyperbolic excess velocity is less than 100 km/sec. In scenarios 7-10, it
approaches I km/sec.
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HoiozraDhic Message Plaques for Interstellar Probes

There are many advantages to storing the visual information for a comprehensive

message plaque using the medium of rainbow holography. C Bangs prototype

Holographic Message Plaque can be viewed in non-monochromatic, non-coherent light,

although a laser is required to prepare it. See Caulfield [1], Kasper and Feller [4], and

Saxby [9] for details on the preparation of rainbow holograms. C Bangs" prototype

message plaque consists of 6 holographic images superimposed upon an Apollo 16

phtograph of the full Earth. The piece ideally should be illuminated from a distance of 6

feet at an angle of 45 degrees above with a halogen light source. As the observer moves

from left to right, he / she first notices a diagram showing our location in the galaxy and

solar system. Next is a line drawing of a female figure holding the spacecraft payload for

scale. The next image is the 3-dimensional sculpted female figure, followed by the

sculpted nude figure whose hand is raised in greeting. Next is the line drawing of the

male figure. The final image presents the standard equation of solar sail acceleration.

To estimate the information capacity of a rainbow hologram, we use Dan Schweitzer's

estimate that at least 30 separate images can be exposed on one holographic plate. Let's

say that the dimensions of the plate are 35 X 46 centimeters, the approximate dimensions
of Bangs' hologram. Since a rainbow hologram can store 3-dimensional reduced size

images, assume that each stored (square) image has a dimension of 2-cm and is placed

on one face of a cube. Each image stored on the hologram can accommodate 250 cubes

or more than 1000 reduced-size images. Since 30 separate images can be exposed on one

hologram, roughly 30,000 separate reduced-size images can be placed on one 35 X 46 cm

hologram. If each of these is equivalent to one page of intbmlation, one properly

designed rainbow hologram can hold the equivalent of 30,000 text pages. According to

Dr. John Caulfield of Fisk University, a rainbow hologram can be as thin as a few
microns.

The previously mentioned tests at the MSFC Space Environment Facility were performed

by exposing commercial hologram samples supplied by Spectratek Technologies, Inc. in
Los Angeles, CA to as much as 100 Mrad of simulated solar-wind radiation after the

samples (each of dimension about 2 cm) were baked at 60 C to outgas impurities. One set

of hologram-degradation data was generated by observing optical properties (absorption

and emittance) of control and irradiated samples. We developed a new testing procedure

in which control and irradiated holograms were scanned into a computer and were

evaluated for image quality changes in three colors (red, green, and blue) using the

hostogram option of Adobe Photoshop TM. To the (6%) limit of experimental

repeatability, no holographic-sample degradation was ob_rved.

Conclusions

NASA should consider the kinematic and scientific advantages of not dropping the ISP

sail at 5.2 AU. Solar-wind sail reflectivity degradation does not render the ISP mission

infeasible, although it does result in closer perihelion passes, when analysis is performed

using a realistic sail thermo-optics model. Rainbow holography may be a very' useful

medium for message plaques to be affixed to ISP and future interstellar probes. The
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radiation resistance of holograms, their low mass and optical properties offer the

possibility of other applications in space.
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Introduction

Hard-sphere colloidal systems serve as model systems for aggregation, nucleation,

crystallization and gelation as well as interesting systems in their own right. Similar

colloidal systems have important technological uses such as in paints and

pharmaceuticals. There is strong current interest in using colloidal systems to form

photonic crystals. A number of colloidal experiments have flown on the space shuttle

and a suite of experiments is currently active on the ISS.

A major scientific thrust of NASA's microgravity research is the crystallization of

proteins for structural determination. The crystallization of proteins is a complicated

process that requires a great deal of trial and error experimentation. In spite of a great

deal of work, "better" protein crystals cannot always be grown in microgravily and
conditions for crystallization are not well understood.

Crystallization of colloidal systems interacting as hard spheres and with an attractive

potential induced by entropic threes have been studied in a series of static light scattering

experiments. Additionally, aggregation of a protein as a function of pH has been studied

using dynamic light scattering.

Colloidal Crystalization-Hard sphere interactions

The simplest possible interaction is that of a hard sphere: interactions occur only when

spheres touch each other. At low volume fractions hard sphere particles interact

infrequently and a "gas" of particles is formed. Static and dynamic light scattering

experiments show the particles acting as freely diffusing particles with no interparticle

structure. Further increasing the volume fraction results in interactions between the

particles that are indicated by both a decreased diffusion constant and increased light

scattering about a certain angle, resulting in a fluid peak. Increasing the volume fraction

further, between 46 and 58%, results in the ibrmation of colloidal crystals with FCC and

random hexagonal closed pack structure. Microgravity studies indicate that the FCC

structure is a result of the crystals settling out of solution. Further increase in volume

fraction results in gel or glass formation.

For our experiments we used PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) spherical particles

interacting as hard spheres, with no attractive potential. These particles have a radius of

304 nm, a density of 1.22 gm/ml and an index of refraction of 1.52.

A PMMA colloidal _mple at a volume fi'action of approximately 54% was index

matched in a solution of cyeloheptyl bromide (CHB) and cis-decalin. At such high

concentrations the sample would otherwise appear extremely turbid and we would be

plagued with multiple scattering. The sample cannot also be density matched in this two-

component system so that colloidal particles and crystals will sediment out. The sample

is in a glass cylindrical vial that is placed in an ALV static and dynamic light scattering
goniometer system. The vial is immersed in a toluene bath tbr index matching to

minimize flair. Vigorous shaking melts any colloidal crystals initially present. The
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sampleis illuminatedwith diverging laser light (632.8 nm) from a 4x microscope

objective placed so that the beam is approximately 1 em in diameter at the sample

location. The sample is rotated about its long axis at approximately 3.5 revolutions per

minute (highest speed) as the colloidal crystal system is non.ergodic, The scattered light

is detected at various angles using the ALV light detection optics, which is fed into an

APD detector module and linked to a computer. The scattering angle (between 12 and

160 degrees), scattering angle step size (0.1degree minimum) and acquisition time

(minimum 3 s) is set by the user,

0,30

0.25

i_, 0,20

_ 0,15

o lO

T2ihr
t0hr :
2 hours
2.5hrs

...............2.75hrs

3hrs
3.5hrs

_4hrs
4.5hrs i

.................5hrs
" - 5.5hrs

Figure 1: The growch of a Bragg scattering peak t_om the initial fluid peak.

Colloidal crystallization induced by e,n,tropic forces:

Under hard-sphere interactions, colloidal crystallization only occurs in a narrow

concentration range. Adding an attractive potential should induce crystallization, or at

least aggregation, at lower volume fractions. One surprising way to induce such

attractive forces is to add smaller particles to the large colloidal particles. These small
particles induce what are commonly known as "depletion or entropic forces". When no

small particles are present, the large colloidal particles are able to diffuse throughout the

sample, except into the excluded volume determined by the hard sphere interaction.
When the numerous small particles are added the)' two can diffuse anywhere except into

the excluded volume of the large spheres. When two large spheres touch, the excluded

volume is decreased, resulting in an entropy increase tbr the small particles. This

entropy increase lowers the frec energy of the system when large particles come together,
resulting in an attractive three. The interactions are characterized by the size ratio of the

small particles to the large,>, and the number density of small particles, Instead of the
number density, we use the more convenient measure of mass density, which we

designate cp,

We studied 304 nm PMMA particles with added polystyrene particles at two size ratios,

>= .13 and .21 at various small particle loadings and different volume fractions. These

samples were index and density matched using a three-component mixture of CHB,
decalin and tetralin.
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The size of the colloidal particles is determined from static light scattering from a dilute

solution. The resulting single particle form factor is used to calculate the mean size

assuming a Gaussian profile, as indicated by dynamic light scattering measurements, and

Mie scattering;

2or _

(qr) 6 ,(sin(qr)_qr,cos(qr))2dr where q is the scattering wave number,

4_sin(0/_2). This equation provided an excellent fit to the data and indicated theq

particles have a mean radius of 304 nm with a standard deviation of 32nm.

Static light scattering results in peaks similar to Figure 1, but less sharp. The raw

intensity data is corrected for the particle form factor, which for these low volume

fraction samples is the intensity at early times before any structure forms. The area under

the resulting curves is proportional to the fraction of sample converted from fluid to

crystal. Figure 2 shows the fraction of crystal as a function of time in Brownian units

(R2/D0)=.I59 s. Both samples had a polymer loading of 1.11 mg/ml, >=.21 and a colloid

volume fraction of 26%. The square data points represent a well density matched sample

with a Ap _ 2"_,,,, • The colloidal particles do not show any settling over the time scale of

the experiment yet the crystals did slowly sediment during the experiment. The

diamonds represent an improvement in density matching by approximately a factor of 5

as determined from sedimentation in a 1750g field using a concentration corrected tbrm

of the Stokes settling velocity. In both cases the crystal size remains nearly constant at

about 5:m. Both samples also show X(t)_: t 3 yet the induction time is significantly

longer with sedimentation. An alternate possibility is that small differences in polymer

concentration is responsible for this difference, as raising the polymer concentration to
1.22 mg/ml for the better density matched sample results in induction times

approximately two orders of magnitude longer. Since the size of the crystals is constant

the number of crystals also grows as t3. This exponent indicates that nucleation is

accelerated and that nucleation occurs in a burst, which suppresses crystal size. Such
behavior is similar to hard sphere systems at high volume fractions. The small crystal

size, about 8 particle diameters, is much smaller than the scaled crystal size (L=20) for

hard spheres even at the glass transition (volume fraction of 58%).

Fraction of Crystal vs time

0,5
0

-2 4 5
Log(t)

6 7

• 0,4 mglcm3

In 2 mgtcm3

Figure 2. Log off?action of crystal vs log of reduced time. See text for details.
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A dynamicscatteringstudyof theproteineatalasein variouspH buffersolutionsis also
ongoing. Boththe monomerandaggregatingproteinsareeasilyseen. Figure3 shows
the sizeof aggregatesas a functionof time for a pl,t of 5.8. The solid line indicates
diffusive(ttj2)grov,th, StudiesatlongertimesandatotherpHvaluesareongoing.

Catalase (pH:5.8|

800
700
600

g_ s_

4003OO
200

100
0

20O 4OO 600 SO0 1000

Time (minutes)

Figure 3. Size ofcatalase aggregates vs time.
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Introduction

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is a systematic process for evaluating the probabilities and

con_quences of undesirable events that can occur in a process or system along with providing a

measure o:f the uncertainty associated with these probability estimates. In the past it was looked
at with suspicion by many at NASA, perhaps because of bad experiences with unsuccessful

quantitative methods during the Apollo era, but since the Challenger accident NASA has

mandated that it be used, and it has been very success:ful. With NASA's new "faster, better,

cheaper" philosophy, it is vital that a tool be in place that can help to achieve these goals in the

reliability area. This paper describes the history of PRA, gives examples of its aerospace

applications to date, and gives suggestions tbr how it can be used in the future, both tb:r space
shuttle upgrades and for totally new technologies such as the 2 "a Generation Reusable Launch
Vehicle.

A Brief History of PRA

NASA's earliest attempts at probabilistic risk assessment were somewhat less than successfid.

Early Apollo program estimates of the probability of a successful moon landing mission were as
low as 0.2, whereas the observed success rate was 6 out of 7, or 0.86 (Stm_uttelatos, 2(X)I).

Perhaps for this reason NASA basically ab_doned quantitative techniques and switched to

qualitative methods, most notably the Failure Mode and Effects Analyses (FMEA) with their

associated Critical Items List (CIL), The FMEA/CIL process was so successful that it became

entrenched within NASA, and quantitative methods were not seriously used even during the

development of the space shuttle and into the early eighties.

In the meantime, during the sixties and seventies, the nuclear power industry began to have an

increasingly bad public relations problem. Fk)r a discussion of the reasons why, see Fragola

(1996). The industry designed safety into the plants using a qualitative method called design

basis accidents {DBAs) which was similm" to NASA's FMEA/CIL process, but it provided no

estimate of the probability of a plant accident. Responding to public pressure to quantify the

reliability of nuclear power plants, a quantitative study was conducted and published in
Rasmussen (1975). This study, which was based on a covnbination of fault trees and event trees,

was the basis of modern probabilistic risk analysis.

Prior to the Chalh'nger accident in January 1986, no significant quantitative risk assessments

were done at NASA. Quantitative estimates based on expert judgment were used, giving

extremely optimistic failure probabilities on the order of one in several thousand. In the

aftermath of Challenger when NASA's risk pronouncements were studied in fine detail, [x._th the

Rogers and Slay Commissions (Rogers et. al. 1986 and Slay et. al. 1988) strongly recommended

that NASA improve its quantitative approach, Two prool_of-concept studies were
commissioned, one on the Shuttle Auxiliary Power System and the other on the Main Propulsion

Pressurization Subsystem (Stay, et al., 1987, and Plistiras et al., 1988).

Not surprisingly, the first comprehensive PRA of the shuttle was conducted tbr the launch of the
Galileo probe (Buchbinder, 1989). The spacecraft contained plutonium fiael, and there ,_,,'t_sgreat

concern that a launch accident would be an environmental disastcr. This study, which covered
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only the ascentphase,estimatedfailureprobabilitiesbetween1/350and 1/18,with a meanof
1/78. The Galileo study was updated in 1993 (SAIC 1993), and a PRA of the shuttle in all

phases was completed in 1995 (Fragola, et. al,, 1995). Finally, in 1996 NASA conducted its own

study to develop a shuttle PRA model. The model developed uses the Quantitative Risk

Assessment System (QRAS) which was developed by NASA. For a more complete history of
PRA, see Fragola (1996) and Pat6-Cornell & Dillon (2000).

The PRA Process

Probabilistic Risk Assessment is a process that follows a quantitative approach to determine the

rksk of a top undesirable event and the associated uncertainty arising from inherent causes. It is
not a specific technique, but rather an adaptable process thai can be modified to fit different

situations_ However, there are some characteristics that all PRAs have in conunon. It requires
the identification of the top level events of interest and the initiating events that can lead to them,

The system must be diagranuned, usually using event trees and fault trees, and probabilities must
be determined as well as their associated uncertainties.

A PRA begins by defining the goals and objectives of the study, and the end states of interest.

For example, the goal might be to determine what can go wrong, how likely these things are to
happen, how tmcertain the results are, and how the risks can be mitigated. For the 2 "d Generation
RLV, end stales of interest might be Loss of Mission, Loss ot' Vehicle, or Loss of Crew.

Once the objectives are known, it is necessary to determine the initiating event categories. To do
this, it is necessary for the analyst to be extremely familiar with the system. A preterred tool for

identifying the initiating events is a Master Logic Diagram (MLD). The MLD is a top-down

procedure that begins with an end state and works down, with each lower step identifying events

that are necessary but not sufficient to produce the higher level event. The top levels are

functional failures, and the lower levels are subsystem and component levels, The hierarchy

continues until groups of initiating event categories are determined that have the same system
response.

For each initiating event identified, accident scenarios arc then developed. This can be done

with event sequence diagrams (ESDs) or event trees. The ESD is an inductive bottom-up

procedure that begins with an initiating event and is developed by asking the question "What

could happen next?" It ends with the top level events. The ESD can be quantified by converting
it to an event tree, where each node of the tree has an associated probability of occurrence.

The compliment to the event tree is the fault tree, which is a deductive lop-down procedure, it
begins with the end state and works down by asking the question '_How could this event have

happened?" Fault trees and event trees are used together to delineate the necessary and sufficient

conditions t_r the top level events to occur. They tbrm the basis of the Boolean algebraic

equations u_d to find the probabilities and uncertaint ies of the top events (Maggio, 1996).

Before reliabilities and uncertainties can be calculated, it is necessary to collect data. The data

can be from previous operational experience, test data, handbooks, design engineering, or expert

experience. Often the data is scarce, and when this is the case, Bayesian analysis is applied. The
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final reliabilities are usually expressed as the 5'h, 50 th, and 95 'h percentiles of tile Bayesian

posterior distributions.

Aerospace AvDiications of PRA

Several aerospace applications of PRA have already been mentioned--in particular, the proof-of

concept studies, the Galileo study and its update, the PRA of the space shuttle in all phases, and

the development of QRAS. There have been other aerospace applications. PRA has been used

to assess the safety of wind tunnels at both Langley Research Center and Ames Research Center.

An external maintenance study of Space Station Freedom led to design changes to reduce the

predicted maintenance load (Fisher and Price et. al., 1990). The Cassini probe also had a nuclear

fuel, but it was launched on a Titan IV rocket and hence required its own PRA prior to launch

(PRC, 1994). QRAS is now being used successlidly to evaluate upgrades of space shuttle

propulsion elements (Safie, 1998).

PRA can also be a useful tool for a system that is in the design phase. It is being used in the

Space Exploration Initiative Program (Buchbinder, 1993) as well as in the Space Launch
Initiative, or 2 "a Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle Program. The 2"d Gen program is trying

to apply PRA in selective areas such as engines and ground operations, where enough design
information is available to decompose the system. More in-depth PRA studies will be developed

at later design phases of the program.

While m first glance it might seem that it is impossible to do PRA in the earliest design stages of

a new system, it can actually be quite useful. The very process of systematically outlining the

design options and studying the tradeofl_ can be enlightening to design engineers. New design

options might actually be revealed in this process, while others may be shown to be unfeasible.

It can help prevent the program from being sidetracked by interesting sounding alternatives that

clearly will not work.

,,Conclusion_

PRA has proven to be a valuable tool for NASA in designing sale and reliable vehicles. Besides

providing a method to calculate the reliability of an existing system, it also provides a means of

doing sensitivity analyses and trade studies. The QRAS model is making it easier to do these

analyses for space shuttle upgrades, Finally, the PRA thought process can be usetht in helping to

choose the best designs and systems for the 2"d Generation Reusable Launch Vehicle.
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INTRODUCTION

ComputationalFluid Dynamics(CFD)hasconsiderably evolved in the last decade.

There are many computer programs that can perform computations on viscous internal or

external flows with chemical reactions, CFD has become a commonly used tool in the

design and analysis of gas turbines, ramjet combustors, turbo-machinery, inlet ducts,

rocket engines, jet interaction, missile, and ramjet nozzles. One of the problems of

interest to NASA has always been the performance prediction for rocket and air-breathing

engines. Due to the complexity of flow in these engines it is necessary to resolve the

flowfield into a fine mesh to capture quantities like turbulence and heat transfer.

However, calculation on a high-resolution grid is associated with a prohibitively

increasing computational time that can downgrade the value of the CFD for practical

engineering calculations.

The Liquid Thrust Chamber Performance (LTCP) t code was developed for

NASA/MSFC to perform liquid rocket engine performance calculations. This code is a

2D/axisymmetric full Navier-Stokes (NS) solver with fully coupled finite rate chemistry

and Eulerian treatment of liquid fuel and/or oxidizer droplets. One of the advantages of

this code has been the resemblance of its input file to the JANNAF stan "dard TDK 2 code,

and its automatic grid generation for JANNAF defined combustion chamber wall

geometry. These options minimize the learning effort, for TDK users, and make the code a

good candidate for performing engineering calculations. Although the LTCP code was

developed for liquid rocket engines, it is a general-purpose code and has been used for

solving many engineering problems 3"6. However, the single zone formulation of the

LTCP has limited the code to be applicable to problems with complex geometry.

Furthermore, the computational time becomes prohibitively large for high-resolution

problems with chemistry, two-equation turbulence model, and two-phase flow.

To overcome these limitations, the LTCP code is rewritten to include the multi-zone

capability with domain decomposition that makes it suitable for parallel processing, i.e.,

enabling the code to run every zone or sub-domain on a separate processor. This can

reduce the run time by a factor of 6 to 8, depending on the problem.

MULTI-ZONE LTCP

Multi-zone geometry is basically
user-defined where different zones share

all, or part of a face referred to as a

"zonal boundary". Figure 1 shows an

example of u_r-defined multi-zone

geometry. This type of division is

sometimes necessary for proper

definition of the geometry, but not

necessarily for parallel processing due to

an unbalanced computational load.

.... •_:'_'_: _

i _ i ¸¸¸ i̧ _ilil -'!i_i¢ii_i

ii!_ _ _

Figure 1. An Example of a Multi-Zone
Domain
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DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION

Domain decomposition is defined as dividing one, or more zones into smaller

_tions called sub-domain or sub-zone. For instanee, in Figure-I each zone can be

further divided into smaller sub-domains. The load balancing is more feasible with this

option for parallel processing. Figure 2 demonstrates a typical domain decomposition for
the SSME. The domain is deeomposed into 2,3, and 4 zones.

(b)
Mach Number Contours for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) with

Domain Decomposition for 1, 2, 3, and 4 Horizontally Divided Sub-Domains

with their Corresponding Residual

Table 1 - ISP for SSME with Domain Decomposition
Case Zones Run Time _, hr, min, sec ISP

i i

1

2

Ideal Gas 3

4

4 _*

9
iiiiii

1

2

Chemistry 3

4

9

i1.1

0 18

0 20

0 22

0 24

0 25

1 19

1 24

1 30

1 38

1 46

*Run time is measured on NEXUS

** 4-Zone problem with grid sequencing

58

1

55

10

36

51

16

5

25

10

424

423

421

404

422

421

457

456.7

454

430

454

It can be seen from

Table I that the ISP is

significantly reduced for
4-zone or sub-domain

problem. It was found
that this was due to the

fact that the zonal

boundary between zone

1 and 2 (starting from

the left) was exactly at

the attachment point
after the nozzle throat.

There is a compression

shock originating from

this point and having a

zonal boundary at this

point will
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smear the results. Therefore, care must be taken in the domain decomposition strategy by

properly locating the zonal boundaries. Furthermore, when grid sequencing option was

utili_ the accuracy of the solution increased, _nly

because of the increased resolution at the attachment point only and the fact that the zonal

boundary was not at the attachment point. This is demonstrated for the 4-zone ideal gas

ease in Table 1. it is seen that after doubling the number of points in axial direction, the

ISP prediction has improved considerably. It can also be seen that although the run time

has somewhat increased for a multi-domain case, the convergence is achieved in fewer

number of iterations, therefore, reducing the computational time. This is because of the

fact that each zone has its own time and length scale. We can postulate that if the domain

is vertically divided into sub-domains, the near wall region can be separated from the rest

of the flow. This will make the convergence faster for the low-speed region. Figure 3

demonstrates that this could result in faster convergence for low speed flow without using
pre-conditioning. This idea should be examined further in the future.

Figure 3 also depicts the accuracy of

the zonal boundary conditions

implemented in the LTCP code, i.e., the

information across a zonal boundary is

continuous. This has not been

accomplished in many CFD codes.

It should be mentioned that for

domain decomposition and/or grid

sequencing, all the zonal boundary

conditions and communication protocol

is automatically set in the code and the

user is expected to only define the

baseline case and boundary conditions.

PARALLEL PROCESSING

d y

m
_d

&It

&It 11.1

!'_'L

i ta,I_.

Figure 3 SSME with Vertical Zoning

OpenMP 7 is a parallel programming model that is adopted here. This model is

suitable for shared memory and distributed shared memory multiprocessors pioneered by

Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI). OpenMP takes a directive-based approach for supporting
parallelism. It consists of a set of directives that are embedded within the LTCP code. It

works in conjunction with the Fortran compiler. A set of compiler directives de_dbes the

parallelism in the code along with a supporting library of subroutines. The present

architecture of the LTCP code will allow for each zone or sub-domain to be processed on

a separate processor. This requires a load balancing for maximum efficiency, i.e., same
grid resolution for each zone or sub-domain is recommended.

Table 2 is the actual run time for the SSME nozzle contour. It can be seen that the

run time compared to a one-zone problem is reduced by a factor of 7.
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CONCLUSION

The added capabilities to the Liquid Thrust Chamber Performance (LTCP) code have

made this application program suitable for handling more sophisticated geometries. The

OpenMP directives have enabled the code to run faster by a factor of 7, thereby, making

the code more of an engineering tool. It was shown that by increasing the number of

zones the accuracy of the solution is compromised. However, the necessary accuracy can

be achieved by increasing the grid resolution by the added grid sequencing option in the
LTCP code.

Table 2 ' Run Time on a 61 X 61 Mesh - SSME Ideal Gas - Single or Multiple Processors
Number of Run Time* - One Processor Run Time - # of MPISP**

Zonefddomains Min: Sec
]11iii

1 36:51.95

2 36:58.76

4 38:24.55

9 42:50.07

12

Processors = # of Zones
,,, i,llll ii Hirllllll i

36:51.95

18:39.37

9:59.50
5:49.83

44:36.12 5:04.98

MP/SP (1 Zone)
i i IIl!Hll_I ] ].....

1.00- 1.00

i198- 1.97 ..........

3.88 - 3.69

7.35 - 6,32

8.77 - 7.25

* Run time is for Silicon Graphics with R-10000 chip at 194 MHz

** Multiple Processors/Single Processor
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IMAGE DTS-INTEGRATION FOR lMIZROVED PIdASMASPIIERE VISUALIZATION 

Traditiotaally, statdy of the plasn~aspherc has involved terrestrial observatioxl of loeal 
characteristics. Global modeling of the plasmasphere in such an observation regime made use of 
an ensen~ble of (sparse) local ~neasurenients. Recc~ltly, sensors aboard the IMAGE (Imager for 
Magnetopausc-to-Aurora Global Exploration) satellite (in particular, the EUV (Extreme Ultra 
Violet) Imager) have created the potential for truly global study of the plasmasphere, 

IMAGE was launched in spring of 200Q in an orbit with apogee altitude 7.2 RE (Earth radii) and 

perigee altitude 1000 km [33. IMAGE'S EUV sensor allows an external view of the djstributioll 
of cold plasma in the plas~nasphere to be acquired. EUV is designed to image light emission at 
30.4 nrn [3], which is the emission wavelength of the 1%' ion in the presence of solar radiation; 
1%' makes up approximately 15-2094 of the plasma in the plasmasphere [3], thus imaging of He 
enables determination of plasma distribution. The EUV instrunlent provides a 90' by 84" field 
of view which is imaged as an equally spaced 150x140 pixel array on a spherical imaging 
surface. Ttlc EUV produces an image approxirnately every 10 minutes when the sensor i s  
operating. An exanlple EUV image is shown ixl Fig. 1. 

Since EUV images contain line-of-sight integrations of 
plasrna distributions, they do not directly express equatorial 
plane density (which would enable con~parison of observed 
plasma distributions with predictions from models), 
Furthennore, the plasma density at any point in 3-space is not 
known. The goal of our work was development of a 
technique that can enable plasma density to be determined 
throughout t hree-space. 

Figure 1 : Example EUV Imagc 

Our approach to creation of a 3-space representation of the plasma distribution involves dis- 
integrating tile EUV lines of sight to form a volumetric n:ap of plasma densities. Eventually, we 
will exploit physical rnodels OF plasma distribution, although we expect to exploit only 
conservative (i.e., "safe") assumptions. To date, we have not implcmentcd the physical rnodcl 
exploitation mechanisms, although certain mechanisms have been considered and formulated, 

Previously, a few metl~ods have been suggested for deconvolvirig integrated line-of-sight satellite 
irnagery in a way that allows equatorial plane plasrna distributions-but not the distribution in 3- 
space-to be determined. Oilc class of approacl~es seeks to avoid search for the best 
deconvolution (which is con~putationally challenging) and instead seeks a plausible equatorial 
plane distribution that could give rise to the image. For extmplc, Taylor [4] has outlined a 
ge~~etic-algorithm based approach for equatorial plane plasma distribution dctcmlii~ation fro111 
EUV images. Roclof and Skinner [2] have presented a suite of tecl~niqucs that use variatiorls on 
gradient descent to find a plausible cquatorial plane plasnia distribution. Tflcir approach was 
dcsigncd for neutral atorn (ENA) data, altl~ougll they only had sir:llilated ENA data available fi>r 



testing. Roelof and Skinnersuggestedtheir approachmay also be adaptable to EUV data.

Roclof and Skinner's paper [2] also presented the Edge Algorithm method for finding the extent

of the plasmapause in the equatorial plane by projecting an envelope of edges from the EUV

image into the equatorial plane. The Edge Algorithm has been applied to simulated EUV

images. One disadvantage of the Edge Algorithm is that the plasma's distribution is not

determined. In addition, there may be positional inaccuracy in edge locations.

Our approach is novel in that it will enable determination of the plasma distribution throughout

3-space. The approach is motivated from approaches in tomographic reconstruction, especially

limited-angle reconstructions. Traditional Radon-transform-based reconstruction is not

applicable to the EUV image inversion problem, however, due to the very limited number of

view angles at which the plasmasphere is sampled by EUV.

Figure 2 illustrates one step of a typical tomographic imaging procedure. In the figure, a

radiation source emits "lines" of particles that are attenuated as they pass through a subject

object causing a pattern of response on a detector array opposite the emLtter(s). In contrast, for

an EUV image, the lines of sight are cone-shaped and collected from a single viewpoint. An

illustration of a portion of two lines of sight is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, two rays, Pl and P2,

pass through many grid calls. The

intensity V observed at the pixel

associated with a ray contains the

integrated sum of samplings from the cells

the ray intersected. For example, the

intensity V(P 0 ofpixel Pl is shown in the

formula at the bottom of the figure.

The plasma distribution in each cell in 3-

space can be determined by singular value

decomposition (SVD) if the cell sizes are

formulated such that adjacent rays do

not sample equal sub-volumes of the

same sequence of cells and if each cell

(for which the plasma distribution is

desired) is sampled along at least one

line of sight. Care must also be taken

to avoid formulation of a problem
which is too under-constrained. (I.e.,
the number of cells for which the

plasma distribution is desired should be

less than the number of rays that

sample the plasmasphere. In addition,

cell cross-sections must be larger than

line (beam) of sight cross-sections.)

Radiation Source Sensors Profile

Figure 2. One step of a tomographie imaging

procedure

0

7
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m m m

h mm IIIm

_---m,.q

_ m m
P2

V(Pt) = aiVx0 + a2V2t +
a3V32 + • • - + a_0Vio_

Figure 3. Illustration of two lines of

sight in EUV

Thus, the first step of our approach is to build the 3D grid. We have conducted several
experiments that have guided our determination of an appropriate grid size and placement.
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These experiments included development of a greeAy algorithm that appears to demonstrate that

it is always possible, considering EUV positional geometric, to arrange the grid in a manner that

no two adjacent beams sample the same sequence of cells.

We have also considered the impact of the Earth's shadow and ionospheric plasma on the

images, however we have not yet included those factors in the physical implementation of our

approach. Our calculations indicate that the highest-resolution volume likely to be resolvable,

considering these factors, will be of size 68 x 62 x 34 O.e., of approximate resolution 0.47 RE).

The second step of our approach is to trace the lines of sight through the volume. Each line of

sight can be considered to be a pyramidal-shaped beam that originates at the focal point and

passes through a square pixel on a spherical imaging surface. As each beam is traced, a record of
the cells it intersects is built and the volume of each cell-beam intersection is recorded.

Curremly, the intersection volume is approximated. (The approximation assumes that, for a

given beam at a given slice, each intersected cell is equally sampled by the beam.) As time
allows, we will correct our method to use the actual sub-volume. The sub-volume within each

slice can be calculated using the general polyhedral volume formulation. In particular, we have

used the general polyhedra volume formulation of Goldman [1] which expresses the volume V as

a function of the surface areas of the polyhedron's faces:
1

where N/is the outward pointing normal of a face Sj and Qj is one point on Sj.

The records of intersected cells are used to construct a system of equations where the vector of

unknowns contains the plasma distributions in the cells and the matrix of coefficients are the

sub-volumes of the cells. The image pixel values form the vector of right-lured side quantities.

The system is solved using SVD (singular value decomposition) code (from Numerical Recipes).

Results

Simulated results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4, the left image shows a 150x140 EUV

image, the middle image shows a possible equatorial plane plasma distribution for the image, and

the right image shows a filtered (sharpened) version of the equatorial plane distr/bution. The

rightmost image is the type of output we anticipate being able to provide from our approach. In

Fig. 5, the left image shows one cross-section in 3-space of plasma distribution in the

plasmasphere. The right image in Fig. 5 displays a 3D rendering of isosurfaces at two

isothresholds on the plasma distribution in 3-space.

The approach has been applied to two small images (i.e., 15x14 sampled versions of 150x140

EUV images) and to one larger image (i.e., a 75x70 sampled version of an EUV image).

Volumes can be constructed from small images in, on average, about 2 seconds on a Pentium

IIY833. The larger image required 14 hours of wall clock time on a 1.7 GHz Pentium IV. Over

95% of the total processing time involved computation of the SVD. A side view of an isosurface

extracted from the computed plasma distribution in 3-space for the larger image is shown in Fig.

6. Additional experimentation is needed to determine a more optimal cell size and placement
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and to consider the effects of arithmetic precision oil coniputations; the image dis-integration 
approach involves applying SVD to a largc, sparse niatrix that is nearly singular. 

Figure 4. EUV image, simulated equatorial distribution of plasma, and 
sharpened equatorial plane plasma distribution 

Figure 5. Cross-section of plasma distribution, dipole Figure 6. Isosurface extracted 
field model (left) and nested isosurfaces of plasma from computed 3-space 

distribution (right) distribution of plasma 

Conclusion 

A new method for deternlining plasma distribution in 3-space about the Earth from a single 
satellite image has been presented. 
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Introduction

NASA is preparing to launch the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST). This telescope will

be larger than the Hubble Space Telescope, be launched on an Atlas missile rather than the Space

Shuttle, have a segmented primary mirror, and be placed in a higher orbit. All these differences

pose signet challenges. This effort addresses the challenge of aligning the segments of the

primary mirror during the initial deployment. The segments nee.d to piston values aligned to

within one tenth of a wavelength. The present study considers using a neuro-fuzzy model of the

Fmunhoffer ditfraction theory. The intention of the current study was to experimentally veril;y

the algorithm derived earlier. The experimental study was to be performed on the SIBOA test

bed. Unfortunately the hardware/software for SIBOA was not ready by the end of the study
period. We did succeed in capturing several images of two stacked segments with various

relative phases. These images can be used to eaSbrate the algorithm for future irrrplementation.

This eflbrt is a continuation of prior work [1]. The basic effort involves developing a closed

loop control algorithm to phase a segmented mirror test bed (SIBOA) [4]. The control algorithm

is based on a neuro-fuzzy model of SIBOA and incorporates nonlinear observers built from
observer banks. This effort

involves implementing the x,o"

algorithm on the SIBOA test ,9| .......................... _.....
bed.

t,8

Algorithm ,7

Image Qua!/(y: ,$harpne_ t,8
vs. Masked-!ntensi_

t.5

1,4

"t3

.o25 -o 2 -o.1_ -o 1 .o.os o oo_ o _ t_ o.2 o2_

Figure 1 : Comparison ofglmr!m_ss (top curve) to Maske6-1mo_s/ty (bottom carve), ,I.

(1)

The second factor is that it is more robust since it does not require having the image precisely

centered. Figure 1 provides a plot comparing these two measures of image quality. As can be

seen from this figure, the two measures are qualitatively the same, and quantitatively very

similar. This curve was produced by assuming that segments 1, 2, 4, and 6 were illuminated and

letting the piston ofsegmem 2 move from -.252 to .252.

One change in the algorithm

is the replacement of the

masked-intensity with the

sharpness (see equation I) as

the measure of image

quality. Two factors

motivated the change. The

first factor is that sharpness
is a standard quantity, [3]

s =  [l(x.y)]2dxdy/s, 

)'
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ModeIA_

The accuracy of the model is

verified by comparing the

sharpness computed from the
Fmuhnhoffcr model to that

computed by the fuzzy logic

model. The plots are shown

in Figure 2.

Ohservabilit2Z

From the point of view of

state-space control theory,

the model of segrnemed

mirror telescopes with rigid

mirrors and without edge
sensors is

P,_t = Ap, + Bdp,

y. = f(p,,) (2)

A=B=I

os6 !

{

= o._4J
o

_092

g o9
N _

0,86 /
/

08)4 ;

comparison of fuzzy moael to or_met, xb=larabda/lO

<y %

/ x

/:

f_

/ ,
/
i/ '

/ \

002 ................................................................
-2 _16 --1 -0 $ 0 05 _ 1 5 2

pislOa, segment _ stationary, s@gm_,'nt 4 mo_= x I0 _;"

Figure 2: CompariSOn of Ihzzy _1 predicted fl,mrpm_s to the Fmunhofl_ model
in'ediet_ slmrpne_s, S¢_nls I and 4 are illumirmlm, i. S_ 4 moves _'om ,q_nb_/4
m Inmbdn/4.

where y, is the vector of measurements that are extracted from the intensity distribution

produced by the segmented mirrors, and I denotes the identity matrix. The y, could be the entire

image, i.e. one piece of information for each pixel. Alternatively, the y. could be some data

extracted from the image, in the case of this study, we use the image sharpness, the x and y

centroids and perhaps higher order image moments. With A=I this system is observable only if

the function t!_p) is invertible. Heawae to observe 6 piston values requires 6 independent outputs.

This situation would be different if the "A" matrix were not the identity matrix. Including piston

adjustments that are based on the relative piston values of other segments would cause the "A"

matrix to deviate from the identity matrix, thereby, potentially, allowing the system to be

observable with fewer measurements using a traditional linearized Luenerberger observer.

However, if the system is unobservable, we need f(p) to be invertible. In this case we need to

solve for the piston value, p, using some numerical technique such as Newton-Raphson. In this

study the function t_p) that is comes from the Fraunhoffer diffraction theory is replaced by an

approximation that is constructed from fuzzy logic.

SlBOA

SIBOA is an acronym for Systematic Image Based Optical Alignment. It is a ground based test

bed that will allow evaluation of various phasing and alignment algorithms. SIBOA consists of 7

rigid mirrors; one in the middle that is assumed to be stationary and which is surrounded by 6

movable mirrors, a helium-neon laser ( 2 _ 638nm ), a digital can_ra and associated optics.

Enclosure: An enclosure was built to shield SIBOA from air currents and ambient fight. The

enclosure, which rests on the floor, is constructed from angle irons and 4 by 8 sheets of black

foam core. This appears to solve the problems due to air eurrents and ambient light.
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Sim luationResulzs

The phasing algorithm was

verified by simulation. Figure 3

shows typical simulation results.

The initial piston value was

Po -- -1.433"10"610 0 0 1 0 0 0]m.
The horizontal lines indicate +/-

0.1 2. The curve at the top ofthe

graph is normalized sharpness

multiplied by I0"7. The

remaining two curves are the

actualpiton values(thesmooth

curve) and the estimated piston

values (the more jagged curve).

The jaggedness of the right third

of the estimated piston curve

results from the estimated piston

x 10 `7 Compilt,ton o,/esttrnatea *arid actulll _|orl m_ullll

O,b

" °! _/i ii_̧

....... _,:" ......................................

.....(

-1 e,:::e

-1,5 ; ................................................ _ ..............

0 5 10 15 20 25

itei,'Jtiorl (p trl blue, phat in 9teen. tambOallD in red

Figure 3, Simulalion rLv, ults. ]

values moving from one region to another, whereas the actual piston values stay in the same
region. The simulation is stopped when the sharpness decreases. The final piston value is

pf = [0 0 0 -.0217 0 0 0] 2,

whereas the best piston occurred one iteration earlier and is

po_ = [0 0 0 -.0194 0 0 012.

The algorithm stops when any of three conditions occur, a) the normalized sharpness exceeds

.999 (1 is the theoretical maximum); b) there were 50 iterations; c) the sharpness is reduced from

its previous value after 2 or more iterations, The logic behind option a) is that the system is

aligned as well as possible. Option b) was put in to avoid infinite loops. Option c) was installed

when it was noticed that when the piston values became small, the estimators jumped from

region to region (one region for each estimator in the observer bank), and this erratic behavior

was evidem:e of a well-aligned system

_t_eriment

Camera Initialization: The camera has four settings that affect the experiment: 1) shutter speed;
2) gain; 3) Vm; and 4)VLOW. Failure to set these correctly will result in underutilization of the

cameras dynamic range and consequent poor phasing, The last three are associated with a

amplifier stage. Solid state amplifiers typically have low and high reference voltages that

determine where the amplifier saturates and hence is no longer linear. With this in mind: VLOW

needs to be set just above the noise level to zero out the noise; Vaj needs to be set high enough to
avoid amplifier saturation; the gain needs to be set to the maximum value that avoids camera

saturation. The camera is a 10bit CCD ca_znera, this means that the intensity levels range from 0

to 1023. The camera has a "shutter speed" which is really an "integration time". This speed can

he set to avoid camera saturation. By judiciously setting the "shutter speed", the "gain" and the
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voltage references it is possible to optimally use the cameras dynamic range. The maximum
intensity that occurs when all the images are stacked and phased is n 2 times the maximlzm

intensity due to the image from a single mirror. To avoid saturation, the maximum intensity of
the image due to a single mirror should be 1023/n 2. The gain and shutter speed should be set

achieve this. (See [2]). When the maximum intensity of the mirrors is not identical, then the

maximum intensity of the stacked and phased apertures is

O_ the camera has been initialized, the maximum intensity that will occur needs to be noted

and is used in the algorithm (it will be close to 1023).

In this experiment, as in the real implementation of this algorithm, the initial piston values are

unknown, and unknowable. The

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that segmented mirror systems can be phased using approximate

models. The experimental work nee_ls to continue to include more moving mirrors. We did

succeed in generating a series of images that incorporate the real worm imperfections that are

inevitable. These images will help fine tune the algorithm until a full experimental validation can

be performed.
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G_r_

A segmented aperture is said to be _d if all segments are aligned to within a tenth of a

wavelength.

A segmented aperture is said to be stacked if the images due to each sub aperture are all cemered

on the same point.
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Introduction

Real time monitoring of the mechanical integrity and stresses on key aerospace composite

structures like aircraft wings, walls of pressure vessels and fuel tanks or any other structurally

extended components and panels as in space telescopes is very important to NASA. Future

military and commercial aircraft as well as NASA space systems such as Space Based Radar and

International Space Station will incorporate a monitoring system to sense any degradation to the

structure. In the extreme flight conditions of an aerospace ,,'chicle it might be desirable to

measure the strain every ten centimeters and thus fully map out the strain field of a composite

component. A series of missions and vehicle health management requirements call for these

measurements. At the moment thousands of people support a few vehicle launches per year. This

number can be significantly reduced by implementing intelligent vehicles with integral nervous

systems (smart structures). This would require maintenance to be performed only as needed.

Military and commercial aircrafts have an equally compelling case. Maintenance yearly cost,;

are currently reaching astronomical heights. Monitoring techniques arc therefore required that

allow for maintenance to be performed only when needed. This would allow improved safety by

insuring that necessary tasks are peflbm_ed while reducing costs by eliminating procedures that
are costly and not needed.

The advantages fiber optical sensors have over conventional electro-mechanical systems like

strain gauges have been widely extolled in the research literature. These advantages include their

small size, low weight, immunity to electrical resistance, corrosion resistance, compatibility with

composite materials and process conditions, and multiplexing capabilities. One fiber optic device

which is suitable for distributed sensing is the fiber Bragg grating (FBG).

Researchers at NASA MSFC are currently developing techniques for using FBGs for monitoring

the integrity of advanced structural materials expected to become the mainstay of the current and

future generation space structures. Since carbon-epoxy composites are the materials of choice for

the current space structures, the initial study is concentrated on this type of composite. The goals

of this activity are to use embedded FBG sensors for measuring strain and temperature of

composite structures, and to investigate the effects of various parameters such as composite fiber

orientation with respect to the optical sensor, unidirectional fiber composite, fhbrication process

etc., on the optical performance of the sensor.

This paper describes an experiment to demonstrate the use of an embedded FBG for measuring

strain in a composite material. The performance of the fiber optic sensor is determined by direct

comparison with results from more conventional instrumentation.

Fiber Bra_ Gratin2 Sensors

Bragg gratings can be written into Germaniun doped optical fiber by exposing the fiber to an UV

interference signal generated either holographically via two beam interferomctry (Mel_
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Figure 1: Reflected and transfnitted Bragg grating signalwith a broadband source

et al. 1989) or by using a diffraction mask (Hill et al. 1993). The absorption of the UV light in

the fiber changes the chemical bonds in the glass (.producing defect centers) thus giving rise to a

change in the complex refractive index of the glass. The resulting spatial modulation in the index
of the fiber produces the Bragg grating. This structure is permanent for temperatures up to 350

degrees Celsius, and acts as a very narrow- band in-line filter. In reflection, the grating reflects

strongly at the wavelength, M3 for which the Bragg resonance given by equation (1) is satisfied,

),r, = 2nA ( l )

where A is the grating pitch and n is the effective index of the core. With such a device,

injecting spectrally broadband some of light into the fiber, a narrowband spectral component at

the Bragg wavelength is reflected by the grating. In the transmitted light, this spectral component

is missing, as depicted in Fig. 1. The bandwidth of the reflected signal depends on several

parameters, particularly the grating length, but typically is - 0.05 to 0.3 nm in most sensor

applications. A strain applied to the grating results in a shift in the Bragg wavelength of the

device which can be detected in either the reflected or transmitted spectrum as shown. By

measuring the shift in Bragg wavelength, one can easily determine the applied strain according

to equation (2):

A2_ A/,
= (1 - e)-_-:" (2)

2 L

Where L is the length of the sensor and P is the optical strain coefficient which has a typical
value of 0.22 for axial strain (Davis et al. 1997). The nature of the output of Bragg gratings

provides these sensors with built-in self-referencing capability. As the sensed information is

encoded directly into wavelength, which is an absolute parameter, the output does not depend

directly on the total light levels, loses in the connecting fibers and couplers, or source power.

This is widely acknowledged as one of the most important advantages of these sensors, The
wavelength encoded nature of the output, however, also facilitates wavelength division

multiplexing (Kersey et al. 1997)by allowing each sensor to be assigned to a different portion of

the available source spectrum. The upper limit to the number of gratings which can be addressed
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in this way is a function of the source profile width and the operational wavelength bandwidth
required for each grating element.

..Fabrication of Bra2_ Gratings

High refleetivity Bragg gratings were produced into the core of single mode, Gemmaium doped

optical fibers using the phase mask method described earlier. The optical fibers were hydrogen

loaded (Lcmaite et al.) under high pressure to increase photosensitivity prior to writing the

grating, A continuous wave argon ion laser operating at 244 run (second harmonic of the blue

line) was used as the source for writing the gratings at Bragg wavelengths around 1300 nm.

Real-time monitoring of grating growth was carried out during the writing process by

illuminating the grating with broadband source (a laser diode) coveting the grating reflection

spectrum. Transmission and reflection spectra were measured with the aid of a monochromator
and a recorder.

Embedded Optical Fibers

Carbon/epoxy composite panels, with embedded optical fiber sensors were fabricated using the

NASA-MSFC composite fabrication fhcilities. The carbon/epoxy prepreg used for the panel

fabrication was provided by NASA. The fabrication technique focused on the hand lay-up and

autoclave cure. The optical fiber was arranged to lie parallel with adjacent structural carbon

fibers during fabrication. The study concentrated on fabric based composites.

Exl_erimental Set..UD

Shown in Figure 2 is a schematic of the set-up used for pertbrming physical tests on the

composite panels fabricated with the embedded optical sensor. The composite was tested under

axial tension. It was gripped on either end in a special hydraulic wedge grips. Approximately one

inch of the composite was gripped by each of the two wedge grips. A compact tunable diode

laser was used to couple light into the optical fiber. The transmission spectrum of the grating was

recorded with the aid of a detector and a lock-in amplifier. The composite was loaded to

approximately 20,000 psi and unloaded. At each load level the shift in Bmgg wavelength was

obtained from the transmission spectrum. The unstrained Bragg wavelength was 1292.1 nm. The

corresponding strain, defined as the change in length divided by the original length, was also
recorded at each load level.
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Introduction

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are energetic, short-duration emissions of gamma-rays from

astronomical sources typically well beyond our galaxy. The Burst and Transient Source

Experiment (BATSE) that was onboard NASA's Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO)

had detected an unprecedented 2704 GRBs during CGRO's nine-year mission. BATSE consisted

of 8 detector assemblies located at the comers of CGRO to give full sky coverage. Each

assembly consisted of two detectors, a Large Area Detector (LAD) and a Spectroscopy Detector

(SD) as shown in Figure 1.

In determining the detail features of GRBs, the degree to which they possess a low-energy

component (~10 keV) is of interest. Preece et ai. (1996) have developed a method (see below) to

study the low-energy characteristics and concluded that 14% of the 86 bright GRBs they studied

had a definite low-energy component, referred to as a low-energy excess. Their study, and tbr the
present study as well, needed to use SD data, because it extends down to the low-energy range

when operating in a high-gain mode. For their stud),, low-energy data was used from just one

SD. To better quantify the low-energy behavior, this study will consider bursts tbr which two

SDs satisfy the same criteria (listed below) as used by Preece et ai (1996).

Figure 1. BATSE Detector Assembly (cut-away view).

Data Types

BATSE data was acquired and recorded in a number of formats. The properties oft he data types

vary in resolution and coverage in both time and energy. Of particular interest are the continuous

sampling mode (2,048 s resolution) and the burst-triggered higher temporal resolution mode with

the finest resolution used in our study of 0.128 s. "I\he continuous type used is the low-energy

channel of the DISCSP data type, and the burst-triggered type is SHERB. The data type SHER is
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the corresponding background data that is needed to determine the uncertainties in the data and

the model, and to determine the signal-to-noise ratio.

i:

i"

i;

i-

e

q

Figure 2: Spectral fit of Trig 2852 from 2.4 to 3.2 s.

Method and Criteria

The procedure developed by Preece et al. (1996) to study the low-energy aspects of GRBs with

BATSE data is to fit the data to a representative spectral function. In particular, two components

are used, one corresponding to the low-energy component, and another representing the main

part of the spectrum. The low-energy function used is the optically thin thermal bremsstrahlung
(O1q'B) model, which has the following form
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fOTTB= A _ e- (E-Ep) /kT (l)

where A is the amplitude, T is the temperature, and Ep is a peak energy parameter constrained

to 10 keV for the fits. The main part of the spectrum is typically fit by the Band GRB model (two

smoothly-joined power.laws), or, if that doesn't converge, a model known as the Comptonized
Spectral Model (see Preece et al. (2000) tbr the formulae).

! :'! i!_!i_

Figure 3. Plot of OTTB Amplitude and Photon Flux versus time for ]'rig 2852.

To increase upon the low-energy coverage used by Preece et al. (1996), we restrict the study to

bursts for which DISCSP, SHER, and SHERB data are available from the two most significant

SDs satisfying the following criteria: their azimuthal angles to the source are less than 70 ° to

avoid obstruction caused by the LADs, and their gain settings are either 4× or 8×. These data are
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rebirmedin timebyimposinga signal-to-noiselevelcriterionof 15to theDISCSPdataof theSD
with thesecondmostsignificantsignalto improveon theaccuracyof thefit.

Results and Conclusions

Three bursts satisfying the criteria were studied. Identifying them by their BATSE trigger

numbers, they are 1609, 2431, and 2852. As an example of a spectral fit, Figure 2 is for the time

interval corresponding to the first peak (2.4 to 3.2 s tollowing the trigger) of Trig 2852. For

display purposes, a signal-to-noise level criterion of 2 was used to rebin the energy channels in

this figure. The spectral fit is shown with a solid line. Its reduced chi-squared value is 1.03, and

the OTTB amplitude and temperature values are 1.3 + 0.2 photons/cmLkeV and 4.6 + 1.7 keV,

respectively, The data values are also shown in the figure with their uncertainties in photon count

rate (vertical span). The four horizontal lines to the left of the figure correspond to two data

points and two spectral fit values for the lowest energy ranges of SDs 5 and 7 as indicated by

their widths. Note that although the low-energy datum for SD 5 is below the spectral fit, the one

for SD 7 exceeds the spectral fit by a greater statistical amount; thus the conclusion that the low-

energy excess is more significant,

Correlations between the OTTB parameters and the photon flux were investigated. Trigs 1609

and 2431 did not exhibit any obvious correlation, but one did exist for the OTTB amplitude for

Trig 2852. Figure 3 is a plot of the OTI'B amplitude (on left axis) and photon flux (on fight axis)

as a function of time since the start of Trig 2852. The vertical span of each amplitude value

indicates the uncertainty in the results. Notice the value at --3 s is the corresponding OTTB

amplitude for the fit of Figure 2. The correlation observable in Figure 3 is that the rise and fall in

OTTB amplitude coincide with the two peaks in flux activity at --3 and 22 s. In regard to the

O_B temperature values, the fractional uncertainties, which range from 30 to 100% are too

large to either identify or refute any correlation. It is worth noting that the OTTB temperature

fractional uncertainties were significantly greater for Trigs 1609 and 2431 than for ]'rig 2852.

This suggests that the reason no OTTB amplitude versus photon flux correlation is identifiable

for the former group is because the huge temperature uncertainties render the OTTB amplitude

values more suspect than their uncertainties suggest, hence possibly masking a correlation. In

fact, this could explain why a correlation in Figure 3 is only apparent at the peaks in photon flux,

because it is during these periods that the fractional uncertainties in OTTB temperature values

are least. Although this study suggests the existence of a correlation, clearly more GRBs must be

analyzed using the present criteria before anything definite can be stated.
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Introduction

"NASA is preparing to launch the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST). This telescope will

be larger than the Hubble Space Telescope, be launched on an Atlas missile rather than the Space

Shuttle, have a segmented primary mirror, and be placed in a higher orbit. All these differences

pose significant challenges." This effort addresses the challenge of implementing an algorithm

for aligning the segments of the primary mirror during the initial deployment that was designed

by Philip Olivier and members of SOMTC. The implementation was to be peribrmed on the

SIBOA test bed. Unfortunately, hardware/software aspect concerning SIBOA and an extended

time period for algorithm development prevented testing before the end of the study period.

Properties of the digital camera were studied and understood, resulting in the current ability of

selecting optimal settings regarding saturation. The study was successful in manually capturing

several images of two stacked segments with various relative phases. These images can be used

to calibrate the algorithm for future implementation. Currently the system is ready for testing.

[1]

LabVIEW Code

Controller Implementation."

In order to phase the SIBOA (Systematic image-Based Optical Alignment) testbed with the

Neuro-Fuzzy controller developed by Philip Olivier, images taken by the segmented telescope

testbed (See #1 Figure 1) are processed to produce new piston values for each of the seven

reflective elements. Initially, an acquired image is converted in LabVIEW from a Portable

! c_,ptnr,, io
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Figure ! Bk_k Diagram for implementation of the Neuro-Fuzzy controller.

Network Graphic format into a 2-D array (#2) that is readable by the MATLAB controller code.

The MATLAB code initially processes the converted image and produces values, such ms
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sharpness, that are used to compare with theoretical result. Based on this output, the control loop

continues or phasing is complete, resulting in the stop command (#3). The blocks between #3

and #4 find the optimum piston values that should result in a sharper image and then produces

piston adjustment commands. LabVIEW code takes these commands and sends them via voltage

signals to actuators that change the piston position (#4). Finally, if needed, a new image is taken,

and the process is continued until the sharpest possible image is attained or the controller times

out. In Figure 1, all elements with numbers apart from #1 were developed in LabVIEW, and all

un-numbered blocks represent algorithm code housed within LabVIEW MatLab formula nodes.

Piston Commands:

Figure 2 shows the flow path necessary tbr taking piston values, given by MatLab, calibrating

each mirror's actuators, and finally sending the signals to the picomotors (Block #4 in Figure 1).

A MatLab algorithm working inside LabView outputs a 1 by 7 matrix of piston values that are

predicted to improve image sharpness, (Each mirror lies on three actuators that, when

-\_\_. Positive

Or

Negati'

\

Miror# i+l -1

%.:
2

M M M O

7 c_ c7_ A

Set

Direction

Pre-Pulse Sent

M Send

Signal

C,.7_

Figure 2 Data flow tbr readying piston values for picomotor communication.

commanded in sequence, change the piston value, z-direction only without changing the tip and

tilt.) The seven values are extracted individually from the vector/matrix (ai) in order to calibrate

the commands, since each picomotor moves differently from the others and differently in both

the positive and negative directions. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the direction of the

command, extract a calibration constant, and then multiply the calibration by the piston value for
the mirror. For example if mirror one needs to move down, the piston for mirror one, a_, is

multiplied by the constants ca j, c.n, and c._3 corresponding to the calibration values for mirror

one, negative motion, picomotors one, two, and three respectively. Alter multiplication, these

values are converted to number of pulse counts and then stored as in the final matrix. Now, even
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thougheachof the three picomotors for any mirror will be sent differing pulse count values, each

actuator should move the same physical distance downward.

Camera Discussion

Saturation."

During the processing of the phasing algorithm, the sharpness of the image is used to estimate

future piston values. Sharpness involves summing all the elements of the image array after the

pixel intensity values have been squared [1]. Thus, as a result of the squaring, it is essential that

no higher end information is lost or the sharpness value will be greatly affected. The 10-bit

Pulnix camera being used needs to be set in such a fashion that no pixel value exceeds an
intensity value of 1022. (A value of 1023 indicates saturation.)

Shutter Speed and Gain.

Originally it was thought that the Pulnix camera contained only one variable, integration time or

shutter speed, which controlled the range of recordable intensities. Page 11 of the Pulnix

Operations Manual (TM-1300) shows the 10 shutter settings and exposes that the largest time

difference between any two speeds is one setting being a quarter of the length of the previous

setting. Since intensity is directly proportional to the shutter speed, a slight saturation at this

longer setting would mandate the use of the shorter time period, but would reduce the 10-bit

camera's resolution to just above 256,

eliminating resolution between 256 and 1023.

Thus, it is highly beneficial that a second

variable, gain, can greatly increases the dynamic

range of the camera. Figure 3 shows how gain,

over a range of 120 to 210, changes the natural

log of the measured intensity in a practically

linear fashion (the shutter speed and reference
voltages are held constant). Based on a needed

intensity value, it now possible to select shutter

and gain settings that provide maximum 10-bit

resolution. For instance, when stacking then

Effect of Gain on Intensity
6 .........................................................................................................................

,_ °'I_°_ i_°

•_' 4 dll'_t) e'

=
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Gain Setting

phasing two mirrors, the finial pistons result in a
Fit_ure 3 Experimental Gain Resultstheoretical intensity four times that of an of an

individual mirror. Thus, it is optimal to have an individual mirror's intensity to be just below

256 betbre the procedure begins so that the final intensity vail be as close as possible to, with out

exceeding, 1022. For this specific case, with the default unity gain settings, no shutter speed

meets the requirement, but with slight gain adaptations an optimal camera setting tbr phasing
exists. [2]

Refkrence Voltages:

The Pulnix camera contains another control, reference voltage, which limits the output voltages

from the carnera. Originally, images taken by SIBOA showed background noise of magnitude
f
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/

around 450, about 44% of the resolution, a highly

unacceptable value. Changing the low voltage
reference, Vref low, can greatly reduce this portion

of the noise. A setting of 130 results in a truncation

of noisy voltages that reduces the background to a
maximum value of 15 or 1.5% of the total

resolution. Hence, Vra low reduces the noise by

setting the zero point of the camera's resolution.

Likewise, Vref hig_ sets the upper limit of the voltage

output that gives the 1023 ceiling for resolution. It

is possible to set V,_f highSO that saturation occurs in

the physical system at a value lower than 1023,

Output

Voltage

Vrefhigh

Vref low

Saturation

___ Operating

Region

Region

Input Light

thus, it is necessary to set the voltage below the saturation point (found to be 222). As well, if

only a small output voltage range is needed, the two reference voltages can be set close in order

to have the total resolution in this small range. For SIBOA purposed, values ot'222 and 130 for

Wrefhigh and V,:flow respectively are ideal. [2] Fil_ure 4 Reference Voltage Selections

Camera Stabiliw:

After all camera settings are selected, it is important to know the stability of the recorded

intensity results. To quantify this, multiple images were recorded at second intervals, the

maximum intensity values were recorded, and a Root Mean Square was calculated. For instance,

one trial consisted of 210 images that had an average maximum intensity value of 487 and a

RMS value of 30. Other trials were conducted, but no direct relation between average maximum

intensity and RMS was developed. At this point, the experiments have shown that data captured

with the camera is quite inconsistent. It is therefore necessary to account for this instability

through normalization or correcting the physical system. [21]

Conclusions

The summer's efforts resulted in a mirror phasing control system that is ready for testing.
Optimal settings for the digital camera are understood, and saturation should be avoided at the

time of testing. Images were captured that will help fine-tune the algorithm until a full

experimental validation can be performed.
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Introduction 

"Friction stir butt welding,'>as i t  was origitrally termed by Wrpne 'J'homas and C'hristophcr 
Dawes, in thc early IOi)Os, but rruw cornmonly called ""fiction stir \velding," has madc great 
progress as a new welding techxriqite (Thomas, ct al,, 1995). Commercially. friction stir welding 
(12SW) is finding inany applications. Marine Aluminum of Narway is using the process fbr 
welding 20-mctcr aluminuxn shccts fbr ferry cc~nstructiotr. Japan is itsing the technique in 
development work on huflet trains. Sapa of Sweden utilizes J:SW in tlre bililding of' scf?igcration 
units for cargo ships, in the XJnited States, Boeing is using the technique in the pro~iuction of' 
Delta rockets (Wilks, 1999). Eclipse Aviation Corporation plans to use FSW to produce a 
business jet available in August, 3003 (Velocci, 2000). 

Marshall Space Flight <'enter has been investigating the ilsc of FSW for asscn~bly of the 
Shuttlebs external fitel tank sitlce the late 1990s and hopes to have the process in use by the 
summer of 2Q02 (l,awlcss, private cotnn~unication). Currently, a mudiiied 15-Soot vertical weld 
tool is being utilized to praducc li-iction stir welds on full-scale llardwarc. 1n building 471 1 ,  a 
modified Kearncy & 'I'recker milling machine, as shown in Figure 1, is being used to produce 
FSW. A rctriietable pin tool (RPT), invented at the Marshall Spacc Flight Center, is being used to 
produce fiiction stir welds withclut the usual hole at thc elld of' the weXd (Figure 2). Figurc 3 
shows the retractable pin tool making a fsiction stir weld in aluminum a1 ioy 22 19. 

Figure 1 : Milling Machine Figure 2: 'The RP'T i:igure 3: Welding With RPT 

Friction stir welding has nlany advantages over soft plasma arc welding that is presently being 
used on the hi-I,i external tank. Sinec 1:SW is a solid-state proccss, the problenrs associated with 
phase cfrangcs arc eliminated, 'Ihc mechanical properties of f'sictiotz stir \velds have been shctwn 
to bc, in ~rxosi cases, even better than fusion wcldcd joints. The Sracture strength and clongatian 
at fkicturc of' friction stir welded joints arc improved as con~parcd uith fusion weldctf joints. The 
welding process is energy efficient and clinlinates the need i i ~  filler metals and weld pool 
shielding gas (Ilawes and 'l'hon~as. 1906). l'hc main disadvantage of 1:SW is that s~ihstantial 
fi~rce has to be produced constantly on the pin tool. 1:iision wclds rcquire no loads betwee11 the 
welding tool and the weldment. 

In FSW, a cylindrical pin tool of' hardened steel, is rotatcd and plunged into the abutting cdgcs of' 
the pans to be joined, l'hc tool is plunged into thc tveldmcnt to tvitlrin about .050" of'tl~c bottom 
to assiirc full penetration. As the Iool motes along thc joint, the tool sho~ildet- kcips produce 
frictional hcating. cutising thc material to plasticize, 'J'hc metal o f  t l~e tt\o  butting plates Iloi\s 



from the front of the tool to the back '~vherc it cools and coalesces to form a weld in the solid 
phase (see T3gur-t. 4). 

&afm& d ~ l i ~ " i ( l d  1~11)* 

(ha rotatin$ tool RaCteat~ny 814s of wid  

Figure 4: A Schematic View of Friction SLir Wclding 

Procedure 

One quarter inch thick plates of' aluminum alloy 2219 were used in this study. 'I'uict samples, each 
consisting of two 4" x 12" plates. were friction stir weidud. 'The anvil for one strnplc was coated 
with molybdenum disul-tide {plate # I ) ,  while for the othcr sample a sheet of rougherled stainless 
steel was placed between the anvil and the satnple (plate # 2). Thc welds werc made using a 
retractable pin tool developed by Ding and Oelgnetz ( 1  999). The tool was mou~lted on a Kearncy 
and 'I'recker five-axis milling maclline modified for friction stir welding. 'l'hc n~aximuni pin tool 
lcngth was set at .250n. Other parmeters wcrc as foilows: shoulder diameter, ."37'"; pin tool 
diamcfcr, 375"; lead angle, 2.5"; pin tool rotasy speed, 220 rcvhin: pin tool linear speed, 3.5 
in/rnin; shoulder plunge depth (including deflection), .043" 

'The retractable pin tool was used so that thc depth of the pin tool penetration could be varied. 
Initially, penetration of the pin tool ~vas set at .05OW, As welding pwcecdcd, the length of'the pin 
tool was gradually incrcascd to '25" at 3" from the starti~lg point. For the tlcxt 2.5", thc pin tool 
was at a constant 25''  penetration. During the next 3". the pin tool was tapered back to ,Q5" (see 
Figure 5) .  Afkr welding, root-side die-perletrated tests werc perfornicd on the specimens. Root- 
side chemical etchings, using Keller's reagent. were also done. 'l'hc welded panels wure then cut 
and machined into n~icrostructure analysis specimens. 

1:igure 5 :  Illustration of J3ow-ran~p and 12ull Pin tool 1:xtcnsion 

Thc purpose of this investigrition is to iind out at what point. in thc down-ramp, penetration 
occurs, Differences in root structure of thc fiiction stir ueld due to diflkrences in anvil friction 
will be r~bscived, 'l'hcse observations will bc analyzcd using friction stir weld theory. 



Results and Discussion 

The dyc-penetrated tests and subscqucnt etching with Kellcr's rcikgent show that Sd l  weld 
penetration occurred in both panels i i ~ r  a distance sS2.5'" in the area where the R1''I' was in full 
extension. Full penetration did not occur in the areas whcrc the KP'I' was tapcrcd in and {rut, It 
also appears that the vortex created by the rotating pin tool purnps malcr*ial up from thc bottom 
surface because no "tool marks" are seen until about .050" from the hotton3 oi'the root side of 
the plates, Figure 6 shows a side view in which swit-1 masks are seen .050" from the hotto~x 01' 

Figure 6: "Tool Marks7' Are Seen .050" From the Bottom of the Weldiaiertt in Side Vicw 

From the limited data in this study, the plates welded on the lubricated anvil show a stceper slope 
during tapering in toward full pcnetrzltion and tapering out away from the f i i l i  per~etration area 
compared to the other specimen. 'l'his indicates that the frrj~tion coeiricient of the anvil may 
promote penctratiotl as proposed by Nunes (200 1 ). Theoretical and rncasured slopes are shown ill 
'fable 1. 

'I'abie 1 .  'TIteoretical and Measured Siopcs 

-- - -- - ---- -- -- - - - - 
Taper in  
- --- -- - Taper ". Out -1 -- 

Lubricated Anvil 1 .07 I .13 I .15 I 
(Mu%) (# 1 ) -- -- --- 

Uillubricatcd Anvil . I  I 

In the late 1990's Nunes (2001) discovered that the flow around a friction stir pin-tool coufd be 
represented by the superposition of' thrce flow fields: a uniibrrn translation, thc rotation of a 
radially symmetric solid plug of metal surrounding the pin-toc)l, and a ring vortex ilow (like a 
smoke ring) around thc tool. If the metal sticks to the tool, the plug surface extends down into the 
metal from the outer edge ofthc tool shoulder, decreases in diainctcr likc ir Iunnel. arld closcs up 
beneath fhe pin, 

In this model most of' thc shearing tietion takes place on the surilcc of the rotating plug 
surrounding the tool. It is to be expectcd that the hottcst, sottest part of'thc metal ilow is locared 
on the skcar interihcc at the plug surlhce bccausc here thc prir-rcipal mechanical work ofthe tool 
is transforr~~ed to heat, which alkiays flows away f'rorr-r its stturcc do\\n a temperatt~rc gradierit to 
colder nletal . 
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fk.
Nunes has conjectured that the hottest, softest part of the flow, i,e. the plug surface, acts as a

channel through which the asymmetrical rotating pin threads pump an oscillating flow with the

period of rotation of the tool. He has proposed this oscillating flow as the origin of "tool marks"
that not only rise and fall on the weld bead surface in the wake of the tool but also extend deep

into the interior of the weld.

It is apparent from this study that the tool marks do not extend all the way to the anvil upon

which the bottom of the workpiece rests (see Figure 6). This is to be expected because here there
is no free surface which could accommodate variations in metal volume, as is the case at the top

surface outside the tool shoulder. The periodic flow oscillations must move toward and away

from the upper free surface.

Although tool marks, once looked for to indicate contact of the plug interface with anvil (full

penetration), are not present on the weld root, the distinct, white-etching microstructure acquired

by the metal through the huge shear strain upon passage into and out of the rotating plug

rotational field remains as a visible indication of full penetration.

Nunes has also conjectured that the slip surface around the rotating plug takes that shape which

minimizes the torque required to rotate the tool. If the anvil/weld-metal interface is more slippery

than the weld-metal/weld-metal interface, slip at the anvil will be favored over slip above the
anvil. However, an extra cylindrical ring of slip surface is needed tbr the extension of the slip

surface from its position directly under the pin down to the anvil. Less extra slip surface is

required as the pin approaches the anvil.

A simple model representing the above situation estimates that full penetration occurs when the

R( 1distance between the pin bottom and the anvil is less than S _, - la where R is the radius of

the slip surface at the bottom of the pin, about the radius of the pin; la is the coefficient of

friction at the anvil/weld-metal interface; o N is the normal stress acting on the pin bottom; and x

is the shear stress under the pin bottom. The smaller the anvil friction coefficient, the larger the

pin/anvil separation at which thll penetration occurs! This implies that reduction of anvil friction

promotes earlier penetration.

The above implies that the rate at which the lower edge of tool penetration approaches the anvil,

should be greater (close to the anvil) in instances of reduced anvil friction. Measured slopes, both

down-ramping and up-ramping, were about 15% greater on an anvil lubricated with MoS2, than

on an unlubrieated anvil, even when the programmed tool rate of descent tbr the lubricated tool

was only 64% of that for the unlubricated tool.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

• "Tool marks" are not visible on the root side of the weld, but are visible when .050" is

removed indicating that material is being "pumped" up from the bottom of the weldment.

• The extremely limited data implies that that anvil lubrication does promote penetration in

accordance with theory.

Further study is needed to confirm the effect and to determine if the effect can be m,,ute large

enough to be of commercial use. ha contrast to the simple theory, no discrete jumps in

penetration were observed. A revised theory is required to compute a continuous slope.
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APPLICATION OF RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS IN THE CON_NUOUS RISK

MANAGEMENT (CRM) PROCESS.

Introduction

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) currently implementing the Continuous Risk Management

(CRM) Program developed by the Carnegie Mellon University and recommended by

NASA as the Risk Management (RM) implementation approach. The four most
frequently used risk assessment tools in the center are: (a) Failure Modes and Effects

Analysis (FMEA), Hazard Analysis (HA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), and Probabilistic

Risk Analysis (PRA). There are some guidelines for selecting the type of risk assessment

tools during the project formulation phase (MWI 7120.6-Rev.A-Mayl5, 2001) of a

project. But there is not enough guidance as to how to apply these tools in the Continuous

Risk Management Process (CRM). But the ways the safety and risk assessment tools are

used make a significant difference in the effectiveness in the risk management function.

Decisions regarding, what events are to be included in the analysis, to what level of

details should the analysis be continued, make significant difference in the effectiveness

of risk management program. Tools of risk analysis also depends on the phase of a

project e.g. at the initial phase of a project, when not much data are available on

hardware, standard FMEA cannot be applied; instead a functional FMEA may be

appropriate. This study attempted to provide some directives to alleviate the difficulty in

applying FrA, PRA, and FMEA in the CRM process. Hazard Analysis was not included

in the scope of the study due to the short duration of the summer research project.

Fau!t T_.Analysis

FTA in Risk Identification;

Risk identification starts with the determination of the mission objectives. The top-level

FTA is developed at this stage. This may be derived from :(a) brainstorming, (b) lessons

learned from the past projects, and (c) hazard analysis.

Determining level o[ details:

The level of details to include will depend on the objectives of a project. If a branch on

the tree is in the area that is well understood and the history of failures is low, the fault

tree development in this area should be minimal and resources should be dedicated into

areas where technologies are new and where there is a history of failures and problems.

One simple rule is to develop the tree to a manageable level of details at which it is

possible to exert a reasonable amount of control (Long.2001).

An example of a fault tree presenting the sequence of events leading to a rupture of

pressure tank is given in Figure 1 (Greenfield). In this simple system, an air compressor

pumps up an air receiver tank, when the operator closes the switch. The air horn is used

as a backup in the event the timer fails or the operator forgets to open the switch. Once

the horn is sounded it is the operator's responsibility to manually open the switch. A

potential risk statement for the air-pumping example would be: The controls to prevent

rupture of the air-receiving tank are overly dependent on operator intervention. If a single
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system frtiiurc \tlerc io occur, tank rupture ~ ~ o i t l d  resillt in a loss of fhc sysccni availability 
and a ~~otcntial loss nfli~lmaii iifc. 

Figure 1. Fault Tree for the Air Puinping System. 

Qualitattve fault tree may be adecluate for many cases. In these cases the level that 
permits evaluation of significant contributions to the top cvcnt may be artequate. If' a 
Quantitative probabilistic risk assessinent is needed, the development of Piult tree should 
continue to the level for which reliable data are available. 
In Figure 1,the hiult tree analysis of' the Air Pump System indicates that the instruments 
ctintrnlling the air pump are the most vulnerable component of the system. The tank 
des1g1.i 1s understood so the risk analyst has decided not to develop this fault tree any 
further, 
FT,I irr li'isk A~tliif v s i s :  
Aualyzit~g risks consists of determining which are the most significant regarding mission 
impact, timeframe of risk exposure. and probability of occurrence of an undesirable 
event. Thc calculation is based on determining the probability of the sub-level events in i1 

fiiult tree. 
7'he hardest clement of risk tinalysis is to establish the ~trobability of occut-rencc of the 
bus~c events. The usual source o f  probability data is: handbooks, data banks, freld rcports, 
and flight data, or laboratory tests. 

F'7jl ill '%iar+kirlg cznd C'ontrol: 
FI'A cioes not have any significant rotc tn liracktng unless probai-riiiltcs are available. 
Hotvever, FI'A has t o  be updated to ref'lcct a n y  changc rn the or~ginaf plan due to 
cicviut~on ~csult~rig from ~ncolpofitflon of mt trgarion activities. 



PIiA in  Risk Attcll\l.si.s: 

Ptnbnbilitics of all intermediate anci end-stare events arc based on the prabability of thc 
basic events and logic network. The precise quantitative vrilues of the event-probabilities 
in the tree help to analyze a system more accurately. 

PliA itt Iii,rk Planning: 
The precise probability values helps to track off risk and n~itigafion activities. Where 
multiple mitigation activities arc feasible, the precise proh;lhility values in the PRA 
procedure arc very helpful in selecting thc most effective alternative action to reduce the 
risk in the system. As for an example: in the Air Pump cxan~ple, the provision of a relief 
vtilvc to rclcase the high pressure before the tank ruptures or a redundant timer are both 
technical solutions that will reduce the possibility of tank rupture. Which alternative is to 
be sclccted? Precise probability values that tire available in the PRA process helps to 
select the nltetnative that is likely to bc the most effective for the situation, PRA is very 
useful in assessing the reduction in the probability of an urzctesired event or sisk, resulting 
from n mitigating action. 

iJXR irt truckinn. nf'rish: 
The data on status of the action items developed for the watched and mitigated items alee 
collected, compared with the pla~i, and reported as per CRM format. PRA can trrnd any 
changes In thc probrtbility of occurrence of the rlsk during the execution of the mitigation 
plan. 

PI&% ir? Ri,rk C(~r1tr01 
In the cclnfrc~l phase of the CRM paradigm. PRA provides numerical results on the trend 
and the reduction of probability of occurrence for the risk as a result of a mitigation 
action taken. 

i'ailure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

I.'r.titctiotztrl ctricl If~zrcl~t~circ. I*'MI<A: 
FMEA may be performed by either of two methods: f 1 ) functions or (2) hardware. 
A f~incannal FMEAICIL is normally performed early in  the design definition phase, 
when design of systems and components arc still incomplete and under development. 
A haixiwarc FMEAICIL Is nnrrnally performed after. the design has matured past the 
definition phase. in this method, the component is divided into lo\ver sub-assemblies, 
modules, and piece parts, and then each is analyzed sep:iratcly. 

(.'MIi/l/CCCl/. if? Risk l&?zrificr~?iar? cind .Artaft.,si,s: 
Whilc perform~ng FMEAf CIL ewh item is anaiyfccf for each possible faifuse mode and 
for the "worst case" cffect. The anuiysls tzcgins wirh clcfining the system, function, and its 
pcrfo~.mance rcyutscments. Ass~tmptlom~s and gso~md rules lo use ~n lhc analys~s arc 
specif led, block ciragrarns are constructed to identify each component anal yzeci in the 



FMEA/CIL. Forcriticalfailuremodes,theCIL containsspecificrational,whichjustifies
theretentionof thecritical itemin thesystem.CIL influences operations planning, and

reports failure history. An example of FMEA ffable 1.), that is part of the air pump

assembly illustrates a typical bottom-up approach of FMEA.

Table l.Typical FMEA Worksheet
....... FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

SYSTEM--Air Pump PAGE ..... OF ..... DATE ....
COMPONENT--Timer Contact PREPARED BY.........
DRAWING---XYZ APPROVED BY..........

Item Component/
code Part No.

AlaS- Timer
3 contact_.

No. TMR- 1

Function/

Description/
Reference

Closes
electrical
circuit bet.
Power source

and Pump

Failure

Mode/

Cause

Contacts

fai !

closed

Failure

Cause

Timer fails
when contacts
are closed;
contacts weld
together.

Failure Effect

Air Pump
continues

filling air
tank, air tank

ruptures .......

Criti Failure

calit Detectio

y n

l none

As an example in the air-pump case given in Table 1, the failure mode "contact fail

closed" of the part "Timer contacts" has been identified as having a criticality of "1" in

_A. This being of the highest category risk must have some mitigation action and will

be recorded in the CIL. An early action to improve the design of the part will reduce the

risk at economic cost, if done before the design is finalized, An alternative may be a

provision of a redundant component to reduce the risk. In case of our air-pump example a

provision of a relief valve will reduce the risk, and now the "Timer contacts" will be

assigned a criticality of "IR" instead of "1" which indicates a lower risk. Alternatively

additional test may be conducted to determine if the risk is within the acceptable limits. If
it is, then retention rational has to be recorded in the CIL document, for approval of the

project management. FMEA and CIL are to be applied in making the trade-off decision.

FMEA/CIL in Risk Tracking and Control:

FMEA/CIL has no significant role in risk tracking and control. The major contribution of

this tool is in risk identifying, analyzing and mitigation action planning.

Conclusion:

Application of FTA, PRA, and FMEA, the most frequently used risk assessment tools,

were reviewed and Guidance in applying, these tools in the context of CRM process have

been presented. These directives are not explicitly mentioned either in NASA Procedures

and Guidelines (NPG), or in Marshall Work Instruction (MWI) for risk management. The

guidelines tailored in this report will facilitate in applying these tools in the CRM

process.
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Introduction

The space science program at NASA since 1950's has gone through stages of development and

implementation in rocketry and scientific advancement. It has become the nation's largest
scientific institution of research and innovation for space exploration and military research, and
overall a pride of the nation at an exorbitant cost.

After placing man on moon, space shuttle program at NASA is an on-going project with a high
success rate at an average cost of abom $450m per flight. A future endeavor from both

government and private sectors needs to be undertaken tbr commercialization of this expensive
mission. In order to attract private enterprises, it needs to boost up its operations with better

technology at lower cost to cope with rapid changes in scientific advancement and economic

competition. Thus, a second-generation reusable launch vehicle (2GRLV) will play a major
role in future operation of NASA centers.

Envisioning this potential way of saving the program by reducing the cost, NASA is currently

managing an innovative program called the Space Launch Initiative (SLI) to develop key
technologies that will support the development of second-generation reusable launch vehicles

(RLV) which will be more economical and safer and reliable than the existing space shuttle

system, The selection of which technologies to fund for further development is being based on

their likelihood to contribute to providing cost reduction or safety improvements. It is
envisioned that in the 2006 timeframe, NASA will make a decision as to whether or not to

commit to the replacement of the current space shuttle system with a new RLV. The decision to

proceed with a new RLV will be partly based on the likelihood that the new system will be
better than the existing space shuttle,

Government and private entrepreneurs are currently considering tbur different types of RLV

projects: commercial programs, government programs, international concepts, and X Prize

competitors. NASA has already commissioned a series of X-programs to study the future RLV

program. Today, NASA decision makers need analytical tools to help determine which

technologies to fund the development of this technology. In the 2006 timeframe, these same

decision makers will need analytical tools to evaluate and compare various RLV architectures,
including the existing space shuttle so as to make the best decision tbr whether or not to

proceed with the development of a new RIN, and if so, then which one,

The Ob]ectives:

Three major missions that cover all objectives of the RLV progr, u-n are that the flights should

be cheaper, safer and reliable. To be commercially and economically most cost-effective the
flights must be cheaper, and the enhancement of flight rate will generate continuous

improvement in RLV program. Therefore, to enhance the thrust values of the vector "cheaper,
safer and reliable' knowledge f?om the heritage data of the space shuttle program will provide a

platibrm for such an undertaking. A study is conducted here to establish ground level

knowledge from the historical data and expertise experiences of the field personnel. Such
tntbrmation is compiled in the fbrm of mission statement, goals, space shuttle operations,
payloads and cargo constraints, resource constraints, and bottlenecks to the enhancement
vector.
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Preliminary Study

At the beginning, preliminary information on the economic cost models to assess the cost of the

RLVs for cheaper, safer and reliable flights was studied. Obviously, this study calls tbr

thorough understanding and analysis of the current space shuttle program (SSP) and its orbiter

processing facilities (OPF). So a fast-paced plant tour was conducted to the summer faculty
fellow (Bhaba Sarker) at the KSC/OPF under the supervision of Grant Cares, Manager of

Orbiter Integration Process to understand the general workflow of the entire shuttle processing

system such as vehicle assembly base, orbiter processing facilities, liftoff/launching systems,

boosters recovery process, and their maintenance and refurbishment systems. This visit was

complemented with supplemental data, a series of discussions and a run-through of ARENA

simulation model of the OPF demonstrated at the University of Central Florida (UCF).

One tool that may be of use to NASA, both lbr choosing technologies and RLV architectures, is

discrete event simulation modeling. NASA and UCF. under a Space Act Agreement, have
developed at the Kennedy Space Center a macro-level simulation model of space shuttle flight

hardware processing, to understand and identify bottlenecks in the process. This model was

built using the commercially available ARENA discrete event simulation software. After

NASA developed a project plan and provided the raw data, the UCF research group developed
an ARENA based simulation model and has obtained some preliminary results. As a result of

conducting this project, today NASA-KSC has information on at least five general aspects of
data: (a) macro-level flow diagram of the SSP model, (b) general information on flight

hardware processing, (c) EXCEL data files containing historical/heritage data ti'om over 75

shuttle flows, (d) fitted distributions for various sets of dam, and (e) ARENA simulation model.

Under the current shuttle simulation project, work is undergoing to ascertain the bottleneck

constraints that possibly hinder the enhancement of shuttle flight rate and other related

performance measures.

NASA is currently working to evolve further, and to develop spin-off models to support the

Space Launch Initiative for the near thture. Part of this effort will ascertain the utility of using

the existing space shuttle heritage data to identii_" potential area where new technologies and

system improvements are needed. Also of interest is how the shuttle historical data and
simulation results can be used to obtain information useful to future RLVS in terms of

performance of dift_rent processing operations, identification of bottlencck problems that

hinders the enhancement of system performance measures. Identification of these problems and

causes may help envision the conceptualization, planning, design, build-up and operations of

the second-generation model.

General Findings and Recommendations

On-site visit to KSC set the groundwork effectively tbr thorough understanding of the space
flight process. Information on the background of the space shuttle project, mission and goals of

the second-generation space launch initiatives, critical issues on payload system, general
observations, and constraints on the physical limitations and processing capabilities have been

gathered as a basis tbr future study to address, explore and solve some critical problems that

may dominate the decision-making of second-generation RLVs. Some general finding and
recommendations are listed below.
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(a) The system is not designed for business and commercial market. The undertaking needs

safer, cheaper and reliable flights. Transferability of NASA's space operations to
private sectors and NASA'a concentration on scientific research, technical

developmem, space exploration is of prime concern. The mission of the nexi generation

is to have a full-scale development that will be commercially competitive, privately
owned and operated, ten times cheaper, and 100 times safer. It must have a coordinated

approach between NASA and industry with unique hardware to have commercial

capabilities and purchase of cargo re-supply services for International Space Station.

(b) The initial goals comprises of two major primary objectives: (i) defining the detailed

requirements (ii) identifying and initiating the initial risk reduction options (technology

maturation), both of which call for further definition of system requirements for

2GRLV program before business and technical risk reduction effort. National Space

Transportation Policy (1997) recognized these problems faced by NASA tbr which the

currently used RLV technologies call irbr leap-ahead technologies, new business

opportunities in space, and launch cost reduction (currently 25% of the total budget).

(c) Risk reduction in main engine, solid rocket boosters, and thermal protection system by

assessment from past data is a direct approach to a safer flight. Unfortunately cost grew
with all of these risk reduction undertakings and advancements. Hence, cautious
proposition must be undertaken.

(d) The development of a second-generation launch vehicle (non-existing) is still in the

conceptual and experimental phases. There could be many propositions and subsequent

pursuits. One could be creating a dynamic model to incorporate the interactive

concurrent phases of the 2GRLV life-cycle, and predict/advise on the on-going process
of development such that a dynamic simulation model can correct the deficiencies in

design phase as it progress, before it goes for the expensive build-up/fabrication

operations (see Figure 1). In fact, parts of such a concept is already in place in X-series

of tests. This phase could be extended to future operation of the 2GRLVs when they
will be operational.

] Re,_ults _1--- 1 SimulatinnMndel I

: 4

Figure 1. Interfacing simulation into the RLV life cycle model concurrently

(e) Major lookouts should concentrate on business development and planning,

technological planning, advancement of development action, and flight and ground
experiment.

(f) The payload should consider the shuttle volume utilization, propellant use, and bin-
packing approach to load the shuttle.
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Conclusions

In addition to above findings and general recommendations, the investigator has gathered many

other important information the use of which will reveal man)' avenues for further study and

open new frontiers for innovative research and development in space transportation, Detailed

address of these problems and their solution approaches under different scenarios will generate

a better understanding of the system life-cycle problems, and eventually open a roadmap for

decision-making at different phases of operations.
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Introduction

Kinematic and dynamic analyses for moving bodies are essential to system engineers and

designers in the process of design and validations. 3D visualization and motion simulation plus

finite element analysis (FEA) give engineers a better way to present ideas and results. Marshall

Space Flight Center (MSFC) system engineering researchers are currently using IGRIP from

DELMIA Inc. as a kinematic simulation tool for discrete bodies motion simulations. Although

IGRIP is an excellent tool for kinematic simulation with some dynamic analysis capabilities in

robotic control, explorations of other alternatives with more powerful dynamic analysis and FEA

capabilities are necessary. Kinematics analysis will only examine the displacement, velocity,

and acceleration of the mechanism without considering effects from masses of components.

With dynamic analysis and FEA, effects such as the forces or torques at the joint due to mass and

inertia of components can be identified.

With keen market competition, ALGOR Mechanical Event Simulation (MF__), MSC

visualNastran 4D. Unigraphics Motion+, and Pro/MECHANICA were chosen for explorations,

In this study, comparisons between software tools were presented in terms of following

categories: graphical user interface (GUI), import capability, tutorial availability, ease of use,

kinematic simulation capability, dynamic simulation capability, FEA capability, graphical

output, technical support, and cost. Propulsion Test Article (PTA) with Fastrac engine model

exported from IGRIP and an office chair mechanism were used as examples for simulations.

_e Eval_tions Behind the_tinas

Evaluation of all software tools were conducted on the same computer equipped with Pentium Ill

993 MHz processor and 512 MB memory under Windows NT environment. The GUI is based

on user-friendly interface of the software. Import Capability is the evaluation of handling

different file format such as IGES, STL, and STEP. Tutorial Availability is based on the

tutorial available on the software CD or company website. Ease of Use focuses on file

conversion, model building, setup simulation parameters, and run simulations. Kinematics and

Dynamics Simulation Capabilities are based on the relative process time, the motion

simulation output, and the ability to export force, torque, acceleration, and other data. FEA

Capability is an assessment of FEA capability including transferring from dynamic results to

PEA environment. Graphical Output reflects the capability of producing video clips, image

files, data chart, and simulation report. Technical Support is an assessment of company's

customer services during test period. Cost is the approximate price for professional edition of

the software on current market. Overall Score is the average of all categories. Test results are
shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Rating of Software Tools

Fair Poor ,_
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1 GUI (Graphical

User Interface)

2 Import Capability

(IGES, STL,

STEP, ,,)
3 Tutorial

Availability
4 Ease of Use

5 Kinematics and

Dynamics
Simulation

Capabilities

......6 FEA Capability

7 Graphical Output

Capability

8 Technical Support
9 Cost

10 Overall Score

** .... , ***** ........,*** ***

$'i8,13'0 $8000 .... ,,,, $15,000 $19,_ ....

Evaluation Notes

Graphical User Interface -- All software evaluated are compatible to Windows NT environment

with Windows GUI. However, each of them has different background color and style.
ALGOR/MES needs to switch back and forth from CAD interface/FEA environment to its

SUPERDRAW III, which is a separate program. Rests of the software are all running within the
same window.

Import Capability -- All software tested are able to import IGES, STL, DXF, and other file

formats. However, ALGOR/MES does not support STEP format in the tested version. It is not

able to retrieve STL files generated from IGRIP and Pro/E. After importing STL file format into

Pro/ENGINEER or Unigraphics, surface and line selection become unavailable to the imported

features. Only visualNastran 4D can select surfaces of STL imported features. IGES file format

is much larger than STL and STEP in terms of file size. Pro/ENGINEER handle large size file

better than Unigraphies in terms of refreshing time. ALGOR and visualNastran handle large
IGES file pretty well and both have direct interface with Pro/ENGINEER.

Tutorial Availability -- ALGOR/MES and visualNastran both have step-by-step tutorial on CD

and on-line help. Unigraphics also has on-line step-by-step tutorial and documentation.

Pro/ENGINEER has good on-line documentation. However, step-by-step tutorials are not

available on-line or on the web. Purchase is available through another publisher (e.g. Schroff
Development Corporation).

Ease of Use -- MSC visualNastran 4D is the most easy to use among all. It is because

visualNastran 4D will be able to import both STL and IGES format and snap on surface to create

coordinates for assembly and joints. Based on directions of coordinates to create joints and loads
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make it easy to align and build the model. After finishing tutorial excises, all necessary

functions arc pretty much covered. Simulations were performed in no time.

On the other hand, ALGOR/MES needs to mesh every part after import. If the STL or IGES file

misses some lines or surfaces during export or import, it will not be able to get an error-free

mesh. Mesh sizeand method arcalsoafactorof success.Aftermeshing the partafterimport,it
cannot be remeshed in SUPERDRAW as describedin thedocumentation. Connections between

parts(groups)are based on the mesh grids.Therefore,itmakes itdifficultto get the assembly

correctly.Itishardlyto get thejob done withoutpreviousexperiencesor proper trainingfrom

ALC,-OR. Due tothisreason,salesreprcscntativcatALGOR was hesitatedtogiveoutevaluation

softwareatthe beginningofevaluationperiod.

Unigraphics Motion+ and Pro/MECHANICA require more keystroke and steps to get the

assembly, joints, and all other parameters done. Both packages are separate embedded modules

of Unigraphics and Pro/ENGINEER respectively. Simulations were carried out after seeking

help from technical support. It needs extensive previous experiences with Unigraphics or

Pro/ENGINEER to do an effective job. Therefore, it will be better to have proper training before
trying to build and run the simulations.

Kinematic" and Dynamic Simulation Capabili_ -- Kinematic and dynamic simulations were

performed using MSC visualNastran 4D, Unigraphics Motion+, and ProlMECHANICA. All

three of them will be able to out force, acceleration, torque, and other data. However,

visualNastran 4D output its graphs as a child-window in the main-window and the other two

output their data to external software (e.g. EXCEL). Assembly was not successful in

ALGOR/MES due to mesh and connection problems. Therefore, simulation was not able to

perform using ALGOR/MES. It is believed that the task can be done with proper training from
ALGOR.

MSC visualNastran 4D uses MSC.Nastran solver for analysis. Unigraphics Motion+ used

ADAMS solver, which implement Newton's law of motion and the system of Euler-Lagrange

equations of motion. It is the faster solver comparing to other three packages. ALGOR

Mechanical Event Simulation combines static equilibrium and Newton's law of motion for

dynamic analysis. _CHANICA implements Kane's method for dynamic analysis.

FEA CaL,abili_ -- MSC visualNastran 4I) uses Nastran Solver for PEA. However. it will only

handle linear analysis. For nonlinear analysis, model has to be exported to MSC Nastran for

analysis. Real-time motion simulations and FEA can be performed simultaneously.

ALGOR/MF_.S is basically a FEA package with motion simulation capability. It has both linear

and nonlinear analysis capabilities. Unigraphics does not have its own FEA solver. Unigraphics
vl6 supports Nastran and ANSYS while v17 add another support of Structures PIE. Since

Unigraphics does not have its own FEA solver, either Nastran or ANSYS solver has to be

installed on the system. Pro/MECHANICA use its own FEA solver for structure and thermal

analysis. Unigraphics and Pro/MECHANICA both need to transfer results from motion analysis

to structure module before performing FEA.
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GratThical Ogtput -- All packages tested will export video clips, images, and graphs. MSC

visualNastran 4D can include one graph output in the video clip and perform real-time

demonstration that makes the package more attractive. Photo rendering will only render sheet

surfaces and solid bodies. Pro/MECHANICA and Unigraphics have the capability to output

MPEG file instead of AVI format. _R and Pro/MECHANICA will able to output its results

in HTML format with images.

Technical Support -- Customer service or technical support from all software companies
mentioned above were friendly and courteous. MSC visualNastran 4D and ALGOR/lVIF, S tested

were 2-week evaluation version. It took 5 weeks to get the MSC visualNastran 4D evaluation

software due to communication and process issues. ALGOR has evaluation software available

on their website. However, it requires password to install the software. ALGOR sales

representative was anxious and helpful but hesitated to give out the password at the beginning.

ALGOR also has on-line live demo available through website.

Cost -- Both prices for MSC visualNastran 4D and ALGOR are one time fee with upgrade

available. Pro/MECHANICA and Unigraphics Motion+ are yearly license and renewable. Price
for Pro/MF.Z:HANICA includes structure/vibration and motion simulation without thermal

analysis. Price for Unigraphics Motion+ does not include Nastran or ANSYS solvers. Price may
be different in another time frame.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Considering all factors above, all packages tested have capabilities in kinematics, dynamics, and
finite element analysis. However, the author would recommend MSC visualNastran 4D because

of ease of use, excellent graphical outputs, combinations of kinematics, dynamics, and FEA in

the same Windows environment. Unigraphics Motion+ will perform kinematics and dynamics

analysis faster than MSC visualNastran. However, Unigraphics needs external FEA solver to

implement structure analysis. Pro/MECHANICA has good kinematic and dynamics analysis

solver but its FEA capability is limited to linear and small deformation problems. For large
deformation or nonlinear problems, Pro/MECHANICA does not handle well compared with

ANSYS or NASTRAN. ALGOR has very attractive on-line live demonstration for customer

through their website. Nevertheless, it needs previous FEA background and proper training of
the software to run simulations.

Regarding hardware for simulations, the author would recommend a machine with at least 1 GB

memory and l GHz processor or above. Faster and larger capacities hard drive and OPENGL
supported video card will be a must.

Evaluation results obtained in this study might be different depending on preferences and
previous experiences of the evaluator.
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Introduction

In the late 1980s there was a flurry of activities involving the newly discovered high Tc

superconductors in the development of new devices such as more efficient current transmission,

transformers, generators, and motors. One such developmental project by Podkletnov in 1992 [1 ]

noted some small, anomalous gravitational behaviorS. A following paper by Podkletnov 1995

(unpublished) [2] provided data with larger effects using a larger (,-. 25 cm) Superconducting
disk. Unfortunately this disk was extremely fragile and was broken beyond repair. To date, these

experiments have not been successfully repeated because of the difficulties of producing stable,
durable (and fired) superconducting disks. This problem with firing these disks has been solved

by Li [3] (see: w,_'.supergemlab.eom). What remains is to install the disk in "motor", at

superconducting temperatures in the presence of appropriately tailored magnetic fields.

Theory

There are prior and parallel, independent theoretical investigations to the work of Podkletnov

by Li and Torr [4] [5], Smalley and Kirsch [6], and Torr and Li [7] that discuss the mechanism

for electromagnetic coupling to the gravitational field. These works either assume [4] [5] [7] or

predict [6] from first principles an unknown coupling constant between the electromagnetic field

and the gravitational field inside matter. It is the works of Li and Torr that has identified the

macro quantum state of superconducting of superconductors as the most likely system in which

these effect might be observed; whereas Smalley and Krisch have given the theoretical

underpinning for the coupling using a fundamental variational calculation of the electromagnetic

and the gravitational field in RC spaeetime. The use of (RC) geometry is crucial because of the

torsion contributions to the connection since it is well known that Riemannian geometry has no

{k} (which is called the Christoffelconstructs either through the metric or the connection ,_

connection) that could couple directly to the electromagnetic field. I An early extension of

general relativity was due to Weyl in which he introduces a scalar potential, which acted as a

conformal transformation of the connection. This led only to a trivial rescaling of the metric with

an undetermined gauge. Thus the extension of the spacetime manifold to RC spacetime seems to

be a worthwhile investigation.

The second aspect centers on the type of matter that must be considered. In particular, there

must be charge in some form--bound or free. The theory of this particular type of charged

matter in a RC spacetime has been considered by Smalley & Krisch [6] in a "first principles,"

variational coupling of geometry and matter containing a charged spin fluid in which the torsion

tensor Se .k =- F t,7/k is the antisymmetfic components 2 of"the RC connection l"ij k = {_ } + S#k __k

+_. Note that the connection is not a tensor but the torsion is a tensor. The torsion tensor can

be decomposed into two irreducible pieces: the torsion vector Si = SJ and a proper (trace-free)

torsion _3_k = S:/k - (3/2)b'_fl Sid where _jk is the Kronecker delta function. This decomposition

Note that this tensor will be used extensively in this work.

"_Square brackets Ijkl surrounding indices implies antisymmetrization, and curly brackets, {/k} imply symmetrization.

Do not confuse symmetrization of indices with the Christoftbl connection.
f
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will be important in understanding the interaction of the spin fluid with the electromagnetic and

the gravitational field quantities.

Theoretical Rationale

The use of a Lagrangian based variational principle for a gravitationally based, charged

perfect 3 spin fluid [8] provides a precise, fundamental (as opposed to an ad hoe) formulation for

the field equations. The solutions to the field equations then give a sound basis for predictions

and subsequently definitive, experimental comparison.

This procedure gives individual field equations for the spacetime metric, torsion tensor plus a

set of constraint equations, which insure that the spin fluid maintains various continuity" relations

and constraints. One particularly interesting constraint includes the possibility of both external

and internal fields. This means that thermodynamics of the perfect fluid also includes the internal
and external contribution from both spin and electromagnetic energy (See reE 6 tbr details). 4

The heart of this calculation rests on the strict observance of the minimal coupling of the

electromagnetic field to the geometry. The electromagnetic field is given in Minkowski

geometry by a field tensor _ = Akj Aj._ where Ak is the electromagnetic, vector potential. This

equations is then "lifted" into the more extensive RC geometry by "minimal coupling" to/')k :_

Ak;j -, Aj: _.5 The minimal coupling leads directly to the most interesting constraint

Sk = bAk (1)
which predicts a direct relationship between the torsion (vector) and the electromagnetic field

(vector potential) in the arena of RC geometry. Also the charged, spin fluid interacts with the

h" i
geometry of spacetime through the proper torsion such that iij/::= Spa'iku where _:= 47rG, G is

the gravitational constant, 9 is the density, ,_, is the spin (per particle), and u t is the tbur-velocity.

The Field Equations

The variation of the Lagrangian gives the gravitational field equation

G C'l - V_ (T k_j+ T kj_) = _F 'j (2)

where G 'J is the Einstein Tensor in RC spacetime, 7;j_ =: S,jk _--2oa/j S_t. and T'j is the energy-
momentum tensor where

7'j 7'% + T'Js+ T _,'M+ T% (3)

where T'1_,_= p[(1 + _- + --P-)- 1 m_,l_l]u,u , + t_.)g,j (4)
p 2

3 Here, "perfect" means that the fluid obeys certain conservation law such as continuity, charge conservation, and

metric constraints, which insure that the parameterization of spin fluid is consistent with the metric.

4 In quantum mechanics, il is necessary to include the interactions of internal spin with the external magnetic fields

as well as the internal magnetic fields of the of the spin fluid itself. In particular, this is necessary for correctly

describing the thermodynamics of the system.

The semicolon ";" refers to the covariant derivative "4k" in RC spacetime, and minimal coupling refi:rs to the

simplest extension of Riemannian geometry to RC spacetime based upon the concept of minimal coupling by
Einstein.
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is the matter energy-momentum of a perfect fluid in the presence of the electromagnetic field,

where c is the energy, p is the pressure, and m k/= Zs u is the magnetic dipole moment and X is
the susceptibility; the spin energy-momentum

T% = 2put's/)k_ + Vk pu(' s" k]- pcok_'s nk (5)

where cokt is the flame angular velocity; the energy-momentum tensor of the electromagnetic
field

and

TJEM = .[FkiFk+ lguFktF, t + M*_'B/) ] (6)

T%_, -( 8_)(S'S' 1 _ k= --g S &) (7)
31c 2

is the gauge fixing term that insures the overall gauge invarianee of the Lagrangian.

It is instructive to write the Einstein tensor into its metric, proper torsion, and torsion
vector parts so that

GvJ)-Vk(Tk'J + T_")=G'J({})+ 2S('t,S")"_'o i_,) -_, ,,_,

+ (18)-- _ ktJ "Jlra_

Note that the gauge fixing term in Eq. (7) cancels the same term in Eq. (8). This is the typical
ease that the gauge cannot influence the physics described by the field equation no matter how
it's displayed.

Some Consequences

Spin energy momentum

The driving "power" of this system is the constraint between the electromagnetic vector

potential and the torsion vector (Eq. 1), which occurs in the spin energy momentum
tensor (Eq. 5). If the spin energy-momentum tensor is rewritten in terms of the RC

covafiant derivatives that only contain the proper torsion Vk plus a remainder term that

involves only the torsion vector, then this gives

T% = r s - 4 bx'u"s'*S, = T!'s 4 bxu¢' s')* A, (9)
3 3

where the torsion constraint was used in the last step. To check the validity of this

equation, set Ak = 0. It follows that there is no electromagnetic field and consequently the
A

torsion vector Sk = 0, T'Js is just the usual spin energy momentum of a perfect fluid with

spin density when there is no electromagnetic field, and the magnetic T'JM and the gauge
fixing 7'JC3Fterms disappear.

The above results directly prove that the assumption of Li & Torr [4][5] is

justified for the spin fluids, and in particular, bound spin fluid inside superconductors. If
this isn't worth a Nobel Prize, nothing is!

2. Post-Newtonian analysis of the charged, spin fluid, field equations
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One of the overriding problems with investigating the field equation in the post-

Newtonian approximations is in the treatment of spin/angular momentum. The prevailing

wisdom concludes that the effects of spin occurred at the order Tl(v6) (v is the velocity) that

is far beyond the vl(v2)- rl(v 3) level of PPN approximation. 6 By inference of that wisdom,

the torsion (or spin density in this work) would be of relatively little important in neutron

star structure [10] [11]. However, later work of Castagnino, et al [12] showed that if the

structure of the source is known to rl(v), then the presence of spin can be detected, and that

the theory can be verified to rl(V2). Unfortunately they did not apply their results to any

models. Thus this implication implies that the effect of spin and therefore the torsion (noted

here) are detectable. The proof of this assertion lies in the work of Brown [9] who noted,

that in carrying out the calculations for the spin fluid, and in redoing the PPN

approximation with the appropriate assumptions for spin, it is necessary to introduce a new

potential Zk into the time-space component, gO, of the Metric where Y_kis the solution of the

differential equation
1

V2Zk = --2.rc(p sk").,, ._ ,9(V_) (10)

where the density p ._ q(v20i and the spin (per particle) _ rl(v), this implies that the
third order correction to g beeomes

3 PPN 3

gok = go_ - 4 Zk (1 1)

and all other PPN parmneterization of the metric remains the same. This means that is now

possible to obtain effects of charged spin fluids to the level of the PPN approximation

looking at field equation for the spin fluid, Eq. (2), minus the effects of the "gauge fixing"
term which cancels.

. Consequences for the Local Lorentz Frame

From the torsion vector Eq. (1), it is then evident that electromagnetic vector potential Ak

couples the electromagnetic field directly to the gravitational field G ;/through Eq. (1), and

subsequently, the spin energy momentum tensor Eq. (9) to the metric as shown by Brown
[91.

Since the spin interacts with the metric at least at rl(v 3) or greater, it is obvious that the

electromagnetic field can shape the gravitational.

In this work we ihave referred to the charged spin fluid, but it should be remembered that

this works for both free or hound charge spin fluids. The macroscopic quantum state of

the ion rotation in superconductors [4] is such a state. This :means that we can, given the

appropriate energy sources, alter the local gravitational field, or in other words, manipulate
the local Lorent2 frame. Now all that is necessary is to figure out how to open up a

wormhole and develop the energy sources that will, though the spin fluid, drive the
gravitational field.
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Introduction

Most of the summer was spent developing software that would permit existing test report forms
to be printed over the web on a printer that is supported by Adobe Acrobat Reader. The data is

stored in a DBMS (Data Base Management System). The client asks for the information from the

database using an HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) form in a web browser. JavaScirpt is

u_d with the forms to assist the user and verify the integrity of the entered data. Queries to a

database are made in SQL (Sequential Query Language), a widely supported standard for making

queries to databases. Java servlets, programs written in the Java programming language running
under the control of network server software, interrogate the database and complete a PDF form

template kept in a file. The completed report ks sent to the browser requesting the report. Some

erro_ are sent to the browser in an HTML web page, others are reported to the server.

Access to the databases was restricted since the data are being transported to new DBMS

software that will run on new hardware. However, the SQL queries were made to Microsoft

Access, a DBMS that is available on most PCs (Personal Computers). Access does support the

SQL commands that were used, and a database was created with Access that contained typical
data for the report forms.

Some of the problems and features are discus_d below.

Problems and Features

Since PDF is text markup language, it would seem appropriate to generate PDF dynamically,

much as is done with HTML. However, Adobe licensing agreements preclude this approach, and
PDF is considered a proprietary markup language.

An approach permitted by Adobe is to generate a fbrm template in an extension to PDF called

FDF and dynamically insert the data [1-4]. Adobe supplies FDF access software for C/C++,

Visual Basic, Perl, and Java compilers that will open template files, insert data into blank fields,

and perform other tasks associated with using FDF documents such as data entry and report
forIIK_.

Another approach is to create an intermediate text file that contains the field data [5]. Acrobat
Reader reads the intermediate file, extracts the field data, uses a reference in the file to read the

form file, inserts the data in the form, and displays the result, This was the approach used to

generate the data base tbrms. Both the Java and Perl interfaces were tried, but the interfaces were

not compatible with the Windows 98 system used for development.

The template for the test reports was created with Microsoft Word 2000 and saved in the Word's

(.doc) format. The Word document was converted to PFD with Adobe Acrobat. Version 4.0 of

Acrobat permits fields (groups of data) in PDF files to be tagged (given an identifier or name) so
that the tag can be used to retrieve or insert data in the form, converting the PDF document to an
FDF document,
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Javaservlets[6-9] wereusedon theserverto readthedatafromthedatabaseandinsetit in the
FDF forms.Javais averypopularprogramminglanguagefor websoftwareeventhoughit is not
anindustrystandard.It is objectorientedandstrongtyping[6]. Compilersareavailablefor free
overthewebdirectlyfrom SunMicrosystenxs[10].

Javashouldnot be confused with JavaScript. JavaScript is a weak typing, interpreted language

supported by Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator web browsers [7].

An attempt was made to scan the existing paper fornts and convert them to text with OCR

(Optical Character Recognition) software built-in to Acrobat. The conversion was successful,

although a lot of errors needed to be corrected manually. Untbrtunately, Acrobat's OCR software

failed to correctly identify all of the fields in the recovered text, and that limited the success of

this approach. The only way to correct the errors was to generate a reasonable facsimile of the

original form in a word processor, then convert the document to a PDF form with Acrobat.

Several peculiarities were observed when using Java 1.3.1 to compile the servlets. The complier

could not correctly interpret the PATH command in MS-DOS in Windows 98 and locate the

servlet.jar archive file that contains the parent class for the _rvlets. The MS-DOS SET conmmnd

apparently works. However, the classpath option for the compiler is recommended [11]. A

typical example invoking the compiler using the classpath option is

javac -classpath c:/jdk 1.3.1/lib/servlet.jar source.java

where javac is the name of the executable form of the Java complier,/jdkl.3.1/lib/is the path

through the dh'ectories or Iblders in MS-DOS to servlet.jar, the Java archive file containing the
parent for the servlet class, and source.java is the source code Ibr the servlet. Note that the

compiler expects forward slashes as separators between directory or tblder names, not back
slashes, which is the convention in Microsoft operating systenxs. The complier, javac, can be

located by Windows 98 if the MS-DOS path is _t correctly in the autoexec.bat file, by issuing
the path command prior to calling the compiler, or by preceding the compiler name with the

correct path.

Allaire's Jrun was used as a local web server for tile servlets. A free developer's version is

available over the web [12]. It is supplied in machine code and will run under Windows 98.

However, the developer's version is limited to three concurrent connections.

Servlets can be tested by copying them to the directory

c:Wrogram FileskAllaireklRu n\servers\de fault\default-app\WEB-IN_classes

where the directory, Program Files, is the directory where Jrun is installed in Windows 98. The

servlets are invoked by issuing the URL

http:/ilocalhost :8100/servlet/MyFirstServlet
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whereMyFirstServletis thenameof the servletbeing run. It isn't necessary to change the
configuration of the default server in Jrun to view the servlets, although some sets of installation
instructions indicate otherwise.

Tomcat will also support servlet development and is also available over the web in both binary
and Java virtual machine code [13]. Unfortunately, the binary code is for a Windows NT and not

a Windows 98 system. The BAT files for Microsoft operating systems that come with the Java

virtual machine version would not work on Windows 98. While they could have been modified

so that they would work, the time required to make the modifications was excessive.

Micosoft Access was used to supply the data that tested the forms. SQL (Sequential Query
Language) is used to extract the data from the Access. SQL is an industry standard data "base

access language that will work with most popular databases. It is quite easy to call up new
interface drivers to a different vendor's DBMS software. It is also quite easy to change the field
names in the software to accommodate new or revised forms.

The report request tbrm uses an HTML form to get the data from the user. JavaScript is

embedded in the form to assist the user in entering the data correctly and do some error checking
at the browser. Care was taken to use HTML tags and JavaScript common to both Internet

Explorer and Netscape Navigator. (E.g. The tag INPUT of TYPE=BUTTON, common to both

Explorer and Navigator, was used rather than the tag BUqTON, which is supported only by
Internet Explorer.) Most users of the web use one of these two browsers. The forrrt_ were tested

with both Navigator and Explorer to insure that the Ibrnts would work with both browsers.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The approach works well even though there were several unexpected difficulties developing the

software. The type fonts on the new forms are close to the hand lettered type fonts on the forms

they replace. Using a computer to generate the forms is both faster and cheaper, particularly
since the data is already in the database. Generating the reports is convenient since they can be

generated on any computer connected to the web that has access to Adobe Reader, and most desk
top computers have that access.

The software was not tested over the web, only on a local server. It is possible that the software

may have difficulty locating the template file over the web. If this is the case, the template file
will have to be downloaded along with the intermediate file that calls the template file,

It is reconunended that work continue on the project to covert all of the report forms to the new
format.
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Introduction

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) is charged with developing advanced technologies ibr

space telescopes. The next generation of space optics will be very large and lightweight.

Tensegrity structures are built of compressive members Oars), and tensile members (strings),

For most materials, the tensile strengta'a of a longitudinal member is larger than its buckling

strength; therefore a large stiffness to mass ratio can be achieved by increasing the use of

tensile members _. Tensegrities are the epitome of lightweight structures, since they take
advantage of the larger tensile strength of materials.

The compressive members of tensegrity structures are disjoint allowing compact storage of the

structure. The structure has the potential to eliminate the requirement for assembly by man in

space; it can be deployed by adjustments in its cable tension. A tensegrity structure can be

more reliably modeled since none of the individual members experience bending moments.

(Members that experience deformation in more than one dimension are much harder to model.)

Structures that can be more precisely modeled can be more precisely controlled s.

Furthermore, an astoundingly wide variety of natural systems, including carbon atoms, water

molecules, proteins, viruses, cells, tissues and even human and other living creatures are

tensegrity structures _. Through the process of evolution, nature continually improves the

design of living creatures for the environment they live in. Since tensegfities are nature's
structure of choice, it is conceivable that they have other benefits we are unaware of,

A. Keane and S. Brown designed a satellite boom truss system with an enhanced vibration

performance. They started with a standard truss system, Figure 1, then used a genetic

algorithm to alter the design, Figure 2, while optimizing the vibration performance. An

improvement of over 20,000% in frequency-averaged energy levels was obtained using this
approach 3,

Figure 1. Baseline Truss Structure. Figure 2. Performance Enhanced Structure.

In this report an introduction to tensegrity structures is given, along with a description of how

to generate the nodal coordinates and connectivity of a multiple stage cylindrical tensegrity

structure. A description of how finite elements can be used to develop a stiffness and mass
matrix so that the modes of vibration can be determined from the eigenvalue problem is shown.

A brief description of a micro genetic algorithm are then presented.
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What is a Tensegrity Structure?

According to Pugh, a tensegrity (tension and integrity) structure consists of discontinuous

compression members suspended by a continuous network of pure tension members all of
which are pin-jointed 7. Figure 3 shows a 2D tensegrity structure that fits this definition. C2T4

stands for 2 compressive members, bars, and 4 tension members, cables. Skelton defines Class

k Tensegrity structures, where k is the maximum number of compressive members connected

1 structure and Figure 4, a C4T2 sLructure, as a class 2at the nodes. Fig_sre 3 is a class
tensegrity structure.

Figure 4_

A detailed description on how to find the shape of a multi-stage cyclic-right-cylindrical-

tensegrity is presented by Murakami and Nishimura 6. Figure 5 shows a 4 stage, 6 bar
tensegrity structure.

Tilt of Bars

i I

Figure 5. A 4 Stage, 6 Bar Tensegrity Structure.

A tensegrity structure can be modeled in the same fashion as a truss structure using finite

elements. The difference between modeling a truss and tensegrity structure is that the tension

members cannot undergo compression. Figure 6a shows the forces, F, and displacements, u,

for a bar or tension member. A member, either bar or tension, is modeled as a spring with

lumped masses on each end, Figure 6b, In Figure 6a xy are the global coordinates and _y are

the local coordinates. The relationship between the local and global coordinates are given in

Equation Set 1. {q} is the vector representation of the displacements {u_, v_, u2, v2}. [T] is the

transformation matrix composed of cos(if) and sin(_) s.
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Figure6a. FiniteElementModel.

Lumped Mass Formulation

pAL pAL
EA

2 -- 2
L

Figure 6b, Physical Model of Elements.

I'}fFl = - S C 0 0 Vt

_2 0 0 -s C_llV2 J

c=cos(_)
s =sin(#)

{g)=[_]{q}
{_}:[r]IF} (_)

The stiffness matrix is given in Equation Set 2.

f"] V' o _, Olf ,lr,._ _,o o o ol_,_

_.j o o oJtr:}
(2)

Once the global stiffness matrix is constructed for an individual element, all the stiffness

matrices can be assembled into the total stiffness matrix for the structure. The global mass

matrix is constructed in a similar fashion, as shown in the first two columns of Equation Set 3.

The last column of equations shows the eigenvalue problem, where o is the angular frequency
of the modes of vibration of the structure.

0011[_]= ooo,
0 I ;

kOOO

[m]-[r]_[_][r_

{q}={Q}sinr_ot;

{F}=[_]{q}+[,._}
{F}--([kl-o;[m]){q}
[0]=(H- _'[m]){q}

(3)

Micro-Genetic-Algorithm

The goal is now to design a tensegrity structure while minimizing mass, increasing the lowest

mode of vibration and maintaining the structural integrity of the tensegrity. The design

parameters are n-number of stages, m-bars per stage, s-scale of pre-stress, the overlap between
stages and the tilt of the bars (see Figure 5), and the radii of the top and bottom of each stage.

4
A micro-genetic-algorithm is an ideal method for optimizing the structure. (A classic book on

genetic algorithm's is Goldbergl.)
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Themicro-GAstartswith abaselinesolutionsimilarto thatfor thetrusssystemFigure1. Four
newindividualsarerandomlygeneratedandcenteredaboutthebaselinesolution.Thefive
individuals,fournewonesandoriginal"bestof breed",arepairedup formating.The"Best"
pairischosento mateandgeneratefournewindividuals;the"bestof breed"is kept. This
processisrepeated,seelastcolumninFigure7,until thebestfit nolongerimproves,aRestart
is thenperformed.Theflowchartfor themiero-GAis giveninFigure7.

Restart GA

°" I

No

i R "G:A, I

i Set Startin_L_dividu_! [Best of Breed _ Baseline/Beat Fit

÷
Randomly generate [bur

new individuals centered
about "Best of Breed"

4 Randomly generated individuals
and "Best of Breed"

Randomly pairindividuals for mating

I Pick "Elest" Pair anddiscard others
i

Use discrete real valued
reeombinatitm to 8enerate

4 new individuals _

Figure 7. Flow Chart Describing a Micro-Genetic-Algorithm.
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Introduction

A request-oriented scheduling engine, better known as ROSE, is under development within the

Flight Projects Directorate for the purpose of planning and scheduling of the activities and

resources associated with the science experiments to be performed aboard the International

Space Station (ISS). ROSE is being designed to incrementally process requests from payload
developers (PDs) to model and schedule the execution of their science experiments on the ISS.

The novelty of the approach comes from its web-based interface permitting the PDs to define

their request via the construction of a graphical model to represent their requirements. Additional

information on the specifics of ROSE can be found in [1, 2]. Based on an examination of the

current ROSE implementation, this paper proposes several recommendations for changes to the

modeling component and makes mention of other potential applications of the ROSE system.

Activity and Sequence Modeling

The strength of the current implementation of ROSE is its modeling capability. ROSE provides a

robust method of graphically representing the operational requirements of a user's payload. To

gain a better understanding of the modeling capabilities of ROSE and the needs of the users in

defining their models, this study evaluated the models posed by several PDs, as well as initiated

discussions with both PDs and Payload Activity Requirements Coordinators (PARCs). From this

study, several recommendations are proposed and listed in Table 1. Each of these is addressed in
the discussion that follows.

Table 1. Recommendations for ROSE Modeling Langua_;e.

• Add new construct to represent preemptive tasks

• Add ability to define a task as optional

• Add ability to specifically represent the disjoint relation

• Delete the either option associated with the during relation
• Delete the advanced relation

• Use additional visual cues to express relations between graphical entities

• Use shape to supplement use of color for distinguishing between graphical entities

• Add ability to define a power source as either a source or sink

The nature of some activities permits that their execution may be preempted and later restarted

with no penalty. An ability to preempt an activity becomes an important option for activities of

long durations that are difficult to handle within a single work cycle. Identifying an activity as

preemptive would be an option specified by the user, permitting a scheduler to divide the activity

into a set of sub-activities thereby enhancing its flexibility in scheduling the activity. Modeling a

preemptive activity would require that the user specify it as an option for an activity and provide

some indication of how the activity could be subdivided into a subset of activities (i.e., minimum

durations, maximum suspension times, etc.). Modeling a preemptive activity would also require

that resource constraints be annotated to indicate that either they are needed only during activity

execution and not during the suspended periods between sub-activities, or during the entire span
from first to last sub-activity, including suspended periods.
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Thereappearsto currentlybe two indirectmethodsa usermaytry to useto modelanoptional
activity. Onewouldbeto defineanactivityof a variabledurationwith a minimumdurationof
zero.Thiswouldnotworkproperly,in thatif anoptionalactivity actuallyhadaminimumtime
(i.e., 10minutes),thengiventheminimumof zero,theschedulerwouldbepermittedto schedule
it for lessthan10minutes.Anotherapproachonemightusewouldbeto specifyanactivitywith
a minimumrepetitionof zeroandamaximumrepetitionof one.Althoughtheoreticallycorrectit
would resultin a modelthat is moredifficult to interpretthanan activity directly labeledas
optional.It wouldbebetterto addanoptionthatspecificallyidentifiesanactivityasoptionaland
theneliminatetheability to specifyanactivitywith zerorepetitionsto enhancetheuniquenessof
themodelinglanguage.This approachwouldenhancethe readabilityof the modelinglanguage
andreducethechanceof error.

It seemsa bit confusingto indirectlydefinea disjoint relation as an option of the sequential

relation by specifying the choice of "either" for its precedence. It would be best to add a new

relation to the list of possibilities that permits the direct definition of a disjoint relation between

activities. Another problem is the capability of the user to specify the relation between two

activities as during and then further define the precedence between these activities as either. This

also seems confusing if not unlikely of ever occurring. It may make more sense for a user to

model these activities as overlapping with the either option indicating that either one could start

with a simultaneous start identified by a zero separation time. The availability of the advanced
option for the specification of a relation permits a user to define relations that are redundant with

some of the others already defined. The result is a modeling language that yields non-unique

models in that it is possible to define the same model multiple ways. The advanced option should

be deleted or constrained to eliminate the possibility of using it to define relations that are
already available using other modeling primitives.

To enhance the readability of the resulting graphical models, more visual cues should be added

to more clearly express the relationships between the graphical entities. Some possibilities

include placing arrows on arcs to define sequential precedence, using a dotted line to represent a
disjoint relation, and placing arrows on arcs to show the during relation. Two of the four
sequences I evaluated had errors that would have been eliminated with the addition of such

visual cues. Also, to enhance readability of the models, particularly when using grayscale

printers, alternative shapes should be used to supplement the use of color for distinguishing
between the graphical entities representing activities, sequences, and public services.

Based on an examination of one model it was difficult to distinguish whether a resource

associated with an activity was acting as a sink or source for the energy specified in the model.
This confusion could be overcome if there was a better understanding of the science, but such a

distinction in the model will become important particularly if the modeling language is extended
to representing system level activities on-board the ISS.

One last interesting issue arose in the review of a model where an activity in a sequence resulted

in a condition that had the potential to impact activities in other unidentified sequences. For
example, activity A states in its description that one feature of a resource should not be disturbed

during the procedure or for 3 hours after its completion. Therefore, the result is that even though
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theactivity is finished with the resource, the use of the resource is restricted to activities that do

not alter this feature of the resource. Modeling of such requirements should be considered.

Enhancing the Modeling Process

Given the powerful modeling language that ROSE provides it is possible for a user to easily
create intricate models composed of nested sequences and activities with an abundant number of

relations between them. Given the complex nature of the resulting models, it is not unusual for a

PD to go through several iterations of their model based on subsequent evaluations of the models

by their assigned PARC. The only feedback currently provided by the ROSE system to the PD

during development is the graphical model itself and a text based report stating the requirements

defined for the sequence and each activity. One of the major problems with is that much of the

temporal nature of the model is embedded within the modeling primitive and not visible in the
graphical model.

The usefulness of the feedback information would be enhanced if users were provided with a

visual means that would allow them to check their models to ensure that the temporal relations

represent their actual intended requirements. One possibility is to generate a generic graphical
timeline from the model and display it for validation purposes. This timeline would be created

against a blank schedule and display the temporal relationships defined within the model. Figure
1 shows one example of such a sequence.

If the PD is able to more easily check their model's expression of their requirements it would
reduce the amount of interaction between them and the PARC, the number of iterations, as well

as the time required to develop a valid model. Such a mechanism has the potential to also

enhance the PD's understanding of the construction of models and use of relations through the
availability of timely feedback provided in a familiar representation, the common Gannt chart.

Activity C

Aeti_ty D

crew []

Power Level _-_

l __J

Figure 1: Timeline representation of PD model.
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Alternative Applications of ROSE

Given the robust modeling provided by ROSE to express activities and sequences and its future

ability to generate schedules from these models, there was an interest in determining what other

potential applications would benefit from this tool. Preliminary considerations gave rise to the

identification of several potential applications worth further examination. These are the

scheduling of hospital operating rooms, airline scheduling, new product development planning,

construction planning, and manufacturing scheduling. A focused report on each of these can be

found in [3] and [4]. Although similarity exist between each of the applications and that of space

activity planning and scheduling, it is believed that the best match would be with new product

development planning and construction planning. Exploration of the algorithms used in operating
room scheduling may provide some additional insight as well.

Conclusions

The ROSE system has the potential to provide a robust modeling environment with an ability to
capture complex payload activity and requirements. Several changes are recommended to further

enhance its capabilities and usability. Additional studies are needed to evaluate the user's

understanding and use of the modeling tool for the purpose of assessing the need for further

changes, as well as to determine what mechanisms are best to enhance the feedback the system

provides to users for validation of their requirements. The space activity planning and scheduling
domain is quite similar to that of other planning and scheduling problems. It is believed that the

availability of the ROSE modeling and scheduling tool may benefit these applications as well.
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Introduction

Laser-based combustion diagnostics, such as single-pulse UV Raman spectroscopy (Wehrmeyer

et al. 2001) and visible Raman spectroscopy (Yeralan et al. 2001), have been successfully
applied to optically-accessible rocket-like test articles. If an independent pressure measurement

is available, Raman major species concentration measurements can also provide a temperature

measurement. However it is desirable to obtain a Raman-derived temperature measurement

without the need for simultaneous pressure measurement, especially when chamber pressure may

vary spatially. This report describes Raman temperature measurements obtained by exploiting
the variation in shape of the H2 Raman spectrum. Hydrogen is advantageous since it is

ubiquitous in H2-Oz systems and its Raman spectrum is simpler than for other diatomics.

However the influence of high pressure on the H2 Raman spectrum must be investigated. At

moderate pressures, well below those of rocket engines, the Raman spectra of 02 and N_ are

known to become featureless due to collisional broadening (Eckbreth I988).

Theoretical HI Raman Spectra: Wavelength, Line Streneth, and Linewidth

Hydrogen is a centrifugally-stretched rotor with rotational energy, E,, given by (Eckbreth 1988):

E,. = hc[BJ(J + 1) -DJ2(J + 1)2 +...] (1)

where h is Planck's constant (6.6 x 10 -34 joule-see), c is speed of light (3 x 101° cm/sec), B is the

rotational term value, in cm-t(wavenumbers), D is a centrifugal stretch correction term value, and

J is rotational quantum number (0, 1, etc.) Assuming H2 is also an anharmonic oscillator, its

vibrational energy can be modeled as a function of vibrational quantum number, v (0, 1, etc.), by:

E v = hc[_o,(v+._)-(o,x_(v+X_) 2 +...] (2)

where cot is the fundamental vibrational term value and xe is an anharmonicity correction factor.

Both B and D are functions of v through vibration-rotation interaction and are given v subscripts:

B,. =B,.-a_(v+..})+... D_ = D, +/_,(v+½)+... (3,4)

where Be, D,, _, and/_, are constants. Values are in Jennings et al. (1985) and Weber (1973).

Spontaneous Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of light by a molecule. For Stokes

vibrational Q-branch Raman transitions, the molecular internal energy change obeys _,v = +1, AJ

= 0. The increase in the scattering molecule's final energy, E'from its initial energy, E'; is:

E'- E" = he[to, -2og, x¢(v" +I)-cteJ(J + 1) - ,OeJ2(J + 1)2 + ...] (5)

where v" is v for the initial energy state. Equation 5 gives the energy lost by the interacting

photons, and since their wavelengths are related to their energies, the wavelength of the Raman

scattered light, &k, will depend upon the incident photon's wavelength, _.L, and v" and J through:

_ ={_t. -_ -[_ -2oa, x,(v"+l)-a,J(J+l)-fl,,J2(J+l) 2 +...]}-_ (6)

Since co,,>> _oex,,>> _ >> fie, ¢.oeapproximately determines the an's; next in importance is og_x_,

which groups together Raman lines according to v"; and within each v" group the J value

determines a line's exact 2R. Actually, ESE"also depends upon temperature, T, and density, p,

through vibrational perturbations, which can either reduce or increase E'-E" through the relative

importance of short-range repulsive forces compared to long-range attractive forces (May et al.

1964). A correction term, aFJhc, can be added to Eq. 6 for the p-, T-, J-, and collision partner-

dependent shift of _. Values for gE/hc are available for H2 in H2 (May et al. 1964), H2 in H2,

Ar, He, N2, or CI_ (Lallemand and Simova 1968), and H2 in N2 (Sinclair et al. 1996).
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Each Raman line's intensity is related to its v_ J level population and its transition probability

(cross section). Calculated cross sections, a,,-_oa, for H2's v"---O, J---0 to J=3 levels are available

(Ford and Browne 1973) and higher vibrational level cross sections scale as (v%l) (Placzek

1932). Assuming a Boltzmann distribution, each Raman line's intensity, IR, is related to Tby:

, __ , /_E'/_I"T)1R o_ cre_o. J (v +I)Q g (2J +l)exp(- (7)

where Q is the T-dependent ro-vib-nuc partition function, k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10 -23

joule/K), and g" is relative degeneracy for ro-nuclear spin coupling (for H2:1 odd L 3 even J).

Figures 1 and 2 show Stokes vibrational Q-branch Raman spectra (for 248.623 nm excitation) at

two T's, 700 K mad 3400 K, and use the lineshift data of Sinclair et al. (1996) for H2 diluted in

N2. At 700 K only the first seven rotational levels for v"--O are significantly populated. At 3400

K more rotational levels in the ground and excited vibrational states become populated due to the

T dependence of the Boltzmann fraction factor in Eq. 7.

A Raman line's width, F (in cm'l), is not zero, as in Figs. 1 and 2, but is finite and depends upon

molecular velocities and collisions, hence is a function of T, p, collision partner, and collection

geometry. At low p a Doppler-broadened gaussian lineshape occurs with a linewidth, Fo,,,

dependent upon angle, 0, between incident and scattered photon directions (Weber 1973):

F,,,_,,p=2[2ln(2)kVm_[4(.,_t'+_'E'-E" 1 "% IEh--_cE'f] "_
"" sin" + (8)

hc

where m is the molecular mass. Thus Foo is a minimum for forward scattering (0=0 °) and a

maximum for backward scattering (/9=180 °) and intermediate for 0=90 o

Because of the Uncertainty Principle, a Doppler shifted photon gives velocity information for a

molecule that is averaged across a distance it travels, given by A.R/2ff (Murray and Javan 1972).

For increasing number of velocity changing collisions experienced through this travel length, the

molecule's average velocity and Doppler shift will approach zero. This Dicke (or collisional)

narrowing and can be thought of as a viscous drag, exerted on the scattered photon, that increases

with p If the mean free path < Atd2_, a Dicke-narrowed linewidth (Foicke) can be modeled as:

F,_,_ I4_ 4 _-Lz _-L1 hc sin2% E;-TcE'

where Do. in cm'_/(sec amagat), is an "optical" diffusion coefficient = 1.13 x molecular diffusion

coefficient (Rahn et al. 1991; Bergmann and Stricker 1995). One amagat = p at 1 atm, 273 K.

For large p collisional broadening occurs due to collisions that terminate, rather than perturb, the

scattering process The resulting finite-lived wavetrain has a frequency, or wavenumber, spread

inversely proportional to its duration. The collisionally-broadened linewidth can be modeled as:

Fc, _ t_,,,,a = 2y_ p (10)

where _j is a broadening coefficient dependent on J, collision partner, and T, and _0j has been

modeled by Hussong et al. (2000) for H2-Hz and Hz-N2 collisions. Thus F is composed of a

combination of three terms, each term dominating within a p range: F = FD,,t,_,at low p, F = Fo_k¢

at medium p, and F = Fc,,n B,,_.,aat high p. Figure 3 shows the first two rotational lines of the H2

Stokes vibrational Q-branch spectrum at 300 K, for dilute H2 in N2. At 1 atm (0.911 amagat) and
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10 atm (9.14 amagat) Dicke narrowing don-finates, with F less at 10 atm than 1 atm. At 100 atm

(91.9 amagat from Redlich-Kwong data) collisional broadening dominates, but the lines are fully

resolved and remain so even at 370 atm, a pressure expected in advanced prebumers.

Experimental Raman Spectrum

Using the experimental system, shown in Fig. 4, of Wehrmeyer etal. (2001), a demonstration of

high resolution H2 Raman spectroscopy is performed in an atmospheric pressure H2-air flame. A

tunable krypton-fluoride excimer laser with a laser linewidth, d_,t., of 0.003 nm, is used along

with an 0.3 m imaging spectrograph with an imaging resolution, dAs, of 0.2 rim. Both AXs and

A;tr. cause the measured linewidth of each Raman line, A&R, to be greater than F/,_t¢2, (the

"natural" linewidth expressed in wavelength units rather than wavenumbers). Assuming

gaussian lineshapes, alas and AA.t. can be convoluted together to form a gaussian "instrumental"

lineshape with a FWHM of (AAs 2 + AAt2) la. In addition the 100 lain spectrograph slit also

broadens the instrumental linewidth through its further convolution with a rectangular lineshape

of 0.07 nm, from the 0.1mm slit width x 0.7 nm/mm dispersion (for a 3600 groove/mm grating).

Figure 5 shows Raman spectra for five atmospheric pressure H2-air flames at varying

equivalence ratio, 0. As 0 decreases, T increases which lowers p (reducing the overall Raman

signal strength) but also increases the population fractions of the higher rotational and vibrational

levels ("spreading out" the H2 and H20 Raman signals), Figure 6 shows the H2 Raman signal for

the _ = t.6 flame compared to theoretical Raman spectra at three T values. A manual best fit

gives 2400 K, compared to an expected adiabatic T (Tad) of 2220 K. Measured T's for all flames

are high compared to T,,d's: _=2.0, T=2350K, Tad=2060; ¢_=2.9, T=2200K, T,_d=1780; and t_-4.0,

T=I900K, T,,t=1560. This could be due the noninclusion of the the O and S rotational wings

around the Q-branch or a systematic error in 0 measurement.

Conclusions and Future Work

Using the collisional broadening data of Hussong et al. (2000) the H2 Stokes Raman Q-branch is

modeled and shows no significant overlap of individual ro-vibrational lines, even up to 370 atm

(from 300 to 3400 K). Thus a Raman temperature measurement based on spectral shape can be

implemented even in high pressure advanced prebumers. Atmospheric pressure H2-air flames

show systematic errors in temperature measurement of ,-300 K. Better spectrograph resolution
would clarify the error source. A high resolution 0.5 m spectrograph is available for future work.
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Introduction

An advanced concept in in-space transportation currently being studied is the

Momentum-Exchange/Electrodynamic Reboost Tether System (MXER). The system

acts as a large momentum wheel, imparting a Av to a payload in low earth orbit (LEO) at

the expense of its own orbital energy. After throwing a payload, the system reboosts

itself using an electrodynamic tOlaer to push against Earth's magnetic field and brings

itself back up to an operational orbit to prepare for the next payload. The ability to

reboost itself allows for continued reuse of the system without the expenditure of

propellants. Considering the cost of lifting propellant from the ground to LEO to do the

same Av boost at $10000 per pound, the system cuts the launch cost of the payload

dramatically, and subsequently, the MXER system pays for itself after a small number of
missions, t

One of the technical hurdles to be overcome with the MXER concept is the rendezvous
maneuver, The rendezvous window for the capture of the payload is on the order of a

few seconds, as opposed to traditional docking maneuvers, which can take as long as
necessary to complete a precise docking. The payload, therefore, must be able to match

its orbit to meet up with the capture device on the end of the tether at a specific time and

location in the future. In order to be able to determine that location, the MXER system

must be numerically propagated forward in time to predict where the capture device will
be at that instant. It should be kept in mind that the propagation computation must be

done faster than real-time. This study focuses on the efforts to find and/or build the tools

necessary to numerically propagate the motion of the MXER system as accurately as
possible.

MXER Simulation

To simulate the motion of the MXER system, a software package called GTOSS was

used. Created by David Lang, this software was originally developed for the shuttle TSS

missions, and has subsequently been used in a wide varie D, of tether studies and has been
validated as a robust simulation tool for space tethers.

Simulation Con/i_._ration

The table below shows the configuration of MXER that was run in the simulations.

Ballast Mass t

Initial Angular Velocit?'
Tether Length
Tether Diameter

10 MT [ Capture Device Mass [ ! MT ]

.0156 rad/s t Tether Material _1 ,_t_tra 2000 J100 km Tether Mass 2 3.5 MT_

0.00678 m t Tether Yount_'s Modulus L 170GPa

Results o[ Simulation

) See the references for detailed descriptions of the MXER system. It is assumed throughout the rest of
this paper that the reader has a working knowledge of the concepts behind it.
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The first item of note in the resultant motion of the MXER system is that the tether length

and angular velocity oscillate in the steady state, This is due to the fact that the gravity

gradient force varies sinusoidally as the tether rotates, imparting a continually varying

force on the system. This causes longitudinal oscillations, as well as transverse

oscillations due to the coriolis effect. These oscillations are more prominent near

perigee, where gravity gradient effects are stronger.

The lef_ plot shows the percent variance in the tether frame angular velocity from its

mean value over a period of 2 orbits. The plot starts and ends at perigee. The angular
rate is shown to remain within +0.6% of its nominal value, which is calculated to be

0.01535 rad/s. On closer examination, 2 discernible frequencies can be seen in the

oscillation of the angular rate: 0.0046 Hz and 0.019 Hz. Note that the n-man rotational

frequency of tether is: 0.00244 Hz, approximately half of the first frequency.

The right plot shows the variance in the distance between the end masses over the period

of 2 orbits. Again, the stronger variance occurs near perigee. At perigee, the length of

the tether is shown to vary by approximately a:12 meters from its nominal value of

101.145 kin. It is noted that the effects of centripetal threes on the stretch of the system

studied were an order of magnitude greater than the stretch due to the gravity gradient

effects. There are 2 frequencies that can be seen on closer examination: 0.0043 Hz and
.029 Hz.

The following plots show the transverse motion (in the tether frame) of 2 of the bead

points. Bead 1 is the closest to the capture device, and bead 5 is toward the middle of the

tether. It was observed that the strongest transverse oscillations occur near the capture

device, and then taper down toward the ballast mass. In this study, the end masses were

treated as point masses, so the full motion of the end masses was not examined. Due to

the stronger oscillations at the capture device end, this has implications for induced
pendulum motion and stability criteria, which may impact the design of the capture

device. Two discernible frequencies can be observed in the transverse motion of the
tether: .0041 Hz and 0.015 Hz.
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Another effect that was noticed was the presence of initial transients in the simulation.

As stated before, this is partially due to the inaccuracies of the initial conditions. In

addition, the bead model initialization in GTOSS adds to this initial transient, due to the

fact that the tether is initialized with homogeneous strain. In the steady state (for a

uniform tether), strain is strongest at the CM, and declines out toward the end masses. A

side effect of these inaccuracies is to produce slightly different steady state values for

tether length, angular rate, and apogee radius than predicted by the analytical equations.

These differ only by a few percent in each case, and can be compensated for, if desired,

by tweaking the IC's to get the desired steady state value.

After running a number of simulations, it was discovered that ver"d short integration

timesteps are necessary to converge to a final solution in GTOSS for the MXER system.

Longer timesteps presented the effect of inducing artificial damping into the solution.

After running the simulation for 5 orbits with a 0.1 second timestep, tbr example, the

angular velocity of the tether had decreased by about 30%. Shorter timesteps were used

in an effort to remove this effect, but the damping was still significant until using

timesteps on the order of 50 microseconds. At this point, the simulation runs run slower

than real-time. Also, the final position of the capture device had still not converged.

Simulations using shorter timesteps were attempted to obtain convergence, but they failed

to complete, A couple of simulation options were tried in order to remove this damping

effect: constraining the tether to homogenous strain, and utilizing a late-start option to
remove initial transients, but both were ineffectual. Artificial damping remains the

principle difficulty in convergence of the solution with GTOSS. Also, note that in this

study, only experiments with convergence with respect to variation of the timestep were

performed. Time did not permit an analysis of using varying numbers of elements in the

tether model, to determine what is the required number for convergence.

Conclusions

Although GTOSS did not converge to a solution with the accuracy desired, the

simulations were able to provide several valuable observations of the general motion of

the MXER system. An analysis of this motion brought to light a number of the issues

involved in the propagation of the system and in the rendezvous maneuver. The

convergence problem, however, may require the use of an alternate software solution in
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order to be able to run the simulation in a reasonable amount of time, so that parametric

studies and error analyses can be performed.

Furore Work Planned

The artificial damping effect in the propagation of the MXER system may be tied to the

integration method and/or tether model used in the propagation software, or may be an

inherent property of the system. In order to determine this, an analysis of alternate
propagation methods is will be performed. One such alternative is the JTether simulation

being developed by Kirk Sorensen. Work is currently underway to inco_te the finite

element model created by Dr. Canfield and Dave Johnson into JTether, to analyze the

performance and convergence in comparison to GTOSS. In a paper by Robert Hoyt of
Tethers Unlimited, it was proposed that a finite element model for the tether is a more

efficient way to simulate the system, and converges to a solution with a timestep an order

of magnitude or two longer than that required by discrete modeled tether systems. The

use of this model, as well as a higher order integrator, may prove to be useful in the

analysis of the MXER system. Other alternatives include TSSIM, developed by the ESA
and refined by John Glaese, and TetherSim, developed by Tethers Unlimited Inc.

Once the tools are in place to propagate the motion of the MXER system, studies can be

performed to look into the effects of environmental uncertainty and initial condition error

on the final prediction of the simulation. This analysis will provide a more realistic error

space within which the f'mal position of the capture device for rendezvous can be

predicted. This error space will drive the constraints of the terminal guidance system,

which will be responsible for autonomously performing the final adjustments to the
trajectories of the payload and/or the capture device to achieve rendezvous.
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Introduction

Friction Stir Welding (FSW) is a solid state welding process that exhibits characteristics

similar to traditional metal cutting processes. The plastic deformation that occurs during

friction stir welding is due to the superposition of three flow fields: a primary rotation of

a radially symmetric solid plug of metal surrounding the pin tool, a secondary uniform

translation, and a tertiary ring vortex flow (smoke rings) surrounding the tool (see figure

1). If the metal sticks to the tool, the plug surface extends dov,_a into the metal from the

outer edge of the tool shoulder, decreases in diameter like a flannel, and closes up beneath
the pin.

Top
View

ADVANCE RETR EAT

CHIP

Tool

Chip
or

Plug

WO R KPI ECE

Figure ]: Schematic illustrating the similarities between friction

stir welding (left) and metal cutting operations (right).

The friction stir welding transverse section (left) shows

base plates (gray and white), weld tool (shoulder and

threaded pin), and rotating plug (black area

surrounding weld pin beneath shoulder).

Since its invention, ten years have gone by and still very, little is know about the physics

of the friction stir welding process. Recently, (Nunes et al. 2000) engineers at the George

Marshall Space Flight Center proposed the "Rotating Plug Model" to fill this void. In the

model, the large plastic strain and high strain rates present during friction stir welding are

compared to those experienced during metal cutting operations. As Nunes et al. (2000)
states: "The incoming stream of metal resembles the cut to be made: the sliver rotated

around the threaded pin, the chip or plug; and the plug interface, the shear zone". Dong et

al. (1999) provides a more vivid explanation:
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''hfn~ig tliis ntlrrnu hand, the plastic flow vclocitj becomes 
asyn~ptoticrzlly discontinuous as clastic strains becotnc negligible, 
f'urrninp a separation surikce (or slip line) hctwecll the stir- 
induced flow zonc a~id  stationary region. 'I'he stresses acting on 
such a slip line can bc cii~rdcteri~ed hy rigid plasticity theory in 
terttls of' shear yield stress and hydrostatic stress. t Jrldcr l?iction 
stir welding conditirttis the shear yield stresses should be 
considered as a function of temperature and strain rate. If' the 
yield strength ils a function of both temperature and strain rntc is 
known, the required rotational torque ancl tr;~nslatiun fi~rccs car1 
be cstimalecl.'" 

Nuncs ct al, (2000) proceeded to cstitnatc these vstlucs licm the geometry of' the weld 
zonc S ~ O W I I  in figure 1 .  

In the equiitions ahovc, tlie shear yield stress (T) is tempemtiire dcpendcnt, 11 is currently 
unclear how strain rate fits into the lioftlting Iqiug Modcl. 

Si lm the friction stir wcldirig process is similar to metal cutting. it is cspectccl that very 
high and vczriahlc strain rates exist within the plastic flow repioii. 'l'hc strain rate p r c ~ ~ l i t  
during metal cutting i s  iisiialty cstirnated by er~uaticit~ 5 ,  ~vlicre V is tile cuttilig spced ntid 
d is the thickness of'the shcar hand dctcrt~iined by electron micrnscop~ techniques (Black 
1989). 

A siniilar equation was proposed in the tiotati~ig Iilug R40dc1, ~ ~ l i c r c  V is tiikctt :IS (or it~ld 

d as Vlrll, 7'hc value o f  d can also hc obtained by measuring the tii:\tatice bctxvcctt uxld 
trnchs prociuccd in ttle wake ~11' ttic rotaring pi11 hg  ~nctullograpl'jc;~llj pscj~aril~g :I pian 
view mid section 01' the weldmcnt, 



Frigmrd et al. (1991)) proposcd using analytical electron microscopy and l11c Zerter- 
I lolloman (1 944) paranlcbcr (based an polygonization and thc fcrril~cllitrri of subgrain 
structures) to estirnate the shcar strains within the plastic region. ilnct~aracteristici~lly Iotv 
strain rates wcrc oktaincd ilsing this technique and these valuer; wcrc attributed to thc 
presencc of' a liquid layer at the tool/ matrix interfkc. Aithcmgh postulated, such 
evidertce has never been observed in friction stir wcldments and thc basis of this study is 
to invalidate these claims. 

An 1-1 13 steel weld tool fshotrldcr diamctcr. 0.797"; pin diameter, 0.3 12"; and piti Icitgth, 
0.2506") was used tu weld three 0.255" thick plates (weld parameter are listed in table I ), 

Table I .  Weldi~tg Cicon~etry and Conditions 

M a t c T - - /  Joint -- - - ]Ta 'vc i  s IqecdcdI--- ' R P M  l x % i i i o n  - 1 

***  5456 advancing 

l'ftc cicformillion behavior during friction stir welding was investigated by 
n~etatlographically preparing a plan view sections of' the woldnlent and taking Vickcrs 
hardness test in the key- hole region scc figurc 2. I'hc propc~scd hon~ogcneous tccknique 
i s  sirniiar to the hctcrogencoils tracer, stlot, and dissinlilar r~iettll joining csperimcnts of' 
Keyn~lds (2000). Colligan (1  9Cj9), and McClure ( I  999) respcctivclq. 

1;igute 2: Vicket-s Ilardness readings (5243) tnkcn in thc ticinit) 
oi' the kc>- hole ol' the weld men^, 



Conclusions

Hardness is a measure of the resistance of a material to deformation. The hardness

distribution surrounding the key- hole region of the 2219 bead on plate weld (figure 3)

suggest variable strain and strain rates probably due to the thermal events (.colder metal at

the leading edge and hot metal in the wake) superimposed over the delbrmation profile,

Ffigaard's (1999) low strain rates were not due to local melting, but seem to be due to

softening of material in the wake of the pin tool. Future work in this area should be

directed towards obtaining deformation data throughout the specimen thickness and

investigating the effects of preheat and other welding variables on the deformation

profile.

0.6 _

¥ 0.41

ADVANCE RETREAT

! ' • ") "' _ i , '" "_ "' " '"' i • ! '

0.0 0,2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1,0
X

Figure 3: (a) Hardness in the vicinity of the key-hole.
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Introduction

The two major classes of laminate joints are bonded and bolted. Often the two classes are

combined as bonded-bolted joints. Several characteristics of fiber reinforced composite

materials render them more susceptible to joint problems than conventional metals. These

characteristics include weakness in in-plane shear, transverse tension/compression, interlaminar

shear, and bearing strength relative to the strength and stiffness in the fiber direction.

Studies on bolted joints of composite materials have been focused on joining assembly subject to

in-plane loads. Modes of failure under these loading conditions are net-tension failure, cleavage-
tension failure, shear-out failure, bearing failure, etc. Although

the studies of torque load can be found in literature, they

mainly discussed the effect of the torque load on in-plane

strength.

Existing methods for calculating torque limit for a mechanical

fastener do not consider connecting members. The concern that

a composite member could be crushed by a preioad inspired the

initiation of this study. The purpose is to develop a
fundamental knowledge base on how to determine a torqtu_

limit when a composite member is taken into account. Two

simplified analytical models were used: a stress failure analysis
model based on maximum stress criterion, and a strain failure

analysis model based on maximum strain criterion.
Figure 1. Mechanical Fastener Assemb,,

TOrqU e Limit Based on Stress Failure Criterion

Theoretically, a torque load can be determined from the normal force in a bolt through a static

analysis. This normal force usually consists of clamping force (preload) and work load. For a

joint assembly, the critical case is the superposition of preioad and work load. But in this

preliminary investigation, only preload in the assembly process is considered. For simplicity,

consider a bolt with square thread first. From static equilibrium conditions, the relation between

the torque force P and clamping force F can be obtained:

p = sin)l + ptcos2 F (1)
cos 2 - g sin 2

where N is the normal reaction, and /_V is the friction force due to the normal force. The

maximum value of F for a composite member is the clamping force that results in compressive

failure (crushing) in its transverse direction F_x :_ err Aw, where o'r is the compressive strength

of the composite material in transverse direction, A_ is the face area of a washer, A,,, = n(ro e -

r,2), where ro and r, are the outside radius and inside radius of the washer, respectively. Since T

= P(d,/2), the maximum torque can be obtained as

T_ = n" . t _ z(sin2+//cos2_o. (2)
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A similar expression can be obtained if the effect of thread angle a is considered in the analysis.

;r X cos a sin 2 +/,/cos/] _cr (3)

Torque Limit Based on Strain Failure.Criterion

An alternative approach to determine the torque limit would be a strain-based analysis. Since

strain is the ratio of change of dimension to the original dimension, and the change of dimension

is related to the stiffness of the member, we need to calculate the stiffness of the composite

members in a mechanical fastener assembly.

i / i i

i .......!i!

_ V

!i i

y
x • ' t _

u

< ..... I

V
x

Figure 2. Transverse Pressure Zone Figure 3. Pressure Cone Model

The case of a composite laminate subjected to transverse compressive tbrce in a washer-face

annulus area on top and bottom surfaces is a very complicated problem. There is no close-fbrm

solution available even for isotropic plates. A simplified approach is to use the so-called

"pressure-cone" method. It is assumed that the pressure applied to the two members is primarily
taken by the materials within the pressure cone; therefore, the stiffness of each member in the

bolt connection can be determined by considering only this cone. If a half-apex angle ,8 is used
to describe the cone geometry, obviously the use of an appropriate angle plays an important role

in the calculation of the member's stiffness. In general, a larger angle fl will result in a greater

stiffness. For isotropic materials, the normal range is 25 ° _<fl _<33 ° lbr most combinations. No

information has been found for composite materials regarding this cone angle.

Consider the case of two composite members vAth different thickness t_ and t2, as shown in Fig,

2. The total change of thickness will be

F 1 in (t, tan,6' + 4, - r, Xr,, + r,) + l_1 n tan,8+r,-_Xr,,_+_r,)
2str, tanfl (t, tan fl + r<,+ r, Xr<, r, ) E,,_ tan,8+r,, +r, Xr<, r,)

1 [(112)(,, tan,8+ .÷ --in ....
E,,2 [(ll2)(t,+t,)tanfl+r, +4](t, tan,8+4, 4)_t

(4)
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where Er_ and Er2 are the transverse Young's modulus of the two composite members, and t_ and

t: are the thickness of the two members. In the special case that the two composite members are

identical (Erl = Er2 = Er and tx = t2 = t), the last term of the above expression becomes zero.
This relation will be reduced to

F (ttanfl+r,,-r,_ro+r,)
A=. L. tanIn (imp +_,,+,,X_,,-_,) (s)

The torque limit T,,_ can be tbund as:

t,, 2 )cosacos2-,usin2

cosa sin 2 + u cos 2
/_) .............. i, ...................................................

Fm_ = 1- (ttanfl+r -r, Xr° +r,)]

[ (t tan fl + #; + r, Xro _ r,)jIn ..........:...... ..............................................................

It can be seen that the parameters contained in this expression are either material properties or

geometrical parameters of the joint assembly, expect the cone angle ,8.

Determination of Pressure Cone Angle [3

It is noted that the change of thickness of the two composite members, A. is not exactly the same

as the bolt elongation, 6. The difference is the change of thickness of the two washers, dw.

8=A+A w

Otanfl+ro-r, Xr. +r,) + 2Ft WFin F In - (7)

Rearranging this relation results in the following non-dimensional form:

....... in (t tan/3 + r,- r, Xr,, +r,)

L r_ \E_) r. -r.'_E.<)j (,tanfl+r o+,;Xr r,)

Since It_= 2(t + tw), this equation can be further written as

• [(,/r,)tant)+.- 1(_+1]l
Z tan fl = In --.--

[ (t / r, )tan fl + rl + It rl -1)]

where r/= ro/r,, and

(8)

(9)

2 r, t (lO)
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This expression can be expended to the following polynomial form:

where

,,,tanp + (tanp) +,,,(tanp)4+......---0 O1)

/a -1' a, = (n-_)! q + I)Z + n = 2.3.4.A (12)

Thus a nonlinear equation about tanfl has been changed to an n-th order polynomial series and it

can be solved numerically, It can be seen from this equation that the value of cone angle fi is

related to many variables, including Young's moduli of bolt and washer, transverse modulus of

elasticity of composite member, size and thickness of washer, and the thickness of composite
member.

Discussion an d Cpnelusions

Two simplified analytical models were used: a stress failure analysis model based on maximum

stress criterion, and a strain failure analysis model based on maximum strain criterion. A cone

pressure model is used in obtaining stiffness of composite members, In this model, the transverse

normal stress within a member is assumed to be limited to the region of a cone and distributed

uniformly, The angle of the core can be determined numerically from the developed models.

These models can be used in a bolt joint assembly with a single member, two identical or

different members, or, in general, multiple members with different thickness and material

properties. The results show that the torque limit is a function of bolt parameters (including

thread profile), size of washers, thickness and material properties of each composite member
involved.
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